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Submi&ed decision top-concern message first-name last-name your-email Submi&ed From
decision: Count (All):

No I do not 2119
top-concern: Count (All):

Mandatory vaccina?ons in Universi?es 252
The draD policy in its en?rety 820
Freedom of choice 964
Other 27
Access to educa?on 31
Vaccine passbooks 25

Not fully 14
top-concern: Count (All):

Freedom of choice 10
Access to educa?on 1
Other 1
Mandatory vaccina?ons in Universi?es 2

Yes I do 43
top-concern: Count (All):

No concern 20
Vaccine passbooks 5
Access to educa?on 3
The draD policy in its en?rety 3
Mandatory vaccina?ons in Universi?es 9
Other 3
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Submi&ed province decision top-concern message first-name status
decision: Count (All):

No I do not 2119
top-concern: Count (All):

Mandatory vaccina=ons in Universi=es 252
2022-02-01 
08:45:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The policy in its enBety is a problem. There should not be any mandatory vaccinaBon in university, and the 
tesBng for those who get RA. It's discriminaBon and against human right Carol student

2022-01-31 
17:04:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Astralita

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-31 
16:12:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Alda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-31 
11:42:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

2022-01-31 
11:24:20

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Omtrent geen risiko vir studente en meerderheid van Suid-Afrika is en wil nie gevaksineer word met 'n 
inenBng wat nie werk en waarvan die lang termyn gevolge niemand weet nie. Cobus student

2022-01-31 
09:29:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Hanne

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
08:09:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Lucy

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
07:59:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

SecBon 36 states that rights may be limited by laws of general applicaBon, but only insofar as this is 
“reasonable and jusBfiable in an open and democraBc society based on dignity, freedom and equality”. 
  
Is the mandaBng of the C19 ‘vaccines’ “reasonable and jusBfiable”? 
  
Experts have noted that there are six requirements that are needed to jusBfy a policy of mandatory 
vaccinaBon: 
1. The ‘vaccines’ must be properly trialled, tested and approved (this includes full animal studies; 
pharmacological reports; full registraBon with the SAHPRA (not SecBon 21))     
2. The ‘vaccines’ must be effecBve at prevenBng infecBon and transmission 
3. The vaccines must be DURABLE ie: work for a substanBal amount of Bme (at least 1 year)   
4. The ‘vaccines’ must be safe and present negligible risk of harm to the person receiving the drug   
5. No other reasonable alternaBves exist to prevent or treat the disease 
6. The risk or disease being immunised against must be sufficiently serious for the person being given the drug 
  
The C19 ‘vaccines’ fail to meet all of the 6 requirements above and we this need the SAHRC to protect our 
rights. Joubert student

2022-01-31 
07:57:42

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Ashley

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
07:44:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I feel that people are free to choose the medical care they wish to receive. I believe in informed consent and 
the consBtuBonal rights which protect the individual in its enBrety.  

I believe that a vaccine that is not effecBve for the new strain of Covid flies in the face of science and is illogical 
and criminal!  

A substanBal amount of the South African populaBon already has immunity and the fact that this immunity is 
not being considered is suspect of a more sinister moBve. 

The people of South Africa have been sold to the highest bidder and we neither consent nor agree to the 
‘sale’. Bianca student

2022-01-31 
07:10:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Allena student
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2022-01-30 
23:02:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I am a third year Mechatronic Engineering student and have objected to mandatory Covid vaccines at UCT 
since I first became aware of the proposal in August 2021. 

It feels as though my effort to comment again on UCT’s Drao Vaccine Mandate policy is a waste of Bme. Why 
would you want my opinion if I’m not one of your experts? It seems to many students that it won’t really 
make a difference engaging so it’s easier to just give in and get vaccinated or else walk away from geqng our 
degrees. CreaBng more depression and segregaBon in our society. 

Below is the objecBon I sent to UCT on 14 Aug 2021. I don’t know if anyone read it but for the record here it is 
again: 

By making the vaccines mandatory, you will not only be discriminaBng against those who chose not to be 
vaccinated on religious, medical or scienBfic grounds, but you will also be violaBng SecBon 29, SubsecBon 1b 
of chapter 2 of the South African ConsBtuBon: The Bill of Rights. 
"Everyone has the right to further educaBon, which the state, through reasonable measures, must make 
progressively available and accessible." 
AddiBonally, the mandatory vaccines in general violate SecBon 12, SubsecBon 2c: 
"Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right not to be subjected to 
medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent." 
By making vaccines mandatory, you are endorsing a new Apartheid, whereby those who chose bodily integrity 
will be discriminated against and denied the right to further educaBon. 
Mandatory vaccines will not solve the problems of this pandemic. However they will certainly and surely 
create severe issues for future generaBons that we cannot yet fathom. 
I will not support a new Apartheid regime. 

I also anended UCT’s online parBcipaBon process on 14 Oct 2021. It felt very biased with the panel only 
represenBng one side of the debate and a number of my comments didn’t appear in the chat feed. And no 
one replied to them. I didn’t save my comments but would be interested to see the full list of comments 
submined on that occasion. For transparency could all the comments be made available? 

At one point in that session we were told that no-one was being forced to take the vaccine. But we’re not 
really being offered much choice with “narrowly tailored” exempBons, a huge amount of work in geqng 
exempBons, daily symptom monitoring and regular tesBng. Which is very costly and stressful. Otherwise we 
have to walk away from our educaBon if we don’t take a vaccine. It seems it’s not really a choice and it 
violates one of my core values which is offering people freedom of choice. 

It’s also stressful being shamed as an “anB-vaxxer”, feeling manipulated and insulted into a medical procedure 
I don’t trust with reasoning I don’t trust. With rules that keep chopping and changing, cover-ups and 
inconsistencies from governments and profiBng corporaBons I don’t trust either. How many boosters will we 
be forced to take if we accept this precedence? 

"It’s been almost two years of living in a Covid-19 world...Throughout this period, the government has been 
consistent only in sending out conflicBng, confusing and ooen downright misleading informaBon on how to 
deal with this perceived threat to our lives and livelihoods. The scaremongering, fear and anxiety that South 
Africans were subjected to at the beginning of the pandemic, far outweighed the impact of Covid-19 on the 
lives of healthy ciBzens, which resulted in a number of suicides and an increase in cases of domesBc violence 
as more and more people fell into depression while others joined the unemployment queues….Then with 
Omicron, the latest message is that two shots are not good enough, hence the government has started 
administering booster shots for health workers….." 

hnps://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/news/two-years-of-living-in-a-covid-19-pandemic-fears-threats-
lies-stats-and-reality-6e827914-2d2e-412a-80de-89e1e7e3b4c1 
Many of the Covid regulaBons have been irraBonal and failed to weigh up the consequences and harms for all 
groups. In my experience this applies especially to us students. I believe that the risk of Covid-19 needs to be 
weighed against risks to our educaBon, employment, social lives and mental health. In Aug 2021 UCT 
published the arBcle "Youth in the firing line of COVID-19 mental health pandemic" by Dr Paq Silbert hnps://
www.news.uct.ac.za/arBcle/-2021-08-24-youth-in-the-firing-line-of-covid-19-mental-health-pandemic 

This has been a major issue. In the first year of the pandemic I lost two friends who'd been in my class since 
lower primary school. My best friend Ben fell from a window at a university party and Gia hung herself on 
Freedom Day. One of the closest friends of one of my cousins commined suicide last month. And the close 
friend and classmate of another cousin drove off a cliff. And a matric boy in my brother's friend group at 
Wynberg Boys anempted suicide last year too. 

Forcing vaccine mandates in society will add to the stress. So will increased poverty. Another thing not being 
discussed is that stress causes illness too. Not just mental disorders but also illnesses like cancer. 
There also needs to be a lot more discussion about natural immunity, especially since Omicron. And also 
discussion about treatments which weren’t menBoned in the policy. Last month the New York Times 
published an arBcle about the potenBal for treatments to substanBally reduce hospitalisaBon and death which 
could then give people more choice. 

“Covid Treatments are coming. Here’s why they are a big deal.” 
hnps://www.nyBmes.com/2021/12/03/briefing/covid-treatments-pfizer-merck.html 

Besides all the treatments already available more importance could also be placed on health and fitness to 
improve natural immunity and reduce the risk of comorbidiBes. Why is there not more discussion about that 
instead of making the health of society the responsibility of the youth? 

What if you’re wrong pushing a vaccine mandate? What if some fundamental beliefs about Covid-19 vaccines 
turn out to be false? What if they are not as safe and effecBve as you claimed? Would UCT accept liability for 
severe adverse reacBons? We know several people who believe their loved ones died or had severe injury as a 
result of vaccinaBon. According to the WHO’s VigiAccess database, there were 2,878,762 adverse drug 
reacBons to Covid-19 vaccines in 2021. Compared to 8,646 polio adverse drug reacBons. hnp://
www.vigiaccess.org/ 
Do you have a seed of doubt? If so then please read this arBcle wrinen by an engineer living in South Africa 
(given to me recently on a walk with Ben’s mom). Much of what was said here really resonated with 
me. “Coming Clean” by Cory Zue hnps://www.coryzue.com/wriBng/coming-clean/ 

One of my core values is freedom of choice and not to persuade others when I don’t have all the answers. But 
I appeal to you to please consider if it’s possible that in the future you’ll look back with regret if you proceed 
with the vaccine mandates. Joseph student

2022-01-30 
21:25:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Monalisa student

2022-01-30 
19:38:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

ObjecBons to the Mandatory VaccinaBon policy at UCT 
To the Vaccine Mandate Panel 
  
I write in my personal capacity, as a UCT alumni, BComm 1993, and a parent AMS fee payer of two students. 
  
I object to the proposed mandate in it’s enBrety. 
  
The following facts are why I am opposing the proposed mandate: 
  
•           The virus is endemic, it will circulate and as people (who already have a good 
level of protecBon aoer recovery from C19 or a vaccine) are exposed they will 
get a ‘top up’ that is more robust, durable and broader than a vaccine. This is 
not opinion – it is confirmed and accepted virology.    Consensus is building, both locally and 
internaBonally, that we are exiBng the pandemic phase of this epidemic and entering the 
endemic phase. This would mean that Covid 19 is treated as other infecBous diseases are 
treated. 
  
• John

business 
owner

2022-01-30 
17:54:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Where is the freedom to choose what we do to our bodies. Is the university going to provide for my children if 
they happen to become injured when being forces to take the vaccine. The university is funded by NaBonal 
Government which is not imposing these forced mandates on schools or any other insBtuBons.  My body My 
choice Carmen

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
17:25:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Geforseerde deelname aan n mediese eksperiment. Christel

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
17:21:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Freedom is being violated. Glenda

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
14:30:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Countries with the higher rates of vaccinaBons, 60% of those fully vaccinated individuals had to be 
hospitalized which is a logical possibility that might occur in our beloved universiBes if mass vaccinaBon occurs 
due to mandates, the whole academic year could be distracted.  Forcing treatment on people is something 
outside of medical ethics, infringes consBtuBonal rights of people and to be quite accurate it is illogical and 
unscienBfic since COVID has almost 95% recovery rate, and medical office should be ecstaBc that there is a 
disease treatable like COVID with other methods besides vaccines. Bongane student
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2022-01-30 
13:23:43

North 
West

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Patricia

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
09:15:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccines must be done away with in universiBes,every student must be giving the opportunity to 
decide for themselves irrespecBve of religious or any other reason,it's also proven that vaccines doesn't 
prevent you from passing the customer on.im against Mandatory vaccines Margy

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
06:31:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Slippery slope to mandate vaccines when they do not prevent transmission, nor serious illness and death.  
Bodily autonomy and free will please. If your vaccine protects you, why worry if I have one or not? Kassandra

business 
owner

2022-01-30 
05:59:08

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

You should give people the freedom of choice to take the vaccine or not. Forcing people who do not eant to 
take it for religious or any other reasons is not okay and it limits them to get full access to their educaBon Deone

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-29 
23:39:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

All people have the right to bodily integrity. No one should be forced to get the vaccine. Especially not if it 
infringes on their right to educaBon. Denise student

2022-01-29 
21:35:34

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

As a S.African  I believe our consBtuBon says one has freedom to choose, whether a student or an employee. 
People make informed decisions. 
We all have a right to educaBon. They are doing the very same thing they fought against apartheid for. Do 
rights have limits? 
Students fought against being forced to be taught in Afrikaans in 1976, now they want to force us & our kids 
to take the vaccine tested/not.  Vaccinated individuals can infect unvaxxed

Kegomodi
tswe

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
20:31:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The mRNA injecBons are untested  and  humans must not be used as guineepigs for the Pharma industry.  
Many Serious side effects   and death have been reported. Medical intervenBon must be an informed choice 
by every individual Robert reBred

2022-01-29 
18:50:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes ConsBtuBon of SA says I have freedom of choice and the right to educaBon. Anina

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
18:40:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Although this has nit yet been proven, amongst women of all ages who have been vaccinated, there is break 
through bleeding, or no bleeding, or excess bleeding since vaccinaBon.  
Although I have anecdotal evidence from women whom I believe to be telling the truth, and our family 
medical pracBBoner, this has not yet been thoroughly proven or disproven  that the  vaccinaBon affects  
women's menstrual  cycle, and thus her right to have  children. What a terrible tradgedy it would be, if our 
brightest and our best in this country could not have children? Those that make this decision for our  hildren 
would long since have leo UCT. Who would be responsible for this disaster?  

Wendy
business 
owner

2022-01-29 
17:17:39

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Our consBtuBonal right my body my choice Henk 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
16:55:52

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is clear that the new geneBc vaccines offered in SA do not prevent infecBon or transmission of SARS-CoV-2. 
If they do no prevent infecBon or transmission it therefore is a personal choice whether to get vaccinated. 
Each student and staff member should be able to analyse their risk and benefit and act accordingly. I am 
shocked that a terBary insBtuBon can take such an unscienBfic decision! JusBn reBred

2022-01-29 
16:40:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Life is all about choice.  Do not take that freedom away from people.  
The vaxx does not prevent anything Marinda

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
13:54:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I feel that mandatory vaccinaBons in UniversiBes takes away our right to freedom of a choice. If I chose  not be 
vaccinated I can not go to school, this takes away my freedom of choice, to not be vaccinated N student

2022-01-29 
13:46:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Wenfeel that it’s totally unconsBtuBonal and the vaccines are not safe. We have religious beliefs that goes 
against geqng the vaccine which are not acknowledged. What is happening is not right and a human atrocity. 
These mandates are cosBng us thousands of rands of damage as well as emoBonal stress, and all this for covid 
with a death rate of 0.001 % for kids 18 -28 Helena

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
10:12:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccinaBon is unconsBtuBonal in SA. I have the right to bodily integrity. 
According to VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Report System) which is cerBfied by the CDC (Centre for Disease 
control and prevenBon), reports were filed of 18 000 deaths aoer the vaccine was taken,  and 30 000 
individuals with permanent disabiliBes aoer the vaccine was taken. This is alarming! 
If thousands of highly qualified scienBsts and specialists worldwide are  warning against the safety and 
effecBveness of vaccines, WITH PROOF, how can I be ignorant?  
Israel is 98% vaccinated and shows highest amount of Covid cases at the moment. The vaccines administered 
for Omicron, is not effecBve.  
These are a few facts, many quesBons, and yet a student is forced to either allow vaccinaBon, or forfeit further 
studies. What on earth is happening to the human race??? We have become fearful and therefore irraBonal 
and cruel. Candace

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-29 
09:35:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccinaBons have been proven to not work. Please consider that both the UK and Denmark have 
completely lioed all restricBons and mandates for the enBre country.  

This begs the quesBon, what went wrong? Why did they stop all restricBons amd mandates? I would suggest 
that before universiBes decide to mandate, they should consider all sides of the spectrum instead of simply 
following what is said on mainstream media. ChrisBne student

2022-01-29 
09:30:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Your organizaBon is run by criminals. UCT must fall. Elaine

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
09:24:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Different students and staff have Different medical backgrounds and many have full natural immunity which 
has been ignored. Vaccinated people can sBll carry and transmit Covid . Its unfair to discriminate against those 
who have natural immunity Sharon 

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
09:19:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Gill

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
09:05:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The noBon that a medical treatment of any type, shape or  form can be considered for a mandatory "forced" 
rollout is absolutely preposterous and must be condemned in the strongest terms!!! Not only UniversiBes but 
worldwide!! And the current "vaccine" is proven to be ineffecBve in that it doesn't stop transmission nor does 
it protect the vaccinated, this is a definiBon of "failed  vaccine", besides the fact that this is sBll and 
EXPERIMENTAL treatment and anyone taking it must give consent that they are partaking in a trail. Jaco

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
08:44:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccinaBons are the coersion. It takes away peoples right to freely choice for themselves. It puts 
unfair pressure on young people to conform and consent. It can lead to the unjust discriminaBon of some in 
the form of excluding them from an higher educaBon. Access to educaBon should be free for all.  Furthermore 
the adverse effects of the vaccine are now very clear. MyrocadiBs under young males are a severve side effect. 
Furthermore the effecBveness of the vaccines against the new strains are very weak, so why then mandate 
something that do not work. It only adds to the problem. 
   Adriana

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:57:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Karen

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:10:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The risk of death is negligible and therefor there in no need for vaccinaBon. 
The situaBon to mandate a experimental is disingenuous and nefarious and is contrary to raBonal thought. 
I do not support mandatory anything. Freedom of choice is paramount to a free society. John reBred

2022-01-29 
07:10:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I am not against vaccine however, I need to know what it is made of and ensure it will not be toxic to my body. 
I was never mandated to take medicaBons or vaccines why are we being mandated to take this vaccine. The 
conBnuous bullying from organisaBon's that people could loose there jobs if they refuse are a disgrace, 
bullying need to stop, when we got the flu previously no one mandated us to get a flu jab and was mostly 
unsympatheBc when we need a day off to recover now we must take weeks to quaranBne ridiculous. I want to 
have the right to deal with my health how i did before covid, my way, because I dont do problems I only do 
SoluBons and the Covid Vax sounds like a problem. Rene

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:06:19

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

From freely available data, it is clear that the vaxx does not work so there should be no reason to mandate it. 
Surely, a criBcal thinking collecBve of educated people can arrive at a similar conclusion when studying the 
data! Rod

business 
owner
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2022-01-29 
06:35:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I am placing my contribuBon with a heavy heart.  

To me, it makes no sense to vaccinate young  people. Generally they live healthy and fit lifestyles and istaBsBcs 
are in their favour compared to other age groups  (specifically over 70) when it comes to the Corona Virus. 

Students contract the virus, spread it just as those that is vaccinated, but typically they dont get very sick, they 
dont typically die and they dont take up beds in hospital. Yet, we want to vaccinate without knowing the long 
term effects on humans. Millions of them. 

Same go for lecturers. They are mostly under the age of 65, and with variants becomming less aggresive now, 
we can argue they are also out of danger. It is ridiculous to offer non - specific anB bodies for robust specific 
anB bodies and I am sure society will regret this in the future.  

The vaccine is based on pure science and was developed for a spesific Corona strain. This means that the 
vaccine in all likelyhood will be ineffecBve against coming variants. 

I appreciate the fact that there are significant literature and expert opinions on the benefits and necessity to 
be vaccinated. There are, however, numerous medical and other commentaries and literature poinBng to the 
significant risks that could be anached to the new vaccines which were created in record Bme and have not 
undergone the normal much longer trail periods. Accordingly, there are significant uncertainBes about long 
term negaBve effects of the vaccines. There are at the same Bme, many specialists advising that especially low 
risk individuals, such as healthy young people, should think twice before geqng vaccinated. I have seen 
literature poinBng to possible negaBve side effects for pregnancy or unborn babies.  

The ConsBtuBon, which provides all with human rights protecBon, such as the right to life, dignity, of equality 
-  Imeans no one may be unfairly discriminated against on the basis of religion, conscience and belief, the right 
to bodily and psychological integrity (security and control of the body, not to be subjected to medical or 
scienBfic experiments, etc.), freedom of religion, belief and opinion, and fair labour pracBces.  

Some of these rights are also protected under the Health Act and the PromoBon of Equality and PrevenBon of 
Unfair DiscriminaBon Act 4 of 2000, the Labour RelaBons Act and the Employment Equity Act (parBcularly 
SecBon 6).  

In terms of the Disaster Management Act, there must be a risk assessment and a vaccinaBon policy may not 
be enforced generally. 

Finally, I wish to reiterate that I do not submit this commentary lightly. I however, plead with the University to 
also appreciate the above posiBon and the fact that it is not fair to enforce a vaccine policy on everyone. I 
again thank the University sincerely for the opportunity to comment and trust that you will consider it 
favorably. Ruaan

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
05:58:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes TERENCE

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
02:02:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Ruan student

2022-01-28 
23:06:52

North 
West

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Ek is verbonde aan die NWU, wat ook in 'n proses is om sy personeel en studnete te verplig om die inspuiBng 
te kry. Die 'vaksien' is nog in 'n 'trial' fase en dus nog in ontwikkeling fase. Ons gaan gedwing word om deel te 
neem aan 'n navorsingsproek, waarvan niemand weet wat die langtermyn gevolge van kan wees nie. Dit is al 
bevesBg dat die 'vaksien' nie effekBef is teen Omikron-variant nie. Dit is ook bekend dat persone wat reeds die 
'vaksien' gekry het, steeds Covid kan kry en ander persone kan aansteek. Uit 'n persoonlike oogpunt, almal 
vam wie ek nou hoor wat siek word is reeds 'ten volle ge-vaksineer' en het al booster inspuiBngs gekry. Dit is 
net vir my nog 'n bewys dat dit totaal sinneloos is om die risiko te neem om 'n inspuiBng re kry waarvan 
niemand weet wat die effek oor 'n paar jaar gaan wees nie. Niemand in my gesin het al Covid gehad nie, maar 
die res van my familie wel...en almal ná hulle die sogenaamde 'vaksien' gekry het. Hisride is niks anders as 'n 
geldmaak besigheid nie. Universiteite, waarvan NWU een is, het 'n groot bedrag geld gekry om Covid-vaksiene 
te ontwikkel, wat dus in enige navorsing gesoen kan word as konflik van belange. Rianda

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:34:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes IgniBa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:21:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Sharon

business 
owner

2022-01-28 
21:20:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The injecBons are experimental. Long term side effects are unknown. Vaccinated people sBll carry and spread 
Covid. There are numerous studies highlighBng the superiority of natural immunity.  There are numerous 
reports of adverse events. There is no recourse against pharmaceuBcal companies if vaccine injuries occur.  A 
total violaBon of human rights. Jackie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:14:01

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The covid 19 vaccine is an experimental product, has not been approved and does not prevent transmission. 
Furthermore it is killing thousands of people and maiming millions. Look at the VAERS data. Does UCT want to 
be held liable for student/staff deaths? Liesl

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
11:09:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Vaccine mandates in universiBes are unconsBtuBonal and a great infringement on personal freedoms and the 
right to choose. Nobody should be denied a terBary educaBon based on their vaccine status. That is 
completely injust! Angela

business 
owner

2022-01-27 
19:05:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

We all have freedom of choice and the vax cannot really stop the spread.   We all have our inherent immune 
system and we rather need to prevent these epidemics by ensuring we stay healthy by eaBng correctly and 
exercising. 

Celeste
business 
owner

2022-01-27 
05:25:40

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Mandatory jabs is unconsBtuBonal. Celeste

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
17:20:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Sandra

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
16:42:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

By making vaccinaBons mandatory for students to anend an University it takes away the students' right for 
educaBon. It is also scienBfically proven that the vaccine does not reduce the probability that a person gets 
infected with the COVID-19 Omicron variant or reduce the probability of infecBng another person with 
COVID-19 if you are infected yourself. The scienBfic facts in itself are enough to make it clear that vaccine 
mandates on campuses and in workspaces are senseless and needs to be dropped immediately. Janke

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
11:33:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Ryan

employed 
individual

2022-01-25 
21:13:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Where there is risk of side affects, so there should be a personal choice! Will UCT be taking financial 
responsibility for all medical costs for adverse reacBons? Danielle

employed 
individual

2022-01-25 
11:22:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Freedom of choice. Dominic

business 
owner

2022-01-25 
07:10:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Freedom of choice Nadia student

2022-01-24 
19:43:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No for mandatory vaccinaBons.  COVID vaccinaBons does not protect you against Covid. Lots of side effects. Johanna

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
19:37:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

People have freedom of choice.. not too be forced in taking something which is not in the consBtuBon ..read 
chapter 2 

There is no proof vaccines work  

Is not the law soo you have no right to enforce something which is not law Teresa
business 
owner

2022-01-24 
16:17:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

We simply cannot conBnue on this destrucBve path to explode young people to untested and harmful 
medicaBon without any clear benefits.  There is NO proof that the vaxines are working especially for young 
people.  It is simply madness,  the academics of the world are really shedding doubt in their ability to reason 
logically with poor decisions such as vax andates.  I am very disappointed in the academia of the world. Jaco

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
11:59:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I agree with freedom of choice and body autonomy. We can not vaccinate when the vaccinated can sBll spread 
the disease- are you not seeing the logic here. Tee

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
11:57:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes against medical tyranny. T

employed 
individual
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2022-01-24 
09:52:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

ImplementaBon of a mandatory vaccine policy should not be done lightly and without serious consideraBon 
and reasonable groun -  lest we wish to set a dangerous precedent whereby governing bodies are able to 
infringe on personal liberty at their own liberty, without regard of the impact that this will have on the 
individual.  

You would not outsource your most inBmate decisions to a disinterested (operaBng on a general level) third 
party. And nor do I wish to do so.  

People should be allowed to make decisions for themselves, even “wrong” decisions. 

If there was a strong case for the vaccines prevenBng transmissibility of the virus, I imaging that this would be 
a different conversaBon. I would be morr inclined to consider the merits of a mandatory vaccinaBon policy. 
But - as it stands - there is no compelling evidence that the vaccines prevent transmissability. What then is the 
point of implemenBng a mandatory vaccinaBon policy?  

SuggesBng that it is in the best interests of the individual who becomes vaccinated lacks the gravitas to jusBfy 
this infringement on personal liberty. Let the individual dictate maner so personal.  

Considering that it was the university that proposed a mandatory vaccinaBon policy, it rests with the 
university to make a compelling case  - the burden of proof is not on the indiviual on whom you wish to 
impose this restricBon. 

The implementaBon of a mandatory vaccinaBon policy without strong and reasonable grounds for so dire and 
consequenBal an infringement on personal liberty is unwise and paves the way for further infringement upon 
personal liberty. An important quesBon that proponents of mandatory vaccine policies should consider is; 
“where does the line get drawn”?  

And this quesBon is valid and worth considering because if we are not at every juncture going to consider 
deeply whether in fact infringements on personal liberty are jusBfied, then we are paving the way for arbitrary 
infringements.  

Let us know be naive and forget that our present democraBc and stable society has not always been. History 
has had it’s share of slavery and serfdom. People have a fallen  nature and the atrociBes that the world has 
witnessed stand testament to this. Governments and powerful insBtuBons (such as universiBes) wield an 
unbeleivable amount of power. It is the responsibility of ordinary ciBzens to demand accountability and the 
limitaBon of that power, otherwise we will have played a part in our own enslavement. Frans

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
09:22:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Vaccines don't stop infecBon and it also don't stop transmission. It is not safe and effecBve; many vaccine 
injuries worldwide. Natural immunity according to a lot of scienBfic studies is far more superior than vaccine 
immunity, and a big part of the South African populaBon already have natural immunity. These vaccines are 
also not registered in South Africa yet, you therefore cannot force people to take an unregistered product. 
Furthermore, it is against an individual's consBtuBonal right being forced to take an unregistered vaccine. Kay

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
22:13:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Access to educaBon should not be based  or linked to the vaccine status. Students must be given an opBon to 
choose what they want. TSHIDI

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
21:04:28

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

(1) people have always had the legal right to choose what treatments are allowed or disallowed on their body, 
based on the research and understanding of such treatments, there is insufficient long term results of the 
vaccines put forth.  
(2) The vaccine type currently being used Nucleic Acid (mRNA), this vaccine has insufficient data to support 
the longevity of the anBbodies created by the immune system in response to the sBmulated anBgen, 
furthermore the immune system response is weaker to the mRNA coded covid spike protein anBgen as it is a 
parBal strand and not fully representaBve of the actual covid virus, as a result mRNA vaccines requires 
conBnuous booster shots to ensure and maintain its parBal effecBveness. As compared to vaccine types that 
are whole virus (inacBve), this causes the immune system response to be much more stronger and closer to a 
natural immune response.  
(3) UlBmately as with any and all viruses, the anBbodies needs to be created by the immune system, rather 
get a virus and give the immune system the chance to do its job as it proves to have more long term benefits 
to the body making the immune system more robust to handle other viruses or variants thereof.  
(4) for people who have already recovered from covid without any vaccine, you would not want to lose any 
benefits the immune system as acquired by arBficially trying to invoke an immune system response using a 
mRNA vaccine when the body has already built up a resistance to the virus. 
(5) Don't take high level scienBfic jargon and stats into consideraBon without reading and understanding the 
actual study reports, right now, there is insufficient Bme to collect the necessary data, and people in senior 
posiBon, including scienBsts are under immense pressure to provide regular stats and data on vaccines and 
covid. Case and point on the CDC website, they make the statement studies show that people who recovered 
from covid and didn't get the vaccine where twice as likely to get covid than vaccinated people. But when you 
read the study, there was only 1 study done, and the stats from that study has holes in the way the study was 
done. There's no way possible to control the movement of people  (unvaccinated and vaccinated) for a 8 to 10 
month duraBon and know whether they actually where in contact with covid virus or not. Doing a test before 
and aoer a duraBon only works when the control group and test group is exposed to exactly the same 
environment during the full test duraBon, which was not the case here, yet the stats from this test is being 
used to say that unvaccinated people are 2.3 Bmes more likely to get covid again than vaccinated people. So 
just consider the details. 
(6) lastly, the following comments are not meant to be insensiBve to anyone who has lost someone to covid. 
The world needs the vaccine to work, even if it's ineffecBve or parBally effecBve or has major long term side 
effects that will only be seen in the future, they need that hope so they can go back to living normally without 
fear,  but part of normality is to realize and accept that death can happen anyBme devoid of covid, in our 
country of high violent crime, death happens all the Bme. There are other sicknesses and diseases in SA that 
have far more higher mortality rates than covid, the fear of not knowing whether your immune system will 
overcome or succumb to covid is the biggest driving factor behind covid. Life is for the living, we either get 
busy living or get busy dying, it's our choice, some people are like ostriches, when the storm comes they sBck 
their heads in the ground, with the body sBll exposed to the storm, others are like eagles, they fly into the 
storm and take on the challenges, fly or fall, their percepBon is different and that allows them to survive and 
conquer. Mandatory vaccinaBons with vaccines that have not gone through their full clinical trial period 
before use on humans, that have been accepted because of poliBcians need to do something about the  covid 
situaBon and therefore circumvented the full process due to Bme urgency, is actually a coward way of buckling 
under the pressure. Jerry

employed 
individual
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2022-01-23 
18:02:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

A mandatory vaccine policy at UCT or any other university is completely unacceptable any circumstances, 
much less so for our current one.  

The policy in quesBon would serve to deny our youth educaBon, because they do not want to get an 
ineffecBve injecBon that does not serve them or their interests.  

Let us be clear, the young people that have died of covid alone in this country and others is a very small 
staBsBc. Healthy, young people do not need a covid vaccine. 

It should be not even be mandatory  it for those most at risk,  merely advised. 

There is a shocking lack of transparency regarding trial data and it is irresponsible of the university to mandate 
any vaccine for its students. We do not know what the long term effects are. Never mind the horrible adverse 
reacBons which people have had to them. 

Even if we disregard what I have wrinen above, it has to be acknowledged that the vaccines are no longer 
effecBve, if they ever were. Why should students take something that will not protect them, not stop them 
from transmiqng the disease and not even bring back some sort of normalcy? 

The universiBes who are implemenBng it claim that is for the good of the insBtuBons, for the students and 
staff, but if that were the case; where is the exempBon for natural immunity? Bener yet, where are the 
mandates for general fitness and health? 

The universiBes in quesBon are implemenBng this for reasons which they cannot even defend, it is just 
because they said so. 

All this and then comes the quesBon of funding and Bes to certain corporaBons and corrupt governmental 
agencies. I will not even elaborate, I encourage those interested to look into it, and I wonder why some people 
are so shameless. 

Then comes my advice to those who do not support this, do not comply. Try your luck with an exempBon and 
if that fails, legal acBon. Go to SAUS or other student unions and make your case. Protest and help protect 
those even younger than us. If needs be, go to a university that has not implemented a policy of the sort. 

This is a rabbit hole, what other draconian requirements can be enforced if this is?  
The more people that comply, the more likely it is to work. I speak to vaccinated students and staff too when I 
say that. 

This is going to be another disaster in South African terBary educaBon, again caused by idioBc and impracBcal 
policies by those who presuppose they doing it for the “greater good”. 

Our universiBes have shioed from insBtuBons of learning, to insBtuBons of propaganda and compliance.  

The university may dismiss the above, but the youth will never forget what it wishes it impose. 

I choose to write under a pseudonym for I know that the above will be used against me, were it under my 
name. Willy student

2022-01-23 
16:40:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

South Africans will be devided like in the years before 1994. 
DifferenBaBon like in appartheid reBred

2022-01-23 
15:28:15

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Sarie reBred

2022-01-23 
13:23:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Veronica

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
09:44:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes This infringes on our consBtuBon, freedom of choice, crimes against himanity Mark

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
07:12:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It concerns me that an experimental drug, that has severe adverse events, is being advocated for. There is no 
proof that it prevents the virus from spreading, and even if there is, we should have the freedom to choose 
what is injected into our bodies. Sandra

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
06:41:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is a fact that young people have almost zero chance of severe illness from Covid. But it is also fact that long 
term effects of the MRNA vaccine are not yet known. It is also fact that young people are at higher risk of 
MycardiBs and other adverse effects from vaccine. If you weigh up the risk verses benefits, it doesn’t make 
sense to vaccinate the young adults. And if the vaccinaBon is to protect the elderly lecturers, then let the 
lectures get the vaccine to protect themselves. Don’t force the young adults to potenBally play roulene with 
this experimental vaccinaBon in order to protect the elderly…. If that is the case, clearly it’s Bme to admit that 
the vaccinaBon is not working. Kathleen

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
00:29:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The vaccinaBons are experimental and do not sufficiently  prevent infecBon or disease. All people need 
freedom of choice and body autonomy.  
Why are the adverse effects in young adults, like top athletes being ignored? Andrea

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
23:35:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Kobus student

2022-01-22 
22:49:21

North 
West

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I believe as a democracy we as the people have full rights to choose our own outcome as to whether to be 
vaccinated or no, we must remember our country is for the people by the people. To force something that a 
large amount of people do not want or support is not what our country fought for to become independent, 
and therefore we should have our own choice in whether to take the shot or  not. George

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
21:37:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Jacqui 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:48:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I believe this vaccinaBon is the first step that will eventually lead to total control and the mark of the beast as 
wrinen in the Bible in RevelaBon 13. It is against my ChrisBan believes. Hans

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
18:39:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:22:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The covid vaccines do not prevent infecBon and they do not prevent transmission; they only offer the personal 
benefit of reducing hospitalisaBon and death; it is therefore no one else's business whether one chooses to 
vaccinate or not. Young people are not at high risk of hospitalisaBons or death from covid, but they are at risk 
of side effects eg myocardiBs in young men. It is not right to force a medical intervenBon that carries some risk 
on someone who is at very low risk of dying from an illness. Long term studies have  not been done. A large 
porBon of the populaBon have already had covid and already have natural anBbodies, why is  there no 
menBon of this? The university will face liBgaBon and be expected to compensate students who experience 
adverse events aoer a mandatory vaccinaBon. Students will not accept mandatory vaccinaBons, UCT should 
expect protests and liBgaBon if they go ahead with this silly idea. Chris

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
17:44:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The vaccines are causing a lot of side effects, I am commenBng as a Health Care PracBBoner… especially in 
younger people whose immune systems are usually robust enough to cope with Covid. Omnicron is mild, 
nothing beats natural immunity which most learners would have by now.  Dalene

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
17:27:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Vaccines take several years to make, there's no way that whatever this "vaccine/injecBon" is, is good for you in 
any  
way. I will never support this, and it's absolutely nonsense to force someone to take this! Everyone is valid to 
their own opinion and choice 

Dominiqu
e student

2022-01-22 
16:49:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Side effects & I have a huge problem with  the use of  a aborted baby fetus used.    The ingredients of the 
vaccine is worrisome .   Nina

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
16:44:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Theses vaccines are sBll in their experimental phase. Young adults are not at high risk of Covid .  Ilse

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
16:44:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It's been proven that the vaccinaBon doesn't work, immunity needs to be acknowledged and the current 
variant is mild. More cases of adverse reacBons are recorded.  
Everyone must have a choice.  
Students are not to be part of a trial. They are the clients of the university.  
Apply criBcal thinking and start reading news not on ms and get the book on Fauci from Amazon Suyenne reBred

2022-01-22 
15:35:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Tania

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:31:17

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is against human rights to be forced to have to take any-vaccinaBon that they do not want to! Everyone has 
the right to choose!  Ann

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:09:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes DiscriminaBon. Forcing students to take experimental drugs that are ineffecBve in many ways. Dan student

2022-01-22 
14:08:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Debbie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:58:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is an experimental vaccine and should not be called a vaccine.  Vaccinated people can sBll get  Covid-19,  
be hospitalised and transmit. This has been proven to be the case in the UK and Europe.  
It is also against your HUMAN RIGHTS  and the SOUTH AFRICAN  CONSTITUTION as well as breaking the 
Nuremberg Code.  Every human being has the right to choose to be vaccinated,  has the right to choose any 
medical intervenBon.  Myriam reBred

2022-01-22 
13:51:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

With reference to the ConsBtuBon of the land 12.2, everyone  has the right to bodily  
and  psychological  integrity  which includes the right 
12.2 b to security in and control over there body;  and 
12.2 c  not to be subject to medical or scienBfic experiments  without their  informed consent. 

With the above stated  I herefore  feel its immoral to subject anyone to mandatory  injecBons. Derek
employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
13:37:01

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Forcing someone to vaccinate against their will is in contravenBon of the Bill of Right of the Republic of South 
Africa most specifically: 

SecBon 12. Freedom and security of the person: 

The right to: 

(b) to security in and control over their body; and 

(c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent. 

COVID-19 vaccinaBon is sBll in the experimental stage i.e. a medical experiment, forcing someone to 
parBcipate in medical experiments is not only in contravenBon with the RSA Bill of Rights but with the 
Nuremberg Code and DeclaraBon of Helsinki both major internaBonal medical ethics policies.  

but also such policy arguably also infringes on the the following rights as well: 

09. Equality 
14. Privacy 
15. Freedom of religion, belief or opinion 

In addiBon, FACT - vaccinaBon does not prevent infecBon nor does it prevent the infected from spreading the 
infecBon to others - how then is mandatory vaccinaBon at universiBes going to protect staff and students? If 
universiBes don’t want to held liable if staff or students contract covid on campus and possibly die, then offer 
those staff and students an opBon to waiver such claims against the university in the form of a legal document 
of indemnity. student
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2022-01-22 
13:05:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Why vaccines should not be mandatory 

1)This is not a vaccine, it is an mRNA protein created in the lab, it does not abide by the requirements for a 
vaccine and that is: 
 a) it has to be a dead pathogen 
b) it has to be an anenuated pathogen 
c) it has to be a live protein 
d) the benefits of the vaccine must outweigh the risks. The toxic effects of the pathogen must jusBfy the use 
of a vaccine, like in polio and measles 

2) The mRNA protein is a toxic protein with severe lethal side effects. 
a) 400000 deaths and 3 million severe adverse events have been linked to this trial vaccine in the US alone in 
under one year, 
b) it is not an approved drug but has been given EUA approval because on the basis that there is a crisis and 
that there is no treatment. These two reasons are totally incorrect because: 
    i) there is no crisis with the Omnicron . Omnicron is highly transmissible but is extremely mild; it has the 
least amount or complicaBons like death and hospitalisaBon. 
  ii) Omnicron is resistant to the vaccine, which was created for the wild strain 
  iii) Omnicron can provide 13 Bmes bener natural immunity than the vaccines and for longer 
  iv) there is a number of successful treatments against Corona using repurposed drugs like ivermecBn, 
hydroxy chloroquine, SSRIS and several other drugs to treat complicaBons. Early treatment of covid can 
reduce death and hospitalisaBon down to zero 

3) The vaccine reduces one's natural immunity and places vaccinated individuals at risk of geqng reinfected 
with shingles and TB 

4) A study from Robert Koch insBtute has revealed that the natural immunity of the fully vaxxed has been 
reduced by 87% which means that they will end up with AIDs for which there is no cure. 

5) 83% of double vaxxed females in the first trimester of pregnancy have lost their foetuses. 

6) A Briqsh study has shown men over forty are at high risk of myocardiBs aoer taking the vaccine, 
this risk is doubled with a booster and every successive booster. 

7) The vaccine does not prevent transmissibility especially if it is ineffecBve against a new strain 

8) The unvaxxed, with an intact natural immune system can defend themselves against new strains, whereas 
the vaxxed with a depleted immune system, will succumb to it as predicted by Prof Geert Vanden Bosch. 

9) the majority of the unvaxxed have natural immunity due to previous infecBons. 
Once an individual is infected, they should not be vaccinated as is the case with measles and small pox 
because that is the science. 

10) the trials done by Pfizer is not in accordance with proper sceinBfic requirements 
  i) it is not properly double blinded 
  ii) there is no proper recording of data 
  iii) there is no transparency  
  iv) the contents of the vaccine is not known nor is there a consistency in the quanBty 
 v) there is a conflict of interest when a manufacturer conducts its own trial because it can conveniently 
obliterate informaBon that is negaBve about the vaccine 
 v) any drug trial has to be stopped aoer 50 deaths. This vaccine has been linked to 400 thousand deaths. It 
has to be stopped as was done with the H1N1 vaccine 

11) Far too many young sportsmen are dying on the field aoer they took the vaccine due to sudden cardiac 
deaths. Aoer the vaccine, in the past year, there has been 107 deaths amongst young soccer players. in the 
previous year, before the vaccine there were about 5 deaths. 

12) A leading US insurance company has revealed a 40% increase in deaths of clients from thirty years 
upwards. This drasBc increase has never been seen before. None of the deaths were due to Covid but through 
vaccine complicaBons. 

13) Children have a 100 % recovery. 
        i) they recover within a day 
        ii) they rarely ever get myocardiBs 
        iii) A study on 1.9 children in Sweden, where schools were allowed to conBnue with no restricBons 
revealed that the death rate during the pandemic was less than during the flu seasons. The deaths were not 
due to Covid but due to other co-morbidiBes. 

v) children who end with myocardiBs from vaccine injury have linle or no chance of recovery. They either die 
or become cripples for life  

14) the spike protein can land in any cell of the body, according to the study by Prof S Bagkdi , virologist. The 
spike protein can turn the cell into a factory to manufacture millions of spikes to be released in the body. 
Once the spike protein reaches the rest of the body, the body's immune system will anack it and cause a 
severe inflammatory reacBon. The body will end up being destroyed through a process of autoimmunity. 

15) So far 289 million covid cases have been recorded. This is only 4% of the world's populaBon of 8 billion, 
which is insufficient to declare a pandemic. 

16) The 5 million that died represents 0.007% deaths in 20 months which is small compared to the 18 million 
that died through starvaBon, worldwide. 

17) America, with just about 3% of the world's populaBon, accounted for 14% of the deaths, with 800,000 
deaths. Up to 85% of these deaths could have been avoided if early proven treatment was insBtuted.. 

18) Japan, with one third of the USs populaBon ( 120 Million) had only 18000 deaths or 0.5% of America's 
800000 Covid deaths. 
Both countries were heavily vaxxed but Japan authorised the use of IvermecBn, which resulted in the 
incidence, complicaBons, hospitalisaBons and death rate to plummet to almost zero during the Delta strain. 

19) Africa has the lowest incidence and death rate from Covid with a low vaccinaBon rate of less than 6% 

There are three reasons for this 
  i) African countries did not apply strict lockdowns during the first wave, when the virus was mild so they 
acquired good natural immunity 
   ii) because they lived in crowded condiBons, they could spread the virus to bring about the desired herd 
immunity to overcome the spread of the infecBon. 
   iii) they had free access to ivemecBn, which was very effecBve against covid 

20) The pandemic and it's restricBons have caused irreversible harm to the ciBzens of the world through 
unemployment, starvaBon and homelessness. 

21) Breadwinners who ended up with strokes or died due to vaccine injuries leo their families homeless and 
desBtute on the street because vaccine manufacturers were granted total immunity against the adverse 
events. 

Lauren
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:55:40

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

No one has a right to dictate what gets put into peoples body. Especially for a virus that we have more than a 
97% chance of recovering from. Science cannot show any value for the vaccine Janet

2022-01-22 
12:43:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Olaf

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:35:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Any coercion of people to have them injected with any media/drug that does not prevent the sickness, does 
not deliver on its promise, is wrong and a violaBon of my bodily integrity, my freedom of conscience, and 
belief. Science is not on the side of this vaccine despite all the propaganda to this effect, but is on the side of 
old-fashioned preventaBve care and on proven early treatment. Jimmy

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:26:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes EducaBon without freedom is not educaBon - it is indoctrinaBon and coercion. Please don’t do this. Jo

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:09:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

UniversiBes are spaces for free thinking and dialog formaBon takes place. By forcing a mandate on students 
you not only damage this countries ability to recover from the reckless lockdowns, but you directly hinder the 
very principles of this naBon. If the rights of a few are allowed to be sacraficed, whose to say the rights of 
university admin staff shouldn't be trampled on, and they should not be allowed to parBcipate in society 
anymore. Chris student
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2022-01-22 
12:06:55

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

To:   The Dean, all lecturers, educators, the management of  UCT, the management of the University and the 
Department of EducaBon, The ConsBtuBonal Court of South Africa, The Supreme Court of Appeal and its High 
Courts, The Government of South Africa, the ruling party; The African NaBonal Congress, and any person, 
enBty or party that is proposing any mandate for medical trial injecBons.  

1.  We are ciBzens / Employees and or residents of South Africa with relevant idenBficaBon.  

2.  The facts contained herein are within our own personal knowledge and are to the best of my belief both 
true and correct unless specifically otherwise indicated. 

3.  We are supported by our parents / guardians / foster parents / caregivers, and legal counsel. 

4.  We do not wish to take part in receiving any Covid19 experimental injecBons, and decline all and any 
consent in this regard.  

5.  Any so called “mandate” anempBng to be placed on us does not in any shape or form consBtute legal 
obligaBon for us to partake in any medical injecBon trial, and we decline to be coerced in such a manner and 
adhere to any mandate. 

6.  We decline to oblige in taking any tests for any illness, the PCR, AnBgen and other tests are proven 
ineffecBve and we will not carry any costs of such tests. 

7.  We decline to wear any masks, these are proven completely counterproducBve to our health and in fact 
liable to damage our health aoer just 10 minutes of wearing any mask, and have no effect whatsoever in 
prevenBng any pathogen or illness from spreading.    

8.  We stand on rights of common law, Nuremberg Code on medical experiments, and South African 
consBtuBon, specifically the right to bodily integrity. Any anempt to discriminate against us as students and 
learners at Colleges and UniversiBes is equal to medical apartheid and abuse of power. 

9.  DefiniBon: These jabs / injecBons are not vaccines by definiBon, as they do not prevent infecBon, nor 
transmission. Moreover, we reject that masks are sBll expected to be worn post-injecBons.  

10.  Efficacy: The injecBons effecBveness is waning so badly, and so quickly, that these are actually failed 
experiments as proven by science across the world. We decline managements anempts to coerce students for 
any tests or trial injecBons, including expensive booster shots. 

11.  There is no long-term safety data, as this EUA jab trial only ends in 2023.  

12.  Safety: Injected persons are suffering many allergic and other reacBons, not limited to myocardiBs 
(swelling heart), blood clots (leads to heart anack/stroke). ReproducBve organs may be affected.  

13.  ReporBng systems: These horrendous negaBve effects have been proven to be experienced worldwide in 
Vaccine Adverse ReporBng Systems, such as the US VAERS, EudraVigilance, the UK Yellow Card system, and 
locally in SAVAERS: hnps://savaers.co.za/     

14.  Care: Most people cannot afford private health care. Public hospitals are also not properly equipped. Our 
health faciliBes do not know how to treat these Injected persons injuries. 

15.  Risk: The risks of students taking these injecBons far outweighs all and any alleged benefits. 

16.  From numerous studies and data worldwide, Covid-19 has no severe symptoms in children and students. 
These studies also confirmed children / students are not resilient carriers or spreaders of the so called corona 
virus, which means there is linle to and no risk of them affecBng anyone. 

17.  Treatments: EffecBve, safe and cheap treatments include IvermecBn, Hydroxychloroquine, zinc, colloidal 
silver, vitamins, neem, turmeric, aspirin, NAC, etc. Kindly refer to: www.worldcouncilforhealth.org / 
www.FLCCC.net for protocols. 

18.  Recovery and immunity: Students recovery rate is actually excellent. It is also proven in studies 
worldwide, that natural immunity far surpasses injecBon immunity.  

19.  InjecBon manufacturer indemnity: These injecBons may be responsible for death, disability, and any other 
long term side effects. The manufacturers are indemnified by this government from taking any responsibility 
should this happen.  

20.  Consequences: Should any student be convinced OR injected without wrinen permission or wrinen 
consent, all rights in full to protest and take legal steps and acBon, which includes: 

a)  Criminally charging as well as civil law suing the person administering the experimental injecBon on any 
student, anyone who promoted/facilitated this act and/or the college, its educators and management, the 
department of educaBon, and various ministers.  

b)  Embarking on a public awareness campaign regarding the violaBon of the student’s rights to health, dignity 
and safety, and the rights of the parent / guardian. 

c)  ReporBng your college or university or facility to the Red List website [www.redlist.co.za] which lists 
organisaBons coercing, harassing, forcing, or assisBng in experimental injecBon experiments.  

21.  We reserve our rights to mount a full damage claim against you should we suffer any losses, in Bme, in 
fees, in travel costs, in legal costs or any other losses due to your non-compliance and acBviBes relaBng to 
anempts to enforce any mandate upon us.     

22.  We trust acBons stated herein will not be necessary, as you will respect this noBce. 

Suzanne
business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:01:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

VaccinaBon which are experimental gene therapy and sBll in trial  require consent from each individual and is 
voluntary without coercion or exclusion from parBcipaBng in live lectures or society.. Anything less violates 
secBon 12 of the SA ConsBtuBon, The Nuremberg Code, the Geneva Code, the Bioethic Code of Human Rights 
and Common Law. Bonnie

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:58:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes I do not support vaccine passports in their enBrety Brian

2022-01-22 
11:55:52

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

We have a second year student and this mandate  is unnecessary as danger from Covid is provably small, 
parBcularly to young adults, encourages mass hysteria, increases personal anxiety and depression, ignores 
data about potenBal harm and ineffecBveness, encourages a bio-apartheid system to develop. M

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:45:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

According to CDC natural immunity was 6 Bmes stronger than vaccines in delta variant and considering that 
omicron has mild symptoms it just emphasizes that vaccine mandates are not necessary and furthermore 
people who recovered from COVID with delta variant should be considered vaccinated. And again if we follow 
the data in most vaccinated countries e.g Israel we see that they had the highest rate of hospitalizaBons which 
can also happen to students when forced to vaccinate and the whole academic year maybe disrupted. They 
have to think this through carefully so. Bongane student

2022-01-22 
11:35:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

No one should be able to dictate what goes into your body. This is absolutely against human rights and and 
should never  be tolerated Hannes

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:32:37

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Johan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:12:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Fadiel 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:57:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Uner nonsense, vaccine in trial, no idea what it can do to the human body Jackie

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:37:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is illegal and against our consBtuBonal rights. The vaccine is ineffecBve and causing more harm than good 
and it is not even classified as a vaccine, has not had proper tesBng and people are being injured and dying in 
the thousands from it!!! Leigh

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:24:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It concerns me deeply that an experimental drug- vaccine gazened as such- where NO along term effects on 
reproducBon has been done is being FORCED upon the young. It is also deeply concerning that the right to 
choice about what a person does to their own body is being removed. A third deep concern is that the young 
mostly don’t get sick and if they do they recover fully. The recovery rate for older people is 99.7 % so what is 
the NEED for this mandate? None as far as I can see other than one of control. The longer the vaccinaBon 
conBnues the more it is deemed to be ineffecBve- so what on earth is the point of puqng an injecBon into a 
body a - that we do not know the contents of b - is ineffecBve c we do not know the long term impact of as it 
is too new. Margot

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
10:12:30

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This will limit access to educaBon for many students, who are righ�ully concerned about the vaccine's efficacy, 
safety and about their right to privacy and freedom. VaccinaBons should be encouraged with the support of 
verified studies, and not mandated kate student

2022-01-22 
10:11:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I do not beleive in any vaccinaBon that has not been fully tested. 

Their is mulBple evidence that the vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus. 

In actual fact vaccinated are also a danger to unvaccinated. 

Unvaccinated look  benet aoer themselves . 
While vaccinated think they are now cured of the decease and spread it to unvaccinated. 

Lots of people have ailments and are being forced.  This could cause long term damage. 

Their is evidence that the vaccine may cause hart inflamaBom and other ailments.   

Up unBl that point that this has not been fully tested you cannot force a person. 

My God given natural fight for disease is enough. 

If i should pass away then that is Gods desision not the state not mine nor anybody else. 

People that had the vaccine is also sBll passing away. That is then Gods decision. 
Because vaccine is then not fully protecBng people. 

This is a crime against humanity Kevin
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:08:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:04:33

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Freedom of choice. Mandatory vaccinaBon NOT consBtuBonal. Sury

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
09:20:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Jacquelyn 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
08:52:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes It is AGAINST Human rights of students Rika 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
06:56:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccines takes away my freedom of choice. It is unconsBtuBonal. The vaccines are sBll in a trial 
phase and I can decide if I want to be part of the trial or not. The long term side effects are also not known, 
another reason not to take the Jab. I had Covid and recovered, thus I have natural immunity - why must I take 
the Jab? The Jab won't stop the spreading of Covid-19, as you can sBll contract it - Why then force the vaccine 
on everybody? Magda student

2022-01-22 
06:30:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes My body my choice, all students have the right to freedom of choice. Jeanene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
04:53:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The kids do not need protecBon from the flu? Further mutaBons will become less and less severe.  Taking a 
jab that is sBll experimental is unnessary - how many students have died of Covid in the last 2 years? They are 
not at risk of severe invecBons 

Dezire
business 
owner

2022-01-22 
00:06:30

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

We as South Africans have the right to our bodily integrity and autonomy and should not have to choose 
between educaBon and a vaccine. Especially a vaccine that is sBll in a trail phase.  

Some of the research aren’t reliable as it is shown in a way to encourage people to get vaccinated, but the 
actual data shows that the vaccinated aren’t more protected against covid in comparison to the unvaccinated. 

We should have freedom of choice and not go through a second Nuremberg trial. student
2022-01-21 
23:30:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

You should not be allowed to force anyone to take a medical experiment nor use medical passports as a 
medium to create segregaBon. Michael student

2022-01-21 
23:26:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

A vaccine mandate is unconsBtuBonal. Students must choose what substances they choose to put into their 
bodies. All world health authoriBes confirm the covid vaccine does not stop contracBng and spreading of 
covid. The vaccinated carry the same viral loads of covid compared to those who are vaccine free. Young 
healthy people are at zero risk of serious illness and death. Those who wish to take the covid vaccine can do 
so. Jesi

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
15:36:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Elize

2022-01-17 
11:45:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Joe student

2022-01-15 
15:55:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Based on significant scienBfic and academic and legal research, we believe that the Covid19 is no longer a 
major public health threat to society. As the Covid 19 vaccines do not reduce transmission and that healthy 
students were never at risk from Covid19, we hereby rebuke all vaccine mandates, and in parBcular the 
proposed UCT Covid19 vaccine mandate. Monika

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
09:00:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

VaccinaBon isn’t safe for COVID-19. It never has been. No vaccine has ever worked for a Corona virus and they 
are in fact dangerous when you inject them into a pandemic. The correct informaBon is being suppressed- 
please let me and my colleagues who are the true medical experts come and address the UCT officials in an 
open forum.  This is urgent.  The consequences of this dangerous situaBon will be long lasBng and tragic. Catherine 

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
18:53:34

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Firstly South Africa as we know it is a democraBc country where people have a voice and a right to make their 
own personal choice.  I’m pro choice and secondly the vaccine does not prevent the vaccinated being carriers 
of the virus nor does it prevent infecBon.  Please do not make the vaccine mandatory. Bianca

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
13:53:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Rita

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
10:52:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes student

2022-01-14 
08:45:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

In a country, especially the likes of South  
Africa , with its past steeped in poliBcal  
Imbalance and atrociBes as a result of  
division and segregaBon. 
Medical choice is a personal aspect of one’s own rights and freedom.  
I do not respect or agree to any tyrannical regimes, and their unfounded  
regulaBons . The problem is with mandates comes loss of freedom! NO Mikael 

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
08:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I object to mandatory vaccinaBons. It’s our freedom of choice. No one will accept liability if there are side 
effects. Natural immunity is as good if not bener than any vaccine.  

Dimitri
business 
owner

2022-01-13 
21:52:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The vaccines are toxic, untested  crap which side effects will show in the near future. Fuck the cANCer and 
their Gates/Fauci fucked up fans. Thys reBred

2022-01-13 
10:02:22

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Lorene

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
09:27:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Absurdity!  How can you make a trial drug compulsory. The long term side effects to the vaccine could be 
fatal... Wilco

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
20:07:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Freedom of choice...Stupidity is also a choice. Julian 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
20:05:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No to this apartheid insanity.  Freedom of choice. We are not owned by the government. Josh student

2022-01-12 
19:59:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Illegal , unconsBtuBonal and discriminatory.  
This false pandemic ...how fellow humans do not know this by now, is beyond astounding. Forcing someone to 
take an experimental jab, now known world wide to be toxic and useless in its proclamaBons is beyond all 
logical  and moral reasoning.  Be one of those humans who are able to see beyond the shadows and lies ...that 
is truth, knowledge and wisdom. Megan 

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:53:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Since there is a lot of conflicBng research and facts regarding the recent covid vaccine I believe it should be a 
choice on whether to take the vaccine or not. Since there are many health risks associated with the covid 
vaccine I believe there should be choice. The vaccine is not enBrely safe nor effecBve as you can sBll get covid 
if you are vaccinated.  Where there is risk there should be choice. We are also experiencing a new variant now, 
omicron which is highly contagious but very mild. I have had mulBple family members who have had the 
omicron variant and recovered just fine with the right treatment . I have also had family members who got the 
previous variant, delta, and went to see a covid specialist and also recovered just fine even though they had 
underlying health issues. If there is treatment out there for covid why must I take a vaccine that has potenBal 
health issues, such as cardiovascular issues (which are the recent tesBmonies coming out from people who 
have taken the phizzer vaccine) . I am a healthy young individual who can recover from covid, which would be 
natural and out of my hands if I catch it. But being forced to take a vaccine that has potenBal health risks is a 
choice and one that I do not want to make. Chania student

2022-01-12 
09:46:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Rediculous to force someone to tKe any medical procedures. 
How unerly disingenuous and selfish. 

Bronwyn 
business 
owner
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2022-01-11 
21:21:20

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is immoral to co-erce others to be subjected to medical procedures or otherwise forfeit access to ameniBes 
or opportuniBes. 

This is discriminatory. 

It also amounts to borderline fascism. 

An insBtuBon of learning has no place supporBng such unequivocally oppressive behaviours, no maner the 
mass formaBon psychosis that suggests it is permissible. 

The rainbow naBon would be Ill served by such a backward and regressive step on the part of the presBgious 
UCT. 

And the UCT faculty would be Ill remembered by history were they to fail to resist any such step towards a 
tyrannical ethics in South Africa’s culture. 

Julian
employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
21:09:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
11:27:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes I don't agree with mandaBng the vaccine in our universiBes and onto our kids. Cynthia

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
08:35:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Any medical procedure including a vaccine should be enBrely up to the individuals free choice. No one should 
ever be forced to get a vaccine against their will - that goes against the consBtuBon and the right to bodily 
protecBon. Dunja

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
07:24:34 Limpopo

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Vaccines do not prevent transmission, and the vaccinated transmit as well.  These vaccines are non-sterilizing 
and "leaky". At what point do we stop the "boosterism"? The risk of this virus is extremely low the younger 
populaBon, and only the aged and vulnerable to be encouraged to vaccinate. Natural immunity will serve the 
non-vulnerable well. These vaccines are experimental - how can you force/extort people into a medical 
procedure given the Nuremburg Code? Have you as an HEI, (that supposedly pracBces ethical science) lost not 
only your raBonality to post-modernist thinking, but also jeqsoned your moral compass? Ian

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
05:10:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Vaccines should not be mandatory, . At the moment, early treatment with safe, effecBve medicines, for both 
prophylaxis and treatment are safer and more  effecBve than the exisBng vaccines and should be the 
treatment of choice. Petro

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
12:41:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes It is a murderous procedure and should be stopped immediately Yvonne reBred

2022-01-10 
11:32:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is farcical.  The science says no.  See anachment. 

hnps://twiner.com/P_McCulloughMD/status/1480288436909223944?t=Z19KcQxi3winwReYsi10bA&s=09 Alf
employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
10:04:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

With the evidence rolling in it is clear that  "Covid" vaccines don't have any benefits and in fact the increase 
risk of illness. 
Mandatory vaccinaBon is a poliBcal  issue and not scienBfic.  
Even if it was proven to be a benefit , mandatory vaccinaBon would sBll  remain a poliBcal decision. 
The consBtuBons must be upheld. Bodily integrity and  freedom of choice must remain a freedom of choice. John reBred

2022-01-10 
07:05:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

What happened to my body, my choice?!!! It is ludicrous that we who are against this "zombie apocalypse", as 
was referred too, should bow before the powers to be!!!!!! This is genocide in it's purest form - those who are 
for it would pay the price with their lives, and those who try to enforce it..... Well, they would have too answer 
when they meet their Maker!!!!! Linda 

2022-01-09 
16:38:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Today is 9 January 2022 and it has been widely acknowledged worldwide that Omicron is no worse than mild 
flu, and it already evades the current vaccines - the Covid vaccines neither protect people from catching the 
SARS_Coronavirus_2, nor do they prevent transmission to others,  which means that they are pointless.   
There ARE risks of injuries with the Covid vaccines which should not be inflicted on healthy people. Allowing 
healthy people to become less healthy due to Covid vaccine injuries, and thereby burdens on the economy 
rather than assets, does not make economic sense. Zoe reBred

2022-01-09 
07:09:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Follow the science. Please refer to the two recent internaBonal studies reference below which both indicate 
that the vaccine does not reduce the transmission of covid.  
 Not being vaccinated does not affect any body else. 

hnps://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/arBcle/PIIS1473-3099(21)00648-4/fulltext 
Community transmission and viral load kineBcs of the SARS-CoV-2 delta (B.1.617.2) variant in vaccinated and 
unvaccinated individuals in the UK: a prospecBve, longitudinal, cohort study 

hnps://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2116597 
Effect of Covid-19 VaccinaBon on Transmission of Alpha and Delta Variants 

TP
employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
07:05:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is absurd to enforce mandatory vaccinaBon amongst young adults who are at such low risk of having severe 
covid. VaccinaBng does not stop the spread of the virus and studies have shown that vaccinated individuals 
have a similar viral load when infected to unvaccinated. The only benefit is to reduce personal risk of severe 
disease and for that reason it should be voluntary. Hayley

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
16:38:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is ridiculous to force the healthiest sector of a populaBon who has very linle to no chance of severe disease 
to be vaccinated with a vaccine that neither stops infecBon or transmission. What exactly would be the point 
in making university students get it? They will all remain equally vulnerable to catching and spreading covid, in 
parBcular Omicron. The data now is starBng to show how risks of myocardiBs are starBng to outweigh benefits 
for this age group of males.  What exactly is UCT going to do in the event of an adverse reacBon? Hoping 
EDUCATION to ransom for an  essenBally ineffecBve vaccinaBon is a complete violaBon of a human right - 
access to educBon. This is a state university, not a private enBty and is supposed to be the place of 
ENLIGHTENMENT. Why does your Medical School not start advocaBng for improvements to health systems, 
insBtuBons, structures in order to cope with surges of infecBon (if there should even be any more). The virus 
has mutated itself to a mild infecBon, and heralds the end of the pandemic. All pandemics end, as this one is. 
Stop this absolutely rubbish. And if Bill Gates funds any of your departments (as he does Rhodes Department 
of journalism), you REALLY need to start taking a look at where you're heading as a University. 

sannene
employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
14:23:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is abhorrently wrong to mandate experimental, not fully tested vaccines on students. This is 
unconsBtuBonal and goes against the right to access to educaBon. Tara

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
13:59:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Breytenba
ch

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
13:24:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Tami

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
12:04:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Jonathan 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
12:03:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Jonathan 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
11:51:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

the stats don't support this acBon and 
when smart people say don't take the jab for parBcular reasons no one argues the facts and just say he is 
stupid. 
the mumps vaccine means you dont get mumps but this vaccine fails this test for me. IAN

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
11:31:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Both my daughter's are at university. They do not want this experimental shot that can cause serious harm 
and even death, like so many others have experienced already. Freedom of choice especially regarding your 
own body must be uphold. Maryna

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
10:02:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

A person's ability to obtain an educaBon should not be determined based on a vaccinaBon to a treatable 
disease. 
 Especially where the risks associated to the vaccine are great compared the risks of catching the disease for 
the age group that generally goes to university.  Also people are not taking into account natural immunity of 
people that have had covid which is the same as if they have been vaccinated. Being unvaccinayed is only a 
risk for the unvaccinated. It does affect the risks of the vaccinated. Both have an equal chance of geqng the 
virus but the unvaccinated may have more symptoms. Emma

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
09:13:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Cameron student

2022-01-07 
07:13:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes freedom of choice benita

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
07:06:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Tom student

2022-01-07 
06:06:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Unlawful  
Christoph
er

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
22:23:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Iman

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
14:52:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Warren

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
14:02:50

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No vaccine apartheid in S.A! The students must smash this universiBes to its knees if it chooses apartheid. Jon

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
11:17:47

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

MandaBng vaccines that don't prevent transmission in young adults, especially men, who are at increased risk 
of mycocardiBs is tantamount to an abuse of rights. young people are at very linle risk from Covid. The cost 
risk benefit does not match. Janet

business 
owner
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2022-01-06 
11:09:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory vaccinaBons or policies are illegal. EducaBon access must be possible for any ciBzen. 

Drop the policy, the Pandemic is over. Luis
employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:59:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is extremely disappoinBng that a University with the excellent  stature and reputaBon that UCT has within 
South Africa has decided to consider this ill advised approach. Not only does forced vaccinaBon fly in the face 
of the South African ConsBtuBon but more widely and internaBonally, also the Nuremburg Code. 
Notwithstanding the law, the step would be morally wrong parBcularly in light of the fact that the ciBzens of 
South Africa have spoken  as evidenced by the low percentage of voluntary jabs taken. If vaccinated persons 
can not only get Covid but also infect others I fail to understand what UCT (and others) believe might be 
achieved by forcing people against their will? Are they aware of the potenBal consequences? Government has 
not changed a single law to support the enforcement of this approach - the risk to UCT as an employer alone 
will be enBrely your own problem with no legislaBve backup from Government whatsoever - no labour law 
has been changed. Do not underesBmate the South African people - you do so at your own peril. Please 
reconsider this extremely ill advised and foolhardy idea. No good will come from it - the risk and reputaBonal 
damage not to menBon the unnecessary misery it will cause is ridiculous when compared with what it is 
purported to achieve. Deborah

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
09:44:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Banzi

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:11:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Amanda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:06:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Covid is sBll transmissable through vaccinated people just lessening the symptoms and need for 
hospitalizaBon. Therefore, whether vaccinated or not the virus will sBll spread throughout campus with the 
unvaccinated possibly needing hospitalizaBon for which the university will not be liable. The vaccinaBon 
should protect the individual without forcing everyone else to take it. Duncan student

2022-01-06 
08:14:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

For Young people the virus is not deadly, why force them to take a vaccine that has many irreparable adverse 
reacBons like myocardiBs and pericardiBs? What ever happened at aiming for herd immunity? The only real 
and lasBng immunity. These vaccines will kill our intricate yet powerful immune systems! Ilet

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
08:07:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I am exercising my Non-Derogable Right in terms of Chapter 2 of The ConsBtuBon of the Republic of  South 
Africa, Act 108 of 1996, as Amended. I choose not to receive a Covid19 Vaccine  
ProhibiBon of unfair discriminaBon.-(1) No person may unfairly discriminate, directly or indirectly, against  

an employee, in any employment policy or pracBce, on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, 
pregnancy,  

marital status, family responsibility, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientaBon, age, disability, religion, 
HIV  
status, conscience, belief, poliBcal opinion, culture, language, birth or on any other arbitrary ground. 

[Sub-s. (1) subsBtuted by s. 3 (a) of Act No. 47 of 2013. 

My right to be exempt from the mandatory vaccinaBon to be accepted and access to to be granted without 
any accepBon according to my right as a South African CiBzen. 

Regards  

Bianca Moore Bianca student
2022-01-06 
07:45:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No passports John

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
06:23:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Mandatory means it is not a law... what about our human right to freedom of choice and freedom of choice 
regarding what we put in our bodies? You are an educaBonal insBtuBon... what are you teaching? That it is 
unacceptable to say no - in any situaBon?  Is that not rape if you say no but are forced to do something against 
your will but thay somebody else wants? We teach our children in pre-primary school to accept all people for 
who and what they are despite their culture, skin colour, religion and not to discriminate against anybody 
because we are all equal ... and now we want to tell grown-ups to throw that out of the window as it is fine to 
discriminate.... wow!! How disappoinBng ..... Thania

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
06:15:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

If they start prohibiBng people who are not vaccinated what next?  We are living in democraBc society, or a 
we going back to that Bme of discriminaBng each other? Mr president in the beginning he says " vaccine is not 
mandatory" but now he says it is up to insBtuBons, what tells us about his leadership?   Time of discriminaBng 
each other is over. Every individual have the right to choose so if they says" vaccine is mandatory or they will 
prohibit those who are not vaccinated " where is our right.  Where is our consBtuBon? Mbula student

2022-01-06 
01:04:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Melline

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
23:30:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Penny

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:58:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This goes Against our ConsBtuBonal Rights and the Nuremberg Code. Nobody can be mandated or forced to 
take part in a Medical Trial unless they agree to parBcipate.  These Vaccines are sBll in Trial Stage and should 
have already been withdrawn due to the millions of adverse effects and deaths caused by them.  Studies in 
Germany have shown that the more shots you have, the more chance you have of acquiring full Covid 19 
Vaccine Immuno Deficiency (AIDS)  Stop this madness. The Students and Staff have been without this for 2 
years and do not need it now to enable them to conBnue studying and working. There is no science to 
Mandate this Trial Experiment. No validity to tesBng either as the virus has not been isolated, neither has the 
PCR test been successful in proving beyond the results, giving false posiBves in most cases. STOP MANDATORY 
VACCINES. The people do not consent to being lab rats. Karita

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:43:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I do not support mandatory vaccinaBons.  People should have the right to do what they feel is right for their 
own bodies. 

Jane
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:27:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I DO NOT SUPPORT THESE 'VACCINATIONS'  NOR  ANY OF THESE  POLICIES  Nor  in ANY forms of THESE or 
other  INJECTIONS -  nor any toxins being administered to adults, to young adults, to children,  or babies!!  The 
nefarious nature this is being forced on anyone and everyone - BODILY AUTONOMY IS OUR GOD GIVEN RIGHT,  
AGAINST THE NUREMBERG CODE and RIGHT TO SELF DETERMINATION.  AMANDA

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:24:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

A lot of adverse effects...sensored.  PCR proven to be unreliable.  No guarantee that Vax works. No one is 
liable in case of any side effects, yet they want to enforce it.  Freedom of choice taken away, what will be 
next... perhaps something that maners to you. Miranda

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:07:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Ayesha

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:02:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes How can universiBes  teach any concept of freedom or human rights if they force mandatory vaccinaBons? Robyn

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:31:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is evil. Students must have a voice. The vaccines do not work. Freedom of choice what y put in your body. 
The pandemic is over. Carol 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:14:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Access to educaBon should.not have limits pertaining to.personal health choices Charis student

2022-01-05 
20:12:53 Limpopo

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Our President, Ramaphosa said nobody will be forced to vaccinate. No employer or educaBonal insBtuBon 
must enforce it on people. VaccinaBon is a personal choice and We say  NO TO COVID 19 VACCINE.  WE DON'T 
WANT IT Mary student

2022-01-05 
19:52:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It has been shown, especially with latest variant, that vaccinated and unvaccinated people both can get the 
virus and transmit it. Within this context, it makes no sense to mandate vaccinaBons! A vaccinated and 
unvaccinated student is equally inclined to transmit the virus to another student-so on what basis to you 
jusBfy mandaBng vaccines then?? 
Requiring regular tesBng should make more sense, given that the university should be liable for the costs. Fritzie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:03:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I do not believe mandatory vaccinaBons are fair or right. It should be a choice. People should be allowed to 
choose natural immunity, even if it’s not staBsBcally as effecBve as vaccines. People should be allowed to 
choose, especially for something like this mRNA vaccine that manipulated one’s immune system arBficially. I 
don’t want that. Ever. And so I would not want others to be forced or coerced into geqng it if they do not 
want it. Adrian

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:31:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes TesBng a vaccine on a whole naBon and kids is ridiculous R

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:16:17

North 
West

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No medical procedure can by made mandatory because we have ConsBtuBonal rights. Jeanine

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:14:14

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Vicky reBred

2022-01-05 
17:31:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I find this totally discriminaBng and controlling given that these vaccines give people nothing more than a 
false sense of health safety. 
Making something in its experimental trial phase mandatory is illegal by law. 
UniversiBes have no right to demand a health status from a student, if you feel you are enBtled to this right 
then you should also discriminate against aids, cancer, race, creed, religion for discriminaBon is discriminaBon 
no maner how you sugarcoat it. 
Mandatory Vaccines are unconsBtuBonal and an infringement against our human right. 

Paula
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:04:15

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Its totally unacceptable to force anybody to take a trial Vaccine that neither the very university or government 
will take responsibility for any adverse side effects experienced. I as the parent will have to take that 
responsibility.  The only people immunized on this whole process is the pharmaceuBcal companies against 
liability.  If UCT is willing to sign a document of liability to cover any medical costs and any other prospecBve 
financial loss due to inability to work should adverse reacBons be experienced by the parBcipant then it might 
be an opBon to force vaccinaBons. I hope that UCT remains world class and independent. Wesley

business 
owner
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2022-01-05 
17:02:35

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is against our consBtuBonal human rights to have forced vacinnaBon. Woman at child bearing age can also 
get increased miscarriages. Unless over weight or have diabetes covid should not be a risk to you. Sally

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:47:22

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

How can you consciously mandate a medical procedure into people?  This is a gross violaBon of Human 
Rights! Tanja student

2022-01-05 
16:45:06

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

There is no place for mandatory vacaBon in our country, especially for a vaccine that does not work. You need 
to get of this bandwagon your on now, we are fed up of the misinformaBon your spreading. Stop we are done 
with this crap. Rynhard student

2022-01-05 
16:25:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Very silly to mandate when the age group at university has the highest risk for bad cardiac outcomes related 
to the vaccine.   I would think universiBes would consider the research our there and realise that they are 
puqng the students at higher risk with the vaccine rather than the actual virus.  I would think an academic 
facility would be above the poliBcs and look at the "science" .   There are loads of research papers out there  
exactly on this high risk age group for vaccine side effects. L

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:16:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

There is absolutely no jusBficaBon for mandatory vaccinaBon. It does not prevent transmission and does not 
protect against infecBon as well as hospitalisaBon.  The vaccinated does not differ from the unvaccinated.  
It is illegal to force this on people. It is violaBng our human rights according to  the consBtuBon of South 
Africa. This must stop!!! Gerrie reBred

2022-01-05 
16:05:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

If you evaluate the true science, you would find that mass vaccinaBon at this stage of the pandemic is not 
recommended. Also, most South Africans already have covid anBbodies, which are way more effecBve than 
vaccinaBon. It makes no sense to vaccinate EVERYONE!  Heidi

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:42:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Why must we be forced??? Suretha 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:07:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Will the university take full responsibility for adverse effects? This is not law!!!!!  Give students a choice! Those 
who want it respect that, those who do not want it please respect that too!! Live goes on. Live with the virus!!

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:23:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes TriBa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:32:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

University has different students and workers who comes from different beliefs. It is unconsBtuBonal to force 
students and workers to vaccinate. We are in a democraBc South Africa. Imagine if a Sangoma can come to a 
university because there is an evil spirit tormenBng students and then forces all students to use certain ritual 
or muB. Or any religion to  force all students to follow a parBcular doctrine. Forcing students and workers to 
vaccinate is against the freedom of choice. 

Emanuel 
Simon

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:43:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Clearly , something is not working  

Every student / person should make their own choice , if they want to be vax 

According to stats , South Africa is only 26,49 % vaxxed,  if the rest of the 70% wanted  to be vaxxed , they 
would have by now  
  

WHO - VigiAccess  ( see the vears reacBons) 

America - openvears, redbox vears , how much death?? Too much  

UK  - death , to much  

Gilbratar 122% vaxxed, yet highest covid cases , so who gives covid to who  

Give each person their democraBc and consBtuBonal right , to feel save , and give them the choice of chosing 
themself  

D
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:33:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

There is overwhelming proof that vaccines do not stop transmission or infecBon and the health risks of the 
vaccine outweigh the benefits to all groups under the age of sixty. Weekly tesBng of people who do not have 
symptoms is just a bullying technique to force submission. It is contraindicated by the fact sheets of the tests 
itself. Mari 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:22:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

No to vaccine mandates. This is a democracy not apartheid. Let people decide what and when they want to 
put something in their bodies. Tendai

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:56:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

MandaBng healthy young people who are at a very low risk of geqng seriously ill with covid (especially 
omicron) with an experimental vaccine that does not prevent infecBon or spread of the virus is extremely 
reckless,  harmful and irresponsilble. 
The  short and longterm side effects are not properly monitored and thus the risk-benefit to vaccinate anyone 
under 65 should be a no brainer. 
Apart from the serious health concerns with vaccinaBng healthy young people who have probably long since 
acquired natural immunity, mandaBng, bullying, inBmidaBng, coercing, blackmailing and threatening  students 
by excluding them from their basic right to educaBon if they do not comply is nothing short of authoritarian, 
medical tyranny. I am disgusted. 

Ymke
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:26:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Why on earth do you want to force students to vaccinate? Who are you trying to protect?...the ones that got 
their vaccines are protected!...(and they can sBll spread it) and the ones that choose not to get it ...their 
immune systems can protect them! Since when is a flu vaccine mandatory...because i had it twice and i am 57 
and its like a flu for most....in SA 3m people had it and 2.9m recoverred ... 550k people die anually...its part of 
life...especially children and students are zero risk! The vaccine carry higher risks for students than covid itself.  
And you are a terBary insBtuBon that are suppose to be educated...in world 5m people died in 2 
years...anually 66m people dies.....really? you are obsessed with vaccines.....why does decision makers at  UCT 
to take resposibility and say to students that any adverse effects of vaccine injury will be compensated for by 
UCT.   
If any student dies of the vaccine...YOU have blood on your hands! Take some resposibility! Dont hide behind 
your comminee's and policies!  Steenkam

p
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:23:46

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

MandaBng a potenBally harmful experimental vaccine to students who are mostly young and without any risk 
from covid is completely unethical.  The vaccine does not induce sterilizing immunity so is also completely 
ineffecBve.  Do not erode freedom of choice over a young body and the right of a person to study for their 
future based on the acceptance of this injecBon. Jenny

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:15:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes No to mandatory  vaccinaBons. Ingrid

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:14:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes The vaccine is a choice and should not be made mandatory. Some religious beliefs forbids this. Shelley reBred

2022-01-05 
10:36:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is unconsBtuBonal to place students under a mandatory vaccine requirements. It goes against the s 10 
consBtuBonal right to dignity which includes freedom of choice and goes against arBcle 6, secBon 3 of the 
internaBonal Nuremberg which states that no government can mandate or force medical treatment without 
individual consent. 
It is also discriminatory and against the Employment equity act to prohibit unvaccinated from accessing the 
campuses when it has been shown that vaccinated people can also contract Covid 19 and transmit it to 
others. Pearl 

2022-01-05 
10:27:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Michael 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:19:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The vax doesn’t even work, everyone is sBlle geqng sick from cov and from the jab itself. It hasn’t been tested 
and only nie been tested as it’s happening. Leave the choice to the students and not the chiefs in charge, the 
people must decide. Hoe do we even know whether “they” have even been jabbed with this experimental 
shit. “They” probably git injected with saline soluBon, hoe will we even know….TRUST? Gaby student

2022-01-05 
09:40:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Kgosietsile 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:48:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Why mandatory while there is alternaBve protocols to pull you through if you do have Covid? My Dr pulled all 
the cases through that reported to him. Omicorn do not overwelm the health system. Why cant we have a 
freedom of choice. Adri

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:20:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is an experimental vaccine.  We know there are short term side effects someBmes deadly but we have no 
idea of the long term side effects.  These young people should not be forced to be guinea pigs. Janet

2022-01-05 
08:20:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is an experimental vaccine.  We know there are short term side effects someBmes deadly but we have no 
idea of the long term side effects.  These young people should not be forced to be guinea pigs. Janet

2022-01-05 
08:10:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Steve reBred

2022-01-05 
08:09:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes The vaccinaBon does not stop the spread of covid so what's the point? Michael 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:54:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Rosemarie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:40:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Its against all laws of our land. No one can insert anything i don't want in my body its my right. Siyamazi

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:29:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Lara

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:43:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes TERENCE

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:10:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes I don’t support this I will never be vaccinated ever over my dead body Muhamed

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
23:56:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Students are generally young and are at minimal risk of dying from covid. 
There is no real life evidence that vaccines reduce transmission of covid, the health Minister has admined this. 
The University incurs no Liability for adverse events, they make the decision on behalf of students and incur 0 
consequences if it's a wrong decision. 
The vaccines are experimental and their long term effects are unknown. 

Koos
business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:29:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is in violaBon of the student and staff member's consBtuBonal and human right and in contravenBon of the 
Nuremberg Code to force experimental medicaBon on anyone without obtaining FULL INFORMED CONCENT, 
without any threats or coercion. In obtaining informed concent the vaccine recipient should be made awareof 
all adverse reacBons, from mild cases to death,  
VaccinaBon does not prevent you from geqng or spreading the virus. In highly vaxed countries like Isreal, all 
new cases are amongst the vaxxed. Booster aoer booster is being given. When will that stop. The PCR test and 
all tesBng methods to detect Covid is flawed. All Covid tests have been authorised for use under the the FDA 
under emergency use authorisiaBon. The PCR TEST EMERGENCY USE AUTHORISATION WAS REVOKED FROM 
31 DECEMBER 2021! 
TesBng posBve with a PCR test or lateral flow test does NOT indicate that you are infected with the disease. 
The vaccines are dangerous and have caused many people serious adverse effects including death! 
Why does the University not acknowledge previous infecBon? Natural immunity trumps the vaccine and the is 
no risk of future side effects. 
The University must realise that should they mandate it and force students and staff to get the vaccine and 
anyone experiences adverse effects the University is liable to cover all costs? 

Ruth 
2022-01-04 
23:24:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Yolande 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:20:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The vaccine hasn't delivered on the promised efficacy.  The Omicron variant has also shown that the pandemic 
has been reduced to a bad flu.  Young people have a stressful enough Bme at varsity as it is, with so many 
challenges to get into varsity in the first place. Now this is another hurdle for them to access the educaBon 
that they deserve. Patricia

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:59:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I sBll don't understand why poeple must be forced to vaccinate when it is clear this vaccine is not a soluBon to 
this covid Melumzi

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:02:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

How can you Vaccinate people if there is no informed consent, the vaccine companies refuse to release their 
data on the vaccines so no one can see what is in the vaccines,  no one can show the virus, so how can there 
be a vaccine for a virus that does not exist,  no safety data and no Independent peer reviewed results,  people 
are being injured by  the vaccines,  big pharma are not liable for vaccine injury or death so how can you expect 
people to trust these vaccines. 
These covid vaccines don't prevent people geqng or spreading covid,  so what is the real purpose of the 
vaccine.  
The PCR test does not detect covid,  so why was it used?. 
Forced vaccinaBon is against the law in South Africa.  
What happened to Freedom of Choice? 
There is no one size fits all vaccine.  
People have different immune systems and  comorbidiBes.  
Forced vaccinaBon is against human rights.  

Thea

2022-01-04 
22:00:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

How can you Vaccinate people if there is no informed consent, the vaccine companies refuse to release their 
data on the vaccines so no one can see what is in the vaccines,  no one can show the virus, so how can there 
be a vaccine for a virus that does not exist,  no safety data and no Independent peer reviewed results,  people 
are being injured by  the vaccines,  big pharma are not liable for vaccine injury or death so how can you expect 
people to trust these vaccines. 
These covid vaccines don't prevent people geqng or spreading covid,  so what is the real purpose of the 
vaccine.  
The PCR test does not detect covid,  so why was it used?. 
Forced vaccinaBon is against the law in South Africa.  
What happened to Freedom of Choice? 
There is no one size fits all vaccine.  
People have different immune systems and  comorbidiBes.  
Forced vaccinaBon is against human rights.  

Barry 

2022-01-04 
21:59:32

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It has been proven that the jab (“vaccine”) does nothing other than control. 

Rudi reBred
2022-01-04 
21:48:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This flies in the face of each individuals right to choose.  There are numerous reported and unreported 
adverse effects that are not being noted or made known to the general public. Avril

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:47:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

It is unethical, a violaBon of the Nuremberg code, a violaBon of the ConsBtuBon and a violaBon of individual's 
human rights, to be expected to take experimental drugs which have no safety studies; the manufacturer 
refuses to take responsibility for any adverse effects; and which have been proven to have numerous severe 
side effects including death. A mandate takes away a person's right to informed consent. Kim

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:17:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

This is a trial experimental vaccine & trial period should not be mandatory. I have not been vaccinated since 
the covid 19 bacame known with all its variants d have been out & about following protocol of course & not 
nce myself & my household together with many known UNVACCINATED individuals & families have had any 
covid 19 symptoms or picked any covid 19. I sBll free healthy unthreatened & don't think it's your right to 
enforce a pilot run vaccine onto people & your employees. If any side effects the worst being death should be 
the result, all employers including yourself should compensate that employee over and above the normal std 
group life / disability benefits you have in place. It should be actuarily calculated accordong that persons 
excepted life expectancy based on their gender stats. UlBmately as you know already, report of vaccine 
injuries are kept silent by the Government & learning insBtuBons like yourselves for the compensaBon you get 
from the wealthy Luciferian GLOBALIST organizaBons to usher in their vaccinaBon plan to FruiBon of 
vaccinaBng the trgt of 70% of the South African populaBon.  Please consider our human rights if you have any 
compassion for all humanity. I hope & pray so. ??? Gregory 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:12:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Tania 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:12:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

What purpose does this serve? The vaccines are non sterile they do not prevent transmission and they  have 
limited efficacy, so what's the point? If an individual believes it might save them from dying then great they 
welcome to take the vaccine but don't start mandaBng this nonsense. Ryan

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:06:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

What has covid vaccinaBon achieved so far?  
What is if someone is allergic to the vaccine? 
It is not a once off vaccine and cannot help against the next strain of flu/covid. 
It seems to me that pharma wants to get rid of old stocks of flu vaccines since nobody was geqng flu shots. 

Beqna
business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:59:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

1. Students are at low risk of serious outcomes and male students' risk of side effects, such as myocardiBs/
pericardiBs is higher with the current vaccines, than with Covid. Long term side effects: autoimmunity, 
cancers, reproducBve problems will only be determined in 5-10 years Bme. UCT will be legally liable for any 
injuries suffered, as neither the pharmaceuBcal company, nor the government  is liable. 

2. Since the Omicron variant's arrival, vaccines are not performing well against infecBon & transmission. In 
some parts of the world there is negaBve VE: hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/
10.1101/2021.12.30.21268565v1 and the Danish study "SARS-CoV-2 Omicron VOC Transmission in Danish 
Households" published December 27th finds "Comparing households infected with the Omicron to Delta VOC, 
we found an 1.17 (95%-CI: 0.99-1.38) Bmes higher SAR for unvaccinated, 2.61 Bmes (95%-CI: 2.34-2.90) higher 
for fully vaccinated and 3.66 (95%-CI: 
2.65-5.05) Bmes higher for booster-vaccinated individuals, demonstraBng strong evidence of immune 
evasiveness of the Omicron VOC" 
There is therefor no logical/public health reason to mandate these vaccines as immune escape has already 
happened. Further evidence is the recent outbreaks on fully vaccinated cruise ships, amongst fully vaccinated 
NFL teams  and even  66% of the fully vaccinated, 2 x PCR'd Belgian team staBoned in the AntarcBc in late 
December. 

3. Individuals who have recovered from COVID have long lasBng, robust immunity. 

3. It is unconsBtuBonal in SA and violates the Nuremberg code. FIRST DO NO HARM. Vulnerable individuals on 
campus are free to be vaccinated to protect themselves against severe disease and can therefor, not be 
harmed by vaccinated/unvaccinated infected individuals. Yvene

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:55:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Freedom to exercise choices over body and health is not to be tempered with 
No discriminaBon in educaBon must be based upon any health status Ami

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:25:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Too many side effects of vaccine especially myocardiBs in young people....natural immunity gives protecBon 
against covid.  Compulsory vaccinaBons are too dangerous with not enough benefit Riemke

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:20:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I will perhaps entertain the idea the media and the medical apparatus is telling the truth if they disclose all 
financial incenBves under oath, to the adopted protocols in tesBng, diagnosis and treatment of SARS -COV 2.  
All PharmaceuBcal companies must disclose their medical trial data of adverse events, also every single 
ingredient in the vaccines must be disclosed and be held financially liable for injury, death or malfeasance.   I 
reject the proposiBon that the government may indemnify a pharmaceuBcal product on my behalf if I am to 
consent to vaccinaBon. Kevin

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
20:11:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Gavin

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:09:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes People should have the right to choose for themselves what is best for them.  Shareen

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:04:44

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The policy outlines vaccinaBon injuries for which the students and staff can claim compensaBon for BUT 
doesn’t give them a choice to not take these risks from the beginning. Where there are risks there needs to be 
choice!  

Natural immunity is also not considered a viable opBon.  

Vaccines have been shown to have negaBve efficacy with the new variants so why are they pushing the 
vaccines now? It’s a bit late Jaydene 

employed 
individual

The draB policy in its en=rety 820
2022-02-01 
08:24:34

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Bongi 

unemployed 
individual

2022-02-01 
01:57:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Elizma

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
23:56:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no jusBficaBon given or implied for mandaBng vaccines. 

Vaccines do not stop spread, they do not stop infecBon. I fully support the right of anyone who feels that a 
vaccine is the right choice for them but vehemently oppose the noBon that the state or an insBtuBon (like 
UCT) has the right to force people to vaccinate. 

Vaccine mandates will solve nothing (especially with Omicron) - they will however cause untold hardship, 
difficulty, divisiveness and harm.  

On a risk / benefit analysis basis - there is no jusBficaBon for a mandatory vaccine policy at UCT (or anywhere 
else) Julian

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
22:50:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

A. UCT does not have the legal right to supercede the South African consBtuBon  

SecBon 7.1  Is a weak anempt by UCT to give UCT JUIRISDICTION TO SUPERCEDE THE CONSTITUTION.  
Students and staff are NOT bound to UCT rules to the detriment of their rights as protected by the 
consBtuBon.   

B. The South African consBtuBon guarantees an individuals right to bodily and psychological integrity 

SecBon 12.2 of the South African consBtuBon states the following: 
Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right - 
a) to make decisions regarding reproducBon 
b) to security in and control over their body 
c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent 
  
MandaBng a drug (a vaccine is a drug, given to healthy people. Vaccines thus have even higher requirements 
in terms of safety and efficacy) raises issues in relaBon to the right to bodily integrity; it raises issues in 
relaBon to secBon 9(3) as well; and the Employment Equity Act, in relaBon to potenBal discriminaBon on the 
grounds of thought, belief and opinion. 
It raises the issue of possible limitaBon of secBon 15 — the freedom of thought, religion, conscience and 
opinion. 

SecBon 36 states that rights may be limited by laws of general applicaBon, but only insofar as this is 
“reasonable and jusBfiable in an open and democraBc society based on dignity, freedom and equality”. 

Is the mandaBng of the C19 ‘vaccines’ “reasonable and jusBfiable”? 

Experts have noted that there are six requirements that are needed to jusBfy a policy of mandatory 
vaccinaBon: 
1.         The ‘vaccines’ must be properly trialled, tested and approved (this includes full animal studies; 
pharmacological reports; full registraBon with the SAHPRA (not SecBon 21))     
2.         The ‘vaccines’ must be effecBve at prevenBng infecBon and transmission  
3.         The vaccines must be DURABLE ie: work for a substanBal amount of Bme (at least 1 year)    
4.         The ‘vaccines’ must be safe and present negligible risk of harm to the person receiving the drug   
5.         No other reasonable alternaBves exist to prevent or treat the disease 
6.         The risk or disease being immunised against must be sufficiently serious for the person being given the 
drug  
  
The C19 ‘vaccines’ fail to meet all of the 6 requirements above and before any mandate could even be 
considered, the onus would be on UCT to prove that it does in fact meet the above criterion to be considered 
“reasonable and jusBfiable”.   

It is hard to believe that UCT is in support of Medical apartheid;  discriminaBon on the basis of a ‘status’ that 
has no scienBfic or raBonal basis.   

C. Overreach of UCT into the personal, medical health of staff and students 

Even if the 6 requirements above could be met (they cannot as the data is clear), clause 3.2. ‘SARS-CoV-2 
vaccinaBon’ confirms that the main reason UCT wishes to force individuals to forgo their consBtuBonal rights 
in order to work or study at UCT is because the ‘vaccines’ offer “overall protecBve effect of vaccinaBon against 
severe illness, hospitalizaBon and death.”  

It seems that UCT feel they know bener what an individual needs, and not only do they know bener, they will 
force the individual to ‘choose’ to obey or face losing their job/ study opportunity?  They will DISCRIMINATE 
based on a ‘status’. 

No ‘public good’ argument but rather a paternalisBc, colonialist mindset that ‘we know bener’. Not only is this 
illegal, it is also offensive.  If UCT felt it was their job to tell staff and students what to do in order to be healthy 
then the logical conclusion would be that the policy would have to extend to forcing all students and staff who 
have comorbidiBes that could be miBgated via lifestyle behaviour change (eat bener; exercise; don't smoke 
etc) to undergo a diet and exercise enforced programme in order to anend UCT.        

Over and above the previous points UCT is aware of the following: 

•           Our country’s medical specialists have confirmed that the new variant, Omicron, is less virulent than 
previous variants. 
•           At the same Bme, they have confirmed that is extremely transmissible, that people of all immune 
statuses transmit the virus and that asymptomaBc transmission is common. 
•           Our already high populaBon immunity levels are now even higher than before. 
•           Even the most virulent Covid variants were considered low risk for young people, whilst the risks of 
vaccinaBon, are relaBvely higher for young people. 
•           Consensus is building, both locally and internaBonally, that we are exiBng the pandemic phase of this 
epidemic and entering the endemic phase. This would mean that Covid 19 is treated as other infecBons 
diseases are treated – with vaccinaBons made available to those who choose them. 
•           Consequently, more and more countries are reducing restricBons and doing away with health 
passports and vaccine passports. President Ramaphosa was recently quoted as saying that there was a valid 
argument for dropping the State of Emergency. 
•           The Covid 19 ‘vaccines’ do not prevent infecBon or transmission. The vaccine status of students and 
staff is not a factor when it comes to planning for face to face teaching and learning.   Good venBlaBon; 
people staying home if they have a tummy bug, or a cold, or any other easily transmissable infecBous disease, 
and intelligent planning on the part of UCT leadership is what will ensure face to face engagement. 
•           Covid 19 ‘vaccines are sBll experimental drugs. 
•           The CDC has recently stated that natural immunity is more effecBve than the ‘vaccine’ 

There is no raBonal or scienBfic reason that UCT would pursue the proposed ‘vaccine’ mandate. 
Grant

business 
owner
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I wish to first and foremost state that it pains me to have to recognise the posiBon that I find myself in, which 
is to engage on a topic or subject that, had it not been for the breach of my God-given rights, I would dismiss 
in the blink of an eye.  However, those who believe themselves to be authoriBes in and over other people’s 
lives, are imposing their will and displaying overreach into areas in which they have no business or permission 
or authority.  The reality is that someone who believes that they know bener than the next (by virtue of the 
informaBon they hold), can only inform, advise and guide.  That is where their impact ends.  No human being 
replaces God with subjecBve science and hidden agendas – it must obviously be said that humans are equal 
and there is only one God.  In addiBon, there is a mountain and mounBng evidence that the medical fraternity 
is scrambling to remain relevant and it behoves UCT’s “experts” to focus on objecBve evidence. 

The most heinous of crimes have and are being commined under the banner of “for the good of all”, with 
people being reduced to fodder, having been stripped of their God-given and human rights.  I therefore do not 
support UCT’s posiBon on introducing mandatory vaccinaBon, just as I am opposed to any other form of 
discriminaBon, segregaBon or coercion.  This is not Nazi Germany and the Nuremburg Code of 1947, amongst 
others, protects individuals from human experiments such as this one – I do not give my consent to this 
experiment.  

On the subject of vaccinaBons, let me be clear that I am not opposed to people choosing to be vaccinated, 
bearing in mind that what has been referred to in the context of Covid-19 falls under the umbrella of human 
experiment and not vaccine in my view.  Having said that, I believe it very important that people have the 
choice to choose whether or not to subject their bodies to whatever poisons or toxins they so desire.  I am 
therefore vehemently opposed to the label of anB-vaxxer.  And since I have not disclosed my vaccinaBon 
status to anyone other than close family, this claim cannot be made.  AnB-anything suggests an opposite, but 
equal posiBon as that which UCT is taking i.e., to enforce an enBty or individual’s will upon another by 
eliminaBng or reducing the ability to choose.  If I prevent someone from expressing their choice, then I am no 
bener than those who believe in coercion through mandatory vaccinaBon and any other draconian measure.  
The issue for me is thus freedom of choice.  SecBon 12(2)(c) of the ConsBtuBon states that “everyone has the 
right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right: to security in and control over their body”.  
According to the Merriam-Webster dicBonary, autonomy is defined as “the quality or state of being self-
governing”, “the state of exisBng or acBng separately from other” and “self-direcBng freedom and especially 
moral independence”.  SecBon 12(2)(c) of the South African ConsBtuBon states that “everyone has the right to 
bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right: not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic 
experiments without their informed consent.”  According to the United NaBons PopulaBon Fund, bodily 
autonomy “is about being empowered to make informed choices” and that not only is it a human right, but it 
is the “foundaBon upon which other human rights are built”.  Importantly, they state that “respect for 
autonomy is a core tenet of internaBonal medical ethics” and even UCT’s general rules and policies of 2021 
espouses one of its values as “respect for the individual privacy, dignity and the right to personal choice”.  
ArBcle 3 – Human dignity and human rights of UNESCO’s Universal DeclaraBon on Bioethics and Human Rights 
states that: 
“1. Human dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms are to be fully respected. 
2. The interests and welfare of the individual should have priority over the sole interest of science or society.” 
In light of the above, the proposal of mandatory vaccinaBons clearly violates human rights as it breaches 
bodily autonomy and integrity and negates personal choice by reducing individuals to slaves, who by 
definiBon, possess no bodily integrity and autonomy. 

In terms of the “process of consultaBon” in UCT’s execuBve engaging its staff, students and prospecBve 
students about the proposed vaccinaBon mandate, as a UCT staff member who anended both “staff 
engagement” sessions and engaged with the incoming SRC president in 2021 as a student regarding the 
proposal, I wish to convey that from my perspecBve, there was an absolute lack of engagement on the part of 
the UCT panels and what I felt amounted to muzzling the session so that it was an informaBon session rather 
than a discussion - no debate took place at all and there was only one side of the argument presented.  

While the following issues are also of grave concern to me and I will briefly menBon the gist of them, they 
relate more to the efficacy of the vaccine and the valid data that has been ignored, but are secondary for me 
to the breach of freedom of choice, God-given rights and human rights through the proposal of implemenBng 
mandatory vaccinaBons. 

• Point 1.3(i) of the drao policy states that students who have not been exempted and do not provide 
proof of vaccinaBon “will not have the right to enter UCT buildings and campus”.  This is blatant 
discriminaBon, namely, exclusion based on medical status and in breach of the PromoBon of Equality and 
PrevenBon of Unfair DiscriminaBon Act 4 of 2000. 
• There is no data to substanBate that the vaccinated prevent infecBon or transmission any more than 
the unvaccinated.  To suggest then that it protects the individual from more severe symptoms and death, 
should they fail to vaccinate, breaches freedom of choice – whether I live or die is none of anyone else’s 
business.  That is between me and my Maker. 
• Each person has a responsibility for their own safety and security.  Focus on your personal health by 
taking care of the immune system that God has bestowed upon you.  It is your responsibility and if it is not up 
to par, don’t place that blame or responsibility on the next person.  I am no-one’s keeper and everyone is free 
to do with their body as they choose, including how to take care of it – so, each individual has a duty of care to 
themselves; that is not my responsibility. 
• With regards to the contents of the injecBon, these have not been forthcoming and should be in 
reference to the Health Care Act 61 of 2003. 
• Several countries have and are in the process of backpedalling regarding mandatory vaccinaBons, as it 
breaches God-given and human rights. 
• The claim that there are no long-term effects caused by the vaccines are preposterous, as they have 
only been in the public sphere for less than a year and therefore long-term data is not available! 
• UCT has been and currently is funded by insBtuBons such as the Bill and Melinda Gates FoundaBon to 
the tune of millions of dollars.  Bill Gates has publicly made statements about reducing world populaBon, 
imposing vaccinaBon programmes and discussed Covid-19 even prior to its advent.  I cannot conclusively 
confirm that there is any correlaBon for UCT between its donor funding and allegiance to its funders’ agendas, 
but it certainly does raise the quesBon. 
• mRna pla�orm technology Chief Architect, Dr Robert Malone, and 16,000 scienBsts “believe that all 
paBents should be able to make medical decisions without coercion over what medicine they accept or reject” 
and were vocal in this regard when speaking in Washington on the 23rd of January, one of the locaBons of the 
WorldWide DemonstraBon against mandatory vaccinaBons. 
• As shown in a graph taken from the PANDA website on the 30th of January 2022, which I am unable to 
paste in this response, the survival rate of those who have contracted Covid-19 across the globe indicates that 
this was never a pandemic, but rather a man-made opportunity to enable power-grabbing and jusBficaBon for 
heinous acts under the umbrella of “the greater good of all”. 
• Kary B Mullis invented the PCR test that’s being used as the Covid-19 test and stated that it wasn’t 
designed to detect infecBous diseases.  The CDC retracted its use in December 2021 as it failed its review.  It 
does not detect the virus.  It detects a piece of geneBc material and is no proof that the virus is present.  A 
PCR test cannot be used as confirmaBon of a posiBve Covid-19 diagnosis and therefore cannot be used as 
proposed in the policy. 
• The CDC has also warned that the anBgen test should be used with cauBon. 
• Cruise liners with confirmed Covid-19 cases on board had, according to Wikipedia on the 31st of 
January, passengers amounBng to 47,727.  Of that, 3,236 Covid-19 posiBve cases were reported and of that, 
there were 83 deaths.  That’s 1,74% that reportedly died as a result of contracBng the virus.  People in close 
proximity and no social distancing with stats like these?  Is this a pandemic? 
• The CDC and several other studies have noted the superiority of natural immunity versus taking the 
vaccine.  “Natural immunity was six Bmes stronger during the delta wave than vaccinaBon”, according to a 
new report from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. 
• The UK has ended the NHS mandates.  These are frontline healthcare staff. 
• Japan has dropped the vaccinaBon rollout.  Aoer reducing vaccinaBons and increasing IvermecBn to 
treat the virus, Covid-19 has ended almost overnight.  This happened in less than one month. 
• Another graph shows Israel, having one of the highest vaccinaBon rates in 2021, with excessively high 
rates of infecBons.  And the Israeli Vaccine Chief recently apologised to the people of Israel for the mistakes 
they had made in dealing with the Covid-19 virus.   

In conclusion, the bonom line is the threat that is being posed to my sovereignty by inBmidaBon and threats 
to my livelihood, should I not comply.  It has and is causing great consternaBon for me and my family and we 
will not be bullied and harassed into complying with a policy that is but the beginning of the loss of our 
personal freedoms.  This is not the South Africa that I envisioned post 1994, but it is certainly the one that is 
being proposed through these draconian measures. 

Amanda
employed 
individual
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I am wriBng this in my capacity as a prospecBve student at UCT. 

At my matric Valedictory service last year, my headmaster urged us all to do the following: 

Read the fine print 
Be criBcal thinkers 
Follow the money 

And at the previous Valedictory service in 2020 he gave this speech which I took to heart too: 

“It might be a good thing for us all to sit quietly and draw up our own list of how we personally benefined 
from this pandemic. 

To me, there is however one key negaBve that has occurred this year which is going to affect you, your 
families, and future generaBons if you are not aware of, and do not act against the dangers it entails. 

We all know about the historic ongoing struggle waged by people all over the world, including SA, to acquire 
our basic human rights. These rights are enshrined in the Universal DeclaraBon of Human Rights adopted by 
the United NaBons in 1948 and in the South African Bill of Rights (Chapter 2 of the SA ConsBtuBon of SA) 
adopted in 1996. 

My concern is that during this pandemic, throughout the world, we have seen these hard-won rights 
surrendered to central governments without a whimper. Now it is common knowledge that once ciBzens 
surrender their rights and freedoms to a government it rarely gives these rights back voluntarily. Reading the 
SA Bill of Rights will give you an idea of what rights we have surrendered since March 2020. 

The promise: 

7 (1) This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in SA. It enshrines the rights of all people in our country 
and affirms the democraBc values of Human dignity, equality and freedom. 
7 (2) The state must respect, protect, promote, and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights. 

In my opinion, the ciBzens of this country are being deprived of their basic rights and freedoms enshrined in 
the Bill of Rights. 

What have we lost: 

12 (1) Everyone has the right: 
(a) not to be deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without just cause. 

12 (2) Everyone has the right: 
(b) to security in and control over their body and; 
(c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent 

14 Everyone has the right to privacy, which includes the right not to have – 
(a) their person or home searched; 
(b) their property searched 
(c) the privacy of their communicaBons infringed 

15 (1) everyone has the right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion; 

16 (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, which includes – 
(a) freedom of the press and other media; 
(b) freedom to receive or impart informaBon of ideas; 
(d) academic freedom and freedom of scienBfic research. 

17 Everyone has the right, peacefully and unarmed, to assemble, to picket, and to present peBBons. 

18 Everyone has the right to freedom of associaBon 

21 (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement 
21 (2) Everyone has the right to leave the Republic 
21 (3) Every ciBzen has the right to enter, to remain in, and to reside anywhere in the Republic 

22 Anyone has the right to choose their trade, occupaBon, or profession freely. 

24 Everyone has the right – 
(a) to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being 

27 Everyone has the right to – 
(a) health care services … 
(b) sufficient food and water, and 
(c) social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their dependents, appropriate social 
assistance. 

31 (1) Persons belonging to a cultural, religious … community may not be denied the right … 
(a) to enjoy their culture, pracBce their religion … 

32 Everyone has the right of access to – 
(a) any informaBon held by the state; 

33 (1) Everyone has the right to administraBve acBon that is lawful reasonable and procedurally fair, 
33 (2) Everyone whose rights have been adversely affected by administraBve acBon has the right to be given 
wrinen reasons. 

Today you have been charged by the school and our Old Boys’ Union to make certain undertakings governing 
your behaviour and acBons in the future. I end off my address to you with a charge of my own: 

I charge you to use every opportunity available to peBBon for the return of the rights and freedoms the 
ciBzens of our country and the world have surrendered to global and naBonal governments. 

I charge you oppose in every way lawfully possible the further impingement of our basic human rights and 
freedoms.” 

I believe that the introducBon of a vaccine mandate could result in a further violaBon of our ConsBtuBonal 
rights. In parBcular this from the Bill of Rights: 

SecBon 9: Equality 

9.1 Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protecBon and benefit of the law 
9.2 Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms. To promote the achievement of 
equality, legislaBve and other measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, 
disadvantaged by unfair discriminaBon may be taken.  
9.3. The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, 
including… disability, religion, conscience, belief... 

Not everyone reacts in the same way to the same medicines or vaccines. This is something that can be seen by 
looking at all the ADEs in the VigiAccess database of WHO and UMC. In 2021 the top two categories of 
negaBve adverse effects logged for Covid 19 vaccines were  
    Blood and lymphaBc system disorders (137,503) 
Cardiac disorders (184,370) 

Not allowing students access to universiBes and threatening jobs because of medical concerns is a form of 
discriminaBon. And it is also discriminatory to sBgmaBse people who have vaccine objecBons and treat them 
differently (for example subjecBng them to a lot of extra work and stress and making them do costly tests). 

SecBon 10: Human Dignity 

10 Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected. 

There is a lot of blaming and shaming people who don’t want to be vaccinated. A person’s medical or vaccine 
status should be kept confidenBal, like with HIV posiBve people. Not forced to be on display on a pass to get 
access to places. Their dignity should be respected and protected. 
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People have the right to choose what they do with their bodies and what medicaBons to take. They also have 
the right to educaBon. 
Truth and balance have been ignored,  you haven't taken the evidence from both sides. You've ignored 
people's health, concerns and choices. Data from PANDA and other legiBmate sources has been ignored. Ruth
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You wish our future generaBons to use criBcal thought yet you deny them the right to free choice and bodily 
integrity 
Your very own child may be thenext in line fir this abuse  
Allow freedom of informed choice as these vaccines neither protect nor stop this virus and those vaccinated 
with these mRNA new Gene  therapies especially  young males are  prone to geqng myocardiBs yet they have 
zero risk of dying of covid  stabs in the right side of history - these vaccines have unfortunately failed the world  
over Janine
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It really is an embarrassment to your insBtuBon that you would follow such poor logic about the need for the 
jab and not take a balanced view of the available evidence. Curran
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The vaccine is experimental.  There is no proven evidence that it stops you from geqng  the virus,transmiqng  
or  keep you from dying.  I also support freedom of choice as my democraBc right. Everybody has the right to 
choose what you want to put in your body. That includes every human being  on the planet. Lorraine
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If on the basis of social sciences mandatory proof of vaccinaBon status represents a poor policy , lacking 
foresight into future negaBve social issues. South Africa is a landscape that mulB ethnic, mulBcultural and 
requires people centred policies. Mandatory vaccinaBons will present a Pandora’s box of knock on social 
issues - who is, who isn’t. Us vs them. Has this been considered?  Or is this purely a biomedical public health 
approach for a disease with dubious staBsBcs which I shall not get into here… due to a staBsBcal war that is 
already going on. In addiBon… the problem of effecBveness vs efficacy? A small minority will be mandatorily 
vaccinated. How does this affect, socially… the vast landscape of the under privileged, under uneducated, 
Lower socio economic Ber in the western cape, let alone , the other provinces of SA. What language/ message 
are you sending?  

The data is clear. I’ll say this again, the data is clear that there are confusing results from mandatory 
vaccinaBon. ObservaBons out of israel is a worthwhile topic of scruBny and a moBvaBon / demoBvator to 
apply mandatory vaccinaBon.  

Last, not least, I bring you back to the problem of social ethics in this country. We ARE not Europe, and neither 
should we wish to be. We have no reason, biomedically to create such policy. Zero. The landscape of SA does 
not call for this. If anything, you may approach care homes, those of the elderly, those who are at a health 
disadvantage and I could sit on a panel and give in, possibly to mandatory vaccinaBon of this group. Absolutely 
not in young people under the age of 30 (arbitrary number). in addiBon, if UCT requires, mandates 
vaccinaBons and will not allow students entry without proof of WHO approved cerBficates, will UCT take 
responsibility  for the student who, did not wish to be vaxxed, on conscious grounds, but got disapproved by 
the panel, therefore forced/ coerced to vaccinate in order to enter UCT- who could possibly/ staBsBcally be 
vaccine-injured ? Will UCT hold surety for their medical bills? Will UCT be willing to take financial 
responsibility/ surety for the health of these students should something go wrong?  
UCT will be puqng an unnecessary pressure on themselves , an unnecessary responsibility on themselves for 
the welfare of students should their health be affected by the vaccine. there aren’t more than enough 
observaBons and anecdotes around the world of vaccine injury. it’s preposterous that UCT will place 
themselves in such a posiBon. and if UCT is not responsible for harm done… then who will be? The student 
who didn’t wish to be vaccinated? The snake will bite its own tale.  

wisdom needs to be applied to the broader context. And there’s that special word… context. This is enough.  

I could say much more. I apologise for poor grammar. This is a text box, not a thesis. I’ve done enough for UCT. 
Had the pleasure of represenBng this great insBtuBon , of being proud of the difficult but victorious road of 
academia I’ve travelled. I am a solid alumni. I trust that my advice, my words will be taken into serious 
consideraBon along with others who oppose mandates.  

Sincerely,  

Jonathan Joshua Jonathan 
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owner
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The mandate policy as draoed contravenes basic and ConsBtuBonal rights of students, employees and 
contractors. The policy does not show, based on the available evidence regarding safety, efficacy and risk-
reducBon probability of the available candidate vaccines, that this contravenBon is reasonable and jusBfiable. 

ParBcularly, given that real-world studies show insubstanBal (if any) reducBon in transmission of COVID-19 
due to vaccinaBon, mandaBng the vaccine cannot be an effecBve tool for prevenBng transmission or for 
reducing transmission rates or likelihood in the interests of campus safety, and therefore would be a 
thoroughly unjusBfiable breach of individuals’ rights to choose not to be vaccinated.  
   
There are concerns worldwide about the safety of the available vaccines, while the trials are sBll ongoing. 
Their safety has yet to be formally established through the usual procedures. For any medical intervenBon, 
and absolutely for one sBll in experimental phase, like this one, the associated risks and benefits should be 
personally assessed and decided on in an environment permiqng objecBvity. 

Members of the University community should be encouraged to evaluate the risks and benefits and decide for 
themselves, not the opposite. “Informed consent” presupposes the freedom for informed refusal, without 
concern of possible discriminaBon or academic or occupaBonal exclusion as a result. Beverley
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I found it quite unbelievably patronizing the way the lawyer for UCT presented us with the statement that UCT 
takes no responsibility for forcing its employees/students to be 'vaccinated'. He stated that, if we were to 
experience any negaBve effects of this 'vaccine', we could apply to  a government fund for assistance. Is he 
perhaps not aware of the dysfuncBonal state of governmental assistance programs such as the NaBonal Road 
Accident Fund? Why would this new fund be any different? 
Why would this be of concern? 
Now that Pfizer has been forced to reveal its data on the trials, it has become known, for example, that one is 
5 Bmes more likely to suffer a heart-anack from the 'vaccine' than without it. 
It is also well-known that the voluntary vaccine adverse effects recording system in the US (VAERS), which 
UNDER-REPORTS incidences of vaccine-damage by between 10 and 99 percent, has shown more incidents of 
damage from these 'vaccines' than from all other vaccines put together over its Bme of existence. Yet, they 
claim these 'vaccines' are 'safe' and we can go to the government for help if we are sufficiently unlucky that 
some odd incident might occur. What kind of treatment of UCT's employees is that? 
For 2021 VAERS showed over 790000 cases of vaccine-injury from these 'Covid-vaccines'. Therefore, we need 
a much more serious consideraBon of this problem than the lawyer offered in his presentaBon the other day. 

Furthermore, it has been shown clearly that this 'vaccine' neither stops transmission of the virus not prevents 
one from geqng sick from the virus. That it is ineffecBve in both these respects is clearly shown by the fact 
that for travel, vaccine-status is irrelevant and the ONLY thing all governments want is the results of the pcr-
Test.  Another clear demonstraBon of its ineffecBveness is the massive increases in numbers of infected 
people in the most-vaccinated countries in the world, such as Gibraltar, Iceland and Israel. What, therefore, is 
the point of a vaccine-mandate at UCT? Peter
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This policy cannot be jusBfied as evidence shows that vaccines do not prevent infecBon or transmission.  The 
Covid 19 vaccines do not provide sterilizing immunity and there is a growing list of studies proving that 
vaccinated individuals are as infecBve as unvaccinated individuals as a source of virus transmission. 

Covid 19 vaccine safety is a growing concern.  There is limited data available regarding the wide-ranging 
adverse event reports (from databases and peer reviewed literature).  The student age group populaBon is at 
very limited risk from severe Covid 19 illness and the latest scienBfic research shows that side effects from the 
Covid 19 vaccine are more common in young people than originally thought.  The vaccine could therefore 
pose more risk to young people than the virus itself.  The Covid 19 vaccines are regarded as “novel” as their 
long term safety is not established and they are currently approved for emergency use unBl 2023.   

In addiBon scienBfic evidence shows that natural immunity is more robust than vaccinaBon and that the 
majority of our student populaBon is likely to have the benefit of natural immunity which negates the need for 
vaccinaBon. 
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Leave our children and students alone. 
The jab is a geneBcally engineered bioweapon, which will cause endless harm. 
This World-wide Tyranny must be stopped now! Liz reBred
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Insane to vax those below 50 
With a high risk vaccine - I know of so many vax deaths and disabiliBes and student have zero Covid risk unless 
morbidly obese etc - let it be a choice Murray
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We're not a communist country or dictatorship and the mandates is not about health either, but control and 
digital passports. Nico 
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I believe everyone should have the choice over what goes into their bodies. This is taking away the privilage of 
our young people and the staff to think and decide for themselves. Emily 
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The drao policy in its 
enBrety Alexandra
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Cape
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not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

- there has already been a call for the state of pandemic to be changed to endemic. A pandemic does not 
remove the right of individual to think for themselves and make decisions about their choice of medical 
treatment.   
- there are evidence that PCR test are deliver false negaBve results.   
- Not everyone will get the virus and of you do and recover natural immunity provides immunity.  Does not 
seem as if this is taken into account and acknowledged. 
- if the organizaBon and leaders have a concern for health then encourage students and staff to live healthy 
lifestyles, build up their immunity which is beneficial to prevent other modern day health issues e.g. diabeBcs, 
etc.   
- the whole debate vax vs unvaxed is creaBng a big divide in the country. I feel it is NOT beneficial for 
relaBonships, it divides families, it creates distrust and  it almost feel if people look down on those who differs 
from their opinion /choice in this regard and treat vax-free people as "melaats". 

What I gather is that the vaccine is sBll experimental.  If people has chosen out of free will to receive the 
experimental  vaccine it is their choice.  If they feel it was a hasty decision and a mistake, don't force others to 
do something to make the numbers and staBsBcs look good.  

There are too many contradictory reports... where organizaBons turn around their findings and then to 
support the vaccine agenda.  

With low infecBon rates, high recovery rates and huge uncertainty about the effecBveness of the vaccines one 
wonder what is really behind this whole thing.   

Has your risk assessment taken into account the psychological impact on young people who loose hope on 
their future because they are not able to exercise a choice about taking an experimental  treatment,  and 
because of the choice they make are discriminated against and excluded from future educaBon.  
It is taking away their ability to grow into the future leaders of our country. 

To force a mandate on anyone who might want or need to visit the campus of UCT(and for that maner any 
university campus or public place) on regular or even ad hoc and once off basis sounds like tyranny and raise 
serious quesBons about the real moBvaBon for the mandate.  

The narraBve should change.... people have a choice, we are not sheep being lead to the abbatoir.   
People should stop creaBng fear to drive an agenda. G
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Vax or don't vax, I don't care. 
It shouldn't maner what you choose, 
It's your body and your right to choose what you do, therefore I feel that mandates are just there to 
discriminate and take away our freedom. Steven
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No one should have the right to decide for others what is right or not. Your values are not my values. There is 
no proof that kids are a danger, stop treaBng them as if they are. Linda
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Natural  immunity is by far the best defense against the virus and it has no side effects. Vaccinated people can 
also spread the virus. Brian 
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2022-01-29 
21:48:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is illegal and unlawful to mandate this 'vaccine' and to make it a prerequisite before we can exercise our 
right to educaBon. We are protected by The ConsBtuBon and InternaBonal Law. We are not animals, we are 
humans that can think for ourselves and we can make decisions about medicaBon and health on our own. It 
as simple as that. Let those who are persuaded by science take the experimental vaccine, but do not force 
everyone to take this experimental vaccine.  
How can an insBtuBon that teach students the law, make unlawful and illegal decisions. You teach the law, but 
you do not abide by it?  

The contents of this experimental vaccine is unknown and geneBc based mRNA vaccines have never been 
injected into humans in the past, it has no proven track record or outcome, no long term safety data, no safe/
successful clinical studies  
done on animals, non-compliant with the standards of Safety, Efficacy and Quality set out in the  Medicines 
and Related Substances Act 101 of 1975, no PaBent informaBon leaflet included/available or understandable, 
on the face of it being administered indiscriminately by Government and/or its authorised officials, without 
knowledge or understanding of each individuals medical background: medicaBon is not a one size fits all. I 
submit that it is irrelevant whether the "vaccine" is registered for use by SAPHRA or not. I refuse to be used as 
a guinea pig or lab rat. It is widely known that so called clinical studies of this injecBon will only be completed 
in 2023 and I have proof of many who got injured and/or have died because of this experimental 'vaccine'. 

The injecBon is not a ‘vaccine” by definiBon, as it does not prevent infecBon or transmission. The borders are 
being closed to prevent transmission, when it is only the vaccinated people that can travel, so it does not 
prevent infecBon and transmission. Even aoer the injecBon, masks are sBll required/mandatory, social 
distancing pracBced and isolaBon. I submit that there  is no proper science behind any of the above and it has 
now been established that the effecBveness of the “vaccine” is wearing off so fast that second, third and 
booster shots may be 
necessary. It has also come to light that the injected  suffer allergic reacBons, myocardiBs (swelling of the 
heart) and blood clots which can lead to strokes or death and many more adverse effects. This is unacceptable 
and is against my will and conscience.  

I further submit that there are other safe and effecBve ways of treaBng infecBons of the covid virus such as, 
IvermecBn, Hydroxychloroquine, Vitamins C, D, Zink, QuerceBn, NAC, budesonide, hydrogen peroxide and 
more. I  further submit that Natural God given broad spectrum Immunity has been proven to be far more 
effecBve against this infecBon than any other substance, for example in Sweden. It  
is accepted worldwide that a very small percentage of people infected succumb to the disease and these are 
usually people with a compromised immune system. I further submit that there is a difference between dying 
of Covid and with Covid and that this has been ignored. According to more than seventeen-thousand of the 
world's best doctors, the treatment protocols that are used in hospitals are medical malpracBce and leads to 
more deaths. 

The Manufacturers of the injecBon have been granted immunity by the Government of South Africa against 
any liability for death or injury! This is against the Law of this country, more specifically the  
Aquilian AcBon which is part of the Law of Damages in South Africa. This acBon establishes the right to pursue 
damages resulBng from culpa (fault/negligence). I quesBon the moBves of any Government or Ministers of 
such a Government, willing to subject its ciBzens to such careless and  
possibly negligent acBons. I further submit that if the injecBon had been safe this protecBon would not be 
necessary. I know of no other ‘vaccine” that gives the Manufacturer this kind of protecBon/indemnity. I find it 
unacceptable, and grossly negligent to subject people to it. 

It is also against my religion, belief and conscience to take this geneBc based mRNA 'vaccine', and it is my right 
to exercise my non-derogable rights in terms of the ConsBtuBon of the Republic of  
South Africa, Act 108 of 1996, as Amended.  

When it comes to medicaBon, it is never a one-size fits all. I listen and got informaBon from the worlds top 
doctors, scienBsts and lawyers, such as amongst many others, Dr Geert van den Bossche, Dr Ryan Cole, Dr 
Lawrence Palevsky, Dr Judy Mikovits, Dr Daniel Stock, Dr Vladimir Zelenko (who treated Donal Trump when he 
had COVID-19), Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Del Bigtree, Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Dr Lee Merrin, Dr Simone Gold, Dr 
Rashid Bunar, Dr Richard Bartlen, Dr Pierre Kory, Dr Michael Yeadon, Professor Dolores Cahill, Dr Ben Marble, 
Dr Peter McCullough, Dr Ben Marble and many more. There are also alternaBve means of medicaBon that is 
proven to be effecBve against COVID-19 and all of the above doctors support and recommend alternaBve 
medicaBon rather than COVID vaccines. They have treated countless paBents (which includes 90 year olds and 
persons with underlying medical condiBons) and all of them survived. So why make vaccines mandatory and 
infringe our rights? Numerous people experience symptoms (in the short and long term) aoer taking the 
COVID-19 vaccine this include, weakness and faBgue, joint and muscle pain, muscle twitching, spasms, 
tremors and shaking, internal burning, Bngling and vibraBng, neuropathy, paralysis, parasthesia and 
numbness, headaches, Bnitus and verBgo, stomach issues and weight loss, heart issues, blood pressure issues,  
petechiac and rashes, autonomic, sensory and motor dysfuncBon, brain fog, dysnomia and memory loss. 
(Visit: hnps://vaccines.daystar.com and hnps://covid.daystar.com for more informaBon) 

The Nuremberg Code (1947) - internaBonal law 
1. Required is the voluntary, well-informed, understanding consent of the human subject in a full legal 
capacity.  
2. The experiment should aim at posiBve results for society that cannot be procured in some other way 
3. It should be based on previous knowledge (e.g, an expectaBon derived from animal experiments) that 
jusBfies the experiment.  
4. The experiment should be set up in a way that avoids unnecessary physical and mental suffering and 
injuries.  
5. It should not be conducted when there is any reason to believe that it implies a risk of death or disabling 
injury. 6. The risks of the experiment should be in proporBon to (that is, not exceed) the expected 
humanitarian benefits 7. PreparaBons and faciliBes must be provided that adequately protect the subjects 
against the experiment's risks. 8. The staff who conduct or take part in the experiment must be fully trained 
and scienBfically qualified 
9. The human subjects must be free to immediately quit the experiment at any point when they feel physically 
or mentally unable to go on. 
10. Likewise, the medical staff must stop the experiment at any point when they observe that conBnuaBon 
would be dangerous 

As such this is a crime against humanity. Marno student
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enBrety Igor reBred
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No I do 
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The drao policy in its 
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The vaccine does not stop people from geqng infected or  infecBng  others. Besides it should be your own 
choice if you want any medical procedure or experimental drug 

Magda reBred
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No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Aside from the very real human rights issue of coercing people into a medical intervenBon in order to access 
educaBon, if vaccines do not stop the spread of the virus, a vaccinaBon mandate in addiBon to going against 
the rights of students and staff is unerly unable to fulfill its stated purpose. Moreover the legal, administraBve, 
consBtuBonal and poliBcal problems this will cause the insBtuBon are so vast a few of these off the top of my 
head being the potenBal racialised reading where UCT's white middle class libs  pro vax mandaters force black 
working class students to be vaccinated. It's just so stupid and anB-intellectual and clearly influenced by the 
agenda of vaccine funding. Having been a PhD student in the HumaniBes at UCT for the past 5 years, the 
propagandist spirit of anB-enquiry and woke-washing that distracts from the insBtuBon's unerly market driven 
agenda is so  depressing. There is no material poliBcs at UCT it is all an embarrassing 2nd hand American 
imperial ideology that the vaccine mandates form part of and an infanBle "be kind" virtue poliBcs that feed 
only the egos of those in power whose interest in educaBon and contribuBon  to the innovaBve and 
imaginaBve and intellectual landscape of South African society is zero. Part of me wants UCT to carry out 
these mandates so they can face the fall put from the decision and their poliBcs can be seen for what they 
really are, bankrupt and trapped in the self congratulatory liberal poliBcs of the 20th century. The students 
wanted Rhodes to fall but UCT must fall it is a joke and an increasingly cruel and deluded one. Juliet student
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No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines are experimental, their contents are secret, and their efficacy is quesBonable. Their safety has 
not been proved. 

Medical decisions should be made between a paBent and a doctor, not bu interfering bureacrats and 
busybodies. 

The risk of dying from Covid-19 is almost negligible for most students, vaccinated or not. So the mandate 
makes no raBonal sense, even if the vaccines worked, which they don't. Donn
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Please listen to all informaBon available.  Please do not dismiss everything against the vaccine as conspiracies. 
Not everything can be false informaBon. Please open your minds and get the full global picture. Salome
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How can you mandate an experimental gene therapy that doesn't stop the transmission or stop 
hospitalizaBon or death? Back to apartheid?  Conrad
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2022-01-29 
16:05:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no scienBfic evidence that jusBfies any form of vaccine mandate. The vaccinated can sBll get the virus, 
they can sBll spread it. Except for the case of its effect on hospiBlisaBon and death (which only affects the 
individual), there is no major difference between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated.  

Therefor it would be unconsBtuBonal to limit the rights of the unvaccinated, who have the funndemental right 
of freedom of choice, and bodily autonomy Hannes student
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No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

What happened to natural immunity? Since when must regular human beings undergo experimental medical 
procedure to visit an insBtuBon of higher learning, enter a restaurant, enter their workplace? 
What's going on in the world? 

I really expected more from UCT, to say im disappointed is an understatement. Donovan
employed 
individual
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The drao policy in its 
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We cannot loose our freedom to an experiment vaccine that proved it has no effect on this so called virus 
which has never been isolated. No to mandates. 

Mogamat 
Nathier 
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Those who refuse to have the jab (not vaccine, because it's sBll a clinical trial and doesn't qualify to be called a 
vaccine) are being denied a further educaBon. They should have a choice and u are violaBng their 
consBtuBonal right to further educaBon. The number of adverse effects are being swept under the carpet. 
Being a clinical trial, who will be held accountable for adverse effects suffered by students and teachers! The 
university should be held responsible for medical costs and treatment should the students be forced to take 
the jab. Most working people and students took the jab for fear of losing their jobs and being denied a higher 
educaBon. The university should be held accountable for crimes against humanity in the case of death due to 
the students or teachers being coerced into taking this poisonous jab!! Wisaahl
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I wish to not live in a place, and do not wish on students on any campus - the world over - to have their rights 
of freedom of choice, dignity, security, educaBon, bodily autonomy taken away by insBtuBonalised 
technocracy and medical apartheid. Anyone, or any insBtuBon who coerce or pressure anyone to undergo any 
medical procedure or take medicines they do not want to take, should, in wriBng, take FULL RESPONSUBILITY 
for the medical insurance and well-being of said individual aoer being coerced by such unsBtuBon to take 
(especially) experimental trial medicaBons // Phizer trials ends 2023 only.  Coercing individuals into taking 
such medicaBons is in direct contravenBon of ZA ConsBtuBon Chapter 2, UN Bill of Rights, AU Charter and 
Nuremberg Charter. S
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It makes no sense forcing young people to vaccinate against a virus that spreads anyway and is mutaBng. The 
vaccines have numerous side effects of which some will only show much later.  It is every person's right to 
choose their own safety I  this regard.  Nadia
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The jab is in an experimental phase and no one knows what the consequences are in the long run. People are 
having adverse effects and even dying and it gets swept under the rug and recorded as covid by this corrupt 
government as to promote their agenda. They cannot even be honest about the side effects and the deaths 
due to the jab. Why would a person take an experimental jab for a flu that has a 99,998% recovery rate? Why 
would a government push for mandatory vaccines for a flu that has a 99,998% recovery rate, unless they have 
a sinister moBve? We live in a democraBc country and our law protects the rights of individuals, and I believe 
in freedom of choice when it comes to my health and my body. Lizeth reBred
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The drao policy in its 
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The data is in - No COVID 19 vaccine is safe ! No corona virus vaccine was ever going to be effecBve due to 
mutaBon. It never has been due to mutaBon. One never injects a vaccine into a pandemic due to the risks of 
ADE and immune escape. You can see that clearly is now the case! Vaccinated people are more at risk of 
infecBon and even death! Any doctor should know these well established facts!  Where are the doctors 
advising you from our medical school and where is their conscience!!? Catherine 
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The vaccines do not stop transmission of the virus. Denying people freedom of choice and access to educaBon 
for something that does not work is insanity. Laurene
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hnps:/healthimpactnews.com/2022/thousands-of-miscarriages-following-covid-19-injecBons-reported-in-
vaers-are-being-censored-as-an-enBre-generaBon-is-being-sterilized/  
What more need to be said.  VAERS themselves is puqng the informaBon out to be read. 
We are living in a Bme when religion freedom is paramount.  Let the authoriBes respect that freedom.   

Mare
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individual
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The drao policy in its 
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It is a disgrace that our universiBes of all places are rejecBng freedom and encouraging discriminaBon. It is 
evident from the unwillingness of leaders and decision makers to even consider a counterpoint that scienBfic 
fact is being ignored.  I will support freedom in this maner. Dee
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It is a fact that vaccinaBons do not prevent infecBon, do not stop the spread and do not affect viral load.  An 
unvaccinated person is not increasing the risk of a vaccinated person contracBng the virus. Choice is a basic 
human  right, which is now being taken away.  This is discriminaBon at its highest. The death rate from other 
diseases is higher than the  Covid death rate.  This is clearly no longer a pandemic. It is ludicrous that 
intelligent academics cannot see this. Paula
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It is unethical to force healthy people to take experimental drugs. These "vaccines" are NOT typical vaccines. 
They are new technology. They are all sBll in the trial phase unBl 2023 and there is no long term data 
available. The short term data is already showing that they are not effecBve and they cause more harm than 
the disease itself. Kim
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South African consBtuBon gives freedom of choice. 
But now we are give NO choice. 
As a child, you received vaccines - to prevent certain deseases. AND YOU DID NOT  GOT SICK FROM THAT 
DISEASE aoer the Vax. But with covid Vax, you can: 
sBll get covid,  
sBll transmit covid,  
sBll die from covid...  
Now how in the world is it possible for in unvax person to put a Vax person in danger??? 
A person with aids or TB are not discriminated against to live normal daily lives -  
This is outrageous and inhumane Reinie 
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MandaBng drugs that are on trail , that does not work and has been proven to bad health effects are not 
acceptable. ... apart from freedom of choice. Marco
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That an insBtuBon that prides itself on fighBng for human freedoms and rights is now wanBng to impose a 
mandatory experimental drug on its staff and students is disgusBng. One can only think that the blinkers that 
UCT has in conBnually advocaBng for a mandatory vaccine in the face of its ineffecBveness in prevenBng 
vaccinated people from being infected or in transmiqng it (and thus nullifying UCTs argument that mandatory 
vaccines will protect its staff and students) is based on  a conflict of interest with the source of funding they 
receive.  

This is unconsBtuBonal and discriminatory for no gain whatsoever to those whose rights are being infringed 
on. An insBtuBon cannot have the right to dictate what medical treatment people have to take. Anabela
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Our consBtuBon gives us the gio if freedom of choice . We are not under natzi rule .freedom to choose our 
own health care . These vaccines ate sBll in experimental fase .people should be able to freely choose the 
health care we want . mandaBng vaccines is like medical apartheid Cheryl 
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No I do 
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The drao policy in its 
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I find it appalling that UCT could even contemplate a mandate that would result in the firing of staff or 
exclusion of students for wanBng to uphold their rights to consBtuBonally-protected bodily autonomy. Our 
rights over our bodies are inviolable.  

Just as we have the right not to be raped. 
Just as we have the right not to have our minds tortured. 
So, too, do we have the right not to have something forcibly put in our bodies that we do not want to put into 
our bodies. 

That anyone could support the idea that a colleague could lose their job and livelihood and ability to feed and 
provide for their families for refusing a medical treatment that is sBll effecBvely experimental, and for which 
there are no studied long-term side effects yet, is morally unacceptable. Similarly that anyone could support 
denying a student the ability to study in order to become a contribuBng member of society and fend for him/
herself. It was morally unacceptable when the Nuremberg Code was drawn up, and it remains morally 
unacceptable today, no maner how hard governments and insBtuBons are trying to nullify it. 

Our bodies are the only things that are 100% our own. They are our countries over which we are the rulers. 
Our skins are our borders. We get to issue our own visas for who or what penetrates those borders and for 
what goes into our bodies. Whether that is permission to be cut by a scalpel, to ingest a pill or substance, or to 
be injected by a needle - that border control is ours. 

Respiratory illnesses are an integral part of our existence. We manage that risk. We try to stay healthy so that 
we can shake off our annual viruses. We act sensibly and stay home unBl we get bener. We get our flu jabs if 
we feel worried or are at risk. There is no reason why we cannot conBnue to do that.  

The presence of unvaccinated people within the work environment is no more or less "unsafe" than the 
presence of vaccinated people, given that this is not a sterilising vaccine and both vaccinated and 
unvaccinated people are able to get it and transmit it (I know 14 vaccinated friends, family and colleagues who 
have had it recently). In fact, the only people who should be deemed "unsafe" are those who are ill. Not 
vaccinated does not mean that one is in a permanent state of illness or contagiousness. Vaccinated does not 
mean that one is immune. 

People who have had Covid already should not be required to vaccinate. There are many studies which 
confirm that immunity from prior infecBon is equitable if not bener than vaccine-induced immunity. What if it 
does them harm and over-stresses their immune systems? Was this ever properly studied in trials? It is not a 
medical necessity, and violates the medical concept of "first do no harm". 

Where there is ANY risk of adverse effects for our young and healthy people - for anyone, actually - there 
should ALWAYS be a choice.  Placing a burden of guilt on anyone to "do things for others" when doing so may 
compromise oneself in the process is ethically very, very wrong. 

Mandates are a one-way Bcket to segregaBon and discriminaBon. It is not good for societal cohesion, and in 
the light of high exposure and recovery aoer the omicron wave plus the anBcipated endemicity of the disease, 
forcing people to vaccinate on threat of firing or excluding them from the university is not worth the anger, 
trauma and division it is likely to cause, and is causing already. Joanne
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The vaccines are not able to provide herd immunity since the vaccinated can sBll contract and spread covid. 
Thus the mandate is nonsensical. It is also unreasonable and unacceptable to force staff/students to undergo 
a medical procedure in order to do their work/study. It is not the insBtuBon’s place to tell anyone what to do 
with their body and a violaBon of our rights. I am completely against any covid vaccine mandate on principle Kirsten 
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It our right as humans to be able to choose whether we would like to be vaccinated or not. It should not be 
forced upon those who do not want it and by doing so rob these people of oppertuniBes whether it be in their 
work environment or their university or school of choice. Michaela student
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This is all so nonsensical, it would be funny if it wasn't so tragic in so many fronts.  
It is plain to see that this experimental injecBon does not work. Take Portugal: it's one of the European 
countries with the highest rates of vaccinaBon and now it's the 4th country in Europe with the highest 
infecBon rates. On the other hand, we are all becoming aware of the adverse effects of the vaccine on 
vaccinated family and friends. This is no long hearsay, or misinformaBon, we are personally witnessing this. 
UCT, conBnue to safeguard human rights because what you're proposing is a disgrace! Maria reBred
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Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng states that UCT is known for its leadership and excellence. Well, no longer: 
* a centre of higher learning wanBng to ignore our human rights rather than protect them? 
* an insBtuBon trusted to teach criBcal thinking now wanBng to bamboozle one and all with one-sided 
"debates" that refer to the results of "science" but does not provided scienBfic peer-reviewed studies to back 
their claims? 
* an insBtuBon that is relied upon to educate the future of our country by wanBng to impose an experimental  
injecBon on young people who are not at risk of the disease but are at risk of its adverse effects? Not to 
menBon the risks to the staff who are there to educate, guide and administer them. 
* As it is highly unlikely that UCT management have all lost their sanity, one can only assume that they're 
bowing down to their funders regardless of the impact it will have on their staff and students, as well as the 
impact it is having on their reputaBon.  
* My pride and respect has turned into shock, sadness and shame. We don't want your type of "excellence" or 
your dictatorial "leadership". 

Olinda reBred
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I'm loving all the comments re: demented liberals with their commie agenda and stupid mandates for a 
vaccine that doesn't even work. Honestly, this is absurd! Angela reBred
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It is against the consBtuBon - freedom of choice, freedom of bodily entegrity, the right to basic and further 
educaBon etc. On top of that the jab doesn’t stop infecBon or transmission so serve no purpose. One would 
think a university of all places should know this. It is clear they are pressured by their funders. Philip
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I do not support tyrants and their nazi communist socialist marxist satanic ideology. Where has the movement 
of my body my choice gone to? How quickly has the liberal leo forgonen our recent past. Now you want 
another dom pass system?? What good is a presBgious educaBon if it leaves you with no intellect and 
common sense. It is Bme the system of Rhodes must fall in its enBrety. This is South Africa, carry on down this 
path and there will be no reconcilliaBon for democide Alli
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Absolutely discriminatory!  An outside authority should NEVER have authority over what medical treatments 
people have or put into their bodies. Denying access to educaBon over students who choose natural immunity 
for a "disease" with a 99% survival rate? Ludacris! Where does this leave our economy in 5-10 years Bme 
when students have abandoned their studies aoer being forced to choose between bodily autonomy and 
terBary educaBon? Claire
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UCT, the point of the vaccine, which it is not really, was to stop transmission and serious illness.    It is known  
now that it does not stop transmission and does not stop illness.  It may reduce severity but that is 
quesBonable.     
UCT was also very much against apartheid and discriminaBon in the past.   Today  you could be encouraging it 
which is unbelievably sad. 
The risk of serious illness with your students is extremely low which also brings into quesBon these mandates. 
I also have a  problem  with the call on  vaccinaBng some one who already have natural immunity.  You would 
not vaccinate someone who has had mumps for mumps.   
This is causing unneeded stress amongst your staff and students..    
I also honestly ask you:  Do you know what the future holds with the experiment.  By mandaBng an 
experiment many will hold you responsible.    Sincerely,  Elaine 
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Firstly, academic freedom includes freedom of choice and not to submit to medical invasion of one's body 
against one's bener judgement. 

Secondly and most importantly the only jusBficaBon for requiring vaccinaBon of people who mingle with 
others would be that it prevents one from passing on a disease to others. But in the case of the covid 19 
disease it has been clearly shown that vaccinaBon does not prevent human-to-human  transmission, and 
therefore the only jusBficaBon for being vaccinated is to reduce the risk to the individual being treated of 
falling seriously ill. And that should solely be decided by the individual concerned. 

The university of Cape Town's reputaBon as a place of learning and scholarship in an environment of non-
coercion will forever be stained if its administraBon implements this proposed policy.  

MarBn reBred
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Our human rights to Freedom of choice!  
DiscriminaBon of this type in the context of SA apartheid's shameful history  is damaging to our society and to 
our youth. 
To my shock and horror, I learned that 2 CT talented Ballet dancers were deprived   of their human rights to 
perform on stage due to not being vaccinated. 
A great sadness for me, aoer anending an outstanding performance last Saturday. 
PLEASE STOP THIS VICIOUS WITCH HUNT! 
  

anna reBred
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There is more than sufficient evidence now that the experimental gene therapy masquerading as vaccines are 
neither safe nor effecBve, and that as per previous scienBfic knowledge that seems to be currently 
discounted,  the virus is likely to evolve into more transmissible but less virulent forms. This is evident by the 
evolvement of the Omicron variant, which in the majority of cases presents no more risk than a common cold. 
As a university whose purpose is to educate, this informaBon should be disseminated, not suppressed. It is 
Bme to stop puqng our healthy children in danger by exposing them to experimental drugs for a disease that 
poses almost zero threat to them, and will neither stop contracBon nor transmission of the disease to others. 
It is legally, ethically and morally wrong to do so. In addiBon, UCT has a history of fighBng discriminaBon. What 
has changed now that it is clear that discriminaBon against people on the basis of their vaccine status is 
deemed acceptable? Debbie
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It is unconsBtuBonal and more so, the vaccines are completely ineffecBve and proven to be mire harmfull to 
younger people than Covid-19. This is senseless and will come back to haunt you. Sean
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The so called "vaccine" is not a vaccine but a poisonous experimental injecBon that DOES NOT prevent 
contracBng or spreading of any virus and which has caused death, serious injury and misery yo thousands of 
people. Moreover, save and effecBve alternaBve medicaBon DOES EXIST. Thus trying to enforcd this injecBon 
on anybody is criminal. Pieter reBred
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The proposed inoculaBons are sBll being tested - you cannot mandate a drug that is not conclusively tested. 
You cannot remove freedom to choose bodily integrity,. There is no benefit to the group as it has been proven 
that the vaccinated are more suscepBble to the new varient as well as being able to transmit it as or more 
effecBvely to the unvaccinated. The rate at which those who have received it are falling ill shows that the 
inoculaBon has failed. Treatment is effecBve and there are other alternaBves to gene altering inoculaBons that 
have not safe and are morally unacceptable due to the use of aborBon tainted research amd development- 
this will never be supported for a virus with a 98% survival rate Nadia 
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Why are you exposing young healthy students to an experimental vaccine? Are each one of you that are 
pushing this mandate,  willing to be held personally liable for any injury sustained by the students, workers 
and educators?  Stop following MSM and do your own research.! Irene
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1. Is this mandate sBll jusBfied based on a public health interest in view of the seemingly decreased disease 
severity associated with the Omicron variant, especially for young healthy individuals of whom a large 
proporBon have already had Covid and therefore infer a degree of immunity and secondly this younger group 
is unlikely to overwhelm our health services if based on data from the UK surveillance reports. 

2. Data from the most recent UK surveillance reports shows the incidence of Covid cases per 100 000 to be 
highest amongst the double vaccinated and far less in the unvaccinated.  Israel has just had their highest 
number of daily new cases (75 000) with 98% of their populaBon vaccinated, some with 4 shots.  The data 
increasingly appears to suggest that the vaccine is increasing the risk of transmission, perpetuaBng the 
pandemic and increasing situaBons in which variants might be formed. Why challenge a seqng whereby SA 
has coped with our current blend of immunity…….It makes no sense, especially if the vaccine is ineffecBve in 
the case of a new variant. If I am not mistaken, there was a similar event on the Cornell Campus in the US 
recently despite extremely high vaccinaBon rates and campus had to be closed temporarily regardless, so 
what exactly is the point of the vaccine mandate? 

3.Do we know the whether the risk of myocardiBs following vaccinaBon in young males increases if they have 
had prior Covid?  We have individuals who had Covid before vaccine, had the vaccine, and now have had 
Covid again, and please don’t say it is very rare as many of us know of quite a few cases of myocardiBs and 
pericardiBs post vaccine in individuals who were low risk of developing severe Covid. Do repeated doses 
increase the risk of side effects?  Do we know the long term side effects of the vaccine…….no we don’t. What 
is the point of vaccinaBon for those individuals that have already had Covid twice for example with both 
infecBons being mild? Side effects are not being effecBvely reported and therefore it is not currently possible 
to ascertain the actual risk benefit raBo of the vaccine and to be able to make an informed decision, although 
a mandate removes that choice. Also, the efficacy of the vaccine wanes over Bme (4-6 months and shorter for 
Omicron), what value is a vaccine pass (if the vaccine infers as much protecBon against transmission as is 
purported by some researcher), if these individuals have had their vaccines ages ago and are already at low 
risk of severe disease by the mere nature of their younger age and general health.  

4.With regards to the proposed tesBng strategies for those who qualify for exempBons- is this not currently 
redundant in view of the large number of cases within the vaccinated group we have seen with Omicron?  

5.Covid vaccinaBon should rather be focussed on those groups most likely to infer the greatest benefit e.g. 
older individuals, co-morbidiBes, especially as we do not have 5-year safety data. An indiscriminate approach 
may not be the best way to proceed. As menBoned earlier InteresBngly it seems that Israel has just recorded 
their highest ever daily numbers- - while the vaccine certainly benefits the at risk in the short term, some are 
asking the valid quesBon as to whether indiscriminate vaccinaBon may in fact be resulBng in increasing case 
numbers in highly vaccinated countries. Perhaps in South Africa we have managed to achieve a good balance 
between vaccinated and prior infecBon that has actually benefited us as opposed to countries in Europe for 
example and unless we are exposed to a far more virulent variant, which of course is possible, we wouldn't be 
guaranteed that our current vaccines would provide the protecBon needed anyway.   
Please act sensibly UCT - our youth deserve it. Carrie
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Your student body is the least likely to suffer especially with omnicron so why mandate something thats a 
personal choice? Natural immunity supercedes the protecBon given by vaccines ( hnps://www.thelancet.com/
journals/laninf/arBcle/PIIS1473-3099(21)00676-9/fulltext)  

Blackmailing those you employ and those who teach is abhorrent, as there is ample evidence COVID can be 
effecBvely managed with alternaBve treatments.  How will you tell your female students and teachers, lab 
workers, etc their menstruaBon cycles could be damaged - potenBally for life? And that miscarriage rates 
when vaccinated, esp during the first trimester, are far beyond the normal numbers (see arBcle with studies 
and corrolaBons on this here:  hnps://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/horrifying-hidden-pfizer-data-show-
unborn-babies-newborns-dying/)  What about athletes who get myocardiBs and can no longer play (Japan 
have seen the corrolaBon & have labelled all COVID-19 vaccines a risk for this - or just see the list of 
vaccinated sports players who've dropped on the field over the past 12 months who now have heart issues).  
@ 
Who will be liable for them and their hospital bills? If you mandate this, hundreds will suffer side effects they 
may never recover from & at some point lawsuits will start around the world. Wait unBl the full 
documentaBon from Pfizer has been made publically available for scruBny before puqng those you are meant 
to protect at risk of lifelong health reprocussions. Roseanna
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No one can be forced to be part of an experimental injecBon as it is a gross human rights violaBon and against 
the consBtuBon of SA. It is also against the Nuremburg code. A covid njecBon can not be mandated that has a 
liability shield that protects the manufacturer. Can I remind the universiBes what happend at the Nuremburg 
trials. The violaters had to pay with their lives. The university policy makers and management will be held 
accountable for crimes against humanity. Ronel
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UCT thinks that it can get away with this by saying something vague about creaBng a ‘safe environment’, 
without ever explaining how exactly it proposes to create a safe environment with these vaccines which do 
not halt infecBon nor transmission! It is not UCT’s job to keep students or staff out of hospital (the sole reason 
anyone would have to take the vaccine), otherwise there would be a thousand other things they would have 
to mandate to keep people ‘safe’. UCT also does not answer any quesBons posed to them, nor engage in any 
discussion with people presenBng actual scienBfic evidence or asking quesBons. There is now even LESS 
scienBfic reasoning to support a mandate with the Omicron variant, which poses almost no risk, and the SA 
populaBon has very high levels of immunity already, according to our top scienBsts. Are you going to require 
people who got the Johnson and Johnson vaccine to have a second dose to comply with the mandate? It is 
now widely known that you are considered unvaccinated aoer TWO months of receiving the first dose, are 
you going to count these people as unvaccinated too? UCT, if you ignore the actual science and go ahead with 
these completely irraBonal mandates, you will be on the wrong side of history and have a lot to answer for. Sam
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We have to have freedom of choice. Our bodies are our own. The experimental jab has been proven to be 
unsafe, ineffecBve and dangerous. Sharon reBred
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Where there is risk, there should be choice. 
The policy in its enBrety is thus not desirable. 

UCT does not have the right to the personal medical treatment informaBon of its staff and students.   

The University has operated without any such policy during far more perilous Covid-19 Bmes for 2 years now. 
It is clearly not necessary. 

ALL of the actual data on the injecBons being mandated by this drao policy of UCT points to limited efficacy, 
for a limited period of Bme, and unknown safety--although VAERS provides more red flags re safety  of Covid 
injecBons than it has for past vaccines, including that for Swine Flu, which was taken off the market over 
safety concerns! 

The American CDC has just admined that post-infecBon natural immunity is superior and longer lasBng  
against prevalent strains of Covid than 2-shot vaccine protecBon.  (The UCT mandate ignores natural immunity 
altogether.) Actually, the CEO of Pfizer, Bourla, recently admined Pfizer's 2-shot regimen offering "  "limited, if 
any" protecBon against OMICRON, with boosted individuals having short term "reasonable" protecBon. So the 
idea that Covid injecBons reduce transmission,  should be very tenuously asserted. This is crucial because the 
enBre greater-good argument for mandaBng vaccines rests upon it. 

 VaccinaBng the young has no potenBal for significant reducBon in hospital pressure, as under-30's hardly ever 
get serious Covid 19 of any variant, but especially OMICRON, and vaccinaBng recovered people of any age is 
enBrely pointless.  

The known risks of myocardiBs, pericardiBs and other cardiovascular condiBons from the Covid injecBons are 
substanBally higher for the under-30 age group in parBcular, and everyone else in general, than any 
historically acceptable risk levels for any other vaccine, even concerning diseases far more dangerous to young 
people--like influenza. In fact, in the past, just 50 deaths reported on VAERS (not necessarily confirmed) were 
enough to get a vaccine pulled from the market. For the Covid injecBons, VAERS shows over 20 000 deaths, 
and counBng. And VAERS is a weak signalling system, not a counBng system. Their numbers cannot be used to 
calculate risk rates, as a  pre-Covid-19 Harvard study found that under-reporBng rates on such systems mean 
that actual adverse events and deaths ran at 100x to 10x the signal for VAERS. This should be alarming to 
everyone with even 3 brain cells, and should scream "NO MANDATE" in the mind of anyone looking at real 
world data on this maner. 

AddiBonally, everyone presently accepBng a Covid injecBon, is sBll part of of the drug manufacturers' clinical 
trials. In what universe, has it ever been acceptable to mandate experimental treatments?  

A recent Lancet lener “The epidemiological relevance of the COVID-19-vaccinated populaBon is increasing” 
was recently published. I said that in the UK, secondary anack rates among household contacts exposed to 
fully vaccinated index cases was similar to household contacts exposed to unvaccinated index cases (25% for 
vaccinated vs 23% for unvaccinated). 

39% of infecBons in fully vaccinated household contacts arose from fully vaccinated epidemiologically linked 
index cases. 

Peak viral load did not differ by vaccinaBon status or variant type 

It is thus no surprise to me that the most highly Covid-vaccinated populaBons in the world today, are also 
experiencing the highest rates of covid illness across all ages  bar the very young. UnBl this phenomenon is 
saBsfactorily explained, UCT has no right to just ignore it and proclaim the opposite will happen in their 
university environment, when there is no evidenBary precedent  on which to rest their claim.  

On the contrary,  journalist Daniel Horowitz has pointed out that "Scoqsh data shows that the COVID-19 age-
standardized case rate is highest among the two-dose vaccinated and lowest among unvaccinated! It further 
shows this trend of negaBve efficacy for the double-vaccinated persisBng for hospitalizaBons and deaths. 
Something is very wrong here, and together with other data points, it raises concerning quesBons about the 
negaBve effect of waning anBbodies, constant boosBng, and the consequences of a leaky vaccine with 
narrow-spectrum subopBmal anBbodies against an ever-evolving virus. 

Every Wednesday, Public Health Scotland (PHS) has been publishing a weekly report on COVID data 
juxtaposed to vaccinaBon rates. Table 14 of this week’s “Public Health Scotland COVID-19 & Winter StaBsBcal 
Report” lays bare in plain English (and math) a rate of negaBve efficacy for the vaccine...What is clearly evident 
both from the hospitalizaBons and deaths is that the double-vaccinated are now worse off per capita even 
against criBcal illness, and that panern appears to be acceleraBng."   

UCT has NO business puqng out a pro-mandate policy on this, under the circumstances. Even if one is happy 
with vaccine apartheid and a pass system, which they clearly are!!-- there is ZERO compelling evidence for any 
public good coming out of such a policy. In fact, all the evidence currently coming to light across the world is 
poinBng to possible public harm/negaBve efficacy.  Europe is cold feet on 4th shot boosters because of 
possible cumulaBve harm to people's immune systems. 

Although there may be a sector of individuals who might benefit from the injecBons which UCT wants to 
mandate on its campus,  your average staff/student member is not part of that group, and the onus should be 
on the individual as to whether he/she wishes to assume the individual risk of taking the injecBons, when 
weighed up against the possible risk. 

I am appalled at UCT, my alma mater, and just hope that the the quality of reasoning used to inform the drao 
policy in quesBon, does not reflect the quality of academic rigour at UCT in general these days !! 
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The Mandatory VaccinaBons actually imposes on the Rights of all People  with regards to freedom of choice as 
well as equal oppertunity to EducaBon Yusuf
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There should always be freedom of choice, as that is a God given right, and the least invasive methods used. 
The simplest way to prevent spread, and the least invasive is to educate people to stay home when they are 
sick and have symptoms. This is not an existenBal crisis for the human race, the survival rate, is in excess of 
98%, and for people under 70 even higher. No need to mandate anything. E
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It is no secret that the natural immune system of a human is more effecBve against any Covid-19 and other 
illnesses, than the trial vaccine forced on people. This is against the consBtuBon of South Africa,  as well as any 
person's bener knowledge. It would be wise to present a full list of side effects, as well as a list of ingredients, 
to all students. They is intelegent and should be able to be well informed of their chances of a healthy life 
aoerwards. Except for changing a human's genes, and implanBng control technology, this poisonous injecBon 
is completely ineffecBve. Jan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-24 
23:50:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety My body my choice. Deon 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-24 
23:42:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates violate human rights.  The vaccines are sBll in experimental phase and therefore cannot be 
mandated. DeclaraBon of Helsinki and Nuremberg code. PRIMUM NON NOCERE. 
There is no valid reason for mandaBng vaccines since they do not  stop transmission. 
Please please do not introduce senseless, potenBally harmful inyervenBons, of which long term effects are 
unknown.  Please protect our ypung peoples' futures. Carla reBred

2022-01-24 
23:24:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unconsBtuBonal, goes against our non-derogable rights, its medical appartheid and terranical 
vicBmizaBon at its best. Mike

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
22:46:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Dawn

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
22:25:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Kerryn

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
21:06:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nicci

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
21:04:25

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Africans have no business with the demons of the rest of the world. 
Be an African. 
Resist, deny, we will not comply. 
IJMN Paulo 

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
19:36:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Firstly... There is NO PANDEI... 
Secondly...It is NOT a vaccine but an EXPERIMENTAL MRNA GENE INJECTION. POISON!  
Third... There are many alternaBve remedies, that DO NOT cause HARM when taken responsibly.  
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO!!!! Linda reBred

2022-01-24 
16:38:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

SubjecBng students to medical experimentaBon through coercion is a crime, and must be punished with 
maximum penalBes to all who are involved in it! 

Tanja
employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
14:36:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory Covid vaccinaBon is enBrely disproporBonate to the actual risk posed by covid. The covid survival 
rate is close to 100%, even more so now. The dangers posed by covid, publicised in the main stream, does not 
match reality. Covid can and has been been treated successfully with IvermecBn or Hydroxychloroquin by 
many doctors, less people would have died if this was provided to hospitals when it became known as an 
effecBve treatment.  

To mandate this experimental vaccine contravenes the most basic human rights of bodily integrity. It 
contravenes many ethical codes including the Nuremberg Code, the DeclaraBon of Helsinki – Ethical principles 
for medical research involving human subjects, the Universal DeclaraBon on Bioethics and Human Rights, etc. 

The vaccines are ineffecBve. In Ireland, Belgium, Israel, Taiwan, Singapore and the six New England states of 
the USA, where ±80% of the populaBon has been vaccinated, fresh Covid infecBons are rife. 

The vaccines are not safe which is substanBated by the effects it is having on people. Up unBl September, the 
World Health OrganisaBon conservaBvely notched up 2,5 million cases of adverse reacBons including 
myocardiBs, parBal paralysis, chronic faBgue and death. Vaccinated deaths of all ages in Europe tallied 30,000 
and 18,000 in the US. Will the University be accepBng responsibility for adverse events that the vaccines will 
have on the people you are mandaBng to take it? Or will you follow the big pharma's example by making 
yourself exempt? 

It is clear that mandaBng vaccines for covid is completely baseless and therefore should be scrapped 
immediately. 

Most people oppose this mandate. Despite this, there seems to be a small group of people who are 
anempBng to enforce their will on the majority. This minority group seem to hold posiBons of power where 
they are abusing their authority to implement their agenda of control. Arie

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
13:58:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Long term safety not established 
Already clear evidence of serious side effects  
There are treatments available which are effecBve and which negate the need for the jab 
It is not a vaccine but an experimental mRNA therapy Beth

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
13:56:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is completely unconsBtuBonal to force or coerce any medical intervenBon on to humans.  

ParBcularly when there is overwhelming evidence of other treatments which work and the fact that these 
vaccinaBons do not confer immunity. Coupled with the fact that the survival rate of Covid is similar the 
seasonal flu.  

There is no compelling evidence to show that the risk of covid is higher than the risk of vaccinaBon.  

Students and the whole populaBon  should have the freedom of choice based on their unique individual 
concerns and intellect. Not an organisaBon using coercion to achieve their agenda. Troy

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
12:30:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines don't stop infecBon and it also don't stop transmission. It is not safe and effecBve. many vaccine 
injuries worldwide. Natural immunity according to a lot of scienBfic studies is far more superior than vaccine 
Immunity and a big part of the South African populaBon already have natural immunity. These vaccines are 
also not registered in South Africa yet, you therefore cannot force people to take an unregistered product. 
Furthermore, it is against an individual's consBtuBonal right to be forced to take an unregistered vaccine Joe student

2022-01-24 
11:13:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Luca student

2022-01-24 
10:49:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety I am a student and I think it is extremely unfair to take force us to vaccinate to be able to obtain an educaBon. Somarié student

2022-01-24 
09:45:19

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You are there to teach not to mandate. You are not docters who must keep their oath to protect their paBents. 
You are corrupt. Stop breaking the law.  Really what is wrong with you people. Vaccines and these tests do 
more harm than good and for a "virus" that has a 99% survival rate. Cindy

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-24 
09:34:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety What an embarrassment to even contemplate mandatory vax UCT!! Yvonne reBred

2022-01-24 
09:20:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

CHOICES! These students are our future. Focus on teaching them what they enrolled for. DONT WASTE OUR 
AND THEIR TIME WITH something other than the EDUCATION THEY ENROLLED FOR. ChrisBne

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-24 
08:40:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
08:07:13

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Darrean 

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
08:04:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is a trail vaccine, therefore there should be no mandatory vaccinaBon Thomas reBred

2022-01-24 
07:30:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I know  people with vax injuries or who have died of heart anacks from being jabbed. 
Stop the madness! Carol reBred

2022-01-24 
06:07:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Cobus

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
05:39:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not accept that the vaccine is safe. I have too many friends and family who have had bad reacBons and 
gonen extremely sick since taking the vaccine.  Personally I will not take it for my own health and safety.. 
I do not agree with them forcing us to take it. Ardrilene 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
22:26:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Absolutely unacceptable. All who are trying this on should be charged criminally & held liable for all the 
consequences there of!!! Michelle

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
22:17:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety A violaBon of people’s human rights Damian

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
21:57:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Wicus

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
20:54:36

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Leave the personal choice of vaccinaBon to everyone.  Forcing people be part of an experimental campaign to 
be vaccinated is morally, leagally and ethically WRONG!! DiscriminaBon based on vaccinaBon status is just as 
WRONG! There MUST be freedom of choice! Rhoda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
20:34:51 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Heillie

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
19:09:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Hendrik

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
19:05:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Any drao policy/policy/noBon/idea/concept or machivalian machinaBon.. etc. AdvocaBng for mandaBng 
compliance by FORCE, over the individual's inalienable right to freedom of choice... would be effectually re-
wriBng the definiBon of STUPIDITY!! Yuro

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
17:38:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety For freedom of body rights and consBtuBonal rights Jason

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
16:27:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How many more young people have to have their lives ruined forever by pericardiBs sterilizaBon and 
compromised immune systems before this experimental covid vaccine is abolished.  Stop this horrific  
infringement upon human rights NOW!. It is illegal to introduce mandatory vaccinaBons.  It is against the 
Nuremberg code. And all officials involved in such a pracBse will eventually be jailed and sued for millions. Do 
you even warn them that aoer taking this vaccine they may be subject to nurological damage which could and 
has resulted in many thousands of deaths.? Do you even tell them that they have a much bener chance of 
surviving covid if they do not take the vaccine and rely on their natural immunity? Well  we all know the 
answer to that.  Of course you do not!  Nobody that perpetrates these vaccines can any longer claim 
ignorance. The perpetrators of this evil will have no excuse and be proclaimed guilty of wilfully commiqng 
crimes against humanity and murder Deborah Non-profit
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2022-01-23 
16:17:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The proposed C19 vaccine mandate is not legal or ethical.  

1) UCT does not have the legal right to supercede the South African consBtuBon - This statement is based 
on expert legal opinion. 
2) The South African consBtuBon guarantees an individuals right to bodily and psychological integrity  
SecBon 36 states that rights may be limited by laws of general applicaBon, but only insofar as this is 
“reasonable and jusBfiable in an open and democraBc society based on dignity, freedom and equality”. 
MandaBng of the C19 ‘vaccines’ is not “reasonable and jusBfiable”! It is irraBonal, unscienBfic and a violaBon 
of human rights and freedom of choice.:   
• Our country’s medical specialists have confirmed that the new variant, Omicom, is less virulent than 
previous variants. 
• At the same Bme, they have confirmed that is extremely transmissible, that people of all immune 
statuses transmit the virus and that asymptomaBc transmission is common. 
• Our already high populaBon immunity levels are now even higher than before. 
• Even the most virulent Covid variants were considered low risk for young people, whilst the risks of 
vaccinaBon, are relaBvely higher for young people. 
• Consensus is building, both locally and internaBonally, that we are exiBng the pandemic phase of this 
epidemic and entering the endemic phase. This would mean that Covid 19 is treated as other infecBons 
diseases are treated – with vaccinaBons made available to those who choose them. 
• Consequently, more and more countries are reducing restricBons and doing away with health 
passports and vaccine passports. President Ramaphosa was recently quoted as saying that there was a valid 
argument for dropping the State of Emergency. 
• The C19 ‘vaccines’ do not prevent infecBon or transmission. The vaccine status of students and staff is 
not a factor when it comes to planning for face to face teaching and learning.   Good venBlaBon; people 
staying home if they have a tummy bug, or a cold, or any other easily transmissable infecBous disease, and 
intelligent planning on the part of UCT leadership is what will ensure face to face engagement. 

Nathalie
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
15:09:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The pandemic is down to endemic. The vaccines proof to be not very effecBve. So it will do nothing to curb 
the spread or catching covid. The survival chance, of covid  at its worst, was sBll very acceptably high, close to 
100%. Huge mistakes was made in keeping and releasimg staBsBcs with people dying from covid and people 
dying with covid.  
So in light of the abovethere are no need for any of the measures in this drao policy.  
It seems to rather fit a poliBcal and global agenda rather then really trying to curb a pandemic, the laner as 
stated by me was down scaled to endemic. We can not foretell the future so to vaccinate for some future 
wave or varient is just not viable as seen with current vaccines that proofed outdated and fuBle against the 
new omnicon varient. Boosters are just also not working and is just a money making racket.  
Freedom of choice should be there, paramount, same like choosing to take any other medical procedure. 
Scrap this drao and stop this line of thought chris

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
14:58:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Vaccines are killing healthy people Charlene

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
14:00:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The Republic of South Africa is a naBon with a consBtuBon that prevents discriminaBon in its enBrety. A 
human being has rights and bodily autonomy is one of those rights, the freedom to decide. In order for that 
right to be superceded in the best interests of public safety, the reasoning had to be proporBonate to the 
threat faced. The CDC and WHO agreed that this case fatality rate is minimal. That Covid-19 is 99.8%+ NON 
FATAL in more than 98% of the global populaBon of nearly 8 billion people. Masks cause CO2 retenBon and 
subsequent low pH, acidosis and illness. Vaccines are sBll in the clinical trial phase unBl 2023 and the results 
this far yield serious adverse effects notably pericardiBs, myocardiBs, gynaecological haemorrhage, Guillian 
Barre, thrombosis leading to myocardial infarcBon and CVA etc. Even considering vaccine mandates for a drug 
(as vaccines do not have a half life requiring mulBple ongoing doses) is unethical, illogical and a violaBon of 
human rights menBoned in the Nuremberg code. South Africa must not follow the failed behaviour of the 
Northern hemisphere, which is preparing for its 4th 5th and 6th doses this year, but rely on showing the world 
that herd immunity works best for an illness similar in fatality to the flu. Aoer we faced SARS COV 1 we never 
panicked and survived. 6% of the African conBnent is factually vaccinated, and has sBll THE LOWEST 
MORTALITY GLOBALLY.  Lead Africa and the world by showing common sense, and that we do not sell our 
freedoms to anyone, especially the wealthiest of naBons and people who were too greedy to get their 
boosters before sharing with Africa in the first place. The adverse effects are adversely affecBng and killing 
thousands a week in Europe alone. The risk of adverse effects of this vaccine is not medically proporBonate to 
the risk of death from Covid-19. All medical procedures require consent. The slippery slope of mandates open 
us to future possible mandates including a host of other agendas. As a medical professional having worked 
internaBonally, I plead with my country not to follow the gravest of mistakes other countries have already 
made and are only now seeing and admiqng to. 

Thank you. ROBERT
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
13:26:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Marilie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
13:14:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There's enough documented evidence that COVID-19 vaccine has caused more harm than good. 
This whole vaccine agenda is governed by financial medicine and is illegal... It did not follow the steps of the 
Nuremberg code and trials await. 

Maxienne
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
12:01:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don not agree with this Policy at all as I do believe in freedom of choice. These vaccines have not even been 
tested on animals yet, how do you manufacture a proper vaccine  in under a year.  It normakly takes 3 to 5 
years.Apart from freedom  of choice there are also religious reasons and its against our Human Rights. I have 
as much  reason to not take the  vaccine as you have your reason to take it so be fair here. Dont let Biggs  fill 
your mind with rubbish. That's all it us. He makes billions out if this apart from being one of the richest men in 
the world, his ideas are creepy do your iwn  research and find out what is going on in the world today wth the 
New World Order and then try again, somehow I dont think you will try again  once you know it all.. WAKE UP. Sylvia reBred

2022-01-23 
10:57:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every person should decide for themselves if they want any medical procedure done or not. It should not be 
mandatory to get ANY injecBon. This Vaccine does not stop the spread of a virus. Therefore the Green Pass 
have no purpose. Lilisa

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
10:46:15

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

These jabs don't work. 
They are sBll experimental. Robert

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
10:42:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Absolutely NO NO NO.  They are not vaccines even if they have changed the definiBon to make it look like one.  
It is  a draconian, totalitarian, gene therapy, biochemical injecBon.  It is invasive procedure of ones very own 
body to which no one else has a right but the person.   It is not at all purposed for the healing and restoraBon 
of one from "the Corona Virus" which one will sBll gets any way ... no maner which variant You name it.  Covid 
19 is the military file/operaBons no of this whole chemical warfare anack aswell.  NO, certainly not for any 
sort of mandate for anyone at all.  One must chose once being thoroughly informed of the the truths of this 
maner. Antoinene

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
10:12:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The policy is ridiculous in the face of the latest informaBon. The last wave did not stretch our healthcare 
system. Fundamentally however in a university seqng where logic and learning are foundaBonal, there is zero 
logic in mandaBng a vaccine that DOES NOT prevent transmission nor does it prevent infecBon.  There is 
therefore no communal/societal benefit from being vaccinated only an individual benefit. Marcus 

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
09:17:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Why force something on people that clearly doesn't work and has detrimental health effects on some people Ronelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
09:13:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No vaccine is needed - covid is finished & the cure is well known!  Do not Damage immune systems.!!!!!! Claudia 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
08:30:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice, freedom of movement, Nuremberg Code, Helsinki protocol, and the enBre collapse of the 
scamdemic globally. Raven

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
08:30:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Policy made by criminals who are paid by Gates to murder South Africans 
Time for reckoning 
Severe reckoning Wicus

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
08:26:28

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The effort by UCT to mandate COVID vaccines is unethical, immoral and tyrannical. VaccinaBon is a medical 
procedure and individuals must have free choice to decide what treatments they receive or do not. Mandates 
have no place in medicine and there is no one-size-fits-all. Furthermore, COVID vaccinaBon DOES NOT prevent 
transmission of the virus whatsoever, as widespread evidence now shows. Therefore, the mandatory 
vaccinaBon policy will absolutely fail at its intended goal. The university populaBon is by and large, young 
adults, who are at lowest risk for severe disease from COVID, but are more at risk for adverse effects from 
COVID vaccinaBon, such as myocardiBs. Puqng young adult's lives at risk for no clear benefit to them or 
society is sinister. Please abandon this foolish policy immediately and allow individuals to make a choice to 
vaccinate or not free from coercion. 

Cara-
Lesley

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
08:22:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I cannot belive that, what is supposed to be a  foundaBon building insBtuBon for future generaBons ,  can be 
so blind to what they are doing, I have to conclude they are captured! There is a mountain of e evidence 
refuBng every one of their claims, not even menBoning the fact that as per every single one of those 
injecBons they condone are sBll in trial as per each one"s own websites. How on earth did we get to this mad 
state of affairs!!??? Erlani

employed 
individual
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2022-01-23 
08:10:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The foundaBonal assumpBon of the stated policy objecBves is that there is a posiBve relaBonship between the 
COVID-19 vaccine and maintaining a “safe and healthy working and learning environment…”. This assumpBon 
is a fatal flaw.  Coercion to take an unwanted medical treatment, policed with threats of rejecBon in the form 
or disciplinary procedures and expulsion creates a negaBve psycho-social environment. NegaBve discourse 
about the unvaccinated creates division and encourages bullying. Already, many that decline vaccinaBon are 
silenced and feel isolated by the narraBve propagated by higher educaBon insBtuBons and corporate leaders, 
among others. Unvaccinated have resisted mounBng pressure exerted on them, clearly indicaBng that they 
are unwilling to be vaccinated. Coercing vaccinaBon (any vaccinaBon) to avoid losing income or a long 
invested-in dream of educaBon is an exercise of power.  An exercise of power that is experienced as unfair will 
sow and nurture deep and lasBng resentment against the insBtuBon. The environment will be neither safe nor 
healthy. S

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
08:00:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety MM reBred

2022-01-23 
07:59:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is unconsBtuBonal, unscienBfic, illegal. M student

2022-01-23 
07:51:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Natasja 

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
07:00:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Covid shots are not tradiBonal vaccines and are not effecBve at stopping the spread nor contracBng the virus. 

Freedom of choice should be respected. bruce
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
05:21:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We are in a posiBon to see what's happening in the West, but here we are, sBll wanBng to follow in their 
footsteps and make the same mistakes. That is laughable. 

Marlize
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
02:31:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ivan

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
23:28:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Who gives the university the authority to offer the children of south africa to be LAB RATS for an experiment  
run by the pharmacital industry. It is unethical immoral and uncosBtuBonal and you WILL be called to answer 
for you acBons  This for a socalled pandemic with a 99.997% recovery rate  without treatment . And the all 
cause  mortality in 2020 was 9.38/1000 compared to 9.40/1000 in 2019  You will be held accountable Your 
acBons are evil   
Dr A L Ferreira Anton reBred

2022-01-22 
23:25:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sandy

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
22:35:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Charl

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
22:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nuremberg code. Michael

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:24:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Its not logic or proven.  UCT is playing “Follow my leader” with the future of  our youth and country.  The 
logical suggesBon is to prove UCT are a fit leader and educator of our future leaders and criBcal thinkers.  NOT 
rocket science UCT.   Annene

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
20:34:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is ample proof vaccines don't prevent covid and cause more harm than help.  Taking away people's 
choice is tantamount to murder, as has happened with the many vaccine induced deaths already. Why would 
you do that when the innate humane immune system is capable of healing all disease, man made or 
otherwise. Angie

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
20:28:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no jusBficaBon for vaccinaBon.  
The so called vaccine DOES NOT STOP YOU FROM GETTING COVID NOR DOES IT PREVENT YOU FROM 
SPREADING IT. 
All Covid tests are highly inaccurate. 
Why get a vaccine for a virus that has a 99,9% Survival rate?!!!! Heila

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
20:18:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It's our right to decide what goes into our bodies. We should NOT BE FORCED!!! Diane 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:49:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Experimental “vaccines” need to stop now. They are against the law ( see the Nuremberg Code) and are 
damaging our health. There is absolutely no reason for anyone to have these substances injected into their 
bodies. Sallly reBred

2022-01-22 
18:30:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nicola

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:30:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You cannot force people to put something like this into their bodies, esp an untested mrna vaccine that is 
killing people. People are dropping dead from blood clots, etc. 

You are now messing with free choice, and people's educaBon. Jenny 
business 
owner

2022-01-22 
18:16:40

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Please read this lener from NEASA to the presidency hnps://mailchi.mp/neasa/vaccine-mandates-pick-the-
road-less-travelled-an-open-lener-to-the-state-president-by-gerhard-papenfus-ce-of-neasa Mari

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:15:20

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Patricia 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
17:40:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety VaccinaBon does not prevent transmission, and students in general dont have risk of severe disease. Janine

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
17:14:20

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Danelle

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:50:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines are not harmless, the risks for healthy youth far outweigh any benefits. By far the majority these 
students already had covid so are minimal risk to anyone. Vaccines don't stop infecBon nor spread. Just as 
pointless as mask mandates and both have dangerous unintended consequences. Please drop all these 
unnecessary, useless and expensive pracBces. Save the environment of unnecessary ppe and saniBsers. Use 
the money towards educaBon. Please please understand there are way more sensible pracBses to good 
health. Exercise, sunshine, reduce sugar and fast food. Thank you, Dr Roxburgh 

Belinda
business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:46:45

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ria

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:45:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Lisa

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
16:36:55

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Healthy Young people who want to be educated and further their studies should not be forced or bullied into 
having the Covid vaccine.  It is discriminaBon if they are not allowed to further their studies if they do not 
want to consent into being part of the Covid Vaccine research.  Some people have adverse effects from the 
vaccine.  The vaccine does not stop you from picking up Covid as opposed to eg., the Polio vaccine that was 
researched and tested first and STOPS you from geqng Polio. Theresa reBred

2022-01-22 
16:16:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I have lots to say primarily because they are not vaccines but BIO WEAPONS. I or GOD will decide when to die 
NOT THE CORRUPTDEEP STATE!  
Listen to this amazing interview by Robert Malone (inventor MRNA) and you’ll find all my moBvaBon in it.  
hnps://rumble.com/vru7vx-joe-rogan-interviews-dr-robert-malone-twiner-suspension-and-vaccines.html?
mref=6zof&mrefc=4 Lucia reBred

2022-01-22 
16:05:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is anB-human rights to bodily integrity. Phil

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:04:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nicola

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:59:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Just look at Israel data.  They have had their 4th shots and currently have the highest covid infecBon rates in 
the world.  So the jabs, don't work and don't prevent infecBon or transmission.  This means that these 
mandates are poliBcal and not health related.  The mandate only confirms that this is a poliBcal decision Laura

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety N

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:36:17

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Everyone should have freedom of choice, freedom to educaBon, no discriminaBon by the use of vaccine 
passports. South Africa is the beacon of light when it comes to human rights. Influence the rest of the world. 
Don't let the rest of the world influence us. SA is a gem with amazing people.

Martha 
Jacoba reBred

2022-01-22 
15:15:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The mandatory vaccine policy goes against the right to bodily integrity (s12(2) of the ConsBtuBon), secBon 7 
and 8 of the NaBonal Health Act to have people give informed consent to medical treatment, and secBon 15 
of the ConsBtuBon with the right to freedom of opinion. These rights, and any others, cannot be jusBfiably 
and reasonably limited. The vaccines are inadequately tested under emergency usage, and there are less 
extreme measures to prevent spread like herd immunity. AddiBonally, I had bad reacBons to the Pfizer 1st 
vaccine and I thus refuse to take a 2nd vaccine due to how it has affected my lungs, heart etc. Kirsten student

2022-01-22 
14:55:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is just a crazy, stupid policy that will lead to even greater tribalism in an already facBonalized society. Rob

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:54:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety There is no place for medical tyrany in our democracy. Anel

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:50:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT is following a Marxist policy that is based on a NARRATIVE not Data. I refuse to send my children to UCT 
as a result. Students are your CLIENTS not your employees and as such you have no right to mandate on your 
students.  Freedom of choice was a hard struggle for millions of South Africans and you mandaBng freedom of 
choice away a mere 28 years aoer liberaBon. From skin apartheid to medical apartheid.  It’s disgusBng.  YOU 
SHOUKD BE ASHAMED Anne

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:31:37

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ryan 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:26:00

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Is UCT and this ANC arliament going to take responsibility for ANY side effects of an experimental injecBon?? 
This is totally rubbish as has been proved that more people have natural immunity than any experimental 
drug can give. It is just another control mechanism . Totally totally undemocraBc and completely dictator type 
of situaBon. Do some historical proper research behind the rhetoric and see who what and how the Nazi etc 
turned enBre populaBon groups against each and and see that this is the path UCT and parliament are taking  
SA down. Debra 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
14:20:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety People should be free to choose when it comes to their health. No one should be forced to take a trial vaccine. Sergio

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:16:54

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This week s NOT a vaccine . Freedom of bodily autonomy. God have us free will ! It is EVIL and has no effect 
what so ever for good only to harm . Shiona 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:16:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don’t feel you should be mandated to take an experimental product that has many side effects.  It should be 
freedom of choice. Samantha

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:08:11

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Not a vaccine only on trial. Covid being made to appear a messenger of  death with 0.15% death rate, mostly 
with comorbidiBes . Why are you pushing this so hard when covid is  just about over.  Who are you doing this 
for? Certainly not the students, trying to force them to have poison injected into their bodies  
This is crazy.  Disgustjng. A crime against humanity. Be very careful Pam reBred

2022-01-22 
14:06:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The ConsBtuBon of South Africa aoer Apartheid, protects its ciBzens form forced medical issues like vaccines. 
Also it is my belief that every human being has the right to decide for themselves.

Jean-
Marie

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:04:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety People should not be forced to take any medicaBon or vaccines if they do not wish to do so. Robyn student

2022-01-22 
13:56:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don't see why the mandate is needed. Natural immunity hasn't even been considered. Most students are 
young adults who have very linle risk to COVID with a very low mortality rate. They never had to show their 
vaccine statuses before. Karin

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:48:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is our body, our choice, we only get one body in our whole life to honor and to take care as best. No one can 
proof that any person would not have advert negaBve affects. Look at the amount of sport person are disable, 
died and have been physically and mentally been affected. Will they compensate the people because of their 
mandatory demand? 

C reBred

2022-01-22 
13:48:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is our body, our choice, we only get one body in our whole life to honor and to take care as best. No one can 
proof that any person would not have advert negaBve affects. Look at the amount of sport person are disable, 
died and have been physically and mentally been affected. Will they compensate the people because of their 
mandatory demand? 

C reBred
2022-01-22 
13:39:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We have a consBtuBonal right to choose if we want a medial procedure or not and we have the right to equal 
treatment and this policy breaches both of those rights. David

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:37:02

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The eMRNA is not a vaccine. It is a biological warfare jab. Millions of PEOPLE have died and been severely 
injured by this jab. Genocide on a grand scale Roger

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:35:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The World Economic Forum and Bill & Melinda Gates FoundaBon have far too much influence on UCT through 
patronage and eliBst alliances. I am unerly ashamed of my alma mater. Alice 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:24:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is nothing short of a draconian rule/law. What happen to freedom of choice. What about everyone's 
consBtuBonal rights? Riedwaan reBred

2022-01-22 
13:16:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Good science and good public health have all along advocated early treatments for Covid-19, but these 
treatments and proponents of these treatments (safe, effecBve and known to have saved thousands upon 
thousands of lives and prevent hospitalisaBons) were heavily and irraBonally censored and prevented, and 
several top scienBsts/epidemiologists/medical professionals ridiculed and villified. Mainstream science and 
public health, funded by Big pharma and coercive cabals (eg CDC, NIA, NIAID, FDA, WHO, SAPRAH, SAMA) 
have insisted on protocols, including experimental injecBons (aka "vaccine candidates") that have FAILED to 
contain andstop the virus (through several mutaBons). Vaccine Mandates and passports and cerBficates are 
merely control and coercive measures with NO guarantees of containing nor ensuring good health. In fact, 
evidence suggests that more and more jabs only contribute to weakening natural immunity, and in thousands 
of cases causing injuries and death. STOP the madness of your mandates, and STOP your kowtowing to Big 
Pharma & BMGF funding agendas! Roger

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:07:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Shocking and disgusBng to push this communist tendences in n free country Alexander 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:06:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Antoinene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:05:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Benita

2022-01-22 
13:05:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of bodily autonomy plus its ineffecBve at stopping transmission so your mandate is absolutely evil Lisa

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:04:46

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no jusBficaBon for vaccine mandates. For the vast majority of young people, the risk of side effects 
outweigh the risks of Covid. Prior infecBon should also be determined before suggesBng vaccinaBon. We 
should also wait for all the FDA approval data to be released before conBnuing with vaccinaBons. Jonathan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:56:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Medical freedom of choice. It’s simple. No one should be forced to do anything to their body, including 
medical treatments due to poliBcal pressure and or interference. Nina

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:47:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Deborah 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:43:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Carrick 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:39:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

InsBtuBons and corporaBons have no place in the medical decisions of individuals. They should stay in their 
lanes. Andre

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:36:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

hnps://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/lener-to-the-washington-state-board 

And so many many more reasons why you CANNOT implement mandatory vaccines OR mask wearing. You will 
be held criminally accountable UCT. Jeannie 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:35:13

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccinaBon has not been proven to be safe. There are literally countless tesBmonies of people fatally 
struggling with health which directly relates to the vaccine. Forcing people to take it when these issues 
surround the vaccine is geqng close to murder.

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:33:31

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Mich

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:32:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Disgraceful behaviour. 

Freedom of choice/consent. 

Israel proves vaccines do sweet bugger all. Steven
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:31:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The quesBon has to be asked: 
How much money does UCT get from organisaBons like the Gates FoundaBon for mandaBng this procedure? 
What is actually behind this mandate?  
The powers that be at UCT are not uneducated or necessarily stupid, so you have to know: 
This jab is neither safe nor effecBve. The jabbed can sBll get covid and sBll pass it on. Also, people have died or 
are maimed for life because of this jab. This is fact. You know it too. It is not right to say the dead or the 
maimed are collateral damage.  
This is evil.  
No organisaBon has the right to mandate a medical procedure. 
My body, my choice. Estelle reBred

2022-01-22 
12:31:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As an insBtuBon of learning, UCT should be a forerunner in criBcal thinking, not bowing down/being paid off 
to perpetuate these crimes against humanity in the name of 'science' and 'global health'. Forced vaccinaBons 
cannot be tolerated in a so called free society. Victoria

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:30:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety ViolaBon of our consBtuBonal rights. Lisa

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:26:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The basis of this policy is not grounded on science but rather propaganda.  The essence of science is the ability 
and willingness to debate different views and findings, which has not been allowed at all for any issues 
regarding covid 19, vaccines and lockdown.  Only 1 narraBve is pushed, this is not science but rather 
propaganda.  Forced medical treatment or the coercion to do so is against the Nuremberg code as well as our 
consBtuBonal rights in SA. 
There is enough proper scienBfic evidence and stats to prove that the experimental injecBons for covid 19 is 
dangerous - many adverse effects and deaths have been reported.  Stop the genocide!  There is also more 
than enough scienBfic evidence and stats to prove that these experimental injecBons do not prevent the 
spread of covid 19 nor does it prevent any person from contracBng covid or even dying of covid.  Stop the 
genocide!  Stop mandaBng experimental injecBons with false informaBon!  MyocardiBs is only one of the side 
effects, but is  very common especially in young men and women's reproducBve health is also widely affected 
by Thes experimental injecBons, therefore it is a crime against humanity to force these injecBons on anyone 
especially young people.  
No one is as blind as the person who do not want to see. M

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:18:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

South Africa  abolished the death penalty when we became a Dimocracy. VaccinaBons has proven to be lethal 
and in essence contradicts the above, if we allow them to become compulsory.  What is the penalty for this 
type of murder? Marchand

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
12:17:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How can a "vaccine", and I'm using the term very loosely, which is designed to protect an individual be made 
mandatory? Should it not be a choice for the individual involved? Should he / she not have a choice to take an 
experimental drug with side effects to maybe protect him or herself? 

I took the double dose "vaccine" to protect my family, to keep it away from home. This one major reason for 
taking the jabs has become the biggest lie since the start of this enBre thing as it definitely does not do that. 
So why force this "vaccine" on people where it does not do as sold? Why should people be forced to inject 
something that doesn't protect others? It just does not make sense, the only reason I can come up with is that 
everyone involved is geqng something out of this be it power or money. What other reason can there be? Are 
people that afraid? I think people should be more afraid of what they've done to the world and generaBons to 
come. 

 The so called "vaccine" does not prevent transmission neither does it protect the "vaccinated" individual from 
catching the virus. The FACTS menBoned combined with the risks associated with the vaccine makes the 
enBre thing ludicrous to entertain. Iwan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:16:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gideon

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:13:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT is showing themselves to be either unerly ignorant of the serious safety concerns and uner failure in 
efficasy of covid vaccines or is complicit in this profit and genocide- moBvated medical experimentaBon 
atrocity for which a crime against humanity case had been filed at the InternaBonal Crimimal Court . It's also 
such a flagrant abuse of human rigjts that you should be hanging your heads in shame for having entertained 
the idea even for an instant. I have been a student and employee at UCT and I am disgusted. Howard

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:03:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is zero scienBfic or medical evidence to support any vaccine mandates 

Thr "vaccines" have been 100% proven to not work and are neither safe, or effecBve 

Geqng everyone jabbed won't stop the case, as shown by Israel & France 

There is no long term safety data  

Covid is not deadly, it is just a flu, especially for those that are healthy. The only ones that would  
potenBally suffer are the elderly, obese or immunocompromised, so why force this one everyone? Everyone 
should follow Dr. Peter McCullough's advice. 

The "vaccines" don't work! Period!  

Faiza
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:52:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Tanya

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:44:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The government has not mandated vaccines and it is not the University's place to enforce what it perceives to 
be a public health measure. If it was necessary, the South African government would mandate it. 

The vaccines have failed: they do not provide immunity, they do not stop transmission and they do not limit 
transmission with the vaccinated currently being the more suscepBble to catching and transmiqng Omicron. 

It would be discriminatory and a breach of basic Human Rights, of the Right to Bodily Integrity and that of 
Informed Consent (which includes the right not to be discriminated against for saying "No!"), and an 
contravenBon of the South African ConsBtuBon to coerce employees and students into taking an experimental 
geneBc product (which is not required for health purposes) in order to access educaBon. 

The view that the vaccine is safe is false. Will the university be taking liability for all injuries and deaths arising 
from taking the vaccine? 

The concept that the University can hold a gun to employees and students heads to take an experimental 
geneBc product to be educated is reprehensible. You have lost your humanity and human values. 

The university has been badly advised by Pharma sales agents, and indeed the university is most likely 
conflicted in having received funding from big Pharma in some way. Unnecessary mandates give the 
percepBon that the University is captured. 

The worldwide withdrawal of mandates and the opening up of socieBes shows how much the university is off 
course in its informaBon, decision making and basic values.   

The Council should resign. It is a disgrace. Guy
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:43:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

A mandatory vaccinaBon policy is illegal in terms of the South African consBtuBon therefore it is unbelievable 
that the University can even contemplate this acBon  
this proposed acBon is contrary to a number of secBons in our consBtuBon which allow freedom of choice et 
cetera  
and it is also contrary to the provisions of the employment act Charles 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:40:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jacinda 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:34:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Tarryn

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:34:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one should be forced to be part of a gene therapy that is sBll in trial.  We do not know the long term side 
effects of this treatment on the human body!  What ever happened to natural immunity?!? It’s been relied on 
for thousands of years!!! Louise reBred

2022-01-22 
11:28:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Pfizer has history of Criminal behaviour 
Marwaan

2022-01-22 
11:25:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As a graduate of UCT I am disgusted and shamed by this clear failure to consider the full facts of the maner. It 
will soon enough, imminently, become abundantly clear that it is already Game Over for the perpetrators of 
mandatory vaccinaBons.  Do not align yourselves with those who are about to suffer prosecuBon for this vile 
and  treasonous conduct.

Dennis 
Shaun

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:24:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice is removed and consBtuBonal right is affected. Shere

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:23:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

IrraBonal & non-scienBfic, the imposiBon of coerced medical treatment is reprehensible. For an insBtute of 
higher learning to ignore staBsBcal data, credible experts and patently obvious observaBon of facts amounts 
to derelicBon of duty & authoritarian control, that smacks of virtue signalling.  
This policy is a disgraceful indictment of how pseudo-intellectuals are given to D-I-E style policy. Kelvin

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:23:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Completely pointless to expect people to get injecBons every four months in order to access the university. Richard

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:21:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Maggie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:15:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Phillip

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:11:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety If you think kids require a trial drug in order to access earned study entry, society as a while is broken.

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:07:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines are a total failure in prevenBng the vaccinated from both contracBng the illness, as well as 
spreading it. Therefore it makes absolutely no sense whatsoever to have any vaccine mandate it place. 
Rather let the virus spread through the populaBon as soon as possible so that true (not false "vaccine 
acquired") herd immunity can be acquired. Gregory

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:03:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety WA

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:02:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines are proven not to prevent disease, neither to stop the vaccinated from spreading covid, 
therefore there is absolutely no reason whatsoever to have a vaccine mandate or to require regular tests from 
either group when asymptomaBc. Lynene

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:02:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Brigene

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:00:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Science is sBll uncertain on the real efficacy of this vaccine, long term effects are not known, the current 
situaBon with covid is not at a crisis point, the majority of populaBon is able to contract and overcome the 
virus. Mandatory vaccines would be a poliBcal based decision not a health  based one Paola

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:59:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

These experimental injecBons do not stop one from geqng Covid or spreading Covid. Where there is RISK,the 
Must be CHOICE.   

Makes no sense that people not at risk from Covid should take these injecBons that clearly are not sterilizing 
vaccines. Brian

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:58:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Mandatory vaccinaBons are unconsBtuBonal. J

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:56:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Disappointed in leading professors and academics who should be quesBoning “the science” (real science is 
ever “senled”), but are instead going along with an idea that makes no scienBfic, ethical or legal sense. How 
can you force staff and students to take an experimental medical intervenBon, where we do not what the 
longterm effects are, under the guise of “the greater good” when we already know that, in the short term, the 
vaccines are neither effecBve nor safe? Michelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:55:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Cheryl reBred
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2022-01-22 
10:50:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety My son will not be vaxxed. Ever. UniversiBes will go go hell Georgina 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:45:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sam

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:45:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Neil

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:43:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccines in schools or universiBes are unacceptable and uncalled for ad they infringe upon and 
impose our ConsBtuBonal rights.This should never be a forced choice in order to gain an educaBon Gaby

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:41:57

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The pandemic is past....even the president has stated this and that we are now in an endemic. Most people 
already have immunity, making the vaccine unnecessary. 
Science has proven the vaccine has negaBve side effects and if you don't want to believe science then you 
have to admit that we don't know what the long term effects are. There have already been many many 
vaccine injuries and deaths. Julia

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:35:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This will amount to discriminaBon and ulBmately the erosion of the freedoms afforded to us, by our great 
ConsBtuBon! Timothy

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:33:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every individual's medical records, history and choice is and should be a private maner. If you insist that 
someone else takes the vaccine because of government rules/mandates (not laws) you probably are aware 
that you have to give personal consent by signing a waiver of liability to government as well as the 
pharmaceuBcal companies when agreeing on the inoculaBon? This in itself should be enough to respect the 
freedom of choice of every individual at least on a medical principle. Because there are a parBcular rule/
mandate in place, doesn't consBtute that, that rule/mandate carries any weight of morality, ethics or 
raBonality. The fact that the vaccine policy intrude on any individual's right to study and be educated is of 
great concern. Any such policy MUST go through a cost-benefit analysis based on factual scienBfic data of peer 
reviewed studies globally to understand the true efficacy and durability of the vaccine to actually protect 
against Covid-19 as well as considering data concerning ALL types of side effects that the different vaccines 
presents to individuals. It is clear from real world data that inoculaBon against Covid-19 and all of its variants 
has failed.  A perfect example of this is Israel the most vaccinated and boosted naBon is seeing record 
numbers of reported Covid cases any where in the world. In comaprison have South Africa fought of the 
Omicron surge with quite ease. The most raBonal health soluBon is to follow medical protocol where any 
student (vaccinated & unvaccinated) who doesn't feel well for whatever reason should isolate and not anend 
classes unBl they are medically fit to not spread any viral loads that they might carry.  Students should be 
equipped with early treatment Covid kits on campus, especially those in residences where the spread of any 
disease for that maner is much higher. Inherently should ALL students who study long distance (online) 
automaBcally excluded from any Covid policy and mandate that the university intend to impose. Adriaan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:32:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is not a vaccine it is an unlawful medical procedure Jane reBred

2022-01-22 
10:21:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

In addiBon, it has been shown that previously infected people have bener immunity than the vaccine can 
offer.  
Also, omicron is mild enough to not be concerned about contracBng the illness any more than a person 
geqng influenza, or even less urgently, a cold. 
This has turned into a fear narraBve and has become ridiculous seeing all these vaccine mandates. They are 
also illegal according to the SA consBtuBon Lynne

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:21:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Mahomed 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:21:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

More and more evidence is coming to light that the vaccine causes heart problems in young. Many top sports 
people have died of heart failure. MandaBng an experimental drug is criminal. It is also coercive to make make 
university entrance impossible for the unvaccinted Karen

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:21:09

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sonia 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:20:03

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:19:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unconsBtuBonal to force anyone to take an experimental drug.  This is not a vaccine as it does not stop 
you from spreading or contracBng Covid.   
There is a 99% recovery rate and less than 1% of the populaBon has died due to Covid.  In most cases they 
have died “with” and not “from” Covid.  
Young people are at linle to no risk of dying from Covid.  The risk from these shots is far greater. Bryan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:19:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nobody need to be forced to take a vaccine that dont even work and spreading G

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:16:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

 A pharmaceuBcal product that has not completed its trials and in fact has more deaths in the vaccinated 
group over the placebo group cannot be mandated it’s criminal. Any government  who mandate these 
vaccines should find themselves in jail for crimes against humanity in the future. Paula reBred

2022-01-22 
10:16:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unconsBtuBonal to force anyone to take an experimental drug.  This is not a vaccine as it does not stop 
you from spreading or contracBng Covid.   
There is a 99% recovery rate and less than 1% of the populaBon has died due to Covid.  In most cases they 
have died “with” and not “from” Covid. Michelle 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:14:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Carol 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:12:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety ChrisBna reBred

2022-01-22 
10:12:42

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice and bodily integrity. Hermanus reBred

2022-01-22 
10:12:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety You people are psychoBc Deon

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:12:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Christoph
er

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:11:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I am appalled that UCT, supposedly an top level insBtuBon of educaBon, is actually so blind as to what is really 
happening in the world today as to be considering such a policy. I believe history will record that any 
mandatory vaccine policy UCT introduces was a tragic event with serious and permanent averse effects on the 
student body and staff and surrounding community. Peter

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:09:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I know too many people who get sick of the vaccine (people without comorbidiBes and who were perfectly 
healthy before tje jab), and for this reason I cannot agree with mandaBng it anywhere. There most certainly is 
a risk, and like with any other medical procedure that bears a risk, a choice should also be offered here. Also, if 
people choose to not undergo this medic procedure, the consequences of their decision is their own. I think 
that many realise that. But their decision does not have an effect on those who chose to be vaccinated - these 
people are protected, so why the hype about the non-vaccinated being such a threat to them? M

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:08:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Robert

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:07:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ebrahiem 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:06:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccinaBons for a non sterilizing  experimental drug with no policy to compensate for adverse 
reacBons is a sick joke. Uner madness. For pupils given the stats absolutely no point. For a university in SA to 
implement medical apartheid is beyond belief. Trevor

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:05:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vax mandates should never be used.  Extensive Peer reviewed evidence points to these mandates doing more 
harm than good. Follow the REAL science Neville

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:05:06

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ilse reBred

2022-01-22 
10:04:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No to any and all Vaccine mandates. Joanie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:04:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

People should always have the right to choose what they put in ir have done to their bodies. Mandates for 
these poison jabs are tyrannical at best. Graham

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:04:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jaco

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:01:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The pandemic is over  - most of the populaBon already has anBbodies - no one knows the long term effects of 
the vaccine Clint

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
09:54:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gudrun

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
08:54:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

To coherse healthy students & staff in taking a vaccine that has No complete safety data is a crime against 
humanity and against the consBtuBon. 
This is not about health! 

Eleoheria
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
08:52:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The need for mRNA / mDNA experimental drugs fail in comparison to the actual threat of Covid-19 and its 
side-effects. The cure cannot be worse than the cure. Force and coercion is against the law, consBtuBon, 
Nuremberg Code, United NaBons Human rights Charter. S

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
08:23:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is sBll completely against the consBtuBon , NO LAW has changed, gross human rights violaBon...sick Gabrielle

2022-01-22 
07:16:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is against all human rights to force an experiment on people - Nuremberg code I

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
07:08:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ebrahiem 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
06:21:20

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Andrew

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
06:17:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety We have the right to informed consent! I have the right to bodily integrity! Bianca

business 
owner
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2022-01-22 
06:07:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

People have a right to chose whether they want  to  parBcipate in a pharmaceuBcal experiment or not.  Pro 
choice, pro rights and pro bodily autonomy. Corinna

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
05:52:23

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Unlawfull rubbish! My body, my choice. Rozanne 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
05:05:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This type of policy does not allow for a real choice and creates a subclass of people. 

Paphawari
n student

2022-01-22 
04:10:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Employers don't have the right to own the employees body Lyndon 

business 
owner

2022-01-21 
23:47:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I can to believe that we are even considering making vaccines mandatory especially for our young adults and 
children!!!!!!! Have we not learnt anything from history? South Africa’s freedom was fought for at great cost 
and we want to take that way for a medicaBon that is experimental, harmful and ineffecBve against a virus 
that is mild and becoming weaker by the day. It is ludicrous!! Lee

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
23:26:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Liza

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
15:18:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Please stop forcing our youth into believing something "just because authoriBes said so", like this policy aims 
to do. Each individual should choose to protect or not protect themselves with the vaccine as per their will. 
No person should ever feel pressured to do something to study, especially since this involves each person's 
bodily autonomy within the ConsBtuBon. Fabrizia

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-21 
15:05:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Nothing in this drao policy seems to make any form of scienBfic sense. Please refrain from forcing our youth 
into believing falsehood "just because authoriBes said so", like this policy does. Each to their own, protect 
yourself or do not protect yourself with the vaccine. Nobody should ever feel pressured to do something 
against their heart, mind and will. I have been pressured heavily in my life, and it has been beyond 
horrendous. Stefano

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
06:39:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It's all about control and not health.  These mandates are a crime against humanity. FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS MUST PREVAIL. Heather 

business 
owner

2022-01-21 
00:25:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

To hell with mandatory vaccine South Africa is a democraBc party. Student pay university, covid-19 vaccine are 
killing people Simphiwe

employed 
individual

2022-01-20 
13:56:34

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sandy reBred

2022-01-20 
10:31:03

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Salmaan

employed 
individual

2022-01-20 
09:42:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

If you do this, we the public will hold you fully responsible for any adverse effects to students and staff, in 
accordance with the law. You will not be able to run or hide and it will be a great shame upon the insBtuBon 
that you caved in to big pharma rather than standing up to them. Noel

business 
owner

2022-01-20 
08:55:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Simon

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
22:49:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Fuck you to tell me what to put in my body!! Fuck off cunts, vaccine kill humans and destroy immediate 
system, it’s an HIV conduit! 
Research fools! George 

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
16:51:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is wrong on so many levels, the Jews had to have pass books, our blacks had pass books in Apartheid. This 
will only cause division. Never mind the freedom of choice of what you put into your body. No, no and no. 
Stop this. There is a reason that the Nuremburg code was wrinen up, to protect people against a similar 
situaBon. Willem

business 
owner

2022-01-19 
15:33:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety You cannot mandate an experimental gene therapy vaccine. Talit

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
10:00:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Informed consent and freedom of choice of medical treatment and voluntary paBcipaBon in experimental 
medicaBon are basic consBtuBonal rights in S.A.  
This would be a forced medical procedure with experimental medicaBon. The vaccine is not well researched 
and not proven to be safe for 5 plus years since it has only be developed 18 month ago. No longterm studies 
are available. No longterm efficacy has been shown either and since many omnicron paBents were fully 
vaccinated and as sick as the unvaccinated it is not realy proven efficient. 
  It makes no sense to enforce an experimental drug on perfectly healthy students who were at no Bme really 
at risk due to Corona. Most young people get a cold and seldom a flu picture with Corona. So there is no 
medical basis to protect them from something so mild with an unproven safe or efficient vaccine. 

Karin
business 
owner

2022-01-18 
16:55:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Marc

business 
owner

2022-01-18 
10:10:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Lana

business 
owner

2022-01-18 
09:26:41 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Stephan

employed 
individual

2022-01-17 
23:35:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No forced vax/medicaBon  against AIDS,   TB or any other deadly diseases.  No requirement to disclose status,  
in fact the exact opposite.  No discriminaBon in access to medical aid policy.  That is the precedent. So NO!! Dawn reBred

2022-01-17 
21:41:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Yezreel 

business 
owner

2022-01-17 
14:27:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates and apartheid are simply unacceptable. I think any South African considering such measure 
should be embarrassed to call themselves South African. We stand together! Nazi medical apartheid will NOT 
be tolerated in this country.  Check the science - the mainstream narraBve  is flawed, seriously flawed.  
1. The virus has not been isolated. The definiBon  of ‘isolated’ has been changed to suit the narraBve, as was 
the definiBon of ‘vaccine’ and ‘herd immunity’. Roll it back and check the foundaBons.  
2. PCR tests cannot be used for diagnosis. 
3. Masks cannot protect against airborne viruses, you need a hazmat suit for that.  
4. Social distancing also does not protect against airborne viruses.  
5. Vaccine efficacy is tending towards zero.  
6. Allow us to develop actual natural immunity, this is the way.  

This is your chance to disBnguish yourself UCT; don’t follow the sheep. Do your scienBfic due diligence and 
take a stand on the right side of history.  

Think… do you really want to be part of ushering in the fourth reich? Noel

2022-01-17 
08:58:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

By implemenBng a vaccine mandate in a university seqng, it paves the way for other universiBes to do the 
same. This is turn is leading to the discriminaBon of people over their medical status and is unconsBtuBonal as 
it denies educaBon to South Africans. It goes against the right to educaBon and it goes against privacy laws, no 
university has the right to coerce people into geqng any vaccine , especially when no liability is taken by the 
university. People who now have medical excepBons are now also being denied access to educaBon. Jena student

2022-01-16 
21:34:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Firstly, vaccines do not prevent hospitaisaBon, spread of the virus or death. Secondly, New evidence shows 
that this vaccine may be dangerous for some young people. Thirdly, Only over 65year olds should be 
encouraged to take vaccines.  
Vaccines do not stop you geqng the infecBon, passing it on or being hospitalised.  70+% of paBents in 
hospitals currently have been vaccinated. Many in ICU are there because of the vaccine world wide. Health 
authoriBes are lying about who has genuinely Covid ill from those who are dying of other causes. The media is 
also not giving false informaBon and have ceased to be real invesBgaBve journalists. This so called pandemic is 
a total lie. Don reBred

2022-01-16 
19:25:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety If a man digs a pit, he will fall into it; if a man rolls a stone, it will roll back on him. Pr 26:27 Ian 

business 
owner
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2022-01-16 
10:42:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

With cases like the one below, the quesBon must be asked whether people that conBnue to drive this' vax 
narraBve are blind or simply stupid or borh?!?? 

Friday, 07 January 2022 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 

UK POLICE LAUNCH MAJOR INVESTIGATION INTO MRNA COVID-19 VACCINE-RELATED CORPORATE CRIMES 
AND THREATS TO PUBLIC HEALTH 

Metropolitan Police Crime Number: 6029679/21. InternaBonal Criminal Court (The Hague) case number: OTP-
CR-473/21 

The world’s largest-ever internaBonal criminal invesBgaBon is now under-way, involving Hammersmith Police, 
The Metropolitan Police, and The InternaBonal Criminal Court. The UK police accepted the supporBng 
informaBon and agreed there is enough evidence to proceed under the above crime number. 

The case was lodged on 20th December 2021 by Sam White MD, Philip Hyland (PJH Law), Lois Bayliss (Broad 
Yorkshire Law) and reBred policeman Mark Sexton. Requests for further assistance have been made to 
internaBonal lawyer Robert F Kennedy Jnr (nephew of J F Kennedy), Dr Reiner Fuellmich (German corporate 
lawyer who won the emissions scandal case against Volkswagen Audi), Dr. Michael Yeadon (Former Pfizer Vice 
President), plus countless other doctors, professors, virologists, biologists, data experts and lawyers naBonally 
and internaBonally; some of whom have already made direct contact with the police and have been 
acknowledged by Superintendent Simpson (Assistant to Cressida Dick, Head of The Metropolitan Police). 

The complaints allege numerous serious crimes including misfeasance and misconduct in public office; gross 
negligence manslaughter; corporate manslaughter, murder, conspiracy to murder, genocide and crimes against 
humanity. 

The evidence submined by Philip Hyland and Dr Sam White against the UK's Medicines and Healthcare 
products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) is damning and shows they did not carry out due diligence surrounding 
the vaccine data, trials and studies; and that they conBnued to ignore the death, harm and injury the vaccines 
cause. 

Mark Sexton says: “This is now a live criminal invesBgaBon. We were forced to act due to the complacency of 
the UK Government, despite them being fully aware of the catastrophic death and injury figures to adults and 
children alike. This is nothing short of genocide; once again it seems that profit over people is the overriding 
moBve. There is a deliberate blanket campaign of misinformaBon underway. Many don’t even realise that the 
covid Vaccine is sBll an experimental product. This is the most far-reaching criminal inquiry ever undertaken. A 
naBonal scandal that threatens the lives and the livelihoods of every person in the UK. If people want 
unassailable current evidence, I'd suggest in the interim they look at  

hnps://www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scienBfic-proof-lethal 

“In years to come this will be the equivalent of another Thalidomide scandal, but for now we have to act on a 
united front to get the truth out to the public and stop the unsafe covid vaccine rollout. We have several 
thousand pieces of evidence to discredit the safety and efficacy of this vaccine, but we are sBll encouraging 
members of the public to contact us to further support our claim. We therefore appeal to anyone who has 
suffered the death of a loved one following a Covid vaccine and anyone who has been injured by it, e.g. 
blindness, heart issues, blood clots, stroke, myocardiBs etc". 

“We’d also like to hear from those illegally threatened with 'No jab, no job'”. 

We must act now. If you have informaBon to assist the police inquiry, please contact Lois Bayliss of Broad 
Yorkshire Law: loisbayliss@broadyorkshirelaw.co.uk 

DOCUMENT LINKS: 
InternaBonal Criminal Court filing hnps://www.docdroid.com/WUjv6iw/icc-complaint-7-1-pdf 

Lener to Chair of MHRA from Dr Sam White - Request for Undertakings for breaches of legal obligaBons and 
breaches of duBes of care hnps://pjhlaw.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/lenerMHRA.pdf Harry

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
22:54:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is an experimental gene therapy and not a vaccine. You cannot force anyone to take part in a medical 
experiment. Talita student

2022-01-15 
20:25:21

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not understand how UCT can implement a vaccine mandate to the group that is among the lowest risk of 
severe covid/mortality i.e young, healthy people. The Omicron variant has clearly shown that c19 can be 
transmined by both vaxed and unvaxed, and that recovered c19 have strong immunity and low transmission  
Yet these mandates seek to discriminate between them, with n95s, tesBng etc proposed for the unvaxed, 
irrespecBve of previous illness/immune status. How on earth this cannot be viewed as discriminatory is 
beyond belief.  To expect young people at zero risk of severe covid to comply with a vaccine that has been 
proven to have a higher risk than the actual illness (18 year old males, myocardiBs, there are published 
studies) for some adverse effects, no maner how miniscule that risk is, is unconscionable.  I'm a vaccinated 
health professional with post grad public health (MPH) and I'm a student parent. Please do not even try to 
implement this. Sadly, it will be ugly, and I'm sure you do not have real-world data to suggest that it will save 
student  lives vs the disrupBon it will cause. Please. Don't. Helen

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
20:06:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Lauren

business 
owner

2022-01-15 
18:49:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

First of all there is not nearly enough research to prove the vaccine safe.  
The vaccine does not stop the virus or the spread of the virus 
Requiring a vaccine passport for anything takes away a person’s rights to choose 
If we start with this vaccine and then a vaccine passport what is next? 

Natalie
business 
owner

2022-01-15 
16:21:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine is sBll experimental and has serious side effects . Children  and young people are not at risk at all 
for Covid. Making vaccines mandatory is a breach of the consBtuBon which protects peoples bodily autonomy 
and human rights. It has not helped anywhere in the world - in fact the  more vaccinated countries have far 
higher rates of Covid. There are MANY other treatment opBons that are safe!  The censorship around 
alternaBve methods and around other views is a major red flag. Bronwyn 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-14 
22:41:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety D

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
16:04:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT claim that the implementaBon of a vaccine mandate would create a safe environment for staff and 
students. There is no real word evidence to suggest that this would impact on Covid 19 transmission in any 
meaningful way. Their are many global examples that show this. Highly vaccinated countries have experienced 
massive waves of covid. Cruise ships carrying only vaccinated passengers and crew have experienced 
outbreaks. UniversiBes with 99% vaccinaBon rates have had to return to online learning aoer outbreaks. To 
implement a mandate and strip people of their individual liberBes for a vaccine that does linle to stop the 
spread of the virus would be irraBonal and highly unethical. Furthermore, it is even less effecBve at stopping 
the spread of omicron, and we have no idea how effecBve it will be at stopping the spread of future variants. 
How can you mandate a vaccine which is sBll in trial and whose current and future efficacy is unknown. Gary 

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
15:43:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Just stop it!     There is no virus. ScienBsts can't prove it.  Therefore no vaccine and masks.  Don't be proved 
foolish! 

You kill the world!!!!! Elizabeth
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-14 
14:49:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine should not be mandatory since even those who have been vaccinated sBll get to wear masks and 
are infected and likely succumb to covid. again, people's immune systems are not the same, people react 
differently.  

so my view is that let students conBnue observing the covid protocols. Hlekani
employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
13:37:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unscienBfic and unconsBtuBonal to force people (who have natural immunity to the disease) to take a 
dangerous, experimental inoculaBon. Percival reBred

2022-01-14 
12:22:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Unless UCT wants to have to do a 180 in a few months with egg on their face they should abandon this in its 
enBrety 
The vaccine Mandate mantra is imploding as the efficacy of the vaccines is vanishing. 

Dean
employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
11:13:35

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Petrus

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
10:17:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jaquelyn

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
08:47:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Katherine

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
08:22:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Albert Bourla, Pfizer CEO, recently stated that "two doses of the vaccine offer limited, if any protecBon" 
How many doses, each with potenBal side effects, do you intend to mandate that healthy young students at 
minimal risk from Covid have? 
Those students and faculty that are concerned or fearful of Covid infecBon are free to take the vaccine should 
they wish. David

business 
owner
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2022-01-14 
00:48:54 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The policy is simply unfit for universiBes considering the low risk of covid for younger people. Beyond that 
there is the reality that vaccine effecBveness wanes with Bme, this means constant boosters. EssenBally to 
access insBtuBons of learning one must become a "subscriber" to pharmaceuBcal company products which is 
frankly unethical. Honore

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
00:47:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is a non-derogable right to have bodily integrity with regard to parBcipaBon in medical experiments. 
Informed consent is required and denying access to state funded terBary educaBon and threatening 
employees livelihoods is coercion not consent.  

As at 31.12.21 there are  over 21,000 vaccine related deaths reported on the VAERS (USA's Vaccine Adverse 
Effects ReporBng System)  and over 36,000 number of  permanent disabiliBes due to the covid-19 
invesBgaBonal vaccines. 

The invesBgaBonal mRNA treatment ( non-sterilising vaccines)  that allow infecBon and transmission and have 
no proven long term safety data and there seems to be no plan to acBvely monitor long term safety - only 
passive reporBng systems are in place.  
The variant currently circulaBng while highly transminable is considered mild for most risk p  
The students and staff all have different risk profiles for Covid-19 and also vaccine adverse effects/injury.  
The efficacy of these invesBgaBonal vaccines waned significantly from 2 months even before the Omicron 
variant - boosters are not recommended by EU regulators (European Medicines Agency ) or the World Health 
OrganisaBon - frequent booster shots could adversely affect the immune response.. 

• What is the lactual ong term plan ?  
If other variants emerge under immune pressure and the 'new ' experimental vaccine/boosters are also 
evaded? 

Will a new new experimental booster be mandated every 6 months? Every 3 months?Every month? Or will 
UCT then mandate a new invesBgaBonal anBviral treatment?  

Will UCT accept financial liability for any long term injury/side effects or death related to these mandated 
treatments for what seems to be a headcold now? 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
• Stop allowing funders (the money) to call the shots , hold academic researchers to a higher ethical standard. 

• Acknowledge and accept natural immunity acquired from previous infecBon -  countries in Europe do. 

• If UCT is  interested in the health and well-being of their staff and students then:- 

◇ Create a pla�orm for staff and students to idenBfy their personal risk profile using metabolic health markers 
like obesity,  diabetes, hypertension, sufficient sleep, vitamin D levels,  (give access to test for these markers if 
needed) , age etc 
◇Educate them of the as yet sBll rare vaccine side effects (like death)  as these may not be so rare as Bme 
passes. This is true for all medicaBons.  
They can then make an informed decision and those with high risk can actually give informed consent 

◇ MoBvate to government and other stakeholders for different vaccine opBons so that those who are hesitant 
may find a 'tradiBonal -styled' vaccine  more acceptable or perhaps even an intranasal one  - aoer all this is 
about saving lives and livelihoods , freeing hospital beds etc etc or is it? 

. Karen reBred

2022-01-13 
17:47:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The Republic of South Africa is a naBon with a consBtuBon that prevents discriminaBon in its enBrety. A 
human being has rights and bodily autonomy is one of those rights, the freedom to decide. In order for that 
right to be superceded in the best interests of public safety, the reasoning had to be proporBonate to the 
threat faced. The CDC and WHO agreed that this case fatality rate is minimal. That Covid-19 is 99.8%+ NON 
FATAL in more than 98% of the global populaBon of nearly 8 billion people. Masks cause CO2 retenBon and 
subsequent low pH, acidosis and illness. Vaccines are sBll in the clinical trial phase unBl 2023 and the results 
this far yield serious adverse effects notably pericardiBs, myocardiBs, gynaecological haemorrhage, Guillian 
Barre, thrombosis leading to myocardial infarcBon and CVA etc. Even considering vaccine mandates for a drug 
(as vaccines do not have a half life requiring mulBple ongoing doses) is unethical, illogical and a violaBon of 
human rights menBoned in the Nuremberg code. South Africa must not follow the failed behaviour of the 
Northern hemisphere, which is preparing for its 4th 5th and 6th doses this year, but rely on showing the world 
that herd immunity works best for an illness similar in fatality to the flu. Aoer we faced SARS COV 1 we never 
panicked and survived. 6% of the African conBnent is factually vaccinated, and has sBll THE LOWEST 
MORTALITY GLOBALLY.  Lead Africa and the world by showing common sense, and that we do not sell our 
freedoms to anyone, especially the richest people who were too greedy to get their boosters before sharing 
with Africa. The adverse effects are killing thousands a week in Europe. The risk versus before is not even close 
to worth it. 

Thank you. ROBERT
employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
17:39:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom to exercise choices over body and health is essenBal to human rights Tim

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
15:52:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UniversiBes that join groupthink, without doing the research, have linle to teach us.  
The numbers clearly indicate that instead of being coerced into risky, compounding vaccine experiments, we 
could rather face an unlikely and potenBally mild Omicron infecBon and recover with durable, natural 
immunity. 

Cheryl reBred
2022-01-13 
14:12:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Cornelius

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
12:16:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is unprecedented and a means of controlling the populaBon, thus reducing our status of ciBzenry based 
on a bogus pandemic. Ronald reBred

2022-01-13 
11:23:50

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mark 
Daleep

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
08:13:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng vaccinaBons is unconsBtuBonal, illegal, cruel and unjust. It should never happen. Healthcare is 
personal and private, people should have the freedom to choose.  Natalie

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
07:51:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng a medical procedure that is sBll in trial phase and does not offer protecBon against what it it is 
meant to is completely illogical and unethical.  
MandaBng a medical procedure takes away peoples freedom of choice.  
Who will be liable if someone has an adverse reacBon and has been forced/mandated to have the medical 
intervenBon? 

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
05:01:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Paola

2022-01-13 
03:05:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Louise

employed 
individual
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2022-01-13 
00:07:23

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As per all of the studies linked below, vaccinated carry the same viral load as unvaccinated and are sBll drivers 
of infecBon, the vaccine does not prevent transmission or infecBon and from real world data in countries with 
high vaccinaBon rates like Isreal, many countries in the EU like Ireland with vaccinaBon rates as high as 94%, 
the infecBon rates are soaring with only 15% of the unvaccinated populaBon making up hospitalisaBons and 
ICU cases. It's nonsensical and not scienBfic when the vaccines are such colossal failures. 

hnps://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/arBcle/PIIS0140-6736(21)02243-1/fulltext 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.31.21261387v1 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.31.21261387v3 

hnps://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e2.htm 

hnps://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3897733 

hnps://link.springer.com/arBcle/10.1007/s10654-021-00808-7 

hnps://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3949410 

hnps://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e1.htm 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.31.21261387v2 

hnps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/arBcles/PMC8538446/ 

hnps://greatgameindia.com/vaccine-mandate-not-based-on-science/ 

hnps://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712 

hnps://popularraBonalism.substack.com/p/five-studies-on-mrna-vaccine-spike 

hnps://www.pandata.org/understanding-relaBve-risk-reducBon-and-absolute-risk-reducBon-in-vaccine-trials/ 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.11.24.21266735v1 

hnps://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanepe/arBcle/PIIS2666-7762(21)00258-1/fulltext?s=08#%20 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.11.12.21265796v1.full 

hnps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/pmc/arBcles/PMC8481107/ 

hnps://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2957 

hnps://drjessesanBano.com/people-who-recovered-from-covid-19-have-effecBve-t-cells-against-the-omicron/ 

hnps://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2635/rr-80 

hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.20.21267966v2 

hnps://www.nature.com/arBcles/s41590-021-01089-8 

hnps://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/28/covid-omicron-appears-to-protect-against-delta-could-displace-it-
study.html 

hnps://www.bmj.com/content/374/bmj.n1687/rr-8 Hayley 
employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
23:54:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I only support Freedom of Choice.  This goes against our ConsBtuBonal and Human Rights. You are a University 
so understand your purpose and sBck to that as you have no right to tell anyone that they need to partake in a 
experimental gene trial. It is not a vaccine. 

Angelique 
Van

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
23:41:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines are currently sBll under going  clinical trials. It is unethical for UCT to impose mandatory vaccinaBons 
on their staff and/or students because these vaccines are sBll experimental in their clinical trial phases. Should 
an 
individual choose not to take part in this global experiment, they should have the freedom to do so without 
judgment, ridicule or discriminaBon. 

Ruth
employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
22:32:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You cannot mandate something that's on trial where there are no medium to long term studies and where 
data is being withheld so there is no true informed consent. This goes against our human rights in the 
consBtuBon. Carmen 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
22:30:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Delicia

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
22:10:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandate isn't law... 
It's against our democraBc right to choose. 

Other alternaBve treatment is also available and should be explored and the individual should have the right 
to choose. Desiree 

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
21:43:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

During the apartheid years UCT was a beacon of light fighBng for the freedom of the individual. What has 
happened to this  once venerable insBtuBon that it now proposes to implement a policy that goes against the 
basic human right of freedom of choice?  My late husband Dr Beric Croome received his PhD from the Faculty 
of Law in taxpayer’s rights & there is a scholarship for post grad tax law students in his  name. This  draconian 
policy is the anB-thesis of everything he (& I) thought UCT represented. These are dark days indeed if previous 
thought leaders that challenged entrenched laws that oppressed human rights are now standing in the role of 
the oppressor. Judy reBred

2022-01-12 
21:14:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Railene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
20:40:27

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is no secret that young top athletes are suffering from MyocardiBs and related heart problems and even 
death aoer taking the so called covid vaccine.  I will not allow my young, fit and healthy son to take this 
injecBon.  No money in the world can buy one's health. The PCR tests are admined by CDC to be unable to 
differenBate between the common cold, flu and covid 19, therefore the PCR test should be null and void and 
weekly tesBng makes no sense.  Since both the injected and non injected can get and spread covid. Santelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
20:03:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No to apartheid if any form or kind Steven student

2022-01-12 
20:02:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety UCT has taken the bribe...sickening to think that Academics are actually stupid and corrupt. Melissa student

2022-01-12 
17:25:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The long term effect of the vaccinaBon on students has not been established and all indicaBons are that it is 
going to be bad.  Read current peer-reviewed studies. UCT management will have blood on their hands. Is the 
funding money they get worth it? Mari

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
16:43:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Everyone has the right to decide if they want to be vaccinated or not. The science and research on the aoer 
effects of the vaccines is incomplete. Medical apartheid is not the way to handle Covid, rather informaBon on 
how to boost our own immune system should be given out freely by UCT.  The vaccinated get Covid just as 
much as the unvaccinated! T

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
16:26:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is now geqng beyond crazy. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. Stop forcing an experimental and dangerous 
BIO WEAPON on humanity. Have you all lost your damn minds?? Evil reigns supreme but the light always 
overcomes the darkness. God have mercy on you all. Traci

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
16:09:31 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Stef

2022-01-12 
14:42:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We CANNOT and  SHOULD NOT risk the health of our young people for anything or anyone! This is NOT A 
VACCINE but and EXPERIMENTAL DRUG! NO TO VACCINES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE!!!! 

We are depriving young people of a quality educaBon for a disease that has a 99.7% recovery rate! THIS IS 
REDICULOUS! 

Leave the young people and the UniversiBes alone! Joy
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
14:38:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Where are our rights, human rights to make a choice for ourselves?  How can we be forced to take a vaccine 
we don't trust or want. Bianca

2022-01-12 
14:35:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is medical apartheid based on incomplete science and driven by capital Craig

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
14:32:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Janine

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
13:46:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We all should have the freedom of choice and if this is approved then those who  don't want to take the 
vaccine will have difficulty geqng an educaBon and that will be going against their right to an educaBon. 
There are also other ways to prevent  the spread and also like the president said prevenBon is bener that cure Carl student

2022-01-12 
13:19:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Forcing students,anyone to vaccinate to be able to parBcipate in society goes against our human rights. 
This is discriminaBon! Karlien

employed 
individual
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2022-01-12 
13:13:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Julie

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
12:35:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is not  vaccine, as it is not fully protect you from the virus. Also, the so called vaccine is a trial at the 
moment, and at this point more people are geqng sick that has been vaccinated , than those who dont. By 
mandate a vaccine in a university, is like apartheid, but for the vaccinated. Johan

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
12:09:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine is not safe and not effecBve. It is an experimental product that should not be forced onto anyone. 
It is a gross violaBon of their most basic human rights and it makes a mockery of our ConsBtuBon! Emeline

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:49:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety These jabs are ineffecBve and dangerous. They should not be mandated for anyone, for any reason. Charlone

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:20:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one should be forced to take an experimental drug period. 
To deny educaBon to our youth based on vaccinated or not, is despicable to say the least. Natasha

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:12:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not support forced vaccinaBons.  Everyone should have freedom of choice, and no insBtuBon or 
government has the right to dictate to people on any medical issue.  This is an experimental vaccine which to 
date has caused many side effects and deaths worldwide.   Never in history has a vaccine been forced for any 
disease or illness.  No forced vaccine is required for Aids or TB, and these illnesses are more severe than Covid.  
Then there is the quesBon of whether the university is being funded by persons who are promoBng this 
agenda.  Can the university confirm that they do not receive funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates FoundaBon 
or other similar enBBes.  It is all about money, not the health of people.  STOP THIS MADNESS. Anthea

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:02:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety luke

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
10:26:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

My sister's son wants to go to UCT, but these vaccines are sBll experimental and thousands of young people 
are having MyocardiBs and PericardiBs aoer geqng vaccinated. Young people are the future and they will be 
dying too soon if this gets implemented. No to Mandatory VaccinaBons!!!! 

Ann-
Marie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
09:47:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Helen 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
09:27:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Emma

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:55:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You are ignoring all the adverse reacBons & deaths caused by this experimental treatment. You are ignoring 
facts about covid & forcing a dangerous drug. 99% recover from covid & for the balance there ARE safe, 
effecBve repurposed treatments (which the Big Pharma are suppressing to retain their EUA status). There is 
NO need for a 'vaccine'. You MUST know this - but choose to ignore it & be part of a dangerous experiment. 
There are no medium/long term outcomes & EXTREMELY bad short term outcomes & you choose to ignore it 
all in favour of Big Pharma profits. You support big Pharma profits not  health! Shame on you! Marina

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:26:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No i do not support this NWO system of slavery and  discriminaBon and forced 
medical tyranny Clifford

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:14:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jyne 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
08:04:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no scienBfic jusBficaBon for mandates - especially not those anending university. 

Recent studies confirm what was shown in 2020 that people under the age of 25 have almost zero risk from 
COVID 0.0013% (or close to 1/100000). There is mounBng evidence of risk from taking the vaccine - even if it 
is marginal in the case of young people we are seeing a potenBal increase in overall risk - on a risk benefit 
analysis this does not make sense. 
VaccinaBon does not stop spread - which dismisses the argument of protecBng the vulnerable.   The promise 
of herd immunity has not been realised either and will not be realised by the vaccine.  
There has been no jusBficaBon given as to why a mandate is necessary which brings us to freedom of choice 
and the right to choose. Giving the state (or university) the power to make these sorts of decisions is 
excepBonally dangerous. If we lived in a society driven by real science - not by poliBcs, money and ideological 
agenda there might be some jusBficaBon. However, when you have a society that supports the shutdown, 
cancellaBon, silencing and censorship of anything that does not conform to the "approved" narratvie - then 
any claims of a basis in science goes out the window. Challenge and dissent are fundamental to science - 
without them real science cannot exist.  
Under the circumstances there is nobody (currently) with decision making powers that is qualified to decide 
on this issue. The possibility of corrupBon is simply too high. 
UnBl such Bme as we mature to a society that is capable of leaving behind peny and ignorant subscripBon to 
agenda and instead focus on solving problems raBonally, objecBvely and logically, important decisions such as 
what profit earning products are injected intoour bodies - should remain with each individual Julian

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
07:13:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is not a pandemic, it has been blown out of all proporBon, the recovery rate is 99% why should we poison 
our bodies with this vaccine that does not even work! Sylvana reBred

2022-01-11 
22:14:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Deborah

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
22:03:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This takes away one’s freedom, freedom to choose and the right to an educaBon 

Mary-
Anne

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
21:29:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jacques

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
19:25:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one can be forced to do what he is not willing to do. We cannot live in the world where everybody falls 
under the same planket of thought. Merry student

2022-01-11 
17:02:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As a student of the University of Cape Town, this mandate will take away my right to an educaBon and 
severely impact my future career, as I will be unable to conBnue my studies. This is not about vaccines, this is 
about freedom, bodily sovereignty and the right to educaBon. Jade student

2022-01-11 
17:00:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety T reBred

2022-01-11 
16:59:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Since the vaccine does linle or nothing to stop the spread of COVID 19, there is no logic to implemenBng a 
mandatory vaccinaBon policy. Having compulsory vaccinaBon will not stop transmission on campus so is 
therefore of no use whatsoever. Forcing people out of their studies or jobs for an ineffecBve vaccine is 
criminal. You are playing with people’s lives. G

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
16:30:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not agree with this policy as it directly violates our consBtuBonal right  of freedom of expression and 
freedom of religion. No one has the right to enforce a vaccinaBon that has not been tested to see whether it is 
safe within the next 10-50 years.  
UCT would be making a disastrous mistake in taking away this freedom -not only in losing valued staff and 
brilliant students but also the legal implicaBons which will follow this foolish very decision! Caroline

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
15:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

If a college or university suddenly decides to mandate vaccines for all of its students (aka: contractually bound 
customers), this is in breach of the consumer protecBon act, where the T&Cs of the contract / agreement 
(provide educaBon in return for funds) is suddenly altered to included a forced medical treatment. If I were 
half way through my studies, and this was suddenly imposed, I would sue for a loss of Bme, as well as Bed up 
capital. Grant

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
12:01:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sanet

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
11:17:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety John

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
10:15:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Forcing people to undergo experimental  gene therapy which may be harmful and does not stop catching or 
transmiqng the virus is outrageous.  Most people who catch the virus are barely affected by it anyway.  Let 
those who wish to take the vaccine do so.  UCT used to be a guardian of human rights; now it seems to be a 
conduit for Big Pharma. William reBred

2022-01-11 
09:28:13 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jabulane

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
09:18:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every person has a right to educaBon WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION, the consumer protecBon act also prevents 
discriminaBon in any form in schools and universiBes, private or public. You are deluded if you think you will 
get away with this. Carla

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
08:25:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Manie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-11 
08:14:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng vaccines, that have already proven to be mostly ineffecBve at stopping the spread, is an 
infringement of human rights and goes against ArBcle 147 of the Geneva ConvenBon. Graeme

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
07:47:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This policy takes away the freedom to bodily autonomy and the freedom of choice. It will make students 
choose between geqng a vaccine that has not had the necessary Bme of tesBng and has shown that it is not 
safe or geqng kicked out of university regardless the year of study they are. Deborah student

2022-01-11 
07:17:53

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How can mandate an experimental vaccine? And to date we already have families who have lost their family 
members due to negaBve response to vaccinaBon!!! Make it opBonal allow people to decide because you can 
never bring back to life those who unfortunately are killed by the effects of vaccinaBon Melusi

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
01:03:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines should not be mandatory unBl / unless a SAFE vaccine is produced.    At the moment, early treatment 
with safe, effecBve medicines, for both prophylaxis and treatment are safer and more  and effecBve than the 
exisBng vaccines and  should be the treatment of choice.    

Patricia reBred
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2022-01-10 
20:47:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng a vaccine to stop the spread of a disease requires evidence that the vaccines will prevent infecBon 
or transmission (rather than efficacy against severe outcomes like hospitalizaBon or death).  
As the World Health OrganizaBon puts it, “if mandatory vaccinaBon is considered necessary to interrupt 
transmission chains and prevent harm to others, there should be sufficient evidence that the vaccine is 
efficacious in prevenBng serious infecBon and/or transmission.” For Omicron, there is as yet no such evidence.  
There have been mass Omicron outbreaks in heavily vaccinated populaBons,  so scienBsts are highly uncertain 
the exisBng vaccines can stop it from spreading. 
it has long been known that vaccinated people with breakthrough infecBons are highly contagious, and 
preliminary data from all over the world indicate that this is true of Omicron as well. 
There is no evidence that mandatory vaccines are reducing the spread of Omicron. There is therefore no legal 
basis for a mandate. Michelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
20:04:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Renaldo

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
19:04:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You can do whatever you want. 
I DO NOT CONSENT! 
This Sin is on your head, and you will receive,Instant Karma for your acBons!... L

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
18:52:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety There is ample evidence that these “vaccines” are causing far more harm than good. Man

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
18:40:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Louise

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
15:53:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety The real science is telling you every day as this disgrace collapses Marc

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
14:04:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety You cannot force people to take experimental treatments. It is illegal and immoral. Des reBred

2022-01-10 
14:01:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No scienBfic reason or evidence to mandate vaccines, wether its at uni’s or in society. vaccinated or not, covid 
can sBll be transmined from one symptomaBc individual to another. zero covid will never be a reality and its 
Bme for everyone to start realizing it. student

2022-01-10 
13:52:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety You CANNOT FORCE an EXPERIMANTAL drug!! Keith

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
11:44:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Rochelle reBred

2022-01-10 
10:43:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As a democraBc country, the south African government cannot mandate this vaccine as it is sBll in its trial faze. 
Why shjould I take a vaccine that has not been proven to work. 
The mandaBon of this vaccine goes against our consBtuBon, human right laws and the neuremberg resoluBon. 
This country doesn't need the vaccine to be mandated. 
There will be an uprising when they try to push it 

EBenne
employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
10:19:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Nobody can tell for sure that Covid is here to stay.  The CDC and FDA should stop pushing temporary vaccines 
for a virus that's no worse than flu. They shoul stop misleading people.

hugh-
mare student

2022-01-10 
09:52:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jo

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
08:11:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Only 30 short year's ago this country fought for the freedoms of it's ciBzens, now it looks to impose similar 
restricBons to those that once effected so many. The apartheid government used coercion and similar tacBcs 
to oppress the populaBon, we cannot allow this to happen again. No mandates Jean

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
22:33:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety We are fast descending into medical apartheid. Say NO to any and all vaccine mandates! Anne

business 
owner

2022-01-09 
21:46:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccinaBon is against our consBtuBonal freedoms. Covid vaccines is not effecBve to prevent 
infecBon. Natural immunity is bener than any vaccine. Willem

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
20:58:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is NOT a dictatorship, nor are we a socialist country - THEREFORE we should not be forced to do anything 
that we may or may not believe will have potenBally negaBve side effects to our bodies! I had a choice to 
vaccinate and I did, but I do not believe that anybody else has to and I don't blame them for not wanBng a 
potenBally life threatening so called "vaccine" which doesn't seem to be doing anything anyway. Ashley

business 
owner

2022-01-09 
19:31:46

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Deon

business 
owner

2022-01-09 
18:03:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Is university not there to promote freedom of thought? Yet you are forcing a medical intervenBon on all. No to 
force vaccines, what is the different between. Avaccine pass and the compass of old Dyane

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
16:06:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety 1984

Annemari
e

business 
owner

2022-01-09 
13:50:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is supposed to be a democraBc country. You cannot force the views of some on everybody. And you 
cannot tell people what they must do and consent regarding their bodies. Sonja

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
05:36:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don't feel safe having the vaccine and I feel like vaccine passports cause segregaBon when SA's is just 
emerging from our previous segregaBon era. Julia 

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
23:08:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I am against mandates, as  discussed between Joe Rogan and Dr. Robert Malone, MD, nothing good comes 
from this. 
Insidious trickery is leading the wrongs in this world. Michele

2022-01-08 
22:53:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety André

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
22:51:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety André

2022-01-08 
22:44:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unthinkable that, aoer 2 years of Covid, people sBll think the vaccines stop the spread of Covid. It does 
not. Not taking naturally acquired immunity into account as well as the fact that the youth have a greater 
chance of being adversely affected by the vaccine than being protected by it (eg MyocardiBs), the university is 
going against everything that an insBtuBon of higher learning stands for - reading, and discussing the latest 
research (which they clearly have not done). Lourens student

2022-01-08 
22:01:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don't believe in the whole idea and know so well that it does not do the cells in the body any good. I also 
know that blood cells die over Bme due to the vaccine and the spike protein as well as the change of DNA 
because of the vaccine. IT IS NO ENTIRELY FOR ME Elsabie

2022-01-08 
21:43:56

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Neil

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
21:42:01

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Neil

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
21:05:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How on earth do you think it is ok to mandate young people to take part in a medical experiment when they 
are a low risk for the disease in the first place? And especially since we do not know how it will affect ferBlity, 
autoimmune disease or cancer.  Ancois

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
19:22:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not support vaccinaBon mandates or requirements in any shape or form. We cannot allow this 
discriminatory pracBce to be used or implemented in South Africa. KrisBbel 

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
17:08:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT must be held liable for any student or staff's adverse reacBons to the "vaccine" and any deaths occuring 
as a result of the poison. Say no to being a lab rat. Kayla

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
16:25:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Sovereignity of body  
Rt to choose Navindran

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
16:08:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccinaBons is a breach of our human right to make a choice regarding medical treatment. It is 
about freedom to choose! Mathilda 

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
14:16:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Danie reBred

2022-01-08 
11:18:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This policy is an abominaBon. 
Shame on you UCT!!!  

The experimental injecBon has proven to be hazardous to one's health.  
What's the financial kickback for You? Naomi

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-08 
09:09:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This vaccine doesn't work anyway, Medical Autonomy! Lisa

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
06:16:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gavin

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
02:04:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jacinda 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
21:42:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Your body your choice. No one should be mandated to an experimental gene therapy vaccine. GOD FORBIDS

Talita-
Kumi

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
21:19:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Not everybody need the vaccine. 
It is contra- indicated for certain medical condiBons. 
People have the right and should be allowed to manage their own healthcare. 
The vaccines are being misused as a control tool without proper care for the people with side effects. 
The handling if the pandemic harmed the health of millions of South Africans, due to neglect of other serious 
condiBons. ChrisBe reBred

2022-01-07 
20:57:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice is a consBtuBonal right, it is criminal to force an experimental vaccine policy! Beverley 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
18:12:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Eugene

2022-01-07 
18:00:52

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety this is purely a violaBon of human rights. Jud

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
15:22:57

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety ConsBtuBonal right cannot and must not be infringed upon! George

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
14:31:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Niel

employed 
individual
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2022-01-07 
14:30:19

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Annelize

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
11:26:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There’s is no strong proof that the vaccine are effecBve at reducing transmission of covid 19. Without this a 
the logic for a mandate falls away as it will not change how the virus is spread around campus. The policy then 
forces  students to choose between their right to free choice and their right to keep medical history private or 
there right to educaBon. This is not a choice one should have to make, they have rights to all these at once. 
The policy is violaBon of students rights. Oliver 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
11:23:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Keisha student

2022-01-07 
10:30:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is directly agains the consBtuBon.  No organisaBon can force anything on anyone.  It goes against the fibre of 
our democracy.  The consBtuBon sBpulates in 12.2 
Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the 
right— 
(b) to security in and control over their body; and 
(c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed 
consent.  

UCT has lost my respect and support Tobie
business 
owner

2022-01-07 
09:57:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every person has to be able to choose for themselves. It does not put anyone else in danger- this is 
propoganda and an overesBmaBon of the lethality of this respiratory disease.  The virus has a 99.9% survival 
rate in young individuals. To force a vaccine on this group has no merit. And if there are those who are 
vulnerable, which is a small percentage, then I quote: 

“If vulnerable groups can be idenBfied, targeted protecBon of those groups is possible without needing to 
restrict the fundamental rights of the whole populaBon. ProtecBng individuals with a high risk for infecBous 
diseases is a well-known concept. For example, bone-marrow transplantaBon paBents are regularly shielded 
from infecBous disease threats.” - PANDA Shelani

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
09:47:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ashley

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
09:08:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Unlawfully trying to insBtute medical apartheid during a medical trial (ends 2023) that should only 
parBcipated in via informed consent. Sarah

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
08:50:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety UnconsBtuBonal Jaco

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
08:34:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This so-called vaccine is a medical trial. It does not make you immune from covid neither does it prevent you 
from contracBng covid or spreading it. At best it provides personal protecBon from severe illness.  
So it's a personal choice to be protected and making it mandatory violates many freedoms and rights of the 
individual- freedom of choice, right to access to educaBon, right to earn a living, freedom of not being made a 
human medical experiment etc. 
The vaccine does not protect members of the public but the individual from severe illness if they contract the 
virus. So it does not qualify to be a mandatory vaccine and achieve your objecBves of protecBng uct 
employees and students from covid. 
The policy discriminatory. Both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can contract and spread covid. So all 
should be subject to weekly tests for covid and not just the unvaccinated. 

Kabelo
employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
08:33:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unconsBtuBonal, therefore illegal. You do not know beforehand who will be injured by the vaccine. The 
vaccine has been proven to be patented before the virus was there. You are following the WHO whom I do not 
trust. The staBsBcs are not true. The goals of the New World Order is to depopulate the earth, are you really 
ignorant of this fact? If they want us all dead, how must we believe that they have developed a vaccine to save 
our lives? It is all a scam. You clearly did not do your homework. Also, the pharmaceuBcal companies cannot 
be sued, and the so-called fund in SA for injured people does not work. You are protecBng your salaries, 
obviously, if you want to take away our freedom of choice. Anyway, the ANC government has been sold to evil 
rich people. It is a terrorist state, according to Merkle of Germany.  And according to the Ambasedor of Africa, 
SA is not a government. It is run by the mafia from Stellenbosch. Remember, whatever you do to others to 
save your own bun, is wrinen up in heaven. You will get your day of reckoning. Stop insulBng the intelligence 
of the non-vaxers. Desserie reBred

2022-01-07 
07:33:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Pro choice and pro rights. Vaccine mandates serve no purpose, except to control. Vaccine Free people are no 
threat to anyone. Stop creaBng apartheid with useless vaccine mandates, for experimental 'vaccines' which do 
not work. This is not in the best interest of any student at UCT. STOP!!! Michelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
06:47:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Greta

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
04:59:31

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Daliwonga 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
04:57:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines do not stop the virus from spreading, they help protect you from severe disease and from being 
hospiBlised. It does not make logical sense to force a vaccine mandate if the vaccines do not work like 
expected. Secondly, forcing a mandate for a vaccine that is supposedly safe does not make the for the best 
markeBng strategy for wanBng a high vaccinated rate in the populaBon. Divan

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
00:50:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Yasmin

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
23:11:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Illegal Del

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
23:07:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Bev

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
21:41:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety MagdA reBred

2022-01-06 
20:58:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Requiring passports or implemenBng forced medical intrusion onto one's freedom smacks of dictatorship, 
Socialism and Nazism. As we all know non of those forms of governing countries have EVER had posiBve 
results for huanity. WHY is this even given ANY consideraBon in 2022? Charlene

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
20:44:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Listen to proper science and then facts not corrupt funded beuarocrats Collin

2022-01-06 
20:37:33

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Walter

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
18:40:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Derek

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
18:01:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Bren

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
17:56:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Pass books serve no purpose but to limit people's freedom. The vaccines are not safe or effecBve and are in 
fact dangerous to people's health. Alan

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
17:49:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The imposiBon of such a mandate is invasive and draconian. Where will this madness stop if we allow just one 
to become precedent in a court of law.  My body my choice.  Enough is enough.  It is pointless even referring 
to science as perceived by mainstream media.  The truth about the poliBcizaBon of this and the clandesBne 
powers that lurk within is frightening but it should not stop us from building the wall. Caroll reBred

2022-01-06 
17:36:33

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety There is no concluding scienBfic evidence that this parBcular medical intervenBon is effecBve or safe. Franzene

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
16:09:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No vaccinaBon is guaranteed to be without risks and side effects. How, then, can a university require of all 
staff and students to receive a vaccinaBon, when this may cause harmful side effects? 

Furthermore, the Covid vaccinaBon has been clearly shown not to prevent illness and transmission - in other 
words, a vaccinated individual may sBll spread Covid to others. In light of this, people who choose not to 
receive the vaccine, clearly do so mainly at their own risk - not at the risk of those around them.  

Ena
business 
owner

2022-01-06 
15:36:36

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There are already talks that the Covid pandemic will be reduced to a standard flu virus next year. 
There are no reasons to force a vaccine that doesn't prevent you geqng the virus or dying from a side effect. Deborah 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
15:27:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Zelda reBred

2022-01-06 
15:14:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no accounBng for people who have had covid and have bener immunity. I caught it from a vaccinated 
person, so I do not see any point in having an out of date vaccine. Tom

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
15:08:54

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

What is this world coming to when people think they can impose their own medical choices on others. How is 
it that anyone can think it is okay to want to mandate an experimental jab on anyone else. Being part of any 
medical trial is a choice, to force people to take part in a medical trial for an experimental medicine is 
inhumane and to try and make it a pre-requisite for adminance to any educaBonal insBtuBon is absurd. Is UCT 
taking on the onus should anything happen to anyone who is coerced into taking this jab? Will they be held 
liable should someone suffer ill effects due to the mandate of this jab in order to be afforded the right to  
educaBon? Are they now puqng discriminaBon at the forefront of their admissions policy, who will next be 
discrimated against? Is this the begging of a new apartheid error in our country and society? Nicole

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
14:21:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Penny reBred

2022-01-06 
14:10:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccine is uncosBtuBonal and since government, pharmaceuBcal houses and doctors do not take 
responsibilty for unknown side effects, it cannot be made mandatory. 
Freedom of choice is part of our consBtuBonal rights, its my body and my life... Also I'm responsible for my 
children. Merinda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
13:19:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice. Neuremburg code. Increase in health risks following the vaccines like myocardiBs etc. 
Emergency use authorizaBon and so so much more wrong with this. When had a 1 size fits all ever been 
applicable in history? Mark

business 
owner
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2022-01-06 
12:59:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Oh the arrogance of man trying to play god. Nature will win in the end. Dale reBred

2022-01-06 
12:58:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of Choice. 
Its My body. 
Against SA ConsBtuBonal Rights. Desiree

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
12:38:37

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is most disturbing that what is supposed to be an intellectual insBtuBon has devolved to nothing more than 
puppetry for poliBcal expediency.  It is astounding that UCT has lost its ability to think independently and 
apply its vast access to applied discipline.  No wonder the standing of the university together with the 
reputaBon of this country has tanked - you guys all suffer Eleventy-one Syndrome. Ruth

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:30:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no logical basis for mandatory vaccinaBons in any seqng. The Covid-19 vaccines do not provide 
protecBon against infecBon, only against severe disease or death. No one is protected by the vaccine except 
the person who has been vaccinated; the decision to vaccinate should therefore be a personal, risk-based one. Pierre

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:05:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Theses vaccines are sBll in their experimental phase. Young adults are not at high risk of Covid . All risk and. I 
benefit. Dina

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:52:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is unconsBtuBonal and against the law to force people to take experimental medicaBons of any kind! Terenc

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
11:33:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Cornelius 
J reBred

2022-01-06 
11:26:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The manufactures of these so called vaccines: which do not give anyone immunity, have clearly stated they 
are not responsible for injuries or deaths resulBng from these injecBons. 
So 
Are you going to be  responsible of or the medical care of all those who are injured from the vaccine? ...for 
life! Are you going to pay for the losses and funeral costs when someone dies aoer geqng the vaccine? 
No? 
Well, then, how can you even  contemplate mandaBng this madness? Aside from the very nb fact that 
mandaBng these is a severe infringement on human rights Amber student

2022-01-06 
11:26:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Heard of freedom of choice? 
Nuremberg Code? 
Right of informed consent? 
Bodily autonomy? 

Steven 
employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:20:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No to mandated experiments. All who implement this now will be held accountable. Nuremberg 2 has already 
begu5n. Monique

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:18:21

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every individual has a right to freedom of choice! Who are you to issue a mandate because of a vaccine which 
does not prevent infecBon? Alan reBred

2022-01-06 
11:03:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It’s discriminaBon based on health status. 

Matlhogo
nolo

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:59:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jameson

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:41:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is  documented evidence that vaxing does not prevent covid, it merely lessens the severity- so does 
early intervenBon, and aquired imunity is more effecBve and without the nasty side effects of the vaccine. 
Most of the restricBons are illogical, not based on truth.  
It is a gross violaBon  to mandate a medical treatment that has been demonstrated to do more harm than 
good. It has caused more hardship than any other event in our history. 
Stop the madness now! Jennifer reBred

2022-01-06 
10:33:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Heidi

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:18:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

'Covid Vaccines' have failed to prove effecBveness in protecBng those injected from illness or transmission of 
illness. It has however been proven that those who receive the jab are at risk of severe adverse reacBons, 
more than any other vaccine in history. 

There is therefore no basis for this policy. 

Blackmailing people to get an experimental medical procedure also breaches many local and internaBonal 
naBonal laws and is therefore criminal. 

No to the jab and coercion. Camilo
business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:17:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jayde

2022-01-06 
10:12:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine injury vicBms are being ignored & silenced. ViolaBon of right to bodily integrity.  Virus has 99.9 % 
recovery rate. Draconian dictatorship not acceptable!! Barbara

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:11:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is rediculious and you are taking our freedom to choose away not even to menBon that the vaccine have 
negaBve effects that the leaders of SA don't want to acknowledged. Izak

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:10:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is rediculious and you are taking our freedom to choose away not even to menBon that the vaccine have 
negaBve effects that the leaders of SA don't want to acknowledged. Suzene

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:08:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice and the right to educaBon without any problems and hindrances Achmat reBred

2022-01-06 
09:57:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Hidden age Das.. Hve become blatantly exposed JP reBred

2022-01-06 
09:45:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice. No person or enBty has the right to coerce any person into taking a trial vaccinaBon. Johnny

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:43:34

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No to forced vaccinaBon. Let people make their own choices. Marais

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:34:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Government is captured and bo longer serving the people of this country.  Eugene

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:58:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is discriminaBon, against people who choose not to take the trial vaccine, basically forcing them to take it 
in order to have an educaBon, or otherwise not be able to study. It’s ridiculous, and they should be ashamed 
of themselves!! Angelique

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:47:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Zayaan 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:40:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Erica

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:26:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety The so called vaccine is a passive immune booster. Not a tradiBonal vaccine. Henk

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:23:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is overwhelming data noBng that  
(1) vaccinated people carry and transmit covid 19 equally strongly as unvaccinated people.  
(2) young people under 40 with no comorbidiBes have a higher risk of a serious adverse reacBon to the 
vaccine then they do to covid.  

Furthermore anyone who chooses to get vaccinated should be able to - if the vaccines work they will be 
protected.  Mike

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:22:09

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UniversiBes are meant to be placed where people learn to engage in healthy debate, to quesBon and 
research, NOT places where basic rights and freedoms are unilaterally stamped upon. Eileen

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:17:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The should be no  forced/mandated/cohersiin of anyone to take the experimental jab. No discriminaBon 
against the unvaxed. The has not been enough trials to test the supposed vaccines. Nic

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
08:17:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This injecBon is sBll in experimental phase.  
No animal trails  
No longterm outcome studies 
Neuremberg code protects everyone against experiments MT

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
06:57:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The ConsBtuBon LAW OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA, 1996 
As adopted on 8 May 1996 and amended on 11 October 1996 by the ConsBtuBonal Assembly 

Specifically in Chapter 1 SecBon 12 point 2.  b and c 

It clearly specify the FREEDOM and SECURITY of the PERSON 

"12. (1) Everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, which includes  

(b) to security in and control over their body; and  
(c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent." 

UNDERSTAND THAT MANDATE IS NOT LAW. 

My Body My Choice!!!!! W reBred
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2022-01-06 
06:55:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice is pivotal in a democraBc society. 
There are people who have had severe adverse reacBons to the vaccine. Should they be punished because 
they cannot have another jab? 
Others choose not to be vaccinated because of religious or other beliefs. Should they be punished for their 
choices & convicBons ? 
No one has the right to impose mandatory laws on a vaccine that is sBll currently in its trial phase and has not 
followed proper trial protocols which usually take years to complete. 
Being vaccinated does NOT stop the spread of covid & doesnt stop being infected either. 
Freedom of choice is criBcal to each individual.  
Absolutely unacceptable to propose mandatory vaccines. 

Helen  
2022-01-06 
06:44:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gail

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
06:36:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety My body my choice.  No idemnity no jab. Stop with the NWO bs. Lee

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
05:36:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ruchana

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
05:27:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I f someone can explain to me in detail how an unvaccinated  person  pose a risk to anyone. 
Vaccinated people get the virus, spread the virus. 
PLEASE EXPLAIN TO ME HOW AN INVACCINATED PERSON IMPOSE A RRISK TO ANYONE. Fanie reBred

2022-01-06 
05:04:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Hans

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
04:27:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Mark

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
01:02:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I vote NO for mandatory vaccinaBon and vaccine passports. 
I vote YES for freedom of choice, movement and speech. Helen

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:39:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Rt to bodily integrity Navindran

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:32:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sipho

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:32:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is unconsBtuBonal.They are taking away peoples human rights. Louise

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:23:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Please sBck to educaBon and leave healthcare to the doctors. Your job is to provide higher educaBon. 
Remember that. Bilal

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:10:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I deem it non-negoBable to give every person a free choice in the maner. It is every persons consBtuBonal 
right to bodily integrity. 

The vaccines are stated to protect those vaccinated against serious illness and death. Therefore the vaccinated 
are protected and should not be concerned by the unvaccinated. If some choose not to vaccinate, that is their 
choice and they take the supposed risks. The vaccinated (according to the promotors of vaccines) are 
protected. 

Furthermore, to extend the mandatory policy to all independent contractors or any other persons accessing 
campus for reasons different to study are ridiculous. Such persons may very well only access campus once or 
twice in their lives. Why force them to vaccinate? 

Those that trust the vaccine, must trust the vaccine and leave the unvaccinated to fight the disease as they 
may deem appropriate. Bruwer

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
23:52:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety I do not support mandatory vaccines. They are unconsBtuBonal Louw

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
23:42:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines are experimental with know side effects and no long-term safety data. It is unethical and illegal 
to subject young people to this Jeanine reBred

2022-01-05 
23:22:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UNCONSTITUTIONAL!!! 
Refer to the latest court case won by advocate Schalk Van Der Merwe. 
4 January 2022. Rina

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
23:19:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We have the right to choose, we have right to fulfil our human rights towards ourselves, our need of security 
and for our family.  

Amina
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:18:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is unconsBtuBonal and is taking away the human rights of these students and staff. You are disrespecBng 
their religious views and human rights, prevenBng them from  geqng an educaBon and achieving their goals 
and for what??? Forcing students, staff and visitors to be vaccinated doesn't prevent anyone from geqng 
Covid or passing it on, has been proven to have adverse affects and is completely illegal. This is disgusBng Taaliah

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:56:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It’s against the consBtuBons of the Republic of Sa Estelle

2022-01-05 
22:51:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This Draconian shiny ways coming from a place where the so called civilised people are from just goes to show 
what savage animals you UCT wannabees are. Despite overwhelming evidence if you even bothered to look 
you would know that such measures are highly counterproducBve. Raees 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:48:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Students never had to provide a health cerBficate before, not on TB, not on HIV etc. Why suddenly Covid? 
UniversiBes should be open to all, especially if the risk of dying from Covid now moves towards zero. Students 
are generally at higher risk of contracBng other serious diseases. We don't need a Covid passport and we have 
a right to bodily integrity. Judith

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:46:02

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Drienie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:43:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety FaBma

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:43:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How on this dear earth can we humanly morally be forced to defile our bodies with the FILTH in vaccines? All 
the while this so called vaccine is in it's experimental stage? A 
and vaccinated people are geqng sick and dying while the unvaccinated are adversely affected by the vaccine 
shedding from the vaccinated? This must STOP!!! Kaashif reBred

2022-01-05 
22:37:02

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

U call yourself a university- goal to educate students to think for themselves, do necessary research to make 
informed decisions when it's quite clear that the university seems incapable of doing that very thing. 
Plus the varsity is acBng in a criminal manner.  Mandatory vaccines is not law in SA hence applying it is against 
the law.  
At the same Bme breaking all sort of internal laws at same Bme.. Nuremberg code/ our consBtuBonal law and 
bill of rights. 
From a science perspecBve:  
It is a well known fact now that even if one is vaccinated one can sBll get covid plus one can sBll transmit the 
disease..  so- BOTTOMLINE what is the difference between vaccinated and non vaccinated person (the 
concept for the bener good- protect.your fellow man- has crashed and burned(. 
This vaccine (actually gene therapy) is NOT SAFE nor effecBve..  
Why is their a medical reason to have a vaccine for a disease that has such a low mortality rate and especially 
in younger people that are now at serious risk of geqng heart issues and death ( look at all the athletes - 
dying/ serious adverse effects(. 
Is the varsity going to accept liability for any injuries/ death- why not if you forcing it.. 
Why are you taking away freedom of choice??. It's each personal decision whether you vaccinate or not.. 
Varsity is guilty of causing medical apartheid/ the new "dom pass".  
A vaccine should only be given under FULL CONSENT of that person - how is that possible: one doesn't know 
all the ingredients in.those vaccines (and in fact Mr Robert Malone- invertor of m-Rna said do Not inject this 
into humans(.. why?- all previous trails done on animals , the animals died but I digress. Second point - trails 
only end in 2023 (think the cardio part only in 2028?? Speaking under correcBon) , so please explain to me 
how is it possible to know what the long term consequences are???? You can't... 
Stop bullying students/ lecturers to take this "vaccine"/ stop accepBng the poliBcal and msm narraBve and try 
"think" for yourselves... 

Thank goodness I studied when varsiBes encouraged criBcal thinkers/ not to accept everything face value, do 
your own research etc... As a teaching insBtute you should actually be ashamed of yourselves.. 
So Stop  this BS.. Margaret

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:30:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Ýour body ýour choice, access to educaBon should not be witheld because of a vax. You might as well say all 
HIV posiBve students can not ènter the premises. Might be a risk. Silly Colleen

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:21:38

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

What happened to  our freedom of choice, your human rights, your religious convicBons?     Islam gets 
accommodated every where, so why do ChrisBans not get the same support?     If the Tersiary educaBonal 
insBtuBons get the first approval, then they will have a foot in the door, which will just open wider and wider.  
They will find a way to escalate it.                                                      What I do not understand, is why there are so 
many doctors who put their careers on the line, and some who did loose everything, due to speaking out, yet, 
it seems like the truth is just being suppressed, and ignored, and the management of tersiary insBtuBons just 
take hold of the sceptre, which was never given to them, and they just conBnue to play God, out of their own 
fear.                                                                                                                                           So because of them not 
trusBng and believing in God, they choose to live in absolute fear, and advance the draconian rules, of the 
totalitarian agenda being forced on the world.                                                                                              Do you 
want to tell me, that there are that many ignorant and stupid people in management, that their common 
sense, has stopped working completely?                                                                                                                                                 
you want to tell me, that none of them have seen the videos of many doctors saying exactly the same, about 
the vaccine that is killing the people, with heart failure, blood clots etc, that all of these doctors have 
conspired to tel the same lie?                                                                                                                             maryna

business 
owner
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2022-01-05 
22:17:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is uner Bull Shit and against our consBtuBon in SA. !!!!! Your body, your choice!!!_ Who do these people 
think they are? Pushing a mandate which is not law in the country _ Oh I know, it is all about money!!!! 
accepBng the bribe from the Government to push their bullshit New World Order crap!!!!! how much are you 
geqng paid you sons of bitches_ we all know this has nothing to do with a virus but all about money, control 
and power!!!! Not one government so far could supply a isolated sample of the so_called covid scandemic 
crap_ wake up !!!!!! It is normal influenza but they have turned it into a bio weapon and waves of uner crap_ I 
cannot believe this ???? Start studying on line and send these varsiBes to HELL !!!! They are enslaving you and 
stealing your money Margo

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:16:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

ALL you Motherfuckers are ON NOTICE!!! You are in violaBon of the Nuremberg Criminal Code of 1947 and the 
penalty if Convicted is DEATH BY HANGING! If your neck does not break, you will hang unBl you suffocate to 
death! 
  
Lead PlainBffs Hannah Rose (Lawyer) and Dr. Michael Yeadon PhD (Former Vice President of Pfizer and Former 
Chief ScienBst of Pfizer) lodged a case at the InternaBonal Criminal Court on 6 Dec 2021 against all these 
vaccine companies on Charges of Crimes Against Humanity. May you all be prosecuted and executed!!  

Write me on WhatsApp on +7 963 343 1648  

Nazeem
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:02:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You can sBll contract and spread Covid if you are jabbed.  Freedom of choice is at stake. Also, will the UCT 
body be compensated if they are vaccine injured? 

(I am a current student at UWC) KrisBn student
2022-01-05 
21:57:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I support medical freedom of choice & in no way wish for some form of prejudicial medical apartheid to ever 
happen! Rosamund 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:53:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As an insBtuBon that has upheld freedom for so many years this acBon is despicable. 
I will withdraw all support for UCT. Steve

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
21:41:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccinaBons are unconsBtuBonal and has no place on a university campus that purports to 
educate students on free thinking. Karen

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:32:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Chiquita reBred

2022-01-05 
21:22:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Neurenberg code  prohibits this folly. Maguerita reBred

2022-01-05 
21:13:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Seeing as the Covid vaccine does not give immunity, nor prevents spread, herd immunity via vaccinaBon with 
this vaccine is impossible. I fail to see the reasoning to mandate vaccinaBon to allow access to any area, never 
mind universiBes. The vaccine gives individual protecBon only and as such, should be the individual’s choice to 
take it or not as it holds no benefits for protecBng others. . Nicolene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:57:12

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines do not protectyou from covid. They do not stop anyone from transmiqng the virus. They certainly 
prevent many elderly and compromised paBents geqng severly ill. This is sBll an experimental vaccine and 
serious adverse drug reacBon numbers post vaccinaBons are climbing dramaBcally but are not published. 
WHY. 
An injectable agent should never be forced on people for any reason. This is a virus, like SARS and H1N1 who 
were equally as serious. Logic and reason should be used here and this disease should NOT be poliBcised. Don reBred

2022-01-05 
20:47:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandatory vaccinaBon is, against the consBtuBon which allows freedom of choice with regard to what each 
person allows in their own body. When being jabbed the content of the injecBon are not disclosed neither are 
the possible side effects disclosed. Furthermore  mandatory vaccinaBons as well as non-disclosure of content  
as well as possible side effects of the  jab  also violates the Nuremberg code. 
   

Hilda reBred
2022-01-05 
20:46:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Rounelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:46:43

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Wilma

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:46:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Wilma

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:36:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Medical decisions should be made by each individual themselves.  Is uct going to pay the university fees? Is 
uct going to pay if something goes wrong if they have forced individuals to have a medical procedure they 
didn't want?? Marthina

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:27:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Magda reBred

2022-01-05 
20:11:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nikki

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:08:05

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You are absolutely ridiculous in considering mandates. It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 
some people can not take it due to medical reasons. So can they not study?  

Natural immunity outweighs allllll injecBons in all studies. 

 Young people barely become very ill of this. They can sBll get and transmit the virus injected or not.  

 Excellent treatments are available for covid.  

Adverse reacBons of injecBons in young people are staBsBcally much higher than the  risks of geqng very ill.  

Our consBtuBon offers religious freedom to those who can not take it on religious grounds. Who are 
universiBes to try and implement illegal mandates??  

We all have bodily integrity!! I
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:50:34

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The whole free choice issue aside, in effect UCT are saying that regarding the fitness of academic staff to 
conBnue being employed at UCT, a government-stamped injecBon cerBficate counts for more than all the 
degrees, academic experBse, research record, teaching reputaBon, years of service, etc. etc. of an academic 
staff member. That is insane.  Words fail me as a former academic from another university – and, in fact, on 
the basis of simple common sense. It's ludicrous. Nicky

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:27:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Unbiased informaBon, which has been squashed before, confirms that the "vaccine is a dangerous trial which 
is killing and maiming thousands of people across the world.  InsBtuBons 'mandaBng' will be called to face 
charges and will have no resources to senle the claims. Thousands of cases are at this moment being used to 
pursue jusBce by legal teams. 

Barbara reBred
2022-01-05 
19:27:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It's nonsensical and useless...the vax doesn't work so why the policy...it's a policy of nonsense 

Mahlogon
olo student

2022-01-05 
19:21:41 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety We are free to deside if we wanr to take the vaccine or not Nadia student

2022-01-05 
19:10:30

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety I'm fully vaccinated by the BLOOD OF YAHWE Riana

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:01:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice Luca student

2022-01-05 
19:00:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is not consBtuBonal, period! Peter

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:40:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is totally against human rights.and the freedom to choose 

Charmain
e

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:57:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is TOOTALLY AGAINST our consBtuBon and against the LAW and against HUMAN RIGHTS...those who 
suggested  this should be very careful, Nurenberg was real and many HUNG! Gabrielle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:55:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is unconsBtuBonal. DiscriminaBng againts someone that does not want to get the vaccine. Everyone must 
be allowed to decide for themselves and not be forced by an insBtuBon. Janina

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:36:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is against our consBtuBonal law infringing on human rights to choose whether you want to parBcipate in 
experimental medicine. 
The FDA approved jab is not the one being administered, it is the one designated for emergency use. Zandré

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:30:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The whole idea breaks 10 Nuremberg codes. There cannot be any way to force people to take part in an 
experiment. Caryn

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:28:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I am totally ashamed of uct for cohearsing people to take an experimental  gene therapy where the 
manufacturers do not take liability for any possible side effects and where the deaths yr on yr for cvd show we 
r not in a pandemic at all ...and that our natural immune system copes bener than any jb...God is in control 
and to  force some to compromise their natural immune system and become dependant on jbs and boosters is 
so sinful...it's a money making racket these jbs as r tests with a machine which does not even have the 
isolated virus to test and was never developed for the purpose of tesBng for cvd and us just fear mongering 
with  false posiBves 

Mary 
anne reBred

2022-01-05 
17:28:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No student, educator, nor employee for that maner, should ever be required to trade or sacrifice their bodily 
autonomy; freedom of property ownership of which your body is every person's primary property; freedom of 
religion; or any other right or freedoms in order to obtain an educaBon, or earn an income. 

Steven
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
17:24:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Freedom of choice in is enBrely! L

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:19:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Esme

unemployed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
17:19:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

These vaccines are sBll in experimental trial phase which is why they need consent from parBcipants. So how 
can it be mandated. I think these universiBes are arrogant to think that they have the right to dictate to others 
what they can and cannot do with their own bodies. Considering what we now know about these 
experimental drugs known as covid vaccines, anyone or any business or organizaBon pushing people to get 
vaccinated are war criminals. No one can be forced to vaccinate and holding someone's livelihood or 
educaBon in the balance is a gross human rights violaBon. Especially since there are alternaBve treatments 
that work very well against covid 19. So there is no need for anyone to vaccinate. It's crazy to try and vaccinate 
the enBre world's people because of a noval virus with over a 99.9% survival rate. There is a reason why laws 
like the Nuremberg Code exists. Go and have a look at the WHO Vigi Access site or some of the other sites 
that lists all the vaccine adverse reacBons. Millions of people are being negaBvely affected by these so called 
covid vaccines. These are severe reacBons including myocardiBs and death. Every single person has complete 
autonomy over their own bodies and no government, organizaBon or corporate enBty has the right to force 
anyone to vaccinate. So back off. Nicole

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:06:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How on earth can you even begin to jusBfy the mandatory implementaBon of a medical therapeuBc that is 
proven to have zero impact on transmission? 
Both vaccinated and unvaccinated people who become infected with covid isolate for 10 days. Both miss the 
same amount of educaBon and have the ability to infect others.  
This is not a sterilizing vaccine by any means.  
Furthermore, young, healthy people have more risk of myocardiBs and other rare albeit serious side effects, 
than they have from Covid. Especially now that the virus is on the verge of becoming endemic.  
To coerce young people into choosing between their educaBon and their right to bodily integrity is disturbing!  
It is also a slippery slope of overreach and the trampling of rights.  

Nick 
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
16:45:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Victoria

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
16:24:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Erica

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:20:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sally-Anne 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:19:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jaundrè

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:18:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

1. The vaccines do not stop transmission. 
2. No risk straBficaBon. All people are considered to have equal risk, which is not scienBfically supported. 
3. Does not acknowledge recovery from natural infecBon, which does confer natural protecBon. 
4. 80% of South Africans have already been exposed to SARS-CoV-2, indicaBng substanBal natural protecBon. 
5. Does not accommodate or acknowledge  vaccine injuries. 
6. All people should have a choice. 
7. Forcing medical intervenBons is fascist. 
8. The mandate will create more tension. 
9. This policy is already outdated in terms of what it hoped to achieve, several American universiBes are 
rescinding these rules in spite of rising case numbers, because the vaccines are ineffecBve. 
10. Omicron is mild, and in a low vaccinated country our hospitalisaBons have been remarkably low. There no 
support for forced jabs.  

Cheryl
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:13:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Khatjo 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:04:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No one should be forced or mandated to have any medical treatment Ronelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:02:19

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There cannot be a single element of debate about a forced instrucBon to comply with experimental drug use. 
This is purely a miss leading process as there is no legal grounds for it in its enBrety! The panel must be 
disbanded and a resulBng vote of no confidence should be kept against the leadership that keeps pushing the 
lie of these experimental medical devices as if they are validated vaccines.  Jaun-onic 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:55:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It's a reprehensible idea to force people to get injected with a substance or take any form of medicaBon in 
order to remain in a posiBon to further educate themselves in any way that suites them. these Covid 19 
vaccines are sBll very much in trial phases and therefore experimental, that alone is grounds for serious 
lawsuits if a mandate is put in place. QuinBn

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:54:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is unconsBtuBonal to force people to be injected with an experimental injecBon. 
It is a crime against humanity. Oscar

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:53:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Ramaposa promised jobody will be forced to Vax. We are all free men and women on the soil and have a right 
yo choose what goes in our bodies . We are not lab rare in this experiment.  Nobody should ever be 
discriminated against Carina

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:39:29

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Pierre 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:38:49

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How do they jusBfy in making  it compulsory (mandate means you have a choice) to force students and 
employees to take an Experimental, Emergency use vaccine to anend university and the workplace? The 
vaccine does not stop the spread. Have they lost all common sense and reasoning?  The country has 
supposedly reached herd immunity, so why again the mandate?  Trust the individual, in the event they feel 
unwell to stay home Bll bener. Life must go on, we have to live with this virus and stop being so afraid. Trying 
to control people is wrong. Have some trust in the people. Cheryl

2022-01-05 
15:37:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Johanna

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:35:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

So much adverse reacBon of the jab. One with something between his ears can see the jab is poisines. How 
many people must sBll die, before they stopped it. 

Louise
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:30:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates are akin to raping ciBzens human rights,  the bill of rights and the consBtuBon. Proceed 
with your planned atrociBes  and you will answer to the people for destroying their health and killing their 
loved ones. The Nuremberg trials will be like a kindergarten party compared to what is waiBng for those who 
are forcing and enBcing people to parBcipate in your medical experiment. Neels 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:27:18

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is absolutely zero jusBficaBon for vaccine mandates. It neither prevents transmission, nor protects 
against infecBon. And to the sign according to the scienBst who developed  this so-called vaccinaBon said in 
an interview it is actually gene therapy. They just used the word vaccinaBon because it's known worldwide, 
and it was easier to convince people to take the vaccine instead of telling people to take gene therapy. Amanda

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:18:36

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I just wonder how ANY intelligent person can sBll not see, that thie scamdemic/covid19/Bill Gatesvirus is 
nothing but a ruse to get pedophile Bill Gates' clotshot/culling "vaccines" into the global ciBzens bodies!! This 
corona/covid19/Bill Gatesvirus has a 98+% survivability rate!! So why in hell is their such a push to "vaccinate" 
people!! I rather believe it's part of the NWO's drive to cull 6 billion people!! The worst part is the ANCvirus 
SAMA, NCCC(and all of the other prosBtute "experts" has been comprised!! So don't think of telling me of 
what these arsehole are spewing!! Johannes reBred

2022-01-05 
15:16:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Steven student

2022-01-05 
15:15:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Melissa student

2022-01-05 
15:14:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Julian 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:14:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Megan 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:13:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Vaccine does nothing! Candice 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:13:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is already insurmountable proof that the vaccine is more of a problem than a benefit. All promoBng if 
should be treated like the criminals they accusing those against it are being treated. Further forcing it via 
mandates that dictate access should be classified as a criminal offence and guilty parBes charged for 
manslaughter and financial compensaBon. This is a glorified toxic flu vaccine not a real one, the research is 
there. Sidney 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
15:12:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine offers limited benefit and some studies indicate that having natural immunity(anB-bodies) is more 
effecBve and lasts longer and is also more effecBve against different variants (hnps://www.nature.com/
arBcles/s41586-021-04060-7). If we pit the amount of Covid deaths against the amount of deaths caused by 
the common flu yearly Covid deaths are less, but we are not forced to isolate, quarinBne or get a vaccine. If 
the vaccine was so effecBve why would it maner who gets vaccinated and who doesn't. If you choose to get 
vaccinated that is your choice if you choose not to that is your choice.  

My next point is on our consBtuBon which took years to be created and was created specifically with equality 
and fairness in mind. When we start limiBng peoples rights due to their choices or beliefs, no maner the 
scenario, we are going down a very slippery slope. In this regard we can look at it from another angle as well, 
we could say that the people that die from Covid normally has an underlying co-morbidity like being 
overwieght, high blood pressure or diabetes and therefore everyone that does not exercise, and does eat 
sugar and fany foods will not be allowed out of the house, because they are at risk.  

Finally our bodies are so extremely well designed that it can sort out most medical issues, bar trauma's off 
course, it is the only thing that can prevent or cure a virus and this is medically known. 

It all comes down to the right to choose. Each person should be allowed to choose whether they go or don't 
go for the vaccine. Each shop and restaurant owner can choose who they serve vaccinated or  unvaccinated, 
but the blanket judgement taken by government, even though iniBally was a good response, now that we 
have more data should seriously be reconsidered. Finally power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely, 
please be wary of this age old saying. Liezel

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:07:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT reintroducing apartheid, segregaBon and the dompas on the grounds of rubbish pseudo "science"  in 
order to keep the funding from  their colonial masters. A so called insBtuBon of higher educaBon, what a joke, 
your acBons show that there are not enough brain cells between the lot of you to form one single brain. The 
only classes UCT should be qualified to offer are propaganda and virtue signalling 101 at higher cerBficate 
level. Heidi

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:42:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is absolutely zero jusBficaBon for vaccine mandates.  It neither prevents transmission, nor protects 
against infecBon.  At this stage, the only people I know that have “tested posiBve” are those that are 
vaccinated.  Add to that that young people are at almost zero risk of geqng seriously ill.  One can only assume 
that you are being funded by big pharma. Dana

2022-01-05 
14:38:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Pieter

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:33:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Debra 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:12:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Again, an insBtuBon is anempBng to force students and staff to get vaccinated  - the only risk that those who 
refuse face is losing their employment or educaBon. This is unacceptable! Zelmé

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:11:09

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We should not be forced to put anything into our bodies.  This is equivalent to dictatorship. Prophised in the 
Bible.  NO TO MANDATORY  VACCINE Lorna reBred

2022-01-05 
14:09:28

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Medical freedom should be prtected at all costs! No person should be forced or excluded or discriminated 
against because of freedom of choice. I have the right to decide what I want to put in body Michelle

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:05:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This inoculaBon is sBll an experimental shot.    NO NO NO NO NO NO  TO  THIS SHOT Marcelle

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:54:10

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Again there is being infringed on people's freedom of choice and thus restricBng people to get an educaBon.  
This against basic human rights.  Stopping people from geqng an educaBon just because they do not want an 
experimental injecBon is ludicrous Renata

2022-01-05 
13:50:50

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nathalie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:48:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Sharon-
Rose

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:41:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This mandate creates discriminaBon and reflects many things from the past that should stay in the past. 
EducaBon is for all and should not be with held for any reason. Prisoners are allowed educaBon but you want 
to ban the youth from educaBon based on their Covid vaccine status? Unfortunately, I know of people with 
side effects to the vaccine and they have been treated appalling. This needs to stop. I can list more reasons 
but the truth is no one wants to listen. They are only interested in forcing this vaccine on people no maner the 
consequences. The fact that educaBon faciliBes feel the need to take away a human right to educaBon over a 
vaccine is disgraceful and completely unethical. Melissa 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:29:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We have a consBtuBonal right! 
No one should be forced to be part of a horrific experiment!! Joe

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:29:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines don't protect any-one. It was never designed for that. It's sBll experimental. How can you 
mandate an experimental medicine that was never designed for the purpose you want to mandate it for? Sandra

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:27:38

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

People have the right of choice. Those that believe in the vaccine should be free to receive it and vice versa 
those that do not want the vaccine should be free not to take it without prejudice. ImplemenBng such a policy 
at a renowned insBtuBon as UCT will result in propaganda promoBng segregaBon.  

If the vaccine is as effecBve as is described then those vaccinated should not fear infecBon from those 
unvaccinated. On the other hand, no one should be forced to vaccinated to protect another, it is immoral at 
many levels. Let people have their choice and respect the choices they make. Suleiman 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:26:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is unconsBtuBonal. It is against free choice. It causes discriminaBon.  It disrupts young peoples futures. 

Madelein
e 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:24:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Insanity at it's best- relying on the herd / sheep mentality to gain control. 
No no NO !!! Val reBred

2022-01-05 
13:23:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Demonic measure Willem reBred

2022-01-05 
13:20:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice in 'experimental drug therapy ' should not be compromised. 
Bodily integrity is an individual's decision . 
Coersion and force is unlawful. Dawn

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:08:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Blessing

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:08:11

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Why do the vaccinated have to be "protected" from the unvaccinated?  Isn't  the purpose of the vaccine to 
"protect" you from Covid?  Why should the  unvaccinated then be forced to take a vaccine that has clearly 
failed? It does not prevent transmission  or infecBon from Covid-19.  Vaccinated sBll get infected and transmit 
the virus. Vaccinated carry the same viral load as an unvaccinated person when infected.  

Why is natural immunity not considered? Why the need for vaccine passes to parBcipate in  educaBon?  
EducaBon is your right- vaccinated or not. VaccinaBon does NOT stop transmission or infecBon which nullifies 
the need for vaccine passes in its enBrety.    

Fanitsa
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:08:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is shameful to coerce people into any form of acBon be it medical or otherwise. An insBtuBon of higher 
educaBon is duty bound to educate NOT indoctrinate or coerce. Fezile 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:04:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:00:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This shouldn’t even be up for discussion it’s down right wrong and  evil. Archie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:59:32

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice. MandaBng something that doesnt even stop you from geqng, spreiding or geqng ill is 
madness. 

Esterhuyz
en

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:58:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sarel

2022-01-05 
12:48:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Ridiculous! Jonathan

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:44:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is absolutely a maner of personal choice  The vaccinated are being convinced that the unvaccinated are a 
threat to them.  What uner BS!!  If you are vaccinated then surely you are safe?  Or do you have doubts?  
Then why have you been vaccinated?? Ilda

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:36:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Helen 

unemployed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
12:35:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Listen carefully: 

South Africa, including its universiBes, is not a 'pass please' country. It used to be. That state of affairs, known 
as Apartheid, was deemed ethically reprehensible by the world. A mandatory vaccinaBon or passbook in a 
society makes that society a 'pass please' society. It is an Apartheid tacBc and has no place anywhere, least of 
all South Africa. 

A mandate to force people to take a medical therapy / medicine / vaccine / gene therapy / experimental drug 
is against the South African consBtuBon and the Nuremberg code. The people pushing for the mandate are 
being unconsBtuBonal at the level of the South African consBtuBon and unlawful at the internaBonal policy 
level.  

There is no scienBfic sense in mandaBng any of the covid19 medical therapies that are being incorrectly 
referred to as vaccines. The medical therapies do not prevent a person from contracBng the virus, nor from 
spreading it. The only thing that the medical therapies MAY do is prevent the most serious symptoms of 
covid19 when a person contracts the virus, but we have other tried tested and safe medicines such as 
IvermecBn and Hydroxychloroquine that serve exactly the same purpose. 

While I comprehend that some people may feel safer knowing that there is a vaccine mandate in society, their 
feeling of safety in this regard is totally without reason or jusBficaBon. It would be like forcing me to wear a 
life-jacket while driving in case I somehow drown in the car, with this ludicrous measure somehow supposed 
to make the person in a different car feel safer. That person's feeling of safety may be real, but it would be 
completely irraBonal - so it is with the feeling of safety that some people may feel with a 'vaccine' mandate in 
place.   

A 'vaccine' mandate - even if the drug actually worked - would be medical tyranny. This would be 
unacceptable in a democraBc society. Except now South African poliBcians and bureaucrats are talking about 
mandaBng a medical therapy that does not work. How laughably ignorant, stupid, and reprehensible.  

Wake up. The fact that we need to defend democraBc freedoms against idioBc ideas that are being taken 
seriously is simply disgraceful. Dr David

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:32:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is unconsBtuBonal! 
The "vaccines" are experimental DNA changing and are NOT effecBve against Covid19. 
Mandates require consent and cannot be enforced without consent. 
I do NOT consent. Alena

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:30:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice is imperaBve.  The vaccine does not prevent infecBons.  There are measures in place to 
adhere to, to protect oneself. Leon

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:25:35

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Kagisano 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:15:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I am totally against any form of mandatory vaccine policy whether it is at a university  or in the work place.  A 
one size fits all policy is not acceptable in this day and age. Carol reBred

2022-01-05 
12:12:39

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Every ciBzen has the right to excercise their Non-Derogable right in terms of Chapter 2 of the ConsBtuBon of 
the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996 as amended.  No legal enBty or body should have the right to 
enforce their views when it is in contradicBon of this Act. They are not above the law. Nadine

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:52:05

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates are wrong!!  
Every person has the right to decide  what to do to their body as they please.   
Forcing someone to vaccinate in order to study is almost blackmail.  
The varsity and people who implement mandates have no conscience at all! Tanya

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:50:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Government, who serves the people, does not hold the right to mandate anything without the clear informed 
consent of the public.  
Government and UCT have not given the public unbiased and detailed informaBon on the covid injecBons. 
People are sBll unaware that these injecBons are in trials, have not been approved, and they will be 
parBcipaBng in a mass clinical trial for a pandemic that has proved not to be so. The people should be able to 
use exisBng and approved medicaBon (that works) as an alternaBve to an experimental one. This opBon is not 
been offered or even considered, why? 
Where is the transparency in this maner, why is government signing medical trial contracts with 
pharmaceuBcal companies without the publics knowledge or concent? 
No person should ever be discriminated against, be excluded from, or coerced into any form of parBcipaBon 
of a medical trial. This goes against our consBtuBon, our human rights, and the Nuremberg Code that was put 
in place for exactly what you trying to mandate. 
If these mandates go ahead at UCT, everyone on the council will be help personally responsible for any crimes 
against humanity, and any trial injuries. 
This is not a threat, this is the reality. Adrian 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:49:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Obviously, the vaccine mandate is unconsBtuBonal in terms of the human rights of the general public, 
specifically the freedom of choice for medical intervenBon or treatments. Futhermore, this also goes against 
the post-apartheid South Africa's vision of wider access to educaBon and removing the historical barriers to 
educaBon. These points make these mandates a strikingly similar environment to apartheid-era UCT or any 
educaBonal insBtuBon during that period that restricted access to educaBon. Some would say vaccines are a 
necessity to save lives so everyone should be forced, but similarly the apartheid government used 'safety' and 
other jusBficaBons to discriminate and exclude people from educaBon. The real quesBon is, how are forced 
medical treatments any different to forced racial classificaBons to divide the country into vaccinated vs. 
unvaccinated? Have we really moved on from apartheid?

Shameem
ah

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:40:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The Nuremburg code is there for a reason. 
Having a choice of what is going into our bodies is basic right we must never loose. 
The current vaccines are rubbish. Doesn't stop people from geqng Infected or passing it on and adverse 
reacBons are not reported on in mainstream media. 
Criminal stuff. www.openvaers.com 
Lancet did an absolute risk paper on these vaccines and found them to be 1% effecBve. It's a joke really. Desmond

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:36:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We are not puppets.  We have the right to deside what we wants to do with our own bodies.  Stop forcing us 
to do the vaccine.  We need the Lord and faith to survive not the vaccine. Susan reBred

2022-01-05 
11:33:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is NOT a credable vaccine, to Big a risk, freedom of choice, manipulaBon, future defects. Maria reBred

2022-01-05 
11:32:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Antoinene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:29:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Repost with typos corrected 
The Covid 19 inoculaBons are clearly not stopping transmission - those countries with the highest rate of 
inoculaBon  (Singapore, Gibraltar, Ireland amongst others) also have a high rate of infecBon - in Singapore's 
case, despite over 100% vaccinaBon with the jabs (as tourists also get them) -  their transmission rate is much 
higher than the previous year when there were no  vaccinaBons. 

Omicron is showing itself to be a blessing in that it is creaBng herd immunity being easily passed on but having 
very mild symptoms. Most of South Africa is already immunized through either natural immunity through 
infecBon and recovery, 
or already having had the vaccinaBon. (Though it is increasingly doub�ul this is actually effecBve given how 
many vaccinated individuals are tesBng posiBve.) 

Natural immunity is a much more reliable form of immunity as it involves all 3 of our immune defence 
systems, and has a long memory 
whereas vaccinaBons are showing via the data to fail within a few months, hence the need for ongoing 
boosters. 

These boosters are not proven to be efficacious - other than in boosBng the obscene profits being made by 
those venture capitalists who are eager for the world's populaBon to be under their jurisdicBon. 

I am disappointed in my alma mater, that it is so willing to throw ethics, common sense and good science   
out,  ostensibly in return for funding from these corrupted organizaBons. 

You show that you as a university no longer hold a place as a leading light of knowledge in our country, but 
rather are becoming meek followers of those outside the country,with intenBons that more and more clearly 
are seen to be profit driven at best, and possibly a lot more nefarious. 

I hope you will reconsider your stance before you are tarred with that same brush, and see your reputaBon in 
ruins. Marcelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:26:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Erosion of people's choice and exerBng control over people like this is so wrong. Where will it end? Clive

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:24:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is ILLEGAL! For a virus with a 99 % survival rate. Dis rimina Thambina 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
11:23:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The Covid 19 inoculaBons are clearly not stopping transmission - those countries with the highest rate of 
inoculaBon  (Singapore, Gibraltar, Ireland amongst others) also have a high rate of infecBon - in Singapore's 
case, despite over 100% vaccinaBon with the jabs" as tourists also get them) their transmission rate is much 
higher than the previous year when there were no  vaccinaBons. 

Omicron is showing itself to be a blessing in that it is creaBng here immunity bring easily passed on but having 
very mild symptoms. Most of South Africa is already immunized through either natural immunity through 
infecBon and recovery 
Or already having had the vaccinaBon. 

Natural immunity is a much more reliable form of immunity as it involves all 3 of our immune defence 
systems, and has a long memory 
whereas vaccinaBons are showing via the data to fail within a few months, hence the need for ongoing 
boosters. 

These boosters are not proven to be efficacious - other than in boosBng the obscene profits being made by 
those venture capitalists who are eager for the world"s populaBon to be under their jurisdicBon. 

I am disappointed in my alma mater, that it is so willing to throw ethics, common sense and good science   
out,  ostensibly in return for funding from these corrupted organizaBons. 

You show that you as a university no longer holds a place as a leading light of knowledge in our country, but 
rather are meek followers of those with intenBons that more and more clearly are seen to be profit driven at 
best, and possibly a lot more nefarious. 

I hope you will reconsider your stance before you are tarred with that same brush, and see your reputaBon in 
ruins. Marcelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:22:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Chantelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:19:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It is illegal Annie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:05:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

1. UnconsBtuBonal 
2. Trail vaccine unlawful to mandate 
3. Freedom of choice 
4. Ingredients From aborted babies 
5. Too many side effects hidden 
6. AlternaBve available 
7. Natural immunity 
8. Varients less dangerous  

Dirk
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:04:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Phil

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:01:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety just no chris

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:59:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I unapologeBcally object any form of vaccine mandates whether in UCT or any other universiBes or even in 
any of the sectors whether public or private enBBes, schoos  or  employment secBon in our South African 
country because this vaccine mandates are just a Bp of ice bag of how dominatory our South Africa is 
becoming which it's adverse outcome will results in South Africans being stripped of their rights as enacted in 
the ConsBtuBon but in the case of UCT mandatory vaccine policy drao, I profusely object to such a absurd 
policy drao as it will limit access to educaBon and it will further undermines medical freedom which is one of 
the provisions set out in our ConsBtuBon for the benefit of ciBzens of South Africa which includes UCT 
students. Vaccine mandate drao policy by UCT will endeavour to destroy the right to educaBon and will also  
endorse discriminaBon amongst students on medical grounds and further undermines the confidenBality of 
students  in relaBon to medical status. This vaccine policy is not proven effecBve as it is claimed and 
propagated as students will sBll be equally suscepBble to covid variants even aoer taking the jab and why 
should the unvaccinated be punished for not following the medical tyrannical ideology which has not proven 
scienBfic basis.  Vaccine policy at UCT if passed into law might tricker riots and social disturbance which will 
affect the access to quality educaBon and on the other hand  vaccine mandates should not supersedes the 
ConsBtuBonally entrenched rights of UCT students.   UCT should provide alternaBve medical opBons for those 
who don't want volunteer in taking the vaccine so that there is a balance approach in this scenario not 
dictatorship because at the end of the day, UCT will indemnifies itself should adverse reacBons be experienced 
aoer taking the jab. We must them uphold Medica freedom and freedom of choice amongst the students 
because the student's bodies are not the temples of UCT or government. We must uphold human rights above 
vaccine mandates. We must also trust in alternaBve medicinal opBons that our scienBfic research team in 
South Africa can explore instead of coercing poor students to take vaccine that  UCT prescribes.  
In closing UCT must trust in natural immunity and allow the responsible UCT students to make the call 
concerning vaccine as medical freedom is sBll the order of the ConsBtuBon. Freedom of choice must be 
upheld and it must also be noted that there may be undiagnosed underlying condiBons in students which will 
not be known during interview by health professional when one decides to take the shot because the medical 
condiBons are progressives and someBmes undetectable which may further endanger the students when 
taking the vaccine shot as mandated by UCT which will be suicidal to students because no thorough tests are 
carried out before the vaccine is administer which will ensure that the students gets a clean bill of health 
before deciding to take the vaccine from the outcome of the tests, this is called medical freedom not medical 
dictatorship which South African government and UCT wants to impose on students. I stand for medical 
freedom as since there is not insurance for life aoer it is taken, I say let the students make their call on what 
goes into their bodies. I stand for access to educaBon for all and also freedom of choice Conny

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:56:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Forced vaccinaBon is illegal under our consBtuBon. Every person should have the freedom of choice. Vaccine 
mandated make absolutely no sense either as they do not stop the transmission or the vaccinated geqng 
Covid. The UCT proposal will limit students equal rights to educaBon.  
There is more and more evidence emerging that the vaccine have serious health risks.  
The young and healthy have suck a low mortality risk that there is a greater chance of them dieing from a road 
accident than Covid 19.  
Vaccine mandates are unlawful. Michael 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:53:58

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

One cannot mandate a vaccine that has such a poor effecacy against a virus with such a low death rate. 
Injuries from the vaccine are just as bad as the damage done by the virus. You cannot force something onto 
people when it has side effects and causes damage and is not effecBve . Robyn

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:52:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccines are shown to be in affecBve - do not produce an immune response but create a spike protein that 
ihas shown to have dangerous side effects . It goes against the Nuremberg convenBon.  The side effects are 
terrible and long term side effects are unknown. It is sBll an experimental medical procedure.   It is unlawful 
and does not recognise bodily integrity, and informed consent is not ensured .   It goes against st the South 
African consBtuBon. Those that promote this pracBse will be held accountable . Rita reBred

2022-01-05 
10:52:05 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Its my choice to choose to get this vaccine...or not...as people that are vaccinated sBll gets covid...and also sBll 
die of it....the vaccine can't guarantee me not geqng covid.  I believe...geqng covid with out the vaccine...and 
be healthy again...and have anBbodies ...is bener.. Hanlie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:49:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

My body, my choice. 
Mandatory vacaBon is another form of apartheid. Soon the government will be excluding those who are not 
vaccinated by choice or for religious reasons from parBcipaBng in the economy. 
Therefore discriminaBng people based on there medical status. Tebogo

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:43:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jean student

2022-01-05 
10:39:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Klarissa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:26:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is fundamentally wrong for any government to mandate a medical procedure that is sBll in 
trial ,experimental phase, or under emergency use authorizaBon!!!!and therefore impossible for any 
individual to be able to truly give INFORMED CONSENT!!!! Estelle 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:24:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Hilton

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:23:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Leslie 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:22:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The raBonale used to try and jusBfy such policies becomes less and less sensible wiut each new variant that is 
discovered. Policies such as this are divisive and nonsensical, and not to menBon they fly in the face of the 
consBtuBon in terms of the right to bodily integrity as well as the right to educaBon. Coming from an 
esteemed educaBonal establishment such as UCT one would expect proposed policies to be logical and 
grounded in good science, and not populist poliBcal rhetoric. James

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:20:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Why are people in this country sBll trying to push for vaccines mandate. While it's indeed against the 
majority's will? Not to menBon the ineffecBvety of vaccines, and people's rights to choose. I oppose this 
pracBce which consists of violaBng people's rights to educaBon and freedom of choice. Gedeon 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:17:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng an experimental medical treatment with no long term safety data is unconsBtuBonal and 
inhumane. This so called vaccine does not prevent contracBng and  spreading of covid which refutes any 
scienBfic raBonale for mandaBng, in addiBon to the human rights to bodily Integrity and freedoms of choice 
which this mandate ignores. This experimental vaccine has more reported adverse side effects including death 
then any other vaccine in history. South Africa is a consBtuBonal democracy where people are free to access 
learning regardless of their medical status. Stop this evil, unscienBfic nonsense immediately. It will not be 
tolerated nor accepted. Diane 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
10:14:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The "vaccinaBons" are sBll at the tesBng phase which means people who get the jabs are guinea pugs. The 
jabs are not safe or effecBve. People can sBll get and transmit Covid even if triple jabbed. 99% of people under 
70 recover from Covid 19 and the risks of taking the jabs outweigh the benefits. 
MandaBng the shots will create a 2 Bered system which based in  on the aforemenBoned makes no sense. Ellena

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:12:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The freedom of choice is being violated by making someone put something into their body forcefully!!! This is 
against our human rights. There are also alternate ways of dealing with this virus. Our bodies. Our choice. Tracey

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:12:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng trial "vaccines" is not legal per our consBtuBon. 
My body ... My sovereign informed choice !!! 

Vic reBred
2022-01-05 
10:11:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Tracey

2022-01-05 
10:08:29

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Covid recovery rate is high. The body builds its own anB- bodies. The vac hasn't been rested. Don't trust it and 
actually has much more side effects than self recovery from covid. Elari

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:06:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Pro choice and pro rights. Vaccine mandates serve no purpose, except to control. Vaccine Free people are no 
threat to anyone. Stop creaBng apartheid with useless vaccine mandates, for experimental 'vaccines'  which 
do not work. This is not in the best interest of any student at UCT. STOP!!! Corinna

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:05:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates are completely unnessasry and abuse individual bodily integrity and human rights. Data is 
proving that the vaccines are ineffecBve and dangerous anyway so there is no point in being vaccinated. Risk 
versus benefit has definitely been proven to weigh heavily on the side of increased risk NOT benefit. Jacquie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:00:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

What UCT is suggesBng (and is now crystal clear for all to see, that the university is no more that a tool for the 
World Economic Forum who the VC personally and enthusiasBcally thanked) is in contravenBon of the 
ConsBtuBon of the Republic of South Africa and the Nuremberg Code. “Voluntary consent of the human 
subject is absolutely essenBal.”Coercion and mandates fly in the face of this core principle. For those who do 
not study history are doomed to repeat it, and the last Bme the principles of the Nuremberg Code were 
violated,and as the war escalated, this lead to the deaths of hundreds of millions of people; more than 4% of 
the world’s total populaBon at the Bme. Mandatory medical treatments without voluntary consent and the 
segregaBon of society that goes hand in hand with these mandates, will make the atrociBes of Apartheid and 
hence all the good efforts of transformaBon which UCT is driving, seem completely insignificant by 
comparison. Due to the nature of the indiscriminate mass vaccine roll outs worldwide, the potenBal for death 
and injury is far higher than during WW2.  

In SecBon 15.1.3 UCT suggests “limiBng consBtuBonal rights as linle as needed”. Even a lay person such as 
myself can see that this is nonsensical from a legal standpoint. A law is either broken or it is not. And what 
UCT is suggesBng is unconsBtuBonal.  We all know about the long struggle against discriminaBon in South 
African. In fact for the ConsBtuBon to be amended to allow for medical discriminaBon would require prior 
public parBcipaBon in the form of a naBonal referendum, and the simultaneous withdrawal of South Africa 
from the United NaBons and other SupranaBonal Bodies. 

With regards to UCT’s suggesBon of subjecBng vaccine free employees to separaBon due to incapacity, no 
such provision for medical discriminaBon exists in South African law and will result in the case being referred 
to the CCMA. It is important to note that no employer in South Africa has won a medical discriminaBon unfair 
dismissal case against an employee. 

I therefore urge UCT to carefully and seriously consider their ethical stance and ulBmately which side of 
history they want to be on Andrew

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:54:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Individuals must have the freedom of choice. 
The covid vaccine alters our human DNA when there are other alternaBves more effecBve treatments and 
prevenBon medicaBons. 
The covid makes use of cell lines of aborted fetuses.  AborBon of fetuses are against ChrisBan believes and 
goes against my religious freedom. 
The covid vaccines are ineffecBve in spreading the virus or stopping a vaccinated person from geqng the 
virus.  
Main stream media have failed to tell the truth. 
The vaccines have resulted  in the physical disablement of lots of our young people. Again main stream media 
have Mala fide intenBonally not  informed  of these negaBve results. 
The forcing of  taking vaccines by big cooperaBons , monopolies and government is dictatorship and because it 
has caused the death and maiming of thousands of people including young adults and children it is a crime 
against humanity and all people represenBng these cooperaBon, governments and monopolies must charged 
and  brought before the consBtuBonal court and the internaBonal courts for crimes of genocide assist 
humanity. 

Candida 
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:52:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This virus is the flu being named a virus. Should not now be used to prevent someone from accessing 
educaBonal faciliBes. This is overeach of the governing bodies. Lukas

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:48:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Students are allowed freedom of choice according to the consBtuBon, therefore no one should be mandated 
in what to do... Isabelle reBred

2022-01-05 
09:22:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don’t support the mandatory of anything because it’s against our human rights and freedom of choice, never 
heard before anyone being forced to take an medicaBon, so with this one what is it that is important for us to 
be forced in taking it? Covid-19 is not the first deadly sickness that has ever happened up unBl today cancer is 
sBll killing people, so even they can force people to take the vaccine one all of us we will die. Am totally 
against the vaccine . Bathobile student

2022-01-05 
09:15:57

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

 against human rights !   

anne

2022-01-05 
09:02:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

StaBsBcally, young people i.e. those studying at any university, will not die or even get very ill from this virus or 
any of its variants. They have a bigger chance of geqng ill from the milBple side effects from this vaccine. Just 
read the informaBon supplied by the manufacturers and the reports lodged worldwide.  Maybe the 
universiBes and their staff who claim to teach future generaBons,  should do some unbiased and objecBve 
research and stop being parrots and puppets dancing to the tune of the rich and famous. 
Will this university agree to all liability, including paying for all and any damages to these young people, both 
temporary or permanent? Especially since the manufacturer is not liable and this government does not have 
the funds to pay for all the claims that will follow these mandates or enforcement. 
Furthermore, mandaBng or enforcing any vaccine is against our ConsBtuBon,  Natural Law and the Nuremberg 
Code. 
I know universiBes and their staff no longer believe in the Almighty God, but I DO know they will be charged 
with their decisions and acBons when He returns. Their current benefactors and puppet masters won't be able 
to help them, because they will be standing, or should I say kneeling,  side by side on that day. Ronel reBred

2022-01-05 
09:01:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

MandaBng anything is a violaBon of our human rights and freedom to choose. My body, my choice!  One 
injury, one death is unacceptable, and sadly we are way past this point.  Proper, unbiased independent 
research needs to be conducted and a few lights switched on.  Gail

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:59:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Uner discriminaBon as the vaccine should always be a choice. 

Geuss my children will not be anending UCT. 

It is a shame!!! Barry-Jo
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:57:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is totally unacxaptable eith mandatory vaccines . 
Vaccine passports should be made illegal. It encroches on your consBtuBonal rights as a ciBzen to make 
personal choice on medical proceedudes on your own body. 
Nobody should ever be coersed,  cornerd, blackmailed, labeled, or denied consBtuBonal rights due to a 
medical treatment they choose not to have.  
I feel that persecuBon and imprisonment for leaders and  other parBcipants for such forceful  and blatant  
behaviour  is warranted. Jyne

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:55:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

If we look at how ineffecBve the vaccines are, how can you in your right mind think it will make any difference 
in the neer future! It's experimental and to dangerous! MandaBng the vaccine will only create more chaos! 
Riots and unrest will not be good for anyone and aspesialy for the aconomy!! Schalk

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:49:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety God have us free will. Government can not take it away from us. It is just WRONG! Kim

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:45:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Personal choice, this injecBon has been proven to not work (look up the stories of the cruise ships that won’t 
allow vaccine free onboard, and tesBng posiBve anyway ?) never mind the horrific side effects a lot of people 
have been leo with (look up Covid Vaccine Injury group on telegram) forcing people to have an experimental 
injecBon is unconsBtuBonal. Genevieve 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:42:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Melissa reBred

2022-01-05 
08:37:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedoms???  RaBonal thinking??? Where is Science in these policies.... Science converted to a cult? This has 
control wrinen all over it. Eugene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:36:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There's no scienBfic basis for mandatory vaccinaBon. Vaccinated people can sBll transmit the virus . Countries 
with.high vaccinaBon rates are seeing surges in cases. And  the risks of the vaccine are sBll not clear Mymoena

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:28:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This inoculaBon holds risks with minimal benefit. Katrien

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:27:21

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice 
Mandatory use of these pharmaceuBcal products is unethical as they are experimental and may be potenBally 
dangerous - long terms effects of these jabs are not yet known so why force somebody to have one?  Our own 
immunity systems will assist us to recover from these viruses Jacqueline reBred
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2022-01-05 
08:14:01

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This "vaccine" is EXPERIMENTAL and no one knows the long term effects! To be vaccinated or not to be 
vaccinated is for every individual to decide NOT the university!! Many people have died and being injured 
around the world of this experiment! Do not force young people to take a risk with their health. They are not 
lab rats!! Rachelle reBred

2022-01-05 
08:13:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT has not provided a single study to prove that the absenteeism rate due to specifically Covid is higher than 
it was for the past 10 years due to colds, flu and other lung infecBons. 
No study has been submined to show how many students were absent due to what reason, wher a cold, 
covid, lu, hippo guts, headache, menstruaBon, babelas, boycon, lockdowns etc 
So saying that the idea behind the mandate is to keep up the daily running by forcing people to take an 
untested, poorly performing form of treatment presented as a vaccine when it does not comply with the 
accepted criteria as it does not prevent the disease nor can it guarantee you won't sBll die is illogical.  
I have always understood that our universiBes are of the best worldwide but have proof that the management 
and by associaBon of anending them , our students are unable to reason deducBvely or logically.  That instead 
of finding the proof and quesBoning the validity of claims, they blindly follow what someone , probably 
without the required background or a hidden agenda( like making a couple of trillion rand off stupid people) .  
It is so sad to see our once basBons of educaBon failing our naBon. It appears that we have no more people 
with a smidgeon of common sense leo in our so-called educaBonal and even government insBtuBons.  Amanda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:02:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one has the right to legally mandate any medical procedure or medicaBons  on anyone, which is especially 
sBll in TRIAL phase!!! There are absolutely risks and that certainly makes it an individual choice - at your own 
risk. Julie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:51:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Yet again, as with all these ridiculous drao proposals, this is a gross violaBon of human rights and will directly 
contradict the consBtuBon and Nuremburg code. There is no safety data regarding the "vaccine" and it will not 
be released for many years (as requested by "vaccine" manufacturers). Forcing people to inject themselves 
with a potenBally deadly substances is unethical. Amy

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:45:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I don't agree with mandaBng an experimental drug on people, it's our body and our choice no one should be 
forced or mandated to take this blood clot jab! Yaqeen

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:40:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gwen reBred

2022-01-05 
07:38:17

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

As a space of "reputable learning" UCT is currently showing a blatant lack of versed knowledge parBcularly in 
History, Sciences and Philosophy. MandaBng vaccines is not the "way out" but rather a means of further 
control and a call for the reestablishment of apartheid in this country, UCT should be absolutely shamed for 
their proposal of this policy. Daniel

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
07:20:06

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine comes with risks. That is common knowledge now. Some have even died. If their is a risk it should 
remain a choice. And that choice should not be discriminated against. Claire

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
07:17:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety One cannot make a person take something against their will.  Especially a vaccine that is in a Test faze! Brandon

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
07:16:10

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Hildegard 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:13:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This is a violaBon of basic rights. Also, in light of the failure of the vaccine on many fronts it just does not make 
sense in any way. Vaccinated are contracBng the virus, they are spreading it and they are(in some cases) sBll 
geqng very sick. Eugene

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
06:57:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety You cannot force a person to take any form of medicaBon.  I am pro choice. Manhew 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
06:45:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety MandaBng experimental vaccines is absolutely madness. Long term effects is not as yet established. Rassie reBred

2022-01-05 
06:41:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety William

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:32:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I do not support any form of forced vaccinaBons. 

Vaccines do not stop transmission of the virus nor infecBon. It sBll stays an experiment unBl we have long 
term proof of the "vaccines" effects. 

I am not for tying my life, or our students/children to a lifeBme of vaccines and booster shots. Thats idioBc and 
demonic. 

I also do not support vaccine passports that go hand in hand with the forced vaccines. It will lead to a total 
loss of freedom, because it starts with innocent things like not being allowed to go to university without a 
vaccine passport, but it ends up that one will not be able to go to church without a vaccine passport. And then 
your freedom of religion is gone, your religion will be controlled by the State. 

So I say NO! to forced vaccines in any form. I will rather die than take a forced vaccine. I am not willing to give 
up my freedom of religion for the fear of geqng sick of a virus. 

Jaco
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:17:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Elsje

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:17:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Gugs

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:16:06

Free 
State

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Peet reBred

2022-01-05 
05:51:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Discriminatory. 
Another form of apartheid based on bad science and media propoganda 
An academic insBtute such as uct should choose to look at the facts.. Such as the vaccines do not work. The 
vaccines do not protect against transmiBon. 
The vaccines do not protect from Covid 19 
The vaccines do not protect against Death nor do they make the virus less potant. 
The Vaccines do... 
Have serious side effects such as blood cloqng, miocardiBs, pericardiBs,  
The vaccines are experimental and long term side effects are unknown. 
There is no recourse for pharmaceuBcal companies, which means they can place dangerous ingredients into 
the vaccines without being liable. This is problemaBc.  Tracey 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:17:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Forcing students and staff to vaccinate  goes against our consBtuBon. Lisa 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
04:48:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Natural immunity or the immune system is the best form of defence against any desease or virus. 

Why are the so called "Health Experts" not redirecBng their focus away from chemicalized druggery where 
needed and educate people to take care of their own health and strengthen the immune system before 
forcing and threatening the masses to vaccinate. Russel 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
02:39:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety The whole idea is ridiculous and is engineered for no good reason Greta

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
02:38:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety MarBn

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
01:47:40

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Respect NOREMBEG CODE. WHAT IS IN THAT EXPERIMENTAL INJECTION?? 
It is not  a Vaccine Kelebogile

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
01:44:46

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is not Vaccine but an experimental injecBon that is used killing people by the GLOBALIST Elites 

Mthetoka
yise

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
00:27:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Basil reBred

2022-01-05 
00:26:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Dawn reBred

2022-01-05 
00:25:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nicholas reBred

2022-01-04 
23:43:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety We refuse to be bamboozled as per goals of the Georgia Guidestones, killing 7billion people in essence Stanley

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
23:39:57

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Conrad

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:22:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Noone wants this, only ever a small amount of powerful rich people of influence making terrible things 
happen. Humans cause the nonsense, make the virus, make the soluBons, change the world to terrible place 
of no freedoms. The elite that believe they own the world and its people seem Bred of leqng the meal Bckets 
be free ranged. Time to put them back in the box... No thank you... Cliff

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:16:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Etna 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
23:15:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

If there was, understandably, confusiona and unvertainty about whether the injecBons work before, it must 
have been laid to rest during the last 2 months at least, they do not work as effecBvely as promised and the 
goal-posts keep shioing. What are we eventually going to be mandated to do? It is a slippery slope and really 
an extreme measure for a strain of the virus which the experts say is weaker and injecBons which are clearly 
not doing what they are supposed to. Verushka

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:56:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The UCT are ignoring the ConsBtuBon of South Africa, which is the foundaBon of all legal facts. Opinions 
should have no sway at all when weighed against the ConsBtuBon, which include other internaBonal human 
rights laws such as the Nuremberg Code, which was itself issued at a Bme of events aoer a war, so there is no 
emergency that can supersede these Codes. Conrad

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:47:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Carl

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
22:41:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Enforcing a vaccine mandate, when the relaBve mildness of Omicron made it very clear that natural immunity 
from previous infecBon (a seroposiBvity of 60-80% vs 26.35% full vaccinaBon at end 2021) has actually 
rescued South Africa , is anB-science, extremely discriminatory, and totally ridiculous. I would be ashamed to 
be a UCT alumnus if this were to pass!!! Lance

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:39:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

 According to the SA consBtuBon everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, which includes 
the right to security in and control over their body; and not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic 
experiments without their informed consent. This mandate is a clear violaBon there of. Philip

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:38:00

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety How can you advocate a experimental drug that is killing people - Wake Up Nigel

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:29:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Yolandi

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:28:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety No... Mandates are not the law.  Stop it now. Do not consent to this. Uct stepping on human rights. C

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:28:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Susanna 
Jacoba reBred

2022-01-04 
22:26:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety UnconsBtuBonal and forcing of a untested experimental innoculaBon that is not by definiBon a vaccine. Quinton 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:09:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Vaccine mandates are COMPLETELY POINTLESS, this injecBon does NOT PREVENT INFECTION or 
TRANSMISSION so what is the point?!  
This injecBon can cause harm, and ppl should be permined to make their own informed choices as a result, 
especially in young healthy ppl who are at zero to minimal risk from Covid, especially Omicron, which is simply 
a cold and the main circulaBng variant at the moment.  
It is contrary to our consBtuBon to force an experimental drug, and UTC should be taken to court if this occurs. Michelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:59:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Covid is done, live with it as we do with colds and flu.  Odene

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:55:48

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The covid vaccines are coming under scruBny world wide for their failure to protect against covid aswell as 
negaBve side effects. This is an EXPERIMENTAL treatment.  Most Healthy people are at a very low risk from 
Covid... with the blood bank of SA noBng that between 60 to 80 % of people already have natural immunity in 
SA. So... a big no to a drug that has no long term saoey data and is not necessary as natural immunity trumps 
all. Kiny

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:52:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

All ScienBfic evidence has shown that the Covid vaccines provide linle to no reducBon in transmission. To 
exclude unvaccinated persons on the basis that they pose a greater risk to vaccinated persons is untrue and 
unethical. Duane

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:50:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Without meaning for this to sound condesending or demeaning, but what do people not understand that this 
is in full violaBon if the South African ConsBtuBon, Basic Human Rights and the Nuremburg Code? 
I fully understand that people are afraid of this flu like virus but there is a plethora of real scienBfic evidence 
done in several countries across the world that proves that vaccines do more harm than good, and there are 
real alternaBves that work such as ivermecBn. 

Even the co-creator of mRNA has come out to speak against the vaccines saying it is dangerous and killing 
people. 

Why are big corporate, universiBes and government pusing this while ignoring science? 

Only reasons I can think of is either they are making money from it or want to destroy peoples lives or both. 

I have done studies at UCT last year (remotely) and regret doing so because of their policy implementaBon. Jaco
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:47:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Sofia

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:47:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The PCR test and all tesBng methods to detect Covid is flawed. All Covid tests have been authorised for use 
under the the FDA under emergency use authorisiaBon. The PCR TEST EMERGENCY USE AUTHORISATION WAS 
REVOKED FROM 31 DECEMBER 2021! 
TesBng posBve with a PCR test or lateral flow test does NOT indicate that you are infected with the disease.  
The vaccines are dangerous and have caused many people serious adverse effects including death! 
Why does the University not acknowledge previous infecBon? Natural immunity trumps the vaccine and the is 
no risk of future side effects. 
The University must realise that should they mandate it and force students and staff to get the vaccine and 
anyone experiences adverse effects the University is liable to cover all costs? 

Heila
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:44:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccine does not prevent anyone from geqng covid nor does it prevent hospitalisaBon nor death.  
Covid sBll spreads rapidly.  
Stop forcing people to get vaccinated.  

We have the freedom to choose. Johannes
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:39:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The students are a low risk group for covid fataliBes and high risk  for vaccine injury. There is also a high 
percentage of acquired immunity amongst them. Omicron has made this enBre debacle even more pointless. 
The right to educaBon Is enshrined in our consBtuBon, as is the right to medical choice. To only allow 
admission to university if students parBcipate in a clinical trial is reprehensible and the university should be 
ashamed of itself. sandy

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:38:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Students are of an age where risk outweighs the harm by far. They are not an at risk age group and should not 
be subjected to an illegal mandate in terms of our consBtuBon. InformaBon out of the USA is beginning to 
show the drasBc consequences of mandaBng novel medical injecBons on younger people. UniversiBes seem 
to be selling their souls to the devil with these Nazi-style implementaBon of medical experiments. UCT you are 
colluding with nefarious agents in formulaBng this policy. Shame on you!  
hnps://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-
ages-18-64/arBcle_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-8641-5b2c06725e2c.html Alison

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:37:44

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety This is a breach of students rights Johnny 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:34:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It's everybody's consBtuBonal right to choose what gets injected into their bodies. To make it mandatory is 
violaBng that right. Merrill reBred

2022-01-04 
21:33:48

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

How can anyone be forced to take an experimental vaccine... INFORMED COMSENT 
Seems the Nuremberg code has been forgonen. Lizelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:29:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Karl

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:29:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety It's discriminaBon and goes back to the "Dom pass" of apartheid... Jacques

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:27:37

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is no logic in it.  

By vaccinaBng they will simply mask infecBon symptoms and encourage more spread.  
It will not stop any student from transmiqng or contracBng the virus. Bren

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:25:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Nikki

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:23:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Human beings have individually choices by right and by law. 

Let each make his own choice without it being hindered on. 

Our health is a person responsibility. Not a doctor or any governments. 
I thank you Theo

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:23:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Vikki

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:21:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No person should be forced to take any medical treatment, including vaccines. 

It's also against the consBtuBon. 

Freedom of choice should rule. Loura
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:21:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jacinda 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:18:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety MarBn reBred

2022-01-04 
21:12:51

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There is more than enough evidence that this gene based inoculaBon does not prevent the spread or geqng 
covid.  There is also more than enough evidence of ADR's and unacceptable deaths from vaccines in countries 
that started the vaccine roll out before SA.  EffecBve treatment should be the first choice before vaccinaBon.  
And finally every human has a right to informed consent. The Nuremberg code and the DeclaraBon of Helsinki 
need to be followed. Bea Non-profit

2022-01-04 
21:12:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Its unnecessary, unconsBtuBonal, and illogical. Don’t mandate the vaccine! Jo

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:12:28

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Awie reBred

2022-01-04 
21:01:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

So long as the vaccinated can spread Covid, treaBng the unvaccinated differently is arbitrary discriminaBon. 
Furthermore, this will lead to an increased risk of complacency amongst the vaccinated. 
Any sort of passbook should be viewed in our historical context, highlighBng it's inbuilt indignity. Graham 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:01:24

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Bryan

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
21:00:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

1- vaccinated can sBll pass on COVID 
2- efficacy was promised at 100 percent its now down to below 30 percent, its a shit product  
3- no insBtuBon who stands for true freedom should ever have the power to mandate anything miedically, 
what next? Forced aborBon? Forced sterilizaBon? 
4- the risk of dying from COVID amongst age group under 60 is 2 percent.  
5- natural immunity has been recognized to have a much higher efficacy rate than the COVID vaccines, so why 
not let people test for anBbodies as well?  
6- communism is a disease of the mind and you guys are making hitler so proud Robby

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:59:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety I reject this enBre idea it's absurd to mandate emergency use vaccines. Jackie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:56:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Please see arguments given in the arBcles below: 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/09/08/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore/ 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/09/13/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore-2/ 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/09/20/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore-part-3/ 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/09/29/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore-part-4/ 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/10/05/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore-part-5/ 
hnps://morningshot.co.za/2021/10/21/flawed-fiat-challenging-adrian-gore-part-6/ 

AddiBonally, no excepBon is even menBoned regarding natural immunity, see: 
 hnps://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1 Jacques

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:55:04

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

1. University student are in the age group that does not get seriously ill or hospitalized why then try to 
forcefully give them something that only prevent those 2 things. 
2. The last Bme I checked vaccine are unavoidable unsafe legally. How does a university a place of learning 
mandate such a thing for people who don't need it. Where is the compensaBon plan for the kids who are 
going to be maimed by the vaccine or for the parents whose kids are going to be killed by the vaccine. 
While covid was not going to do anything to them and your faculty members who under 65 
3. You are a place of learning so you know the side effects of vaccine its highly immoral that you even think of 
force them on people who who don't need them. Gcobisa 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:53:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is illegal to ask a person if they have HIV therefore it should be illegal to ask a person if they have been 
vaccinated. I don't ask you if you've had a prostate exam so don't ask me if I've been vaccinated. Otherwise we 
should introduce HIV pass when people go to university or apply for jobs

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:53:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one should be forced to take something that is sBll in it’s experimental stage AND has caused MULTITUDES 
of serious adverse reacBons and deaths!

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:53:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Barry 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:52:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

I believe that this policy is a direct voliBon of the UN declaraBon of freedom. 

Specifically on the to eduacaBon. If students have to present proof of VaccinaBon. This therefore is no longer a 
issue of health. It is a prohibiBon and marginalisaBon to freedom of educaBon. Jayson student

2022-01-04 
20:51:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is a legal,  unconsBtuBonal  and not a approved  drug. Should not be forced on any body. It violates the 
Nuremberg code. Johannes

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:49:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Enough of this uner LUNACY! Francois

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:47:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Manhew

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:46:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Alexia student

2022-01-04 
20:43:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Play open cards and tell us how much the university is receiving in payment for these ridiculous infringements 
on our rights. Gill

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:41:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Students should have the right to refuse a vaccinaBon that has not been through the 3 stages of tesBng. In 
other words they have the right not to be forced to be lab rats. There are too many cases where young people 
suffered adverse effects aoer taking the vaccine. 
The drao policy in its enBrety 
UCT is a disappointment and as a leading university should be leading the science on vaccines and supporBng 
human rights 
Mandatory vaccinaBons in UniversiBes. Constan 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:41:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

A place of study and science should know that the vaccine is not effecBve. Apart from that, trying to force 
students to be vaccinated is unconsBtuBonal and against basic human rights. Totally ridiculous, management 
should all be fired. Marie

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:39:10

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

We live in a democraBc society for a reason. We should not be forced to do something against our will,  the 
greatest aspect about our country is our freedom and being able to fight for our human rights.  It should be a 
personal choice.  The vaccinaBon has not proven to be effecBve and in some cases has harmed people. Why 
do this to your children, pump them with a test drug like a guinea pig. Students educaBon and future should 
not be infringed upon if they choose not to be vaccinated. Leann

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:37:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety marBn

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:33:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

You acBng against labour law and the consBtuBon . If the Government is not  making it mandatory ,why do 
you think you can trump there decision and go above the law ? What is next laws on Aids and TB ? louis student

2022-01-04 
20:33:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Manhew

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:30:22

North 
West

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

in the with the ConsBtuBon and must actually miBgate risk without introducing new risk. This is not part of 
the policy as the miBgaBon risk not only includes a health risk, but also a legal risk to the University. Johann

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:29:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Evelyn

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:29:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Lizelle 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:26:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

No one should dictate medical treatments for a person other than themselves. The consBtuBon gives freedom 
of choice. No one may ve descriminated against for any reason. Nikita 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:26:05

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:22:10

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Students should have the right to refuse a vaccinaBon that has not been through the 3 stages of tesBng. In 
other words they have the right not to be forced to be lab rats.  There are too many cases where young people 
suffered  adverse effects aoer taking the vaccine.   

Petro reBred
2022-01-04 
20:22:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

UCT is a disappointment and as a leading university  should be leading the science on vaccines  and supporBng 
human rights IgniBa

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:19:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Mandates and passbooks do nothing to stop the soread of covid or any other virus. Both vaccinated and non 
vaccinated can transmit and acquire equally. If this is to stop the virus soreading exactly how will this be 
achieved by mandates? In highly vaccinated populaBons who also use mandates and passbooks posiBve cases 
have soared. This propsed mandate is meaningless and ulBmately discriminatory.  
ConsBtuBonal rights to  
informed consent and right to choose must be upheld Jane reBred

2022-01-04 
20:19:10 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Meltonia

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:17:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Apartheid ended in 1992 and UCT wants to replace apartheid with medical apartheid now which is against the 
Bill of Rights and a gross breach of the ConsBtuBon and Human Rights and the Nuremburg Code. UCT must 
stop with implemenBng discriminatory policies and mandates. Barney

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:16:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Mateen

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:14:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Stop pretending. This is a ridiculous  proposal!!  
The Vaccine is sBll in its test infancy with recorded  adverse effect . So now you are pushing this on younger 
members of society in the name of protecBon when in fact is it a death shot. WAKE UP!!

Caera 
Oshaughn
essy

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:11:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jurgens 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:09:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Please answer the quesBons PANDA has sent about UCT's very own presentaBon of the covid 19 vaccine, and 
the inconsistencies and incorrect data presented before trying to mandate "vaccines" Denise

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:08:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Retha reBred

2022-01-04 
20:08:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

One should not be required to take a experimental product that has a low efficacy in order to be able to study. 
EducaBon should be available to anyone and all who wish to study to bener their future. Luigia

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:07:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety L

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:03:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

There are alternaBve medicaBon that works just fine for  so called covid. Also the human imune system is the 
best defence against most virusses. The obsession with the vaccine which is no other than gene therapy is 
becoming  a joke. Stop harassing people with your vaccine you are losing your credibility. Phillip

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:03:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jan reBred

2022-01-04 
20:03:11 Limpopo

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Freedom of choice and bodily integrity, no scienBfic evidence of any benefits and scienBfic evidence of very 
high risk for serious side effects, especially myocardiBs and pericardiBs in young people and children Silvidoria

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:02:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

It is contrary to several laws as well as the apex law of the country. It is simple. Don't anempt pleasing your 
funders at the cost of the above coming to you. Jaco

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
19:58:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

This proposed policy violates our children's freedoms, how can you even propose a policy that violates our 
consBtuBon??? 

AddiBonally the science is now quite clear that vaccinaBon is not effecBve in prevenBng the spread of Covid, 
in fact the majority of new cases for Omicron are vaccinated.  The risk for serious illness posed by the latest 
strains has decreased significantly and it is quite clear that the vaccine is causing heart issues and blood clots. Neil

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:58:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

The vaccines do not stop infecBon, and they do not stop transmission. A mandate fails its own intended 
purpose; protecBng ones neighbour! This is preposterous, and short sighted at BEST! Chris

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:58:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety An infringement of basic human right to bodily integrity. An apartheid dompass system Charles 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
19:58:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Jacobus

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:52:07

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety Our freedom is being taken away, and this is wrong as far as vaccines don't prevent infecBons Nsuku

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:48:46

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Screw the SA consBtuBon and intelligence lets anempt to follow in Hitler's footsteps. 
Hopefully the class acBon suit if this goes through will be against those proposing this madness. 

Grant
business 
owner

Freedom of choice 964
2022-02-01 
08:01:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's against human rights to force someone into taking this vaccine, whether it's good or not each has there 
own opinion and believes towards it. Dylan

unemployed 
individual

2022-02-01 
00:01:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I have two student sons – one spent the last two years studying Engineering at UCT and his brother has just 
matriculated and been accepted by UCT too. 

Our family had to deal with a high number of deaths in the last two years that weren’t Covid related. Primarily 
cancers and suicides (including youngsters). It spurred us to do a lot more research and these are a few points 
for further consideraBon. 

- There are many highly infecBous and transmissible viruses. For example Epstein Barr virus (EBV) and 
Cytomegalovirus (CMV).  
- This is only problemaBc in certain people who are more vulnerable. Environmental and lifestyle factors 
play a large role, as they do with Covid-19 but not enough is being said about that. What about the 
responsibility of people in society to look aoer their own health bener? Many people have a choice about 
smoking or drinking alcohol, eaBng junk food, over-working, not exercising etc. But poor lifestyle choices is 
what ooen lands people in hospital. This needs more careful addressing rather than puqng all the 
responsibility for full hospitals on healthy youngsters. 

- There are many treatments that help too. Dr. Peter McCullough also raised in tesBmonies, including to 
several US Senate Comminees: hnps://vimeo.com/557790537 
Other treatments should be explored further too.  
- Many of the symptoms of “Long Covid” overlap with symptoms of EBV as just one example. 

In Jan/Feb 2020, a study conducted at Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University reported: 
“…a high incidence of EBV coinfecBon in COVID-19 paBents. EBV/SARS-CoV-2 coinfecBon was associated with 
fever and increased inflammaBon. EBV reacBvaBon may be associated with the severity of COVID-19.” 
[source] 

In a study published in May 2021 in the Pathogens journal it was suggested that many “Long Covid” symptoms 
may be the result of Covid-19 inflammaBon-induced EBV reacBvaBon. [source] 

And in July 2021  the Wall Street Journal suggested that reacBvated older viruses could be driving some of the 
coronavirus’s debilitaBng symptoms. [source] 

In this arBcle, anenBon was drawn to a review arBcle published in the medical journal “FronBers in 
Microbiology” which references many studies relaBng to how “Immune DysregulaBon Promoted by SARS-
CoV-2 Can Lead to ReacBvaBon of Already Acquired Neurotrophic Pathogens Such as Herpesviruses” 

“It is likely that individual paBents with a PASC diagnosis have different underlying biological factors driving 
their symptoms, none of which are mutually exclusive. This paper details mechanisms by which RNA viruses 
beyond just SARS-CoV-2 have be connected to long-term health consequences. It also reviews literature on 
acute COVID-19 and other virus-iniBated chronic syndromes such as post-Ebola syndrome or ME/CFS to 
discuss different scenarios for PASC symptom development.…. 

The individualized nature of PASC symptoms suggests that different therapeuBc approaches may be required 
to best manage care for specific paBents with the diagnosis.”   [source] 

This is a key point. We are not all equal in our gut makeup. Different medical intervenBons are needed for 
different people. A one size fits all vaccine approach is highly problemaBc for some. 

In 2016 the US Health Department added 5 new viruses to the list of known carcinogens, including EBV. 
[source] And in private correspondence the Head of the SA Cancer Registry informed me that 30% of cancers 
in Africa have a viral aeBology (cause). She cited this source. 

Besides vaccines for cancer and many other diseases there are also variants & mutants to consider so from my 
perspecBve it’s wiser to proceed with great care and less medical arrogance when introducing a forced 
cocktail of new vaccines, especially where youngsters and immune compromised people are concerned. 
Rather allow for a more free exchange of natural healing soluBons without sBgma and promote healthier 
lifestyles and habits. 

The concept of mandatory vaccine passports for certain acBviBes from travel to educaBon and commercial 
acBviBes isn’t new but is very troubling and polarising for those who had negaBve experiences with previous 
pharmaceuBcal advice, resulBng in lower levels of trust in the safety. 

Most people we know haven’t been vaccinated yet but these were some concerning experiences from those 
who had. JusBne

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
23:46:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Elena M

2022-01-31 
23:39:28

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The poliBcal panic  for this virus i is extreme and no longer valid. The virus is mutaBng and losing vigor. Why in 
gods earth would one be required to vaccinate 6 monthly? When does it end? Philip

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
23:16:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This Jab is an experiment and more young are geqng  bad side effects  and death then if they got Covid 19. 
InsBtuBons that support this mandate do this with blood on their hands . The truth is coming out despite the 
censorship of main stream media . Don’t you think it’s a coincidence that both Reuters and Pfizer are owned 
by the same company being BLACK ROCK . It’s about money and control and nothing to do with health . UCT 
should feel ashamed of itself for coercing students to take a world experiment .. students are old enough to 
have to right to protect their bodies and decide for themselves .  No No No to totalitarianism Sarah Jane 

2022-01-31 
20:53:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is no medical or scienBfic jusBficaBon/need for a mandatory vaccine policy. By now every one knows 
these so called covid-19 vaccines do not stop infecBon and does not stop transmission nor does it reduce any 
viral load. Every ciBzen of SA has a consBtuBonal right to bodily autonomy and the freedom to CHOOSE what 
they put into their body and is free from any discriminaBon in every form, especially in terms of educaBon or 
employment. Jarek student

2022-01-31 
19:44:32

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandela if alive would no doubt be distressed that all he fought for was for nothing. This will only lead to the 
reinstatement of apartheid. Sonia 

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
19:26:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As South Africans we are guaranteed our right in our ConsBtuBon to freedom of  choice.  To divide and 
Discriminate is not what our ConsBtuBon stands for. The ConsBtuBon is the very essence of our sordid past as 
a naBon, which gives each individual an equal and unfenered right in the race if life. 

Joy-
Michelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
19:14:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Hul wil ons in slawerny in laat gaan net doen wat NWO sê jy kan dan nie teepraat net hul reël sal dan tel.  Wie 
wil so leer Naomi

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-31 
17:26:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As ciBzens of SA & of Humanity, each individual has the right to choose, what The State or any Company or 
Anyone, wants to do with or to or Inject into their bodies. And forcing this VaccinaBon on anyone is illegal. Diane reBred

2022-01-31 
17:09:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Eastlynne

2022-01-31 
15:36:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Hello  
My biggest concern with mandatory vaccinaBons is that freedom of choice is being taken away. It is one of the 
most important things we have in this country and in the world. That being said I have family members who 
are vaccinated and has felt the defects it can hold. It is a risk for people with heart defects and more, I am one 
of those people. People should especially not be kept away from their EducaBon because of this. 

I also hope that we can get through this but not at the cost of our basic human rights. We must not forget 
what we humans fought for since we can remember.   

Kind regards Nicola student
2022-01-31 
14:17:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Dewald

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
10:52:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Finn student
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2022-01-31 
10:38:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

 People should be allowed the choice whether to vaccinate or not.  

An individual's personal health choice should not affect their ability to work or their access to educaBon Cheryl
employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
09:20:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

ConsBtuBonal rights....the consBtuBon has not been amended to accommodate the unsubstanBated  
concerns of a minority in South Africa.  Show us the virus first!  No proof of true isolaBon produced as 
yet....just assumpBons.  The mandate is unlawful and all those responsible for decision making  with regards 
to the mandate will be held liable for all students and staff injured/ disadvantaged through this coercion  
tacBc. Faiza student

2022-01-31 
09:04:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Matee

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
09:01:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No person should be discriminated against, according to their health status or vaccinaBon status. It goes 
against our human right to enforce any form of medical treatment on an individual without consent. The 
vaccinaBon itself is sBll in tesBng stages and hasn’t been proven to be safe or effecBve anyway. Leanne student

2022-01-31 
08:47:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vicki 

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
08:39:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UniversiBes, employers etc should not be allowed to mandate health intervenBons 
Also, why now? What difference will it make? Vaccinated individuals can sBll transmit COVID Brigine

employed 
individual

2022-01-31 
07:45:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Many studens have natural immunity.  According yo CDC natural immunity is superior to vaccine induced 
immunity.  The vaccibe does not stop the soread of the virus and you you can sBll get covid and pass it on to 
others. Freedom to choose what you put into your body is a protected right in the Bill of Rights. Anneke

business 
owner

2022-01-31 
06:40:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Candis 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-31 
05:09:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Every individual has a freedom of choice and should not be coerced into being a parBcipant in an experiment. N

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
22:37:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory means that both parBes need to agree to the vaccinaBon. A policy that FORCES all students and 
staff to parBcipate in a medical experiment involving an injecBon that is not out of the clinical trial period is a 
total travesty of jusBce.  
This awful, lethal injecBon is going to kill of the cream of our society and our leaders of tomorrow in their 
thousands! I say a clear NO to this invenBon of the devil. It shouldn't even be open to debate! Irene reBred

2022-01-30 
21:27:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccines have not been tested long enough, making it mandatory is unsafe for people and disrespect their 
human rights. 
This vaccines will also cause more uneducated and workless people in South Africa, a problem we are already 
struggling with. Lize-Mari student

2022-01-30 
21:18:38

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice Maree

business 
owner

2022-01-30 
21:18:36

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice Maree

business 
owner

2022-01-30 
20:52:05

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Feit van die saak is dat daar wel mense is wat die inenBng gevat het en wie se gesondheid belemmer is as 
gevolg daarvan.  Dus, voel dit nie regverdig om iemand te forseer om 'n vaksiene te vat wat moontlik nadelig 
vir hom/haar kan wees nie. Laat hul eerder vrywilliglik die keuse maak  en dan self pa staan vir die moontlike 
gevolge van hul keuse sonder dat hulle die land of owerhede kan blameer vir die gevolge waarmee hul sit.  
Stakings (wat soms uiters gewelddadig van aard is) is in die orde van die dag: ek sal nie te verbaas wees as 'n 
magdom mense, as gevolg van 'n keuse wat van hul af weggeneem is, (wat ewe skielik met 'n laer vlak van 
gesondheid moet saamleef), begin met onmin wat die nasionale sekuriteit van ons land kan belemmer nie. Tanya

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
20:46:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The efficacy of the vaccine is unproven. People sBll get covid 19 with the vaccine. People that has already had 
covid 19, has anBbodies that will make cov 19 less deadly (which is the reason why the vaccine is being 
proposed). The vaccine comes from a rushed process, side effects that does not make the risk to benefit raBo 
a smart opBon, especially for younger, healthier individuals. The manufacturers of the vaccine are also exempt 
from any lawsuits that may arise due to side effects from taking the vaccine. 

This also intrudes on an individuals right to medical privacy, and freedom of expression, and choice.  

Currently the only way to get exempBon from the vaccine is a DNA test in which it shows whether you have a 
certain gene that will react negaBfwly, but this is a very expensive and inaccessible test, making it an 
unrealisBc opBon for most individuals. 

Andru
employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
18:37:01

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The safety data is not out, wait unBl the safety data has been released it is in 7 months Bme. This is an 
experimental  vaccine ,  I would rather err on the side of cauBon what if the safety data confirms our worst 
fears. It will tear the  university  apart. It is  illegal amoral to force people to take it. It neither prevents  
infecBon or the spread thereof so scienBfically the reasons for forcing it are moot.  That age group has  
minimal negaBve effects from covid the vaccine has risk. Why would any sane put their child at risk. Err on the 
side of cauBon. Paula Non-profit

2022-01-30 
18:33:18

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I would like to direct you to this link: hnps://newsrescue.com/silencedvoices-vaccine-damaged-americans-
tearfully-describe-severe-side-effects-aoer-taking-covid-vaccine-on-sen-ron-johnsons-give-an-ear-panel/ 
I want to showcase how many people got adverse reacBons to the vaccine. My grandfather had a stroke 3 
days aoer taking the Phizer shot - and no one can give us a normal cause- the biggest possible culprit could be 
the shot.  
I believe everyone should have the choice if they want to take their chance with the shot or with covid.  
I, myself had had covid twice, and allthough I would agree it can be severe, I think some of the vacine side 
affects could be much worse.  
Forcing someone in taking a risk that big - with may I say we do not know all of the impacts it can have in 5+ 
years- feels downright wrong. Bianca student

2022-01-30 
18:25:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The world has panicked and society is desperate for unity in the panic. Unity is possible without being based 
on a vaccinaBon. Many high vaccinated-rate countries are showing the highest infecBon rates nearly two years 
into the vaccine. Even in these 'highly vaccinated' countries, the relaBvely small percentage of unvaccinated 
have not died out yet....shouldn't they have been exBnct by now based on predicBons? Simply, an 
unvaccinated is unlikely to be more contagious than a vaccinated. Please leg it be my choice to vaccinate, or 
not? TerBus

2022-01-30 
18:25:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The world has panicked and society is desperate for unity in the panic. Unity is possible without being based 
on a vaccinaBon. Many high vaccinated-rate countries are showing the highest infecBon rates nearly two years 
into the vaccine. Even in these 'highly vaccinated' countries, the relaBvely small percentage of unvaccinated 
have not died out yet....shouldn't they have been exBnct by now based on predicBons? Simply, an 
unvaccinated is unlikely to be more contagious than a vaccinated. Please leg it be my choice to vaccinate, or 
not? TerBus

2022-01-30 
18:07:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Personal choice is one freedom that should never be taken away, especially not at the cost of one's educaBon.  
There's too much uncertainty around the vaccine and covid-19, and too linle space for debate. Lané student

2022-01-30 
12:41:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Self explanatory.  
ConsBtuBonal rights. Derek

business 
owner

2022-01-30 
12:32:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sonja

2022-01-30 
12:03:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rosemarie

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
09:28:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If I cannot access any campus because of not being vaccinated then my choice to vaccinate has been revoked 
indirectly. Then I am forced to vaccinate.  Allister student

2022-01-30 
06:24:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Each person have a freedom of choice when it comes to their own life and body. 
PLEASE don’t take that away. 
Those who wants it can take vaccine and those who don’t -it’s their choice. 
Thank you Carien

employed 
individual

2022-01-30 
05:45:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe that each person should not be forced into taking this vaccinaBon. Since the release of the vaccine, it 
has clearly been seen that whether you're unvaccinated or vaccinated, you sBll can contract COVID-19. The 
vaccine has also been unsafe towards certain people who I have known that have passed away from it or have 
suffered severe side effects. No one should risk losing their educaBon or ability to feed their families because 
of their stance on a vaccine that does not even prove that beneficial to society. Lyndall student

2022-01-29 
21:59:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Grant 

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
19:17:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Clinton

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
19:03:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Unlawful implimenBon of vaccine policy. Contravene the consBBtunal law and  Employment equity act. 
Against My Religion. Expremental vaccines  you can sBll transmit and  contract covid 19 aoer been fully 
vaccinated with severe side affects. Clioon

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
16:41:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body my choice…no debate Kevin

2022-01-29 
15:40:12

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As die regering hiermee slaag, sal ons nie meer vryheid van keuse in enige omstandighede hê nie en dis ook 
teen die grondwet. 
Volgens  ons grondwet  het ons die reg om self te kan besluit oor ons liggame en kan die staat nie besluit vir 
ons nie, veral nie  waar 'n middel nog nie deur jare se navorsing bewys is  dat dit werklik veilig is nie. Judith reBred

2022-01-29 
15:31:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Please don't force students do take the Vax, they just want to finish their studies.  
When they've entered into UCT, they never knew that this forced Vax will be implemented. So just let them 
finish. 
And you must always remember when you do something like this it will come back to you. Ronel
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2022-01-29 
14:06:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

What will forcing people to vaccinate achieve? What's the goal? We know 2 shots offer no protecBng against 
Omicron even 4th booster doesn't help prevent transmission. 

So i don't understand how can an individuals choice to vaccinate or not affect the other person. We have 
Israel as a study case and they aren't coping with Omicron because it's tend to infect people who've had 
Covid19 before, vaccinated or not. 

Nothing can stop the spread, even if the vaccine offers that linle support but how long do they plan on 
boosBng people? With an experimental vaccine that they won't compensate for, should anyone of those 
forced to vaccinate gets a terrible reacBon. 

The decision seems to be moBvated by other reasons than people's health. Nonto
business 
owner

2022-01-29 
12:53:24

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

South Africa has the lowest rate of fataliBes across the world with the lowest vaccinaBon rate. Which means 
most people has natural immunity which in latest studies show a stronger immunity to the virus.  Why do 
cruise ships with only fully vaccinated passengers have covid outbreaks? Makes no sense. I would love to see a 
study on a cruise with only previous infected people with no vaccinaBon history only natural immunity.  For 
the science make no sense. For a mask .... How many people actually put the mask in their pockets or handbag 
and wear them over and over again not to menBon the effect it has on your lungs.  Please use your natural 
immunity which saved us since the beginning of Bme.  Use ivermecBn and vit D, C. My husband has stage 4 
lung cancer and Addison's. He had covid in June 2021 with no symptoms. He had to do a covid test for chemo 
and got a posiBve test. 10 days later he started chemo therapy.  So instead of a mandate do prevenBon and 
save lives 

Cathy reBred

2022-01-29 
12:13:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is very simple - it is syntheBc drug and unnatural. The vaxxed are sBll dying of covid even though they fully 
vaccinated i don't see any benefits from the vaccine since was implemented. I trust my natural immunity and 
not an drug a man made - make every man liar and GOD to be true. 
My body my choice Angelo

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-29 
12:04:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Against human rights and each one for himself in deciding.  This MRNA jab does not stop the spreading and is 
not APPROVED only a experimental injecBon.  Further its discriminaBon against populaBon, TB has more 
infecBons and death rate but no Vaccine for it or HIV.  Those that's vaccinated should be dismissed as they 
pose a infecBon threat to the unvaxed aswell. Yvene student

2022-01-29 
12:00:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is ridiculous to be selecBve and only believe main stream media and bought scienBsts opinions. We were 
brainwashed in the old South Africa through censorship and here we trying to repeat the lessons of the past. 
Start listening to the credible Nobel Laureates like Dr Robert Malone the inventor of the MRNA spike protein 
who warns about the side affects thereof, as it was developed as a bioweapon.  Professor McCollough one of 
the most respected specialists in the field. The Vaers report althoughesBmated that only 10% of cases are 
reported are a horrific tesBmony to the deaths and injuries caused by the injecBons. If you going to force it 
onto students, then I think it's only right that you as the University sign a document for each and every 
student that you take full responsibility for any adverse effects that may happen as a result. Even the 
manufactures of this death shots indemnified themselves against the use of the injecBon. They want 75 years 
before all records are made public. I wonder why? Maybe because there will be nobody leo alive to follow 
through. You are a University where you suppose to educate our youth. With this even being suggested makes 
me doubt whether you actually have the capacity to do logical thinking. Neels reBred

2022-01-29 
10:40:19

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Petro reBred

2022-01-29 
10:39:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heidi 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
10:31:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice nico

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
10:18:13

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is every person's right to decide if the want to be vaccinated or not and not be discriminatedbagainst fir 
their choice. Katharina

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
10:15:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lucy

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
10:05:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Since both vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit the virus equally, everybody should have the 
choice to decide weather they want the vaccine or not. 

Rochelle Walensky, director of the Cdc announced on CNN in August last year, that the vaccine protects 
individuals, but what it can't do is prevent transmission. 

Therefore, not allowing unvaccinated students on campus, is discriminaBon - plain and simple. Richelle 
business 
owner

2022-01-29 
09:57:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Once we give away our right to determine what happens to our bodies we give away our human rights. 
Vaccines are intended to protect the weak, people who are not vaccinated are not a danger to those who are, 
as they are protected by the vaccine. This disease has proven to not be as fatal as feared and there is no 
longer a logical reason to enforce this, unless there are darker moBvaBons at foot, financial gain, control over 
what universiBes can say or not say, or what illogical unnecessary policies should be put in place, due to who 
their funding comes from. Too much power in the hands of few is dangerous. 

Danielle
employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
09:57:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Once we give away our right to determine what happens to our bodies we give away our human rights. 
Vaccines are intended to protect the weak, people who are not vaccinated are not a danger to those who are, 
as they are protected by the vaccine. This disease has proven to not be as fatal as feared and there is no 
longer a logical reason to enforce this, unless there are darker moBvaBons at foot, financial gain, control over 
what universiBes can say or not say, or what illogical unnecessary policies should be put in place, due to who 
their funding comes from. Too much power in the hands of few is dangerous. 

Danielle
employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
09:36:54

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I believe people must be free to make their own choice to be vaccinated or not. Maxie

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
09:36:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Leon

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
09:11:39

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

When freedom of choice in any capacity is taken away, it funcBons as a presedent for other rights to be taken 
away as well. Emma student

2022-01-29 
09:06:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Colleen 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
08:53:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone has the right to decide what they want to put in their bodies and by forcing them you are taking 
away our consBtuBonal and human rights. This is not a vaccine like polio or anything like that as this vax you 
need to get boosters every six month's. If it was so effecBve you would only need to take one. This is my 
opinion. Estelle

2022-01-29 
08:47:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines have proven to be ineffecBve and all side effects are unknown.  
It does not stop transmission or illness or death so what  it going to do. Why aren't the side effects made 
public. Many countries are seeing the truth and doing away with it but South Africa will get there in about 4-6 
weeks, then what? There will be chaos! 
 Natural immunity is proven to be the best immunity,  period! You cannot undo taking the vaccine once you 
have side effects.  People should decide on their own, without coercing them whether they want to take it and 
that is our consBtuBonal right! Linesh 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
08:43:03 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tegan

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
08:08:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one other than the person has any rights of another’s body, health care, choices made & right to life.  
You are responsible for your ow health, not any government, university or any insBtuBon. Caroline reBred

2022-01-29 
08:04:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We should not have to be forced to take vaccinaBon.   

Especially the younger generaBon who are wanBng to further their studies now are put in a situaBon either 
they have vaccinaBon or they cannot further their studies. 

I believe in freedom of choice Felicia 
employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
08:03:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To be vaccinated remains one right to choose. 
The vaccine does not prevent one contracBng or spreading the virus. 
If one does contract the virus they then have natural immunity, why is that fact never taken into 
consideraBon! Louise 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:45:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I am concerned that this mandate would set a precedent to coercion and dictatorship to things that stretch 
beyond vaccines. If they can force us to take a vaccine that is contrary to our belief or opinion (to which we 
have a consBtuBonal right), what is stopping them from banning religious pracBce or any non dominant belief 
system in universiBes? 

Access to educaBon is also a grave concern. It will be those who are socioeconomically on the short end that 
will suffer most. This country cannot afford to deny students access to a brighter future because they do not 
want to take an experimental drug. Renita student

2022-01-29 
07:45:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tanya

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:37:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is no evidence that the vaccine is safe and effecBve especially in the long term if you make it through 
the first few weeks aoer taking the experimental vaccine Gretchen

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:30:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice These injecBons is a TRIAL  and not safe.  People should CHOISE ifcthey want to be guinea pigs or not.  Drienie reBred
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2022-01-29 
07:28:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The Dept. of Labour guideline this policy is based on talks about a mandate for a few high risk individuals at an 
employer. Not everybody including students! Phillip

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:08:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There are so many risks , quesBons and adverse effect re this experimental drug!! It is thus totally 
unacceptable to mandate anybody to  take  this drug. Even more criBcal  to submit our young people to this 
very clearly Dangerous procedure! Kiki

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
07:06:55

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Andrew

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
07:05:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sandra

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
06:49:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I would really like to know how many students at UCT has died in the last two years?  It's all about Risk 
management. Looking at science the students are very low risk and that Their natural immunity protects them 
from geqng very sick/dying.  The vaccine IS sBll experimental - why subject our low risk populaBon to 
something unknown? They are the future of our country.  Dezire

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
06:04:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Trish

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
05:58:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice reBred

2022-01-29 
05:52:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Bren

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
05:33:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine is possibly more dangerous than covid. For this age group. It does not prevent transmission or 
infecBon.  The focus should rather be on a healthy lifestyle. These mandates only serve a corrupt agenda. Nicky reBred

2022-01-29 
04:12:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Taking away a person's freedom of choice is unacceptable. Dawn 

employed 
individual

2022-01-29 
00:01:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccinated is suppose to be protected that's what we are told, so why are they afraid of the unvaccinated 
and why don't we hear anything about aids,flu and TB (all normal day to day sicknesses) anymore? If they are 
more openly and honest with the people about the side effects, then there might be a different aqtude 
towards the whole thing, but you can't trust these people anymore. Not every news on social media can be 
false.  I think this is just a money making  and to see who can have the most power . Tinus

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
23:04:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our consBtuBon is very clear on this. We have freedom of choice when it comes to medical procedures... 
especially of a experimental type. Ulna

business 
owner

2022-01-28 
22:51:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice One should have the freedom to choose whether or not to be vaccinated. It is a basic human right. Annalie

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
22:44:19

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Riene 

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
22:12:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This experimental jab is not safe Odene

business 
owner

2022-01-28 
21:50:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

By mandaBng vaccines you are infringing on the rights of South Africans to choose regarding their bodily 
integrity Manhew Non-profit

2022-01-28 
21:47:06

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Theo

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:44:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice We must remain a free naBon Marc

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:41:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Maria

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:40:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice James

2022-01-28 
21:30:58

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Humanity should have freedom of choice. There are side effects to the vaccine especially to the 12-30 year 
olds.  Nina

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:28:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Just like any other vaccine, we should have the right to choose if we want to take it. We are no longer in a 
pandemic and lockdown levels have dropped to level 1. Natural immunity is an opBon that we should be able 
to choose. If Covid-19 protocols and social distancing is taking place then infecBon is not possible, wether you 
are vaccinated or not. Jolene

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
21:22:34

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People should have the right to choose what they allow into their body.  
InsBtuBons of learning should be quesBoning and have an open mind to allowing people to decide for 
themselves not prescribing invasion procedures which are not proven and have no long term record. Donne

2022-01-28 
21:09:44

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Govt.is using private sector and universiBes as a front to do what they cannot legally do which is implement 
mandates for experimental drugs. 
This is unacceptable and to benefit of no one except the class who would be the ruling class Jackie reBred

2022-01-28 
18:52:43

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice We all have our right to make a choice if we a forced it's taken from us Nkuna

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-28 
18:01:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I am a UCT graduate and I am shocked by this suggesBon of an abuse of power by UCT. If I were to go to 
university again I would most definitely boycon UCT over this fundamental issue that they are geqng wrong. 

There have been no long term clinical trials for these mRNA vaccines which means they are sBll experimental. 
And even if there were successful long term clinical trials (which there aren't), everyone must sBll be able to 
exercise medical freedom of choice and the right to medical privacy. PoPIA is being trampled on. It is against 
the consBtuBon - freedom of choice, freedom of bodily integrity, the right to basic and further educaBon, etc.  

Experts now know that the spike protein FROM THE VACCINE is dangerous and anacks the heart and other 
areas and can be lethal. In addiBon the vaccine doesn’t prevent infecBon nor transmission. In fact, experts 
now know that it is more likely for people to be infected by a vaccinated person than an unvaccinated person. 
In addiBon, experts now know that Natural Immunity is robust, complete (full anBbody response) and durable. Alan

employed 
individual

2022-01-28 
11:15:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccinated people can sBll spread and contract covid. It is of no use isolaBng and blam8ng the unvaccinated 
for the spread. Junine student

2022-01-28 
08:01:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Natalie

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
23:35:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No sense to take away your freedom of choice for an experimental vaccine. Carel

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
22:31:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No sense to take away your freedom of choice for an experimental vaccine. Carel

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
19:49:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Margareth

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
16:39:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Pauline reBred

2022-01-27 
13:45:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Emile

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
13:20:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice QuinBn Non-profit

2022-01-27 
12:33:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Suzanne 

business 
owner

2022-01-27 
12:24:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The university is following a narraBve driven by its pharmaceuBcal funders. I can understand the disposiBon. I 
cannot imagine in my lifeBme that a university with the status of UCT for world class research completely 
avoiding a scienBfic debate around an issue so integral in our modern discourse. It says it follows the science 
and as a scienBst I am sad to say report that any opposing scienBfically driven alternaBve is smothered and 
completely suffocated. I challenge and researcher to a debate around the sciences regards this pandemic. I am 
a reBred, published and referenced immunologist, not threatened by funding withdrawals and inBmidaBon. I 
have 40years in the research space and waiBng to be educated around the this newly created science of 
convenience. Johnathan reBred

2022-01-27 
08:04:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As the jabs do not prevent you from geqng or passing the virus on there is no point in mandatory vaccines or 
even  having to show proof of a jab.  This is stupid and I cannot believe a place like a universaty even thinks 
this is ok to try implement. My opinion is at this point it stops being about health and more and more about 
control. Andrew

employed 
individual

2022-01-27 
01:41:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The mere existence of such a suggesBon is deeply disturbing and fundamentally heinous to any existence of 
humanity, rights and eendevour. 
Immediate removal of this as an agenda or topic of consideraBon is the only correct acBon here. 
Imagine the devil opening discussion, wanBng us to consider whether hell should come to earth, WHAT A 
BLAZEN CHEEK. And the very quesBon  as raised in the UCT organisaBon should have their members 
invesBgated for crimes against humanity. Marcelle 

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
21:14:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is our consBtuBonal  right to have freedom of choice! Also enshrined in the Nuremberg code . Barbara reBred

2022-01-26 
19:53:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lorraine 

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
18:25:07

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

South Africa has been, for the past 27 years, been an example of democracy, freedom of speech,  freedom of 
religion,  freedom to move, the right to educaBon, and the freedom to choose what happens to one's body. 
Our chuldren's consBtuBonal rights are being infringed upon by terBary insBtuBons that make experimental 
vaccines mandatory in order to gain access to their learning insBtuBons. Not only are their right to educaBon 
being challenged, but also their right to bodily autonomy. This goes against all that SA has fought for and paid 
a dear price for to make these freedoms a reality. My daughter is in her final year at UFS. She chooses not to 
be injected with an experimental drug of which it's efficiency is sBll yet to be proven. Now, she is being denied 
access to her department, or she has to give proof of her covid status on a weekly basis although she has the 
right to refuse to disclose her status. I implore the decision makers to urgently reconsider their stand and 
allow our children to exercise their consBtuBonal rights and finish their studies in order to become producBve 
contributors to the economy of our beauBful country. 

Carmen student
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2022-01-26 
14:49:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It has now been established that the vaccine-candidates do not protect one against geqng covid nor does it 
protect anyone around you as you can sBll transmit the virus to others. The choice as to whether you want to 
or not take a vaccine-candidate that has yet to complete it's safety trials should be your choice and no one 
else's, but don't make it out that it is for the protecBon of those around you. It is not for reasons stated above 
- you can sBll get ill and you can sBll pass it on whether you have had 1 or more injecBons. 

UCT you are trampling upon everyone's, student and staffs, right to bodily integrity and trying to wrap it up as 
workplace safety. If you were really concerned about your students and staff you would not be bullying and 
coercing them into taking a drug that is sBll in trail for the next 2 years, without knowing the long term safety. 
You would be looking around the world and South Africa for alternaBve ways to deal with Covid, and there are 
lots of ways that are effecBve and do no harm.  

It begs the quesBon though, what do you as UCT get out of forcing the vaccine candidates on students and 
staff.  
What do you get out of it as this is not about health?  

Lisa
business 
owner

2022-01-26 
13:31:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Willem 

business 
owner

2022-01-26 
12:35:23

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ek, as 'n Suid Afrikaanse burger het die reg om self te besluit oor wat met my liggaam gebeur.  Ek en my gesin 
het besluit om nie ingeënt te word nie, omdat ons nog nie oortuig is dat die ent effekBef is teen die virus nie. 
Die newe effekte van die ent is ook vir ons nie gerustellend nie.  En ons is geestelik ook nie  oortuig dat dit die 
regte ding is om te doen nie.  Dit is wetenskaplik bewys dat as jy covid onder lede het is jy tot 15 keer meer 
immuun as 'n persoon wat ten volle ingeënt is. 
 Hoekom is ons teen verpligte inenBngs paspoorte?  Dit is diskriminasie teen my menseregte wat in ons land 
se grondwet saamgevat is, my reg tot menslikheid, my reg om self te besluit oor wat met my liggaam gebeur 
en my reg om nie teen gediksrimineer te word  nie, asook dat niemand my mag verplig om my gesondheids 
status bekend te maak  as ek nie wil nie. Persone wat wel ten volle ingeënt is kan nogsteeds  covid kry of 
ander aansteek al het hulle nie simptome nie, daarom maak dit nie sin dat net gevaksineerdes op die kampus 
of by samekomste toegelaat  word nie...hulle kan mekaar nogsteeds  aansteek.  Tegnies gesproke moet hulle 
ook elke keer 'n negaBewe covid toets  wys as hulle die perseel binne gaan.  Ann

business 
owner

2022-01-26 
12:01:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Using  a jab that does not work and will not work is beyond comprehension.  
Banning medicaBon ( ivumectrum etc) that actually works is suspect in favor of big business ( read Pharma) 
With immunity against prosecuBon if adversely affected by the jab is even more concerning.  
What if they are destroying our natural immune system? Poepaul 

employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
11:08:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body, my choice. Nobody has the right to tell someone what they must or must'nt take. That is called 
"tyranny", not democracy! The people in a democraBc society should always have free choice. A vaccine 
mandate is not providing this to its people. I'm preny confident most South Africans will agree that a mandate 
is unacceptable! It will be seen as a poliBcal moBve & you will get resistance from the South African people, of 
this I am sure! Karen

business 
owner

2022-01-26 
10:58:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is a violaBon of Human Rights. Maureen reBred

2022-01-26 
10:54:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You can't force people to take medicine that has a 98% recovery rate. In what world does this make sense. 

This has nothing to do with medicine. This is genocide on a global scale. 

You must should be ashamed of yourself! Andre
employed 
individual

2022-01-26 
09:28:54

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The Covid vaccine is controversial and it is irresponsible to mandate it's use. 

InternaBonally it is being challenged in court and to conBnue pushing the Covid vaccine will expose UCT to 
criminal prosecuBon. 

Walk away from it. Malcolm
business 
owner

2022-01-26 
06:56:54

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is a violaBon of human basic human rights to  force a vaccine on somebody as it’s their body ! Tamzen 

business 
owner

2022-01-26 
05:58:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice London

employed 
individual

2022-01-25 
21:38:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mardi reBred

2022-01-25 
20:46:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should have the freedom of choice especially when it has to do with medical issues.  The media and 
those who are financially benefiBng from covid will conBnue this nonsense unBl the world is bled try, 
financially and emoBonally. Toni

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-25 
20:22:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nobody has medical right over anyones body. Nobody !!!! Sandra

business 
owner

2022-01-25 
19:40:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Completely unacceptable, an infringement on human right to make own choice regarding medicine.  
Tony

business 
owner

2022-01-25 
16:02:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No one can be forced to to take a vaccine. We have the right to bodily autonomy. Natalie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-25 
15:44:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To whom it may concern, 

I am most concerned and disgusted with the way these mandates are infringing on my basic human rights.  

The South African consBtuBon guarantees an individuals right to bodily and psychological integrity 
SecBon 36 states that rights may be limited by laws of general applicaBon, but only insofar as this is 
“reasonable and jusBfiable in an open and democraBc society based on dignity, freedom and equality”. 
  
Is the mandaBng of the C19 ‘vaccines’ “reasonable and jusBfiable”? 
  
Experts have noted that there are six requirements that are needed to jusBfy a policy of mandatory 
vaccinaBon: 

1. The ‘vaccines’ must be properly trialled, tested and approved (this includes full animal studies; 
pharmacological reports; full registraBon with the SAHPRA (not SecBon 21))     
2. The ‘vaccines’ must be effecBve at prevenBng infecBon and transmission 
3. The vaccines must be DURABLE ie: work for a substanBal amount of Bme (at least 1 year)   
4. The ‘vaccines’ must be safe and present negligible risk of harm to the person receiving the drug   
5. No other reasonable alternaBves exist to prevent or treat the disease 
6. The risk or disease being immunised against must be sufficiently serious for the person being given the drug 
  
The C19 ‘vaccines’ fail to meet all of the 6 requirements above and we this need the SAHRC to protect our 
rights.  

This pandemic has caused immense divisions to family, friends and other relaBonships. There has been a stark 
increase in mental illnesses and suicide rates across the globe. As a South African ciBzen, I am horrified that 
our history as a country is deemed irrelevant at such a Bme as we appear to be nearing medical segregaBon 
and Inequality once again. Since when has the government or anyone else of that maner been responsible for 
my health?  

I hope you will not take this message and other such messages lightly.  

Kind Regards,  
Bianca Bianca student

2022-01-25 
12:27:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ester

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-25 
11:22:10

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Illegal, unconsBtuBonal, unethical, and Bme is proving what an absolute crime against humanity this whole 
fiasco has been. Shame on UCT for even considering such an irresponsible policy with  immature knowledge 
authority, zero wisdom  and gross incompetence to even make such a move.  You will be found guilty of gross 
crimes against humanity, and pleas of well intenBon will not cut because by your callous abuse of power 
entrusted to you, you have caused gross harm in areas not of your purvey and therefore should incur the full 
punishment of  the law and human jusBce for your vile deeds. MarBn reBred

2022-01-25 
09:26:29

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine does not work, you sBll spread the virus, geqng sick and sBll dies even that you are vaccinated. Own 
immunity is stronger than the vax immunity proven over and over again. Frederik 

employed 
individual

2022-01-25 
07:49:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jennifer Non-profit

2022-01-25 
06:10:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Willie

business 
owner

2022-01-25 
06:09:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is enough evidence to show that the current available "vaccines" are ineffecBve at breaking 
transmission and do not reduce the viral shedding of the virus. There is no such thing as mandatory vaccines 
in our country and UCT with be violaBng the human rights of every individual.  It is a personal choice and 
should remain that way. Joshua

employed 
individual

2022-01-25 
05:35:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Infringement on human rights to have freedom of choice. To many unanswered quesBons and no guarantees

business 
owner
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2022-01-24 
22:28:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines are not safe, contrary to what main stream media and governments say, looking at the vaers 
reporBng systems around the world where only a one persent reporBng staBsBc is done,  it is clear there are 
many advers effects and deaths due to vaccine. 
Same with Facebook , Johan

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
22:18:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice S

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
22:05:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tami

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
21:42:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Humans are created to  choose their own life paths. Force and coercion for anything in any form is draconian 
dictatoral totaliatariesm. Against all Human rights and contrary to Nuremberg codes, Hipocrates oaths and 
personal choice Denise 

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
21:39:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We never needed any of this for TB or Aids and all this fuss over something that compared to flu... Not buying 
it this is obviously not about our health... E

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
21:21:56

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I am UCT Alumni.  UCT used to be a place that valued freedom.  No to vaccine mandates! Robert

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
21:12:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine mandates are unconsBtuBonal and an infringement on human rights. There are other ways and 
means of handling the situaBon. Alvin

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
20:58:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice J reBred

2022-01-24 
20:52:31

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

For many years, many people fought for freedom, this mandate is an insult to all those who put their lives on 
the line and especially to those who lost their lives. It is a massive step back into the dark and back into 
tyranny. Arthur

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
19:46:48

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Daniel student

2022-01-24 
15:15:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No person may be forced to take experimental injecBons. It is against the Nuremberg code Nandhi

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
14:36:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ronel

2022-01-24 
13:52:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Alex student

2022-01-24 
12:58:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I feel that this whole thing is trying to take away our freedom,  becoming like a police state.  Our bodies were 
created to fend off diseases and viruses,  they are trying to force you, firstly to be vaccinated with 2 doses,  
now a boost every 6 months,  no thank you. Steven reBred

2022-01-24 
12:23:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is every human’s right to decide for themselves how they treat themselves and what they put into their 
bodies.  
This so called vaccine is in the experimental phase and everyone should have the right to choose if they use 
this treatment or not.  
It is a crime to not permit access to humans wishing to engage in studies based on their choices.  
Further more it is not anyone but the individual’s own private business As to how they look aoer their health. Caitlyn 

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
07:59:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This is an experimental jab why must student be lab rats Maureen

business 
owner

2022-01-24 
07:59:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Susan

employed 
individual

2022-01-24 
06:48:06 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Good day, 

1. I do not support the forced vaccine policy. God created us with the freedom to choose. We choose to 
worship Him or not. This freedom of choice doesn't end with Him but applies to life in general. Anyone trying 
to impose on this is working against our nature. 

2. These vaccines are not prevenBng anyone from geqng, spreading and dying from Covid. God numbered 
our days. We all going to die but at the Bme chosen by God. There is no logic in mandaBng these as they are 
not doing what they were meant to do. There is no difference between the vaxxed and the unvaxxed. The 
unvaxxed seem to be far much bener than the vaxxed in fighBng this virus. Nothing beats natural immunity. 
Our God-given gio. 

In conclusion, let people choose what goes into their own bodies. You don't own them. This is also against our 
South African consBtuBon. The freedom we have was fought for. People died that we may be free. You coming 
with such policies that are causing discriminaBon, you want us to re-live the apartheid Bmes. Please STOP! 

Regards, 

Freedom of choice and anB-vaxx supporter, 

Nomali Choabi Nomali
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
22:24:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Each person should have the right to choose and to bodily integrity Elizme

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
22:17:10

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If you mandate an experimental medical intervenBon, you should be willing to take full responsibility for any 
possible negaBve effects.  
Medical intervenBon always comes with risks Sampie reBred

2022-01-23 
22:04:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The University has not provided all the proof that Vaccines are safe and effecBve. They have also have not 
provided informaBon that provides a convincing evidence that vaccine by all will stop the infecBon and the 
spread.  

The university is overreaching their role by mandaBng this as its not within their scope. No research exist that 
proof that mandatory vaccine by all will make the university safe. There seem to be no openness to even 
discuss. Renny

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
21:25:02

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice kwena

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
19:44:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We cannot  deny people their consBtuBonal right to freedom of choice , especially when it concerns one's 
own body and health. 
The vaccinated are also geqng infected.  The latest variant is not  as severe as the previous variants.  Why are 
we suddenly mandaBng a trial vaccine  against a virus that has the same death rate as the flu?  Why is natural 
immunity not even  acknowledged?  Surely our bodies have not suddenly stopped working in the way they 
have since the dawn of man which ensured our survival thus far. 
We have to be careful of the slippery slope that will lead back to the era of the pass laws. C

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
18:05:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Pat reBred

2022-01-23 
17:51:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Not enough evidence to show efficacy of the vaccines and the numerous side effects of the jab Mohamed reBred

2022-01-23 
17:11:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one should be forced to get an injecBon, that is clearly killing or disabling people, especially our young 
people. NO VACCINE MANDATE!! Jenine

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
16:47:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It's our consBtuBonal right to decide and choose what we put in our bodies. Nelio

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
14:42:31

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tracy

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
13:54:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Armando 

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
12:49:22

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I dont support compulsary medical treatment Hanre student

2022-01-23 
12:48:35

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I don support forced medical treatment Abrie

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
12:48:29

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I don't support forced medical treatment Arno student

2022-01-23 
12:43:11

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I don't support any forced medical treatment Hanlie

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
12:01:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our children’s future should never be influenced by decisions they have not made for themselves, in an 
informed, honest manner.  The foundaBon of our democracy rests on our right of personal choice. 

The purpose of the medical treatment is not necessary given current trends in South Africa. The effecBveness 
of said ‘vaccine’ developed , in a rush, for the first  variant of covid 19, is quesBonable.  

Let us make decisions that will not cause addiBonal burden, medically and financially for our future 
generaBons Rob

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
11:18:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice SBll experimental. No long term trials for safety.  Serious health concerns Robert 

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
10:45:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Paula

employed 
individual
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2022-01-23 
10:30:59

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is an experimental drug.  
A list of over 1000 medical and scienBfic studies from medical journals like lancet etc that shows the 
experimental drugs are dangerous, the links to the studies are included.  Do your homework before you put 
our youth in danger!!!  

hnps://www.thecompleteguidetohealth.com/over-1000-published-studies-provide-evidence-that-the-
covid-19-vaccines-are-dangerous.html 

Sandra 
employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
10:25:46 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Informed consent  and freedom of choice  is the right of every ciBzen. Karen reBred

2022-01-23 
09:56:21

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine is sBll in an experimental phase and the covid test is abolished by the WHO since 31 December 
2021, the person who designed the test said that that it was not intended to test for Co-vid 19, so all tests are 
not accurate, and it is not a virus but a bacteria and there is treatment for that ELSABE

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
09:01:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The policy fails to arBculate how the mandatory nature of the policy is linked to a ‘safe and healthy’ 
environment at UCT. Recent evidence proves that the vaccine does not prevent transmission.  

The policy has definiBonal issues, omissions, and cause for contestaBon; some are indicated below. 

The policy is silent on ongoing process for applying for exempBon.  
- Will visiBng academics apply for exempBon before incurring travel costs?  
- What is the proposed exempBon process for contractors, pay-by claim staff and visitors, taking to 
account new arrivals throughout the year? 

The policy is silent about transparency of process for consideraBon of exempBon applicaBons. 
- What will be the representaBon on the vaccine panel in terms of staff and students and their 
experBse? 
- What are the metrics that the vaccine panel will apply to assess whether beliefs are deeply held? For 
example, somebody can be deeply spiritual without being a member of a religious insBtuBon.  
- How will the vaccine panel ensure that all exempBon applicaBons are treated equally? There is risk 
that some decisions will be looked on as being very unfair in comparison to others.  

“Monitoring of policy implementaBon and outcomes“ must include data for adverse side effects. The policy 
should state the source of data it will use for adverse events and on what basis they will be considered to be 
relevant or not. 
“False informaBon and misinformaBon” is vague in definiBon and contenBous. It is morally wrong to prevent 
people sharing informaBon that is their ‘truth’. For example, people will relay stories of adverse effects. It is 
quesBonable that any authority should police the retelling of these stories and personal interpretaBons / 
meanings. It is a threat to democracy and academic discourse that discussion be controlled with fear. To 
paraphrase: who shall guard the guards? S

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
08:39:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I wish I could Bck all the concerns listed above. The biggest of all is freedom of choice and freedom to choose 
medical care. Leanne student

2022-01-23 
08:30:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No one should be subject to forced medical intervenBon Riaan

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
08:18:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People have to maintain bodily autonomy. This is very important. The university can in no circumstances be 
given the right to mandate any medical treatments for people. Naldo student

2022-01-23 
08:04:00

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Some people react differently to alopathic medicine.  The risk is too great to mandate this. Ricky

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
07:36:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Theunis

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
07:34:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mary-
Lynne reBred

2022-01-23 
07:01:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vax passports are discriminaBng and nothing less than appartheid LizeMari

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
06:33:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lizelma

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
05:50:26

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It concerns me that an experimental drug, that has severe adverse events, is being advocated for.  There is no 
proof that it prevents the virus from spreading, and even if there is, we should have the freedom to choose 
what is injected into our bodies. We have the right to an educaBon without prejudice. Shawna

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
04:20:15

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tracey 

business 
owner

2022-01-23 
01:13:53

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This draconian policy is forcing and coercing people into taking an experimental, medical procedure.  
All people should have access to educaBon.  
This vaccinaBon has not been proven to be effecBve.  

Almarie 
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
23:31:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nuremberg  code Petra 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
22:19:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Reza 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
22:02:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lene

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:58:17 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hanle

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:49:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

When you publish thís, ...."UCT will conBnue to respond to the pandemic in alignment with government 
regulaBons." ....then I struggle to believe anything from your Council, and why are you wasBng money on 
drug-mandates?????????? Government did not mandate the taking of the drug?? E

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:48:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Robert

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
21:31:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support any organizaBon or insBtuBons that are forcing people to take the jab and totally disregarding 
freedom of choice  over one's health and body. Yolandi 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:06:40

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No insBtuBon or business or government has the right to make decisions regarding medical maners on behalf 
of an individual person. Our body & what we allow or disallow is enBrely at our discreBon. This so-called 
vaccine is sBll being trialed & nobody fully understands the potenBal long term adverse affects as is now being 
witnessed internaBonally. Craig 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:01:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vaccines should be freedom of choice, not mandatory for all age groups Karen

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
20:48:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Suné 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
20:42:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Clise friend had severe side effects including Gullian Bar sydrome.  People who have poir immune systom 
might be scared to br vaccinated. Many research studies prove it affects the effecBveness of yout TCells.  
You have no proof of long term effects on uour immune system. 

Marie-
Louise reBred

2022-01-22 
20:35:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every single UCT student is a sovereign being with individual choice over their body. Hence the famous line, 
'my body, my choice'. The right to freedom should not be denied based on someone's choice as to how they 
take care of their health and what they consent to or not. This is as extreme as any other experience a student 
might or might not consent to. They have the choice as to what they put in and on their bodies.  

MandaBon in universiBes is a sign of restricBon and closed minded callous thinking, when it should be a place 
for people to explore their own beliefs and views and feel free to make these descions without an overbearing 
totalitarian hand signaling that their choice is 'wrong' and punishing them for it. In the end, we each know our 
own bodies bener than anyone else, and if someone else's opinion is wanted it will be sought out.  

Let's look at the broader picture here, where human rights are coming into quesBon. The decisions we make 
today will have a big impact on future policies. If we allow educaBonal faciliBes to make our decisions for us 
regarding this, what other freedoms and human rights will they defy in the name of 'caring' for safety. This is 
about individual choice, freedom and basic human rights.  

Another cauBon to take into consideraBon, is that there is not one person who has had this vaccine that has 
already lived a full and long life post-jab. It is sBll in its experimental phase. We do not know what could 
happen. It is so important that there is no persuasion, coercion or manipulaBon around each student making 
their own choice.  

A quesBon worth asking is: Is the university willing to take ownership and be liable should any one of their 
students have an adverse reacBon? Montana

2022-01-22 
20:33:23

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body belongs to me and my Maker. My choice, nobody else. Louisa reBred

2022-01-22 
20:18:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Noone  should be forced  to take an experimental  drug that clearly doesn't work. Beverley reBred

2022-01-22 
20:10:03

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People should be given choice especially that this virus is no longer that strong, too many side effects and the 
fact that there's a lot of theories around the vaccine. Even the scienBsts seem not to be sure of how long are 
the vaccinated safe... Sindi

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
20:03:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Stop forcing people to do something that could be dangerous for them. Their bodies do not belong to you. Desire 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
19:59:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I just don't understand how people have become zombies  and being vaccinated to their own peril...its 
madness! We don't want the clot shot Mamdy

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
19:59:11

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Your body your choice.  It should not be dictated by anyone ever.   By taking the vaccine you are giving your 
rights away  forever.  Sharon

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
19:44:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sue

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
19:39:48

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice David

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
19:35:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I feel extremely concerned at the reports of bad reacBons  to the so-called vaccine & the fact that it does not 
prevent one from geqng Covid or promise any immunity to other strains. PharmaceuBcal companies have 
protected themselves from any comebacks or claims & I feel it is wrong to force anyone to take this injecBon 
against their will in a democraBc country where we are supposed to have freedom of choice Elizabeth reBred

2022-01-22 
19:18:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There are too many side effects that are dangerous. Our consBtuBon says freedom of choice! This is worse 
than apartheid Sian 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
19:16:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is the foundaBon of human rights when it goes away dictator take over. Michelle reBred

2022-01-22 
18:52:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Totally unnecessary  
Let the young be healthy and educated! Melanie

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:49:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lynn

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:25:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Noelani 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:24:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It’s a disgrace to even discuss a policy that supports an experimental drug  being tested on staff and students. 
Where is this moBvaBon coming from?  The virus has never been isolated, most people have generally slight 
risks of serious infecBon and some groups are substanBally immune. Get a life and do something creaBve in 
stead of draconian coercion ideas. My body my choice. Roy

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
18:19:02

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Fundamental human rights are being destroyed for a vaccine that isn’t working like a vaccine should. Freedom 
of choice should never be taken from anybody. My body my choice. The many injuries of the vax and MSM 
censoring what really is happening is reason enough for not considering taking this experimental drug that has 
been proven to not work hence the need for boosters.  My body my choice was fundamentally important 
when woman fought for aborBons. This is  My body …this is my choice!!! Franecia 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:17:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice J reBred

2022-01-22 
18:14:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Die inenBngs voorkom nie die virus soos die leuen vertel is nie. 
InenBngs veroorsaak in baie mense ernsBge siektetoestande EN  dit word deur die owerhede verswyg. 
Daar is geen deursigBgheid nie en ek glo NIKS meer wat die regering oor die virus sê nie. 
Ek vertrou nie eers meer dokters en hospitale nie. Vir hospitale gaan dit oor geld. Dis nie in hospitale of 
farmaseuBese Man's se belang dat die virus tot n einde kom nie want dan verloor hulle reuse inkomste Jopie

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
18:10:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lance

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
18:08:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Dean

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
18:02:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I am not sure if the people deciding on the  mandatory vaccinaBon at UCT are too young to remember  or too 
old and forge�ul regarding South Africa's past. 
The one of Apartheid based on colour, where people were descriminatee against based on their colour. 
To force mandatory vaccines is to insiBtute a new type of Apartheid based on vaccinaBon. 
We have the right to freedom of choice. Choice in how we live our lives. A choice in what we do or do not do 
to our bodies. 
For the record I have had my Pfizer vaccinaBons but i believe on pure Democracy and people should have the 
right of choice.  
 I have socialised with non vaccinated  friends no problem. Democracy should be the winner here. Fern

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
17:10:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Fanus

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:45:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This jab is sBll an experiment, so could NEVER  be compulsory, in any democraBc county. 
Our ConsBtuBon also clearly does not allow this. Mark

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
16:43:21

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Caroline

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
16:35:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It has been proven in highly vaxed countries that you can sBll get Covid. 
Young people have excellent immune systems. 
They have a very slim chance of contracBng Covid. 
It is your choice of freedom  taken away. 
I will not allow any young child to be vaccinated against a virus that is like a cold or flue. 
Loss of a lot  brilliant minds that could have  anended  an University if they are awake and clever enough to 
understand the underhanded agenda  

Carla Non-profit

2022-01-22 
16:23:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No forced vaccinaBons or mandates ever -- Infringes on people's inalienable human rights; 
No discriminaBons against the unvaccinated -- Infringes on peoples' inalienable human rights with regard to 
Freedom of choice. 

Marlene
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
16:08:58

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Edna

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:55:48

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Fayyaz 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:54:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ditsem

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:51:19

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is a complete violaBon of human rights to force vaccinaBons on your students. Leigh-ann

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
15:44:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Estelle

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:43:17

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No one should be forced to make a choice between a jab or educaBon. That is not a choice it's force. Candice

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:24:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To put a mandate into effect is unlawful, unconsBtuBonal and discriminatory. It violates research ethics by 
coercing parBcipaBon in an experiment. The long term effects are unknown therefore, it is callous and reckless 
to mandate. UCT and other educaBonal insBtuBons and their respecBve management staff as individuals 
(those who are decision makers regarding the vaccine mandates) are now put on noBce of liability should  
there be any adverse effects or deaths amongst students and staff who take the ‘vaccine’ under duress. Those 
responsible for mandates will be criminally liable for crimes against humanity. Faiza

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:08:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Not enough is known about vaccines and to force those who do not want it is against human rights. Jana

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:06:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

More evidence is emerging on a daily basis which is highlighBng the lack of honesty and transparency of the 
vaccine manufacturers. 
This is sBll in the experimental stage and no-one should be forced to parBcipate in this mass experiment 
without being fully aware of the risks, the ingredients of the "vaccines" and what recourse they are legally 
enBtled to if something goes wrong. Graham 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:56:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Peet

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:50:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My objecBon is to the so called vaccine itself and the agenda behind it. I have seen too much medical 
evidence against the vaccine and its contents for the irreparable damage it does to the immune sustem and 
body as a whole, to even dream of giving it my approval.  I believe it should be banned forthwith and outright, 
and all vials destroyed. IvermecBn should be made readily available to all. Those who knew this about this so-
called vaccine, and advocated it, need to be held accountable, just as Bill Gates, Boris Johnson and Co. are 
being brought before the ICC to answer charges of genocide. This is serious! Bruce

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:48:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No human should be discriminated against based on the status of the medicaBons they choose or reject 
puqng into their body. Dominic

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:42:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Karin

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:40:48

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Clearly the vaccine does not work. Proven over and over again Kathy 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:34:39

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice  over what you put into your body and concern about vax  side effects Hayley

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:32:59

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is NOT a vaccine.  It does NOT prevent people from geqng C19, you sBll need to social distance,  wear a 
mask.... 
NO scienBfic research has been published that is peer reviewed on the long term effects of the vaccine on 
humans. 

Joyce
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:19:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mary-

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:18:13

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jacques

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:16:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is NOT a vaccine it's an mRNA protein trial and is lethal. No one should be made to have this My node My 
choice. Lisa reBred

2022-01-22 
14:01:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Pam reBred
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2022-01-22 
13:55:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is totally unacceptable to force young people, who are not even at great risk from Covid-19, especially the 
new variants, to put a potenBally lethal substance into their bodies.   There is incontroverBble evidence that 
these experimental injecBons (they are not vaccines in the true sense of the word) are dangerous, having 
caused disability and death to hundreds of thousands of people around the world.  Please withdraw this 
requirement immediately. Alison

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:51:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice JO student

2022-01-22 
13:48:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Chris

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:46:48

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I feel it should be a persons choice as to whether they want to be vaccinated or not, and why should healthly 
young people have to get a vaccine ?  
People shouldn't be excluded because  of a choice especially when it comes to educaBon as everyone has the 
right to educaBon! Amy

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:44:04

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We have a consBtuBonal right to say yes or no to receive medical treatment.  It has been medically proven 
that whether you have or haven't been vaccinated that you can sBll catch the virus, and that you can transmit 
the virus.

Dominiqu
e 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:41:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You shouldn’t be forced to do something by government.  
If it’s the right thing to do- people won’t ask you to do it- mandatory vaccinaBons are an abominaBon to 
freedom of choice and life.  

Our government would be stupid to do something like this, because then they are lowering themselves like 
the rest of many naBons, and following the herd mentality.  

I do not support the vaccinaBon. Jayde
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:38:59

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Freedom of choice is basic human rights. And forcing medical procedures is a direct violaBon of our human 
rights and right to have freedom of choice. This isn’t a communist dictatorship government. This is a crime 
against humanity. Simone

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:31:28

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People should be able to decide for themselves whether to vaccinate. If the Vaccine worked, people who took 
it shouldn't be worried about those who don't. It's their choice to take that "risk". Donovan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:30:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We can’t go back to the apartheid era and segregate people! DemocraBc society represents freedom of 
choice!  ParBcularly  when there are risks involved in taking experimental vaccine with huge numbers of side-
effects! Anastasia 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:30:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Paul

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:24:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's plane to see for anyone willing to take the Bme and read about these so called vaccinaBons, that they 
don't work and are in fact extremely dangerous. Forcing someone to take poison is anempted murder as far as 
I understand it. Seth

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:24:11

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mandatory vaccinaBons infringe on human rights & would mean some aren't able to anend the university. Faye

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:23:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Moegama
d 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:18:18

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Without long term evidence of the side effects i am not understanding the reason Marcel

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:17:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice One should always have body autonomy!  Freedom!!!!! Rei

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:16:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Anthony

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:13:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Clinton 

2022-01-22 
13:05:08

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice As individuals our freedom of choice  and will is what makes us human and should not be taken away from us. Mague 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
13:04:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Judith reBred

2022-01-22 
12:57:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Esther

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:55:06 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines are neither safe nor effecBve and there are many papers and evidence proving this to the point 
where well known people are calling the vaccine roll a genocide. Our freedoms are being systemaBcally 
eroded and mandaBng this vaccine is tantamount to forcing people  to harm or kill themselves. This needs to 
be severely dealt with in terms of the Nuremberg Code  and other means. The people are geqng angry. Faunce

2022-01-22 
12:54:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Gerrit

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:52:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is not your choice. These are you clients. You don’t dictate what they should do With their bodies.  Respect 
their choices. Janine Non-profit

2022-01-22 
12:46:47

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jo

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:44:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The supposed vaccines do not even work and in fact produce adverse reacBons to the detriment of persons 
receiving it. Our youth are strong and healthy with viable immune systems. The risk to taking the vaccine far 
outweighs any benefit (for which I sBll await scienBfic evidence). To receive the experimental drug should be a 
personal choice, not one forced upon you. I am wholly against the enforcement of anything that strips you of 
your consBtuBonal right of bodily integrity and freedom of choice. Christy

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:43:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lyn reBred

2022-01-22 
12:41:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hans

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:38:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Student demographic is not a high Covid risk. 
Experimental injecBons are a higher risk , lack of transparency in the contents of the injecBons,  lack of 
accountability on the part of  the producers in case of adverse effects,  long term health risk and 
consequences are not known. 
Experimental injecBon mandates are contrary to the Nuremberg code. 
There are alternaBve Covid treatments.  
Bodily integrity and freedom of choice. John 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:34:19

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one should be forced to vaccinate. It should be a personal choice whether or not to be vaccinated and 
should not affect one’s access to studying / working or movements into public spaces.  Monique 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:34:18

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This mandatory vaccine goes far beyond COVID-19 & I believe is more about money, poliBcal & control. If 
mandatory vaccine is insBtuted, what is next? The SA consBtuBon gives us freedom of choice!! 
Besides THE VACCINE DOES NOT EVEN WORK!!! Vaccinated people sBll get the virus & transmit the virus as 
much as unvaccinated people so what is the benefit of mandatory vaccines?????!!!!! Denise reBred

2022-01-22 
12:21:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Candace

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:17:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Natasha 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:17:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body, my choice first and foremost.  Why would anyone in their right mind take an injecBon which doesn't 
offer protecBon..  Big Pharma refuses to take responsibility should anyone be injured, that in itself is a HUGE 
RED FLAG. Celeste 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:07:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Each one should be given the freedom to choose and not to be judged or discriminated what he or she has 
chosen. Malinda

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:07:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This is a trial vaccine and should therefore not be mandatory. Lauren

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
12:06:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People don’t need to be injected with an experimental drug if they don’t choose to be. The right to educaBon 
must not be taken away if you choose to take care of your own body. Victoria 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:02:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We all have the right to choose what goes into our body. Freedom of choice; consBtuBonal rights. As an 
educaBonal insBtuBon it is vital that facts are researched and imparted objecBvely, and debated, without 
coercion - this to uphold the integrity of the insBtuBon. Saskia

2022-01-22 
11:57:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is taken away! Selma

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:56:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support the idea of mandatory vaccinaBons. As a UCT alumni I’m disappointed that this was even 
considered by UCT.  

Vaccines have been shown not to stop the spread of Covid-19. Therefore there’s no logic in forcing everyone 
to vaccinated. The vaccines have also clearly been shown not to do what they were supposed to. They are 
proving to be largely ineffecBve against the omicron variant. And possibly will be less so to the next variant. 
Even the argument that they prevent (or reduce) serious illness and death is no longer valid, as the latest 
variant is so far not leading to serious illness or death – so this needs to be monitored first. On top of this, the 
effecBveness of vaccines has been shown to wear off aoer approx 4 – 6months, and there is no idea yet of 
what damage a conBnuous regimen of 3 - 6monthly boosters could do to our immune systems. Especially to 
prevent something that now equates to a flu. And actually, compared Europe, SA is doing preny well with 
regards Covid fataliBes despite low vaccinaBon rates. So let people decide for themselves and conBnue 
encouraging those more vulnerable to Covid, the elderly, obese and those with co-morbidiBes to get 
vaccinated. For the rest, warn them of the adverse effects ( as these are real and relevant) and let them weigh 
up their risks and decide for themselves. 

Jacques
business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:55:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mascha

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
11:52:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Bodily integrity and the right to choose to partake in experimental Vax program. It's all about the great reset 
and social credit system. NWO agenda Robert

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:52:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It has already be widely accepted in mainstream circles and admined by the WHO and CDC that this 
experimental gene therapy does NOT stop infecBon or spread but PERHAPS may lessen the symptoms...so 
what possible use would the mandate serve...many have been harmed and there is no long term data...it's 
anB the Nuremberg Code and unconsBtuBonal...enough said Hugh

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:52:02

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why vaccinate if there is medicine 
Why don't you follow the science 
Reset 21 all over this 
Killing more people than any other vaccine in the world 

Willem 
Jacobs 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:51:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Any medicaBon is a personal decision made with informaBon aided by proper scienBfic research, which takes 
Bme - there is not enough scienBfic research, has not been enough Bme, big pharma is not accepBng liability 
(red flag on it's own), governments are not liable - the liability rests on the shoulders of the individual who is 
being forced to take something which no-ones knows what it even comprises of! 

End result predicted:  
Freedom of choice remains in tact as does our consBtuBon Rex

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:47:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Helen

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:44:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This pracBce reflects TOTAL DISCRIMINATION and borders on RACISM! It is UNCONSCIONABLE to FORCE 
people to parBcipate in a medical procedure with a TRIAL vaccine and deny them their liberBes for 
declining...especially right to earn a living or obtain an educaBon. Kim

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:40:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There's enough data globally that shows the vaccines do not prevent illness, transmission or death from the 
virus. There's also lots of data showing many many adverse effects including death. It is unethical to force 
people to take medicine that has DEATH as an adverse effect! Leave people to make their own choices Olivia 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:35:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:34:57

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My Body. My Choice Hilda

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:31:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Marius 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:20:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jacqui 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:20:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No insBtuBon should force upon any person any medical procedures or taking any medicaBon. David

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:13:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Susan

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:10:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Individuals should have the freedom to choose what is best for themselves regardless of their reasons. I do 
not agree on mandatory vaccines! Donna

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
11:01:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Natural immunity is by far stronger. The current vaccines are not effecBve to prevent the virus, nor the 
mutaBon thereof. 

Marelize 
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:58:15

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our consBtuBon that we fought for so long is now threatened by outside parBes. Again they gain financially 
while the majority of people in South Africa is stolen from. All for a so called sickness that we all know that 
was manufactured and who’s outcome was not as expected, Africans are strong and resilient and we will built 
our own immunity as we have done in the past. There are greater killers of our society than covid which 
effects are blown out of proporBon by the media, let us rather focus and spend our Bme and money on 
building our country. Yvene

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:55:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Unethical to force people to undergo potenBally harmful medical procedures. The vaccines do not stop the 
spread, so forcing others for your safety makes no logical sense. Gerhard

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:47:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This Is against our consBtuBonal rights! 
David reBred

2022-01-22 
10:46:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

First of all freedom of choice. Second of all It's not anyone's business if you have been vaccinated or not. It's 
your own medical history. It doesn't affect other people.

2022-01-22 
10:45:56

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To mandate this "vaccine" goes against our freedom of choice which is a consBtuinal right for all South 
Africans.   
The "vaccine" has already been proven scienBfically to be ineffecBve regarding infecBon and transmission of 
the Covid virus. (Does not immunize)   
Therefore, the intellectually smart decision would be to make it a maner of choice with ZERO mandates!! Ken reBred

2022-01-22 
10:44:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice student

2022-01-22 
10:43:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It should be a choice of any person as student or employee to decide whether they want to be vaccinated or 
not. Nobody gets to decide what you need to do with your body. That is why one needs consent. It is a basic 
right. Gideon

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:40:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice FREEDOM OF CHOICE!! Alma reBred

2022-01-22 
10:40:26

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Basic human rights are being infringed upon. Every human has the right to bodily integrity without being 
discriminated against for those choices. This is true for ALL proposed mandates, whether they be injecBons, 
tesBng or mask wearing. Helen

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:37:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lucia reBred

2022-01-22 
10:36:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice julie

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:34:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why is  an insBtuBon like uct that sacrificed so much for freedom of choice and fought so hard for freedom  of 
movement and affiliaBon ,  so keen to give it all away …..? Surprising decision by the so called inteligencia who 
run UCT and very concerning ! Suzanne

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:27:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lana

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:27:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine is untested. 
The flu has a 99 percent recovery rate. 
South Africa did a study on June 2020 that Syd we have 70 to 80 percent natural immunity. 
Why vaccinate with untested jabs when  it's clear we don't need them? Tarryn

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:27:35

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Carey

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:26:56 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is unprecedented for control bodies to decide what people should and should not do in the  interests of 
their health. Jan reBred

2022-01-22 
10:24:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Amy

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:22:04

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Proven science has shown harmful effects and reduces immune system for life. Experimental vaccine 
poisoning! Patrick reBred

2022-01-22 
10:20:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sue

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:19:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The science shows that the vaccinaBon policy is a failure and harmful to health. In addiBon , coercion is illegal 
and informed consent is not being sought.  Edward

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:18:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Desmond

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:16:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should have the right to choose which medical intervenBon they subject themselves to. This 
mandate is not even necessary for a virus that you have a survival rate of between 99.7 and 99.9%. 
Considering most of your students are young adults they are some of the least effected by this virus.  

The argument that you have to get a vaccine to save the people around you is ludicrous. Everyone has the 
right to bodily autonomy and has the right to medical freedom.  

The UK and Ireland, this week, have announced that they are ceasing all vaccine mandates. South Africa 
should do the same.  

No long term studies have been done and the adverse reacBons being reported on VAERS, Yellow Card System 
and in Europe are frightening. Give students and staff the freedom of choice!! Monique

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:14:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Eugene

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:13:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine efficacy in prevenBng the spread or contracBon of the COVID virus Is extremely poor. The long 
term potenBal begaBve effects of the vaccine are unknown. It is a shame that an intellectual/scienBfic  
insBtuBon that is largely funded by Bill & Belinda Gates foundaBon could have such an exclusionary and 
polarising consideraBon as to implement vaccine mandates for all. This does not align with the true character 
and historic dynamic of this insBtuBon. My children will have to go else where if vaccines are forced on them 
at UCT. Ilse

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:13:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Candice 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:13:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Robeau

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:10:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Bodily autonomy remains paramount. Such measures do not belong in a society. Lusani

business 
owner
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2022-01-22 
10:09:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Cannot mandate a candidate vaccine. No maner how SAPHRA and all spin it - covid vaccines are not approved, 
are sBll under Emergency LisBng and there are no long term safety data. Trials are not completed. Hence, an 
experimental medicine are forced upon us which violates our ConsBtuBon and all other treaBes and 
DeclaraBons that South Africa has signed and is a member of. This is also extorBon which is a criminal offense. Leonor

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:09:51

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vaccines clearly don't work. Natural immunity does Charles

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:09:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Cecile 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:09:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine is sBll in a clinical trial period unBll June 2023, this is an experiment. Up to 70% of recipients are 
reciving a placibo. So why do this? 

Eachand every animal that was tested with this kind of vaccine died. The standard proceedure to reach Stage 
3 Human tesBng was skipped.  

There are no studies to proove the full effecBveness of any of these experimental drugs. 

When the deaths from the H1N1 clinical trial reached 40, it was stopped. ONE manucaturer released data that 
aoer 3 months had killed over 12 000 people and affected a furthe 150000 people . WHy is this trial sBll 
running? Peter

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:08:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Good Day 

I am wriBng this as a concerned employee and South African ciBzen. 

No company, university nor government can dictate to its ciBzens or employees what they can and cannot do 
with their body especially in terms of this "vaccine" as it offers nothing in terms of protecBon and maybe 
some evidence in reducing severe disease however that statement in itself is problemaBc as a vaccine should 
not prevent severe disease but prevent you from catching the "virus". 

Regards Nathan
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:08:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Many many young people are experiencing sides effects from these vaccines! How can you force someone  
young and healthy to be medicated?? Dusty

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
10:03:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Where their is risk (even small) their needs to be free choice. Hendrik

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:03:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ashleigh 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:03:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Basil 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
09:27:04

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We are aware that all the UniversiBes that are so quick on mandatory vaccine received funding from these 
organizaBons especially from Gates foundaBon. 
It is unbelievable that professors at universiBes would support such when in the past few years they always 
focused on evidence based research. 
It is clear that this mandatory vaccine is a payback and not on the best interest of humanity. Mario 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
09:22:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sanet student

2022-01-22 
09:18:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is a strange contradicBon about our right to body integrity and our right to medical privacy and choice 
and this mandate that erodes both. It's is not an opBon to have regular tests for poor people. It is not an 
opBon to learn online unless you are at unisa and paying I miss rates. Thus those kzn universiBes who profess 
to give choice there is no choice. Besides the fact that having had covid the anBbodies are bener than 
vaccines.  Why is this not considered an opBon? I would get a vaccine if this was a life threatening contagious 
disease like Ebola. The narraBve is changing the world is opening up but S.A. is deaf. Carol student

2022-01-22 
09:16:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Graeme student

2022-01-22 
09:00:25

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hannes

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
08:59:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ingrid

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
08:57:31

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Proven science has shown harmful effects and reduces immune system for life. Experimental vaccine 
poisoning! George 

2022-01-22 
08:49:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our consBtuBon allows for bodily integrity. InsBtuBons, governments etc should not have the right to 
mandate our health care Brigine

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
07:53:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Cindy reBred

2022-01-22 
07:50:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is everyones choice to decide if they want to have any medical  procedure, tested and tried or experimental. 
It should be their choice. It is immoral to try and force someone to do something against their will(rape) by 
blackmailing them with their job, or future. 
UniversiBes are mostly a service, services which are paid for, they should know their place and do their duBes 
and not interfere with agendas and poliBcs. 

Madelein
e

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
07:46:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Covid vaccines cannot be a blanket approach.  

What happened to human rights.  Kanyane reBred
2022-01-22 
07:21:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To deny access to basic human rights such as furthering educaBon, because on is not willing to inject an 
experimental medicaBon into yourself is downright wrong. Allow freedom of choice! Colleen

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
07:21:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mandatory vaccinaBon takes away the right of students and staff to make their own decisions. Folkers 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
07:20:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nobody should be forced to take medicaBon especially an experimental drug. Andrea

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
07:09:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

An experimental jab with potenBally serious side effects should not be forced on anyone. It should be each 
individuals choice. Jill

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
07:05:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I understand that the vaccine can be beneficial to those who CHOOSE to take it, but forcing individuals to take 
the vaccine in order to study or work is unfair. 

Why not wait unBl the trail period is over in 2023 and then universiBes can make an informed decision. Melanie
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
07:00:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

VaccinaBon has sBll not been proven to be safe,  
unconsBtuBonal to exclude students on the basis of their vaccinaBon status.  
Vaccine-free ppl are no threat to vaccinated ppl  Alexandra 

L reBred
2022-01-22 
06:48:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Autonomy over one’s own body and freedom of choice are fundamental rights ! Vicki

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
06:47:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Please show what is in the vaccine.  
Allow students to be sovereign over their mind and body and give the opportunity to those who wish and also 
those who DO NOT wish to have this experimental gene injecBon. Claudia reBred

2022-01-22 
06:44:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Karen 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
06:19:09

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sandy

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
05:52:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People should be given a choice Lee reBred

2022-01-22 
00:20:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My primary concern is by mandaBng vaccines, takes away our freedom of choice and right to body autonomy.  
I shouldn’t have to give up my right to educaBon because I don’t want to take an experimental vaccine. It’s not 
a choice if it’s  forcing students to choose between their degrees they have worked so hard for, or the taking 
something  against their will.  If we  as students haven’t taken  it willingly by now, then it’s been done out of 
pure pressure and coercion. This is morally wrong on so many levels. Brogan student

2022-01-21 
22:31:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Please do not force this "vaccinaBon" experiment on human beings. Most of us are not suicidal and would 
prefer living in health into the future. The more vaccinaBons, the more infecBons! Can you not see this? Look 
at Israel and other countries with near 100% vaccinaBon rates. Please do not do this to your own people?! We 
are wondering why there is so much money and bribery involved to persuade people to vax. What is behind 
this? And where does all that money come from? What happened to Ubuntu?? Ronel

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
22:27:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is so much evidence coming to light making it clear that there are life threatening adverse reacBons 
related to the vaccines. PA

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
19:07:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Gary

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
18:27:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The injecBons that are on trial are ineffecfecBve. Nature takes care of unusual virus in her Bme. The powers 
that be should have taken care of the old and sick people by providing medical kits to assist them not 
distribuBng fear to our people that broke them and follow main stream media that this virus is going to wipe 
the populaBon. Psychology we were meant to be broken and trust the dictators. No to dictatorship Saroja

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
18:05:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jenine

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-21 
17:25:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ek as 'n Suid Afrikaanse burger wat belasBng betaal het ook die reg of ek will of nie die inspuiBng wat nie want 
ons lewe in 'n demokraBese land wat ek die reg het om my en my gesin te beskerm teen die inspuiBng wat 
niemand vir jou kan se wat daar in is nie en wie gaan my as ek sterf van daardie inspuiBng uit die dood lat 
opstaan hulle moet eerder ophou om nog siektes te kweek skep eerder werk vir die mense wat kwalifiekasie 
en ondervinding het nie vir die wat nou so in die land met vervalste I'D dokumente en serBfikaate rond loop 
dankie Daniel reBred
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2022-01-21 
17:02:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The current vaccine doesn't give you any protecBon against Omicron. Even Phizer stated that theyll have a 
vaccine for Omicron later. If a new variant comes along then will you need a new vaccine? And IF a new one 
comes it will be less severe as per science ie becoming endemic. QUOTE " university known for its Leadership" 
Let the students become real leaders that can make decisions, let them decide what's good for them. Shahied 

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
14:14:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

the youth are not under thren...it appears that the jab has worse side effects then geqng the virus especially 
now Omicron is the main variant around and so many have got it and recovered easily and now have their 
own natural immunity . Why is natural immunity not being recognised let alone the very low percentage of 
the terBary students being treated like the elderly ...the jab is harmful to students not the virus...we must 
upgrade our immune system and the young can. If this is not debated by main  stream media or the UCT 
board then they have blood on their hands as they are being manipulated by globulist money makers who 
own the press and the jab .......how can we trust a jab that we dont know what is in it and is an 
experiment.....Pfizer only has to release the info in 75 years ....many people who do their research are 
naturally full of huge distrust for what is going on...the students are not being protected there is another 
Agenda going on which is not about health and protecBng the people. THis is TRAGIC sarah Jane

employed 
individual

2022-01-21 
13:07:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Anna

2022-01-21 
09:33:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I will not be forced to put any chemical into my body  
People are all different , react different to drugs / vaccines  

I am perfectly healthy individual why would I go and poison my system  

And if something should go wrong with someone aoer taking the vaccine  
The who is responsible for that person’s reacBon/ death or permanent health issues  

I will not be forced/ mandated to put anything in my body  
My body , my life , my choice Karlene 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-21 
06:11:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Plse note, vaccine passports use not be allowed not at work or school or universiBes 
No passports for traveling vaccines are from the devil, taking precauBons, using home remedies, & pray you 
healing Cleo 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-20 
21:29:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body my choice my human rights Ira 

2022-01-20 
11:32:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Much new informaBon that was previously unknown or suppressed is coming to the fore, which may prove 
implementaBon of a mandatory vaccine policy not only an infringement of rights to privacy, bodily integrity, 
freedom of religion, freedom of belief, and/or freedom of opinion, but also a forcing of people to inject 
harmful substance which the university would then be held liable for.  

There's been a whole new trend in how countries, businesses, and insBtuBons are choosing to manage the 
pandemic in more recent weeks since the call for comment on the drao UCT Vaccine Mandate Policy was 
issued by Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng on 20 December 2021. The South African government has decided 
to take a more pragmaBc approach in pursuit of a policy that does not blindly adopt the principle of acBons 
that are not feasible in the local context, and ulBmately yield nominal benefit. The main element of the new 
approach arises from a high level of populaBon immunity which has largely evolved through natural infecBon 
over the course of the first three waves and prior to the advent of vaccinaBon. 

As a post-graduate student in my final semester, I am able to safely work remotely within the academic 
environment without posing any wide risk to campus-based staff and enBBes. The implementaBon of a 
mandatory vaccinaBon policy for all students and staff at the University of Cape Town will limit access to 
educaBon, and deny students such as myself, who have invested heavily in their educaBon and already spent 
large sums of money with the university the benefit and reward of compleBng their studies. Ulrich student

2022-01-20 
09:08:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No, no, no. A thousand Bmes No! 
My body, my choice. 
Huge danger of irreversible damage from experimental drugs. 
Stop the mandates. Stop the threats. Stop the coercion. 
Give early treatment for symptoms. Encourage fresh air, exercise, and sunshine. Jackie

business 
owner

2022-01-20 
04:36:16

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No, no, no. A thousand Bmes No!  
My body, my choice. 
Huge danger of irreversible damage from experimental drugs.  
Stop the mandates. Stop the threats. Stop the coercion.  
Give early treatment for symptoms. Encourage fresh air, exercise, and sunshine.  

Tanya
business 
owner

2022-01-19 
20:49:03

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Let everyone be free to look at the evidence and make up their own minds. Coercing and forcing vaccines is 
tyranny Peter

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
13:25:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
09:07:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UCT is know for them to embrace different opinions and views. Yet they now want to go against so many 
things that they stand for with a mandatory medical procedure.  They say that students should give their 
informed consent to the vaccine. Informed consent is formed from knowing the benefits and risks of a medical 
procedure, then giving voluntary consent with no punishment if not consenBng.  I do not see how the 
students are allowed to give their informed consent if they are not allowed to study if they do not receive the 
vaccine. I understand that the vaccine is seen to reduce covid-19 spread. but i am concerned about the 
longterm effects of mandaBng medical procedures, or mandaBng something like this, which has very 
controversy opinions. I am concerned that in the future the power of mandates might exclude parts of society 
and their freedom of choice. Maike student

2022-01-18 
13:15:19

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE VACCINES BECAUSE IT DOESN"T WORK.  MY FREEDOM OF SPEECH IS MORE 
IMPORTANT AND THEN MY SAVOUIR,  MY  GOD COMES FIRST WITH EVERYTHING IN LIFE.  Monica

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-18 
08:21:39

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Diane reBred

2022-01-17 
11:26:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Katarzyna

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-17 
09:58:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Amy

business 
owner

2022-01-17 
09:33:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UCT stop with this communist agenda. It should be freedom of choice.  No to mandates. No no note! The 
vaccines are not that safe and especially not for young healthy people who would recover easily from covid. 
These so called vaccines are an experiment and long term effects are not yet known.  We already know the 
vaccines cause heart problems. By enforcing this mandate you do not have your students best interests at 
heart. Shame on you. It seems you have been bought out by peddling this agenda. DisgusBng!! Heudi

business 
owner

2022-01-16 
20:36:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Causing psychological harm to those opposing it. Too many adverse effects. Natural immunity ignored, why? Nina

employed 
individual

2022-01-16 
18:33:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I think it is immoral to expect young people or anyone else for that maner to take an experimental vaccine 
with no long term safety data. 
Students are at very low risk to die from covid and at high risk to contract myocardiBs post vaccinaBon.  
No medical procedure should be mandated ever. 
I don’t even know why we are having this discussion.

business 
owner

2022-01-16 
18:17:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Humans should sBll have to right to make their own choices regarding health,as it concerns the person 
concerned only Ntuthuko

business 
owner

2022-01-15 
23:08:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body my choice.  You can sBll get it and transfer it if vsccinated.  All my friends that have not been 
vaccinated are fit and healthy. People that have had the jab are not well.  Unjabbed family members have 
recovered well.  Liza

business 
owner

2022-01-15 
21:40:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It’s against our consBtuBonal rights to not have freedom of choice.  
Not acceptable to mandate a vaccine that is currently sBll an experimental trial.  Mikaela

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
20:00:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is sBll in trial phase. So many side effects have been hidden from the public.  Huge recovery rate. Why do 
they want to dictate what I want to put in my body?  I smell a rat. Sylvia

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
14:38:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why mandate something that is ineffecBve? There is enough divisiveness in our country, why encourage 
more? Vanessa

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
12:47:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not want to be forced to take a vaccine that’s not had extensive and rigorous tesBng. I want freedoms of 
choice over my body. Rhoda

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
12:25:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Your body. Your choice Lisa

business 
owner

2022-01-15 
11:04:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Phillipa

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
10:13:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

if the jab does linle or nothing to reduce infecBon or transmission  there is no reason to risk being part of a 
dangerous  medical experiment Caryn

employed 
individual

2022-01-15 
07:51:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It’s unethical to mandate a vaccine that is in trial. It’s a crime against humanity. It is against every fibre of 
raBonality and reason. Lauren

business 
owner

2022-01-15 
07:34:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Alex

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
19:53:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People should be free to choose how they treat their bodies and not be forced. Kelly

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
17:37:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Why are people supporBng this.....the mind boggles Colleen reBred
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2022-01-14 
16:22:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

First of all, I'm thankful to Prof Phakeng and UCT Senate for iniBaBng this step as the VC promised during our 
Alumni AGM in Dec 2021 aoer my quesBon if they were enough public engagement. 

My open-edit doc has more details which were shared to VC and other UCT communiBes interested: hnps://
docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1jriIXxqZaiyAffdE1w2RqhoWMrSU4ZLeRgYwrTPbLpc/mobilebasic?
userstoinvite=mwparadza@gmail.com 

1. UCT as promoBng academic of excellence should first establish a mulB-disciplinary & independent academic 
researchers to have access to SAHPRA data & others to confirm: complying with vaccine manufacturing 
process (locally & internaBonally), vaccine efficacy, compliance (locally & internaBonally) in seqng up COVID 
vaccinaBon sites, expiraBon period of vaccines & scienBfic evidence or data of countries that reached 
populaBon immunisaBon at 70% of vaccinated and double check the vicBms of side effects, advert events & 
others who were reported and how the gvt addressed the issue 

Answer: no country so far, even Israel who reached more than 70% of vaccinated couldn't reach herd 
immunity 

2. Vaccine manufacturers or gvt or UCT should be reliable in case of problem associated with vaccinaBon to 
comply with the rules of vaccinaBon. Answer: None so far is reliable, at your own risk  

3. Is Vaccine efficacy = 100%. Answer: No 

4. Does Vaccine prevenBng disease? Answer: No, but reduce illness associated with COVID but not in 100% 
efficacy which a drug against COVID can also do  

5. Did FDA approved most of COVID vaccine, not yet even J & J vaccine is sBll authorised under emergency use  

6. Can SA consBtuBon approve vaccine manufacturing? SecBon 12 of the consBtuBon insists about the 
freedom of choice. Hence, requiring vaccine mandatory will require the change of the consBtuBon  

7. Can the unvaccinated affect vaccinated safety? Answer: no if both conBnue to apply social distancing, 
wearing of mask in public places and conBnue tesBng and other measures which are undiscovered  

8. Is the current vaccine consent form lisBng all possible side effect, advert events as required prior to being 
vaccinated. Answer is no 

9. Does the vaccinaBon centre inform the candidates or public about some past medical condiBons which may 
interfere with vaccine intake? Answer: more research are needed based on advert events & other problems y 
associated to establish such correlaBon. 

Hence, based on statements above, mandatory vaccinaBon cannot work for UCT or any other insBtuBon and 
people in consultaBon with their doctors with their medical files & research can freely decide especially if 
their immune system seems unable to handle such virus and virol load Evariste 

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
15:51:32 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Petrus reBred

2022-01-14 
14:28:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Debra

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
11:35:47

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No university or insBtuBon should have the right to determine what medical procedures students must have 
done.  Not without supplying factual evidence that it does indeed provide immunity and that is safe to use. 
And by also providing all ingredients included in the vaccine and take full financial responsibility if severe 
adverse effects or deaths happen because of the vaccine. Jacques student

2022-01-14 
10:30:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I am a vaccinated person and do not believe in mandaBng the vaccine. Lauren student

2022-01-14 
10:14:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice reBred

2022-01-14 
09:54:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Your own immune system is superior to an experimental vaccine where i sBll see people dying who have been 
fully vaccinated Barry reBred

2022-01-14 
09:48:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Even cursory research into the narraBve around covid-19 vaccines provides ample proof that: 

1) the mainstream's narraBve is not the whole picture 
2) prophylacBc methods to covid-19 other than the vaccine are available and effecBve 
3) it is not necessarily true that non-vaccinated people cause mutaBons of the virus: there is an equally strong 
argument that vaccinaBng too early in the pandemic has been the cause of the variants. 

As an alumnus, I have always looked to UCT as a proponent of freedom of thought, freedom of choice, 
tolerance, and criBcal thinking. It is objecBve fact that it is too early in the trajectory of the covid-19 virus for 
anyone to know conclusively whether vaccinaBon is the best method to overcome the pandemic. So many 
medical professionals have spoken out against the vaccine that it can only be regarded as bigoted of UCT to 
enforce the pro-covid-vaccine mindset upon the enBre UCT community by mandaBng this vaccine. 

Doing so propounds neither freedom of choice, nor freedom of thought, nor criBcal thinking, nor tolerance. 

If this goes ahead, UCT will in objecBve truth no longer stand for what it claims to stand for. This is a big 
moment for this Bme-tested insBtuBon: will it have the courage to stand against ubiquitous medical 
hegemony, or will it wash its dignity away with its values by kowtowing to an (at best) flawed narraBve? 
Whichever way the decision goes will be of enormous consequence to human freedom on the enBre African 
conBnent.  

Take courage, UCT, and respect each individual in your community enough to trust that they will make the 
right choices for themselves and for the whole. Paula

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
08:42:54

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Virginia

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
08:33:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heini

employed 
individual

2022-01-14 
08:26:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Hitler started this nonsense and we all know how this ended when certain sectors of the populaBon is 
considered "diseased". You want apartheid back? Gavin reBred

2022-01-14 
08:13:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Neil

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
07:53:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This mandate violates our consBtuBonal rights and freedom of choice. Where there is risk there MUST be 
choice. Informed consent to an experimental injecBon is criBcal, what we are seeing world wide is pure 
coercion and bully tacBcs, this will not be tolerated. Furthermore when a person is coerced and does not take 
steps of their own free will the insBtuBon or business doing the enforcing/coercion needs to be liable for any 
adverse effects suffered. Michelle

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
07:19:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's in  the interest of my children and future children to lead  vaccine free lives into allow their natural 
immunity as our Crestor , Allah SWT intended and created us. Saaleha reBred

2022-01-14 
07:19:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our country is suppose to be a democraBc governed country. When your rite to decide for yourself gets taken 
away from you, you are actually part of a communism structure. 
This isn't consBtuBonal! Fernando

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
03:05:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As someone who believes that we are made in God's image and who has an understanding of how to access 
the immune system through something as simple as pracBced breathwork, I have both healed within days 
from covid in September 2021, and refuse to inject a potenBally harmful substance in to my body that hasn't 
even been fully tested.. I'd rather die than be forced to live a life not worth living. Steven 

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
21:10:01

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Where there is risk there should be choice. Zoe

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
19:07:08 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ulrich reBred

2022-01-13 
17:52:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccines are experimental and greatly compromises the immune system and damages body cells.   I am telling 
everybody NOT to vaccinate. Rashid reBred

2022-01-13 
16:06:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Caren

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
15:56:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

An individual should have the choice of being vaccinated or not. Those without a comorbidity should be 
allowed to skip the vaccine mandate. Zubair

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
15:41:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Evi

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
15:40:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Stop this nonsense. Allow individuals autonomy over their bodies. South Africa has come a long way in 
opening up educaBon to all. Now you want to destroy that. VaccinaBon should be opBonal Dewald

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
14:45:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Edith 
Mariana

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
13:01:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why should anyone be forced to adopt anything, do we not live in a "democraBc" country, it's becoming quite 
ridiculous how everyone wants to have a say in running other people's lives.  This is also tantamount to 
discriminaBon. Karen

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
11:14:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice this is all to take away our freedom- it is criminal and I will encourage people to boycon and not to comply sharon

employed 
individual
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2022-01-13 
09:55:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Dont need to give reason. You cant force something on someone. Especially if its something that can have 
dangerous side effects, which we see all around the world now. Vaccines should be safe and should protect 
you but the covid vaccine changes nothing. Only has the potenBal for side effects. We have God given immune 
systems to fight off anything this world can throw at us. Time we turn back to God and stop relying on these 
money hungry pharmacuBcal companies and their arBficial products. Freedom of choice, your body, your 
RIGHT. Stand strong everyone. You are not alone Cameron

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
09:01:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No employer, insBtuBon or government should have the right to force anyone to take medical treatments.  
Each ciBzen of South African has the freedom of choice to make their own choice.  Marelize

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
08:14:44

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hennie

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
08:14:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

1.  The Corona 2 virus is lethal in less than 0.1% of the populaBon 
2.  To provide up to date booster cerBficates is impossible as it is not even available everywhere in South 
Africa.  
3. Proof of original injecBons against Corona is irrelevant now. It is not a guard enough for your present needs. 
4.  Weekly PCR tesBng for the exempt people will be very expensive for the University. That money must be 
used for teaching/learning 
5.  PCR tests are not reliable enough to in/exclude infected individuals 
6.  You are forcing individuals into having material that is sBll on trial Bll 2023, injected into their bodies. Will 
you provide the medical care they need if they get complicaBons? And for how long will you provide it? 
7.  The brunt of the infecBon is over.  This becomes an academic excercise. Reinarda

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
06:41:13

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mariska

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
05:00:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines are experimental. Long term side affects are not established.  
It does not stop a person from contracBng the virus, neither from spreading it. SanBe

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
04:11:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I do not agree with mandaBng the vaccines concerns with health issues, mental health and physical health. Cameron

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
02:07:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lee-Ann

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
01:22:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Michael 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
23:54:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Naeema reBred

2022-01-12 
23:53:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The choice to vaccinate is a personal and medical one - and nobody has the right to request this personal 
informaBon. As a society this needs to be upheld. A human being should not be asked for 'papers please' to 
conBnue an every day life. Stop. No. N

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
22:06:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This virus is geqng less and less dangerous but the world governments are geqng more dangerous,  Trying to 
take away more and more freedoms, I do not and will never be bullied into giving up my GOD given right to 
choose Claudine

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
21:02:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice The passport is bringing back the dompas discriminaBon Robyn

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
20:46:36

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Some of the vaccines are currently in Phase 4 of the clinical trials as per the World Health Org. Website on 12 
January 2022. It is unethical for the UCT to impose mandatory vaccinaBons on their staff and/or students 
because these vaccines are sBll experimental in their clinical trial phases. Should an individual choose not to 
take part in this global experiment, they should have the freedom to do so without judgment, ridicule or 
discriminaBon. Elizabeth

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
20:19:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is NOT a vaccine but an experimental drug with too many unknowns. To force students, family friends and 
staff to obtain this experimental drug, is criminal. I am so disappointed with  UCT’s governing body. They are 
compromising and do not take the students welfare into consideraBon. Shame on you Pat reBred

2022-01-12 
20:06:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Freedom of choice. The vaccine is pure evil many jabbed people that I know got sick and passed on So a big 
NO!!!! Adams

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
19:09:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe that healthy students are at no threat.  
Why vaccinate them for a virus that has a 99.7% recovery?  
I believe in body autonomy and freedom of choice.  

I also do not believe in Vaccine Passbooks.  

Lisa
business 
owner

2022-01-12 
18:53:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Freedom of choice. This shouldn't be something enforced with condiBons to or not to.... No discriminaBon if 
you don't.. J

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
18:00:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Access to educaBon should not be affected by choosing our immune system over a vaccine that is not effecBve 
anyway. A

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
16:58:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body my choice.  How dare UCT want to force health protocols onto any person!  There is no pandemic - 
it's over!                                                           Do Pfizer sponsor UCT or UCT research? What about all the adverse 
reacBons to the so called vaccine,  that does not stop transmission  nor catching it.    The vaccine is a medical 
experiment on humans.  What damages are UCT prepared to pay for any resulBng health issues or death to 
persons? Helene reBred

2022-01-12 
16:56:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Since the beginning of COVID-19, some scienBsts have been silenced. Early treatment protocols which are 
proven to curb symptoms of the secondary infecBons are not prescribed. This disease is treatable. All the 
predicBons and promises about mRNA vaccines stopping transmission, hospitalisaBon, death and safety from 
side effects have been proven wrong. Nothing went back to normal. Only double vaccinated can travel and yet 
the disease apparently sBll spreads. This is now an endemic disease. Academic insBtuBons should lead the 
way not follow public servants and one-sided science! Suzanne 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
16:25:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's against the consBtuBon and violates human rights - the pcr tests became obselete end Dec2021 because 
they do not work and give false posiBves and btw if you force this issue you as an insBtuBon will have to pay 
for these tests for every student it will not be for the cost of the student. As it currently stands vaccine 
mandates are unlawful and will need to be approved through the consBtuBonal court. This will take over a yr 
from date of applicaBon. On top of all this why are you forcing vaccinaBon when the recovery rate is about 
98% maybe 99% ? Also check out VAERS to see how many youngsters have developed heart problems or had 
heart anacks - is this what you want for the future of SA ? Zenia

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
15:47:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

For a place that is supposedly filled with educated professors and supposedly offers educaBon to doctors and 
a host of other professions, you are all a bunch of moronic, stupid POESTE.... Aoer two years of this garbage, 
horseshit scienBfic mumbojumbo, you cannot tell me or the general public that any of this makes sense, 
WHAT SO EVER.... Fucking uneducated people can come to that conclusion by sniffing the bullshit mainstream 
media and the poliBcal establishment has tried to pump out ...... We are not fucking idiots, and if you try to 
mandate this on the public, I can guarantee you that none of you will have a place to work, because we will 
burn that bitch down!! Fuck

2022-01-12 
15:27:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Celina

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
14:20:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Side effects are real for many people and debilitaBng 
Our body, our choice 
mulBple vaccinaBons interfere with our natural immunity

Dawn A. 
Jones

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
14:15:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Miné student

2022-01-12 
14:08:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jakes 

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
14:08:50

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Although the pandemic has claimed many lives across the world I am of the opinion that the vaccinaBon 
should not be mandatory.  Every single individual should have the freedom to choose being vaccinated or not.  
Both vaccinated and unvaccinated can be infected, asymptomaBc and or carriers of the virus.  I believe it is 
undemocraBc to have mandatory vaccinaBon enforced and discriminatory to those that chose to be different.  
Unvaccinated are fully aware of the risks their choices entail.  Unvaccinated are usually a lot more cauBous as 
they know vaccinated could be carriers without symptoms.   
 Annually there are many more people that die of Malaria and of hunger/poverty across the world.  Is there a 
vaccine for that?    Don't follow the USA and others  like sheep.  Be leaders of the world and give people a 
choice. gabby reBred

2022-01-12 
13:55:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice George

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
13:47:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice patricia

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
13:02:10

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Desire

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
12:09:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jabus

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:44:47

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice why force NWO agenda on students and remove their freedom of choice? Lynene

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
11:36:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice tyrone student

2022-01-12 
11:32:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Everyone should have the right to choose whether they want to get vaccinated or not. Jonathan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:12:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Claire

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
10:43:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body, my choice. The covid jabs do not work, just causing the virus to mutate, become resistant and cause 
super bugs to develop. Jabs cause injuries and death especially in younger people who does not need them. 
Once we give in to mandates, we won't have a choice anymore. Let's rather work towards herd immunity as 
the omicron is not causing people to get very ill. Annelise 

unemployed 
individual
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2022-01-12 
10:34:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This injecBon is untested,experimental, has serious  side effects  and the long term effects  are completely  
unknown.  
It has also proven to be ineffecBve  against illness  and transmission.  
It cannot be forced on anyone  without proper 
 informed consent. Neville 

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
10:29:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lisa

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
09:36:30

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

None of us have ANY idea of the long term side effects of these vaccines, there have already been thousands 
of vaccine injuries and deaths - documented by doctors and scienBsts. hnps://www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-
vaccine-scienBfic-proof-lethal/ 
This is an abuse of power, fueled by ignorance and greed. Nobody should ever be forced to have something 
put into their bodies without informed consent and since nobody can inform us of the long term side effects, 
there is no informed consent here. Shiloh

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
09:21:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is an infringement of human rights. People should not be forced to do things agains their will. No one 
should be prevented from  improving themselves and no access to educaBon should be denied.  There are 
more knowledge and informaBon in the media that discourages people all over the world  from not taking  the 
vaccine . Surely one should  invesBgate why people are reluctant to take it. Besides it does not prevent Covid. 
People sBll dying. As a university do more research  and ask students for their input and  what how can they 
come up with a different soluBon.  A nd besidss people believe that it's the mark of the beast Gail

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:17:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Elan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:10:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is suppose to be a higher educaBon insBtute, this mandate defies the purpose of it. Students learn how to 
criBcally and creaBvely think here for the first Bme in lives. So those who don't want to vaccinate, has made 
and informed decision, And now they are forced a bener word dictated to take vaccines. This is patheBc. Mishkah

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:07:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tarryn

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
08:01:13

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every person should have a right to decide what medical intervenBons take place in their body. This is I turn 
should not have an impact on where they choose to be employed. The proposed vaccine mandate is clearly an 
overreach of authority that imposes on the freedom of choice for an individual. If the taking of the vaccine 
was a maner of life or death, then there may be some logic to mandaBng it. But it is not. It is only another tool 
to help in the COVID pandemic but it is not the only way, and arguably not even the best way. Davin

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
01:57:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

EnBre lecture series' on ethics  and history and UCT sBll manages to push for a Dompas. Just replace 
unvaccinated with Black or Jew and you'll see how history is repeaBng itself.  I won't tolerate any form of 
discriminaBon against my fellow South Africans and I won't tolerate this unconsBtuBonal invasion of people's 
privacy. Far too many people have died for the freedoms insBtuBons such as yourself are trying to erode. Brendon

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
01:14:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mathys 

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
23:14:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Joseph student

2022-01-11 
23:03:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As an insBtuBon that advocates for liberty, promotes free-thinking, and reflects the values of the ConsBtuBon 
of South Africa, implemenBng a mandatory vaccinaBon policy goes against the rights of freedom of choice, 
freedom of religion, the right to bodily integrity, and access to educBon. 

Apart from the social impact, the university will lose revenue from students who do not want to be vaccinated 
yet would like to anend a terBary educaBon insBtuBon and receive an in-person college experience. 

Furthermore, the businesses on campus will suffer, while the university will sBll incur the same running costs 
for electricity and maintenance of buildings while less people use the faciliBes. 

AddiBonally, the university is likely to lose funding from individuals and insBtuBons who do not support 
mandatory vaccines. 

Finally, the implementaBon of mandatory vaccines will create a cumbersome administraBve burden for the 
university which will cost the insBtuBon money and cause it's current employees to take on more work to put 
these polices in place.  

Gisele
employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
23:01:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everybody should have freedom of choice when it comes to bodily autonomy. We raise our children to made 
educated decisions and to know that they have the right to protect themselves against anybody or party that 
doesn’t respect their wishes or boundaries. It’s contradictory to now insist they partake in a medical 
experiment when no long term data yet exists and the medical trials are not yet complete.  

This mandate must not be permined! Aura 
employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
22:08:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice student

2022-01-11 
21:53:08

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every person has freedom of choice and some people who are not able to take the vaccine because of medical 
reasons will be discriminated against; all ciBzens should be given the right to work and study and not be 
discriminated against because he/she has made a choice not to be vaccinated, especially because whether or 
not he/she is vexed, it does not stop the spread of the virus. Freedom of choice is a right and should NOT be 
violated by an unjust and discriminatory law . Mary reBred

2022-01-11 
21:46:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Reshokets
we

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
21:35:41 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should be given the freedom to choose for themselves without being punishedor threatened or 
restricted. Chantoné

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
21:02:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Karen

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
19:55:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Freedom of choice and freedom itself is what everyone needs. Wars and fights (not just military) have been 
fought throughout history to protect or gain that freedom. And now people want to take that away without 
quesBon. It's not right. Tom

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
19:28:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Krystal 

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
17:51:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You are denying a person the right to educaBon due to what is effecBvely a blackmail policy.  "either you are 
vaccinated and can enter or not and no entry" sorry to say but its blackmail and it should be illegal Alan

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
17:13:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Any form of medical mandate is unconsBtuBonal. Dan

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
16:57:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jesse

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
16:44:04

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe that it is not lawful and morally corrupt for these vaccines to be made mandatory. I for one have a 
really bad reacBon to vaccines and I prefer to use any pharmaceuBcal products because I don't react well to 
them. I use only natural/organic remedies. I feel like we are being indoctrinated into being a country that is 
fearful of the authority's and I don't believe that is right. Even if the consBtuBon is changed. At the end of the 
day we will be oppressed once again. Health apartheid should not be the soluBon to the Covid pandemic. 
Instead we should be allowed to have different remedies and allow people to deal with their health how they 
want to. If people want to be vaccinated that fine. But it shouldn't be forced upon the whole naBon. Nande student

2022-01-11 
16:32:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To enforce this law is to take away our consBtuBonal right which we fought so hard for in this country. 
Every individual has the right to choose on their own free will and not be forced by the government or 
universiBes to be vaccinated. Claire

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
16:26:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To enforce this law is to take away our consBtuBonal right that we fough so hard for in this country! 

  Claire
employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
15:57:12

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jacyn

2022-01-11 
15:57:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support this idea, it is a form of discriminaBon. People who choose not to get vaccinated shouldn't be 
punished and not be allowed to go to a university to Educate themselves. A vaccinaBon is a personal medical 
decision and should not be forced on anyone for any reason. Monica

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
13:40:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This is taking away rights that consBtuBon gave us. We have a right to say no and freedom of expression. Asch student

2022-01-11 
10:12:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is the right of every human being to be able to decide what medical procedures are carried out on their 
bodies, the vaccine should not be exempt from this freedom of choice. Sharon 

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
09:12:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is an infringement of one's personal liberty and will cause  prejudice to many students. Jannet

business 
owner
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2022-01-11 
09:08:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We South Africans have struggled long and hard to break the bonds of tyranny and oppression in our country 
over many centuries. 

I say this from my experience as a previously disadvantaged South African and a Bvist during the final straits of 
the anB-apartheid struggle of the 1980s - 1990s. 

The introducBon of any vaccine mandates in the is context is  counterproducBve and goes against the grain of 
everything that we have struggled to achieve. We are currently sBll struggling to adequately address issues 
pertaining to equity and equality for all in South Africa, and such a policy will only serve as a further divisive 
tool to divide and marginalize our people. 

My children and their children will NOT  live under the jackboot of any government, be oppressed by any 
unfair laws, or be carriers of any DO Pass, so-called medical or otherwise.. 

UCT was at the forefront of our quest for freedom in the past, how have they now become the harbinger of 
this draconian New World Order Agenda? 

We have been awake thanks to our previous tyrannical overlord's for generaBons here in South Africa, and we 
are sBll wide awake now. We see you coming and we say NO. 

NEVER, NEVER, AND NEVER AGAIN. Jacqui
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-11 
09:03:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Only since the covid everyone is up in arms.  This is not going to stop they will keep giving you booster shots 
unBl you look and feel like a zoombie. 
Your body your choice. 
I do not approve of it caroline

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
09:01:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

MandaBng vaccines, that have already proven to be mostly ineffecBve at stopping the spread, is a human 
rights violaBon and goes against ArBcle 147 of the Geneva ConvenBon. Young people are not at risk from the 
virus but are from a untested vaccine. Tracey

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
08:23:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This jab is not for human use. its not fully tested. Trudie reBred

2022-01-11 
08:21:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

 This is a democraBc country, arBcle 12....my body, my decision. There are too many negaBve symptoms aoer  
vaccinaBon. The be vaccinated can't save you in the long run,  your body needs to built its own immune 
system...like always. A birth date and death date of each human are determined by God.  We must not die, the 
world is overpopulated and mankind wants to act like God. Is all of this about vaccinaBon and a virus or about 
power and manipulaBon...False Pandemics? Leonie Non-profit

2022-01-11 
06:41:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice On what planet would any human enforce the vaccinaBon of other humans with known deadly toxic rubbish? David

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
05:29:52

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Susan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-10 
23:58:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

An experimental jab being forced onto people is not right. I believe in freedom of choice. My body my choice 
if not than all rapers are not criminals. Force is a crime!!!! Derrick

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
22:03:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If one has geneBc or medical condiBons  that do not support vaccinaBons death might result if forced. I think 
it's clear that people have different allergies, sensiBviBes or health condiBons. We will support learning 
InsituaBons that actually understand this principle and provide freedom of choice. Aviya student

2022-01-10 
20:53:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My daughter is a student at UCT and she should not be coerced into mandatory VaccinaBon Nomsa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
19:14:57

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No problem if a person choose to vaccine against COVID-19,you can't force someone to  take what she/he is 
not comfortable with,there are many reasons why people won't do it, consBtuBonally they have rights to be 
vaccinated or not so Joseph

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-10 
17:41:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Dompass was abolished by Ghandi a long Bme ago . 
You are the very ANC that stood by his side and now you want people to carry a dompass in a form or 
pretense  to see who is and who is not vaccinated.  
Gaan kak 

MOhamm
ed

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-10 
17:37:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It's my right to choose as enshrined in the ConsBtuBon...full stop! Moodley

2022-01-10 
16:50:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Almi

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
16:12:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Donna 

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
14:35:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is un-consBtuBonal to force someone to do something they don't want to do.  How can the Government 
proposed this? 
They are proposing to discriminate against people who have not been vaccinated even though the vaccine is 
not working. Mabel

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
14:14:16

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jannes

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
14:04:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

To force anybody to undergo a medical procedure or put anything in their bodies they are not comfortable 
with or don't want to is a grossly unethical pracBce. 

It is a known fact that these vaccines do not prevent transmission and numerous studies have shown it to not 
even reduce the chances of transmission. 
In other words vaccine mandates are a completely baseless concept and is pure discriminaBon against those 
that have decided against vaccinaBon Francis 

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
14:03:42

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It's medical apartheid plain and simple Megan

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
10:29:34 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Themba

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
06:54:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

my choice my religion my freedom its against my faith no thank you dont want your jab no no no 
no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! TerBus

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
06:37:00

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

These injecBons can not be "one fit for all". It is not even FDA approved!!! Everybody's different and should 
have the right to decide what can go into their own bodies. Where do you draw the line if you give your right 
to choose to some external body? Tomorrow it will be something else that some authoritarian insBtuBon 
decide? 
Natural immunity is proving much bener than injecBons that loose effecBveness.  
Early treatment with effecBve medicine should get more focus, rather than experimental injecBons with 
unknown adverse effects.  

ChrisBna 
employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
06:22:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is not a vaccine which takes years to produce this is a human trial experiment. 
You need to be honest about what is actually in this injecBon as it is killing people. There will be consequences 
for anyone forcing this poison into humanity. It is against our SA consBtuBon which we are fortunate to have - 
and in general a bio weapon Lynn

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
00:05:00

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is my consBtuBonal right to choose whether I want to take the vaccine or not.  They want to take away the 
people's right to choose for themselves. Celia

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
23:15:46

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Hoekom moet ek op ander pla�orms hoor hoe hoog geleerde en gekwalifiseerde mense met bewyse van 
newe effekte skryf, maar dit word onmiddellik verwyder van sosiale media af. Ek sê nie mense sleg en 
verkleineer hul oor hul keuse om ingeënt te word nie, want ek glo in hul harte glo hul dit is die regte ding om 
te doen, maar respekteer my keuse om nie ingeënt te word nie. Alles in my wese skree NEEE daarvoor. 
Oningeëntes hou mos nie gevare vir die wat wel geënt is in nie! So laat ons self kies! Karen

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
22:11:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nadine

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
20:22:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's taking away our basic human rights! It's revocing all form of freedom of choice. Voice and self care. 
Passports are racists and segregate. 

Lalita
employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
18:13:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It must be my own choice Non-profit

2022-01-09 
14:19:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This vaccine is dangerous for your health and you cannot call it a vaccine as it has not been thoroughly tested.  
I know people who got covid from the vaccines. We cannot put something  into our bodies that is harmful to 
human beings. Come on people it's illegal to force someone to have a vaccine. Pls do extensive research on 
this. Do not force people to get it. Adrienne reBred

2022-01-09 
13:56:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why am I forced to vaccinate. I havent contracted Covid in the last two years and even if I did unaware, my 
immune system is very much strong while doctors were convinced that people would die during these variants 
. Only a few people died and the cause of death couldnt be pinpointed on covid Monica

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
12:55:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Moi

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
12:40:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The reality is..the more people that are vaccinated the greater the chance of a vaccinated person geqng 
reinfected..as new strains are constantly mutaBng...if it mutates in a vaccinated person the virus might 
develop greater resistance and infect even more people. VACCINATION IS A CONTROL MEASURE..IT IS NOT A 
PANACEA!!...COVID WILL BE WITH US FOR A WHILE..BOOSTER SHOTS EVERY SIX MONTHS AND FORCED 
VACCINATIONS WILL NOT STOP A VIRUS FROM.MUTATING..SOCIAL DISTANCING AND SANITISING HANDS ARE 
FAR MORE EFFECTIVE OVER THE LONG TERM Jeffrey 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-09 
05:41:35

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is force down on studentd and people  what abour freedom of choice? 
This is not a vaccine , it id rather an experimental injecBon Barry

employed 
individual

2022-01-09 
02:54:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There’s no malaria, HIV, or any other medical passport. If you are vaccinated then you are ‘safe’ and don’t 
need to worry about the unvaccinated so no one need to be mandated! Geoffrey

unemployed 
individual
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2022-01-09 
00:58:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mizelle 

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
21:29:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is our consnuBonal right and that should be honoured and respected at all Bmes Ans

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
19:19:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jowayne 

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
17:04:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Robert

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
17:00:37

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Verena

2022-01-08 
16:18:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The right to choose what drugs, if any, to Inject into one's body is sacrosanct.  To force parBcipaBon in an 
experimental medical trial is against the Neurenberg Code.  Provided correct early treatment protocols are 
followed this virus has proved to be no more deadly that the normal flu. Rather mandate healthy lifestyles and 
test for Vit D levels. 

John
business 
owner

2022-01-08 
15:09:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No to Vaccine Madatory Policy because it is evil and is not about the virus. Juian reBred

2022-01-08 
14:58:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There are alternaBve and safe treatments for Covid-19. Covid -19 VaccinaBons are not the soluBon, are sBll 
registered as an experimental intervenBon, and there is enough evidence to suggest that the Covid-19 vaccine 
poses an adverse risk. We deserve the freedom to choose our own  medical treatment. Over and above, the 
vaccine does not stop the spread of Covid-19 and hence does nothing to create a safer environment. I 
therefore do not believe that a vaccine mandate achieves an outcome  for the greater good of all on the UCT 
campus. Amitai student

2022-01-08 
12:26:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

South African have fought long and difficult banles to try and overcome discriminaBon, and also win freedom.  
If the university makes it mandatory for students to be vaccinated THAT IS AN INFRINGEMENT ON OUR 
HUMAN RIGHTS. There is no way around it! There are many threats to human lives in South Africa, but the 
covid virus does not even make the top 20 list. VashB

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
12:24:29

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Annebe

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
10:36:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body my choice. The jabs, can't be called vaccine, does not work. More jabbed people test posiBve, even 
those who had booster shots. People are geqng injured or killed by the jabs, especially young adults with 
myocardiBs /pericardiBs, blood clots, neurological problems etc, just do your research on USA covid vaccine 
Injuries. We need herd immunity ASAP. And omicron can do that as it causes very mild symptoms. Freedom of 
choice. Annelise 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-08 
09:50:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This inoculaBon does not prevent infecBon, transmission, hospitalisaBon or death from Covid 19. It has 
negaBve efficacy for the Omicron variant. Young healthy students are at staBsBcally zero risk for mortality 
from Covid 19. The inoculaBons have at least a 1/1800 chance of causing myopericardiBs in young healthy 
men under the age of. It would be an act of gross medical malfeasance to mandate such an injecBon! In my 
opinion. Robin

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-08 
09:14:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I sBll believe that people should have the right to make their own decisions and seeing as the informaBon 
surrounding Covid changes almost on a daily basis I believe this is even more important than ever. 
How can a person be expected to make an informed decision if the informaBon keeps changing Fritz 

employed 
individual

2022-01-08 
08:12:18

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Trevlyn

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
06:25:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is every person's  right Andries

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
02:22:27

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Religious reasons are not recognized as companies have already decided what they want to do. I am to start 
my internship next month and was told by the company that vaccines may but be mandatory as a country but 
it is as a company and there will be no appointment without proof of vaccinaBon and when I raised the 
concern of death as result of the vaccine it was shrugged off as "there are those unfortunately but that's the 
policy". Freedom to the choice to live and to protect my body, well being and faith should not be in the hands 
of others Karynne student

2022-01-07 
23:34:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freesom of choice, right to educaBon Yolandé

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
23:19:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's our human rights not to be forced by state or any other intuiBons to take the vaccine. We have the right to 
withdraw our concent for vaccinaBons. Vaccines have been proved that it's not safe for people with 
comorbidiBes. It's also our religious right not to take the vaccine. I refuse mandatory vaccinaBon at UCT. The 
rights of our children should be respected.

Fransone
ne

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
23:12:54

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Carika

2022-01-07 
22:54:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

all humans have a right to choose their own medical procedures . The vaccines does not prevent the spread 
nor infecBon and is not effecBve … there for has no basis for a mandate either Renchia Non-profit

2022-01-07 
21:55:33

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Desiree

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
20:29:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Young people are not at high risk of severe covid and the risk of myocardiBs cannot be ignored, especially 
prevalent in young males. Auto-immunity defence ignored. Mandy

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
19:49:47

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jodi

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
19:48:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People's bodies belong to them, not you. You have no right to make dicisions for them. Desire

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
19:42:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jacobs

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
19:34:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heila

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
19:09:37 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People have a choice on what enters their body. Shirley 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
18:30:14

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice and prescripts of the consBtuBon is under anack here. Rod

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
16:02:42 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Forcing any person to accept a foreign substance into their own body against their will, is not very far removed 
from rape crime. Stop the madness! This COVID "pandemic" is coming to an end in any case, and is not as 
sever as predicted. The COVID "vaccine" is also not a vaccine as stats will reveal. Shaun

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
15:40:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Shanna

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
14:37:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Colleen

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
14:36:44

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Crystal

2022-01-07 
14:32:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Each and every person is sBll protected by our ConsBtuBon and the Labour law.  Covid regulaBons which 
changes constantly does not override the law itself.  It remains each individuals right to choose what they put 
into their bodies. Especially when this vaccine is clearly experimental and no one knows what the long term 
effects will be. It just has not been proven.  To mandate this vaccine takes away my freedom of choice and that 
I feel is unfair and unconsBtuBonal. Rachelle 

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
14:25:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sharolyn reBred

2022-01-07 
14:01:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ek is goed in gelig oor die "vaccines" . 
Dit is krimineel.

Antoinene 
Rader

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-07 
13:45:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Danielle

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
12:50:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Warren

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
12:49:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

1. Freedom of choice to protect myvown body with its Natural immune ne system. To not interfere with 
standard human DNA and the bodys natural defence. 
2. Believe that this body has been developed  by a inteligent system or force not known to the humans who 
think they know how to change life and are damagingvthe balance in doing so. And demand thatvwe are tbe 
Ginipics to the studies, nanad this with our lives. I fully do not support this and will never do this. 
3. I doBtally do not trust the COVID poliBcs, i lived througb this so caled plague and will donghis again, unBll i 
die with ir without  Vaccines when it is my Bme. 
4. I do not support the producBon and the funding  of the vaccines as it is a misuse of peoples rights, it is not 
acBng with any informed  true updated staBsBcs, and even if it did, one life to loose is already to much. 

Jacobus
business 
owner

2022-01-07 
11:45:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is every SA ciBzens consBtuBonal right to the freedom of choice. This drao policy infringe on bodily integrity 
and choice of decisions.  I would suggest that UCT reconsider its posiBon and respect both the vaccinated and 
those who chose not to take the vaccine. Charlton

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
10:52:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Cornelia reBred

2022-01-07 
10:28:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice ChrisBaan

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
09:43:47

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Absolute nonsense. Not one person should be forced to choose between an injecBon and a future career. Sue-Maré

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
09:39:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Removing civil interacBon based on an unproven "vaccine" is abhorrent. This is Mengele'sque. the medicaBon 
offered does in now way lessen transmission nor does it guarantee successful prevenBon of the disease 
causing harm or death. I am very much against creaBng two strata of ciBzenry. Herbert

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
09:19:42

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice MarBn

unemployed 
individual
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2022-01-07 
09:08:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Dani student

2022-01-07 
08:59:44

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I know that you are being pressurized to take this kind of acBon. Because I can't understand how smart people 
have not already seen the research staBsBcs and stories of so many people who have been harmed taking 
these vaccines and even died. How can you make something that has this effect mandatory? You will answer 
to God for your evil. Claire

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
08:06:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We need to retain our right to freedom of choice. Without it we are treading on thin ice. What will they ask of 
us next? Kurt

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
07:43:08 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Henk

business 
owner

2022-01-07 
06:16:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It seems that we are trying to take away the rights of individuals which we worked so hard to achieve in South 
Africa. So sad how greed is tapping into our fear - Where is your Pride South Africa - we changed our country 
once before, lets not forget we lead not follow blindly. Irina

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
02:33:21

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heather

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
22:46:58

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice ruth

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
22:32:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lee

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
22:01:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Fundamental to ours and any other Democracy is the freedom of choice. It is what countless wars were fought 
for, if we did not agree with Freedom of choice why did we fight against apartheid or Nazism. How can anyone 
in 2022 sBll believe that any human does not enjoy the very basic human right and that is the Freedom of 
choice!!!! Warwick

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
21:47:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Andrew

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
21:41:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

With a recovery rate in high 90’s this virus poses very linle threat to young people. 
The vaccine is ineffecBve!  Look at the most vaccinated countries in the world. Why divide people over this 
virus thats on its way out! Susan

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
21:38:38

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rashida

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
21:37:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone is enBtled to make their own choice with regards to their bodies and health. No one should be 
forced to take a vaccine against their will.  And no one should force anyone to be a guinea pig for a trial! Nicole 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
21:23:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This vaccine is sBll experimental and none knows what the side effects can be now or in our far future. 
Therefore, we are allowed to quesBon and doubt about it.  

One should be free to choose whether to get vaccinated or not. Consuelo
business 
owner

2022-01-06 
21:10:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Covid can be spread and contracted whether a person is vaccinated or not. The choice and consequences is of 
the persons who's choice it is to and no one should be denied educaBon or a job due to being unvaccinated.  
If there is a mandatory in place companies government and educaBonal body's should be held liable for any 
harm damages side effects or death. As well as lowering our economy and growth. Rates of unemployment 
are dropping at a daily basis don't be part of the cause. Robin

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
19:52:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice We should have the right to choose what is injected into our body’s. Craig

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
18:57:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Robert

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
18:11:04

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Choices and freedom 
Mable reBred

2022-01-06 
17:56:50

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Firstly mandatory vaccines violate South Africans ConsBtuBonal rights. Secondley the so called vaccine is a test 
and not a fully flegged vaccine.  Thirdly the amount of boosters is indicaBve of Big Pharma abuse of the 
ignorance of the larger South African society. Fourthly the country recieved 5 billion Rands to fight covid and 
the missing money is not explained. Lastly you teaching the SA society to become dependent on this useless 
jab by conBnuously forcing booster jabs to legiBmise your passport for passports... Bronston

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
17:51:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice susanna

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
17:43:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why don't  you VIP's 
worry about the 8 million people dying of hunger in Africa!? Nic du

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
17:31:42

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice URB

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
17:24:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one is supposed to be forced with these vaccines. It must be a choice because if something happens to me 
aoer vaccinaBon such as death or any injury ,the government or the company that manufactured the product 
do not want to be held responsible. Silindile student

2022-01-06 
16:27:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Wineke

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
16:09:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice ProtecBon doubted. Safety data lacking. AlternaBve opBons superior. Susan

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
15:36:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines do not prevent infecBon or stop transmiBon.... and I understand that many of the recent 
infecBons worldwide have been among the vaccinated. I do not see any point in mandaBng these vaccines- in 
fact I think they could end up being quite dangerous.  Instead focus on promoBng health and a healthy 
lifestyle.  
I wholeheartedly reject the concept of mandatory vaccines for staff or students! Chantal

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
15:17:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The pandemic has run its course. There's no need to force people to take vaccines which are ineffecBve for a 
virus which has most likely done it's worst already. 
The vaccine should be issued on a risk based approach or otherwise voluntarily. Kimaal

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
14:19:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Janine 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
14:13:15

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ellie

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
13:27:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Marelize

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:59:23 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Charlien

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:59:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory vaccine is uncosBtuBonal and since government, pharmaceuBcal houses and doctors do not take 
responsibilty for unknown side effects, it cannot be made mandatory Camila

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
12:52:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Annadia

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:46:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This CLOT SHOT is absolutely NOT about our health & safety.   

They are already talking 3rd & 4th shots (some other countries have already started)... When & where will it 
end? Will it ever end?  

People receive compensaBon for parBcipaBng in drug trials with proper informed consent ensuring they sign 
that they've understood all the T&Cs but here big pharma is trying to force us all to be part of an experimental 
injecBon for which NO ONE is held liable if anything goes wrong & you won't even get the necessary medical 
help should anything go wrong.  

Who gets to decide that our God-given bodily integrity & (overall)  
 human rights  etc can be overridden?  

People NEED to wake up before it's enBrely too late. R
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:45:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Annabelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:30:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is against our consBtuBon and consBtuBonal right.  UCT should not violate our human right in the name of 
Covid-19. Andre student

2022-01-06 
12:25:55

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Meg reBred

2022-01-06 
12:13:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vanessa

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:08:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sonja

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
12:06:22

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Hi,ek voel dit is elke persoon se reg om te besluit of hy die vaccine wil vat of nie,niemand het die reg om my te 
dwing om iets te doen wat ek voel ek nie wil doen nie 
Ons almal is groot mense kom ons respekteer elke mens se besluit of hy wil of nie 

Fanie 
business 
owner

2022-01-06 
12:06:15

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine efficacy lowers over Bme,not the same for natural immunity as per study out of Israel. Get the vaccine 
if you need to travel for example,but by choice. Man

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:59:27 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Basil

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:43:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

MandaBng any vaccinaBon or any medical trial at any work place or terBary insBtuBon is an infringement of 
freedom of choice and against the SA consBtuBon! Rina

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
11:33:59

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tracey-Lee Non-profit

2022-01-06 
11:20:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Students are old enough to decide what they want  in terms of their health. 
Life changing decisions are being made by a misguided UCT panel. This cannot happen in a democracy. Victor

business 
owner
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2022-01-06 
11:15:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

We live in a democracy. Students must  make  their own health  decisions. 
Uct management must concern themselves with educaBonal maners as the health of their students is non of 
their business. Taren

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
11:03:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jayden student

2022-01-06 
11:02:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rory

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:57:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sharlene

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:09:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice James

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:08:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Stephen

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:05:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's against the law and right to educaBon. It's biased and goes back to apartheid Bmes where the youth did 
not have equality and access to educaBon due to their race, health and financial status.  Margaux

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:05:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Helen 

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
09:59:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ali

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:52:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Skye

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:50:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

VaccinaBon should not be mandatory. People should be free to choose if they do not want to be vaccinated or 
not.  

I would like to point out that these vaccines are experimental. As experimental therapy, they should be 
subjected to the very highest standards for obtaining informed consent, free from coercion.  

It is my understanding that most or all of the COVID vaccines contain cell lines or uBlized cell lines derived 
from aborted human beings in the manufacture and tesBng of the vaccine. It is my sincere belief that for 
anyone to benefit from the murder of innocent human life is immoral and a sin.    

The Bible teaches me that my body is the temple of God (1 Corinthians 6:19). As a living temple, I believe that 
I must protect my body, and keep it holy, and that I must not put any harmful substances into my body, nor 
take any acBon that unnecessarily risks my health. Tawanda

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:49:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Maxine

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:49:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If vaccines PREVENTED transmission of the virus, vaccine mandates would NOT make sense. Why, because the 
risk would only be to the unvaccinated by their own choice. 
If vaccines did NOT prevent transmission of the virus, vaccine mandates would NOT make sense. This is self 
explanatory. 
Read this arBcle in the Lancet medical journal - "COVID-19: sBgmaBsing the unvaccinated is not jusBfied" at 
this link: 
hnps://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/arBcle/PIIS0140-6736(21)02243-1/fulltext 
Given the above, vaccine mandates do NOT make sense - the "benefit" is ONLY to the person who chooses to 
get vaccinated... Louis

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:47:31 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is taken away. Schalk reBred

2022-01-06 
09:28:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

2022-01-06 
09:07:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lungile

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:59:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is WRONG TO FORCE ANYBODY  TO TAKE THE VACCINE  PERIOD!!  AGAINST  THEIR WILL!!  WE HAVE OUR 
DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH.  NOBODY  HAVE THE RIGHT TO ENFORCE ANYBODY  TO TAKE 
THE VACCINE!!!  WE ALL HAVE OUR RIGHTS TO REFUSE !!!   Yolanda

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:53:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lizelma Non-profit

2022-01-06 
08:47:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support mandatory vaccinaBon with vaccines that are dangerous and sBll experimental. This goes 
against our consBtuBon as each person has the right to choose what is medically fit for their bodies. Lisa

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:44:32 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As a second year health care student, our medical rights have been taken away by making the Covid 19 
vaccine mandatory.  
It should be the paBents decision on whether they should vaccinate or not.  

Peer reviewed research on future ailments need to be conducted due to the vaccine. The public need to be 
made aware of the negaBve side effects and should then be allowed to make a decision. Chene student

2022-01-06 
08:44:20

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I fully do not support the mandatory vaccinaBons at the universiBes. People have a right to choice and right to 
educaBon. The UniversiBes should not be allowed to force us to take the vaccine just so that we can anend 
varisty. Kirston student

2022-01-06 
08:34:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Simonena Non-profit

2022-01-06 
08:18:19

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support any vaccine mandates whatsoever. Each individual should have his / her own choise for 
medical intervenBons of any kind. Due to this global fear mongering and absolute believe in science and 
people driving so called expert opinions and scienBfic proof and the incredible amount of money at play, I 
oppose the fact that students already in dire straits for secondary /professional training or educaBon now has 
to put their future on the chopping block for management and insBtuBons trying to comply to global pressure. 
This is nothing else than poliBcs and in SA we cannot afford to have some sort of mandate that prohibits 
someone of an educaBon. It is absolutely ludicrous and don't tell me to follow science, there is no such thing, 
you follow scienBsts and the "pandemic" has been created and is used for alterior moBves,now young people 
who has worked hard and has the ability for Higher educaBon needs to sacrifice their own personal believe 
and who knows maybe their health for others to feel they are doing society a favor by imposing such 
measures as forced vaccinaBons. 
My body my choice. No BIG BIG NO

HEILBREG
HT reBred

2022-01-06 
08:06:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body is myself autonomous property no one can cross that line. Songezo 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:04:03 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is my God given right, to exercise choice over what I put into my body, and parBcipate in. Within earthly 
realm I am safeguarded by law, and should not be punished or persecuted for acBng inside the boundries of 
law. On one hand we try to combat lawless corrupBon in the country, on the other we seek  "loopholes " to 
enforce illegal procedures.... We should fight science with science and not manipulate outcome in the name of  
power. Liezle

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
08:01:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I don’t agree with mandatory vaccines.  I have seriously allergies along with other blood abnormaliBes  and i 
would prefer to not take this vaccine Catherine student

2022-01-06 
08:00:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Maria

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
07:17:39 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No person should be coerced to take the vaccine against one’s will. The vaccines are experimental and unless 
the university is prepared to take full liability should any adverse effects arise they should not be able to 
prescribe to students. Hennie reBred

2022-01-06 
07:14:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Not even God forces anyone to choose Him. How dare universiBes and businesses try to dictate what people 
put into their bodies. Vaccines which are in experimental trial phase should not be forced on anyone. If it did 
the job it was created to do, people  would gladly take it. InfecBon and spread and mask wearing is 
guaranteed regardless. So to all the vaccinated ignorants who believe the unvaccinated are selfish, you have 
been brainwashed! Taking it is for YOU not to be 'hospitalized', not anyone else. I have had covid and natural 
immunity should be considered too. Omicron has proven that it does not care whether you're vaccinated or 
not. Infact, those who are vaccinated are able to fly and move around and congregate and could be the very 
reason that the virus spreads. Because they think they're 'safe'. No to mandatory vaccines, especially to the 
young and to healthy people. Mandy

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
07:05:22

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I have 3 children nearing university age. I will advise my children to study abroad via online channels if 
necessary should this come into effect. Medical freedom should be upheld. It's appalling that anyone should 
have to choose between a quality terBary educaBon and making a medical decision they are not comfortable 
with. This is tyranny. Danielle

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
06:25:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Everyone should should be able to choose what experimental drugs they put in their body Lisa

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
06:22:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory vaccine is unconsBtuBonal and it is a violaBon of personal freedom. 

Covid vaccines have lots of unknown side effects for which neither the government, nor doctors and nor 
pharmaceuBcal houses take responsibility for. This is a clear indicaBon they are not safe. Carlona 

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
06:21:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice I have a choice to freedom and I am a ChrisBan that has a religious right not to be forced to be vaccinated. Isaac

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
06:01:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ons  konsBtusie waarborg my vryheid van keuse: vryheid om te kies wat om  in my liggaan in te spuit . As die 
vaccine  so effekBef is soos beweer word, waaroor is die vaccinated bekommerd? Dan  is hul beskerm , en ek 
wat kies om op my natuurlike immuniteit staat te maak, NIE n gevaar vir hulle nie Nita

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
05:35:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jordan

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
03:27:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory vacaBon as a requirement to further studies doesn't make any sense, nor is it consBtuBonal. This is 
discriminaBon Martyn 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-06 
02:46:54

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

What is happening to you South Africa?? Human Rights use to be our "thing"... now the Government wants to 
force us all to let go of our freedom of human rights?? NO! We will not be bullied!! We will not let you take 
away our human rights!

Charmain
e 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-06 
02:12:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Michael

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
01:07:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is proven that the jab does not prevent you from geqng covid, so it should be a choice whether you want it 
or not. Bronwyn 

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:54:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nicolene

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:35:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone has the freedom to choose what is injected into their bodies; this is a huge infringement on the 
consBtuBonal rights of everyone listed as Staff and Students connected to UCT;;; This experimental drug has 
not been mandated by the President of the Country;;;  what right has UCT to impose this mandate? The 
Authors of the policy should be Court-marBaled under the Nurenberg trials wrt Crimes against Humanity Anyhony reBred

2022-01-06 
00:25:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is my body and God give me my body and air ...and this is shut...but this is money connected and they must 
play their parts through...they think they shall stand on the end ...maybe longer...but also will loose this shut 
banle ...look around...SA is not the cleverest ..now we must accept this..because of not know what go on

Nicolaas 
Sina Susan

2022-01-05 
23:32:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:24:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice E.

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:22:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Pericarditus, Myocarditus in the young. MY Family has a history of heart concerns. YOUR BODY YOUR CHOICE. 
Pearl

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:21:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People must pracBce there God given right to freedom of choice.. There should also be a choice for ciBzens to 
trust there conscience and have bodily integrity. For those who wish to be vaccinated that should also be 
freely available and not vilified. Either camp should respect each others views research and counter research. Earl

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:06:30

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Charleen

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
23:02:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every individual should have a right over their oen body. My body, my choice. To make mandatory is 
tantamount to forcing people and this is a crime against humanity based on the facts that we have not seen 
the virus, we know that there is graphene oxide in the vaccines and spike proteins which are detrimental to 
humans and we know that these vaccines are sBll in trial stage so how can one make this mandatory unless it 
is to depopulate the world and kill off a few billin people. We know more people have died that have been 
vaccinated so whats the point based on the survival rate of 99.7%. Malika Non-profit

2022-01-05 
22:58:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Whether you vaccinated or not, you can sBll get covid, so this is non-sensical. As the saying goes, follow the 
money. Hilton 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:57:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lida

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:56:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice More people are geqng sick with this vaccine Zainab 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:53:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Zainab 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:37:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Godwin

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:30:47

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should be able to decide what goes into their body. Forcing a vaccine into someone is going against 
their ConsBtuBonal right Carol

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:25:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People have a right to choose!! No to forced vaccinaBon! 

Shameega
h

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:25:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why do you push so hard for this?  
My body, my life, my choice!! Yolanda

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:17:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

What happened to freedom of choice. A women can choose to have an aborBon and kill, yes I said it, kill her 
unborn child but students an d staff can’t choose if they want an injecBon that will or won’t work. There is 
sufficient proof that whether vaccinated or not a person can transmit COVID,, get sick from COVID or die.  
During December a women spoke to me and told me of her nightmare story aoer taking the vaccine as she 
had major side affect which she reported and has decided not to take the booster.  Her doctor told her that he 
had received a lener staBng that he was not allowed to diagnose a symptoms of the vaccine as a direct side 
affect. Since when is anyone except for God responsible for me or my children’s health and body. Note the no 
of Corona deaths in the last 3 months of 2021 worldwide=314,687. Number of death by car accidents world 
wide =393.479. So perhaps driving is the new pandemic and we should take every ones licences away and just 
to be sure remove their car keys. Oh and let’s not forget the number of cancer paBents that died in the last 3 
months. A whopping  1,164,714, so what do we do about them as no one seems to have found a cure or 
vaccine for cancer paBents. Come on guys wake up. This is an agenda to usher in the one world order as no 
one has cared about the health of people. Spend 10 minutes in a government hospital…. Judith

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:11:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Petronella

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:11:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is discussing!!! It's a shame to force and mandate this vaccine onto the people. 
You are murderers for requesBng this from anyone. Let alone the young adults who you are supposed to be 
guiding. 

This is worse than the  Lethal injecBon. There they are atleast honest and the criminal knows what's going to 
happen.But to say this abominaBon of a vaccine is safe and you mandate it.  Lower than pig shit is  that's what 
you are for allowing this mandate.

Moegama
t

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:11:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Is  UCT liable for any adverse reacBon 
And how many jabs will it take to be fully vaxxed Bills

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:09:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No force  vaccinaBon Nieyaaz

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:07:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I resided a few years near UCT and a friend or two studied there.  They always championed freedom,  no 
mandate must be tolerated to again bring devision in this univarsity. Victor

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:04:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Errol 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
22:01:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It's infringing on the right of choice. 
Only soluBon is those that want a vaccine can get if they think it protects them and those who feel they doing 
good with out it so be it. 
Vaccine or no vaccine doesn't have an influence on how the virus is spreading as a vaccinated person can sBll 
get covid. 

2022-01-05 
21:57:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Retshidisit
soe

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:53:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice P

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:51:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is outrageous and unethical to mandate a vaccine which  is sBll in trial phase and is known to have many 
side effects, some which lead to deaths. Is UCT willing to take liability for all students forced to take these at 
huge risk to their health? Cath

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
21:45:51

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should decide what they want to put in their body. No one should force anyone to take a vaccine at 
all Carol

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:40:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UCT you are infringing on the Freedoms of the staff and students and you will be held liable individually for 
your crime. 
Remember the Nuremberg code. 
Saying you were just following orders will not save you.

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:40:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Theuns

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
21:36:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Cheryl 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:35:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lilian 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
21:35:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice reBred

2022-01-05 
21:32:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice As I have previously stated,  if we dont have freedom,  we have nothing.  This is what we are fighBng for. Nastassja 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:24:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Bronwen

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
21:18:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The Covid vaccine has not been approved yet. It is sBll in trial unBl 2023.  The adverse side effects are severe. 
Making the vaccine mandatory will take away freedom of choice. R reBred

2022-01-05 
21:09:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tharina

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:51:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Seeing that we are a democraBc country,  freedom of CHOICE should be top priority. Elizabeth

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:46:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is my body and not Covids. Johan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:36:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Seeing as the Covid vaccine does not give immunity, nor prevents spread, herd immunity via vaccinaBon with 
this vaccine is impossible. I fail to see the reasoning to mandate vaccinaBon to allow access to any area, never 
mind universiBes. The vaccine gives individual protecBon only and as such, should be the individual’s choice to 
take it or not as it holds not benefits for protecBng others. I would also like to add that it is up to the 
government to expand hospital capacity, which they have failed to do these last two years. Thus, they have no 
right to force the public to get vaccinated to “save hospital capacity”. Government failure does not jusBfy 
mandatory  vaccinaBon. Lindi

employed 
individual
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2022-01-05 
20:36:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This has got nothing to do with  a virus. 
It is control bringing back the Dom Pass. It is oppression of the masses. Andrew

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:29:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Chanel

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:26:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You cannot force anyone to get vaccinated against their will. We all have the right in deciding what goes into 
our bodies and what not. Adriaan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:23:34

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If I feel totally comfortable and at peace not to be vaxed why should I be forced into something I do not agree 
with?! 
Unvaxed people do not pose a bigger thread to other people...vaxed people also contract Covid and spread it. Von

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
20:18:33 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice my body does not belong to the Government to make choices on behalf of myself Suzan

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
20:17:47

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Riva

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:15:36

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hanna

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
20:10:50

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Force or Mandatory VaccinaBon is a crime worst than apartheid.  Government, all Companies and TerBary 
InsBtuBons must have an open public debate with all top selected scienBst and medical doctors that actually 
treated thousands of Covid paBents. The informaBon shared from all the news media is one-sided and bias. 
Experience doctors like Dr Shankara Cheny and many others that treated thousands of Covid and many other 
illnesses beg to differ with all the latest findings from our so-called experts. IrrespecBve of all the other facts it 
should be freedom of choice because it is sBll just an experimental vaccine with severe side effects that should 
not be force on any human being. Some people believe in horses, some believe in chariots and some sBll 
believe God can take us through this pandemic changing it miraculously into endemic unless it  is not about 
the vaccine but too control and proving that the so-called conspiracy theories is actually true.  God bless ? ? Abraham

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
20:10:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UnscienBfic to coerce young people to take an experimental vaccine to get access to educaBon. An 
infringement of their human rights. Cilla reBred

2022-01-05 
20:08:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice!! An

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:58:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

All covid vaccines is sBll EXPERIMENTAL  we tested posiBve for covid...we self medicated at home with 
IvermecBm and we all survived and doing good ... no need to put EXPERIMENTAL drugs into my body.... Martha LJ reBred

2022-01-05 
19:43:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Easy!!!!!! NO PERSON..... EVEN IF THEY THINK THEY CAN PLAY GOD..... should EVER be allowed to tell another 
human being what they should or should not be doing with their body. 
Our bodies are temples of GOD! 
Enough said !!!!!!!!! Michael

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:34:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ons is nie eksperimente nie.Daar is ander medikasie wat wel help .Ons liggaam is die temple van God en ons 
mag dit nie besoedel nie.Keer terug tot ons maker en Hy sal alle antwoorde gee. Karen 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:30:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The are trying to contravene the ConsBtuBon of South Africa as well as the Bill of Rights, this proposal is 
illegal. 
UCT does not follow the science, the so called vaccine is sBll an experimental drug, and has proven not to 
work. People who have had the so called vaccine  sBll get infected and infect others???? 
Are they going to pay for the weekly tests, again the Dept of Health says that only when a person is 
symptomaBc they should get tested not when they are asymptomaBc??? 
Are they going to take responsibility and accountability for adverse events and death caused by the vaccine??? 
 What about other disease such as HIV, TB, diabetes are they also going to be discriminated against as well 
The leadership of UCT should be fired just for proposing this because it goes against the laws in South Africa Kevin

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:26:04

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Noooo Shane

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:22:56 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice A disgusBng anack on human rights and freedom of choice. Helen

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:18:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Are they going to pay for the weekly tests 
Are they standing in ownerships and take responsibility and will pay any compensaBon for any health related 
issues that will relate to the vaccine  
You can sBll get and transmit the virus when being Vax so Are they completely blind and brainless to sBll force 
it as it will make no difference  
Are they going to force isolaBon for TB and HIV students too Daniel

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
19:17:55 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice You must make your own choices 

Marie-
Louise 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:16:54 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Trial drugs 
MRNA VACCINE  
A lot of Adverse Events 
Why are they forcing people to take it Coleen

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:10:34

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People should choose what they want to put in their bodies, hence some of us recovered using herbs. Mojalefa

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:07:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice student

2022-01-05 
19:04:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice BC

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:02:32

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every South African has a right to choose if they want to be vaccinated or not! No student should be denied an 
educaBon based on their vaccinated status.  
'To be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that respects & enhances the freedom of 
others' NELSON MANDELA Naz

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
18:50:52 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You can not force vaccine because we analyse it differently,if I feel it's the one killing people you can not force 
me to have it.vaccines have been there but not one forced Bll now,how can You force one to take What he 
doesn't believe in.its not a cure,it keeps demanding another shot because of new variants.i can not choose a 
scienBst to tell me how I should treat my body with a medicaBon with many QuesBons Globally and reasoning 
towards covid and vaccines doesn't add up.if I am not vaccinated I can not pass a disease to the vaccinated.so 
let the unvaccinated take a risky living and see if they will not survive because some it's been two years now 
not even a sign of covid across our town,neighborhood, streets.what we noBced is more deaths of older 
person during their vaccinaBon programme which took place towards winter season and during.Let people die 
of their own choices not because of side effects or vaccine itself and let other live or die vaccinated. Juliet

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:45:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Stop lying about the virus and the cases. The pcr tests has been disconBnued and cannot detect the difference 
between flu and covid so we(the world) have been lied to for over 2 years. Hospitals are full of fully Vaccinated 
anxious people. Stop spreading fear and move on. Francois

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:45:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

More covid cases now in countries with very high vax rates than before the so called  vaccine. 
Everyone that I know who has had  omnicron was vaccinated.   
I am not   vaccinated, (and will NOT get vaccinated ), have never had a covid test and have never had covid. 
Big pharma,, social  media & Govt’s are the only ones benefiqng - small business and the rest have suffered 
hugely. 
Highly suspicious that alternate views are banned and populaBon is conBnually  pumped with never ending 
fear mongering propaganda. 
A disgrace  that children should have to wear masks or be vaccinated. 
The masks serve ZERO purpose. 
ALL EVIL !!!!! 

Tracy
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:44:35

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The mandate is irrelevant to the current situaBon. Covid is on the wane. Vaccinated AND unvaccinated can get 
infected and spread illness. Vaccine immunity wanes over Bme. Natural immunity trumps vaccinated 
immunity Greg

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
18:40:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Carole

2022-01-05 
18:37:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rodney

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:33:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vaccine is in test phase (experimental), how can you forse people to vaccinate? Adéle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:18:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body my choice , it is my right to choose what I want to do with my body . I should not be forced . Angela

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:17:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every students should have the freedom to choose for or against mandates.  
Do not create medical appartheid. Liesel

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:14:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Once we are forced to do something, we are no longer a democracy but Tirrany. This is unacceptable.

Temille 
Derisha

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
18:09:57

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Du Toit reBred

2022-01-05 
18:07:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

All the vaccinated people are geqng covid anyway as well as side effects from the so called vaccine... and 
many have died from it. Shirley 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
18:01:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice May these policy makers be tried in court for crimes against humanity. Joanne

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:59:39

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine does not work this is proven all over the world I sBll dont understand why the people dont want to 
wake up Corneluis j

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:53:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Each to their own. We must respect every opinion, that's what we're fighBng for Amanda reBred
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2022-01-05 
17:47:02

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

1. Trial vaccine 
2. Freedom of choice 
3. Too many side effects are hidden 
4. Huge recovery rate 
5.Natural immunity Sylvia

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:45:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jeannene

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
17:45:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Who do you think you are as an insBtuBon to try force anything onto a person robbing them of freedom of 
choice and a right to an educaBon! Randal

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:32:48

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body, my choice... Ben

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
17:30:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No person should be mandated to take an experimental drug of which the longterm effects is sBll unknown. 
There is also overwhelming evidence that the injecBons does not work and that there is no difference in 
contracBng and  spreading the virus between the vaccinated and non-vaccinated.  There is also overwhelming 
and growing evidence of serious post-vaccinaBon injuries. A policy of freedom of choice without any puniBve 
measures will be a more acceptable approach. Pieter

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
17:19:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Anna

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:11:36

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice To have the right to decide what goes into your body, is and always should be your choice. Madelein

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:09:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one has the right to force a medical intervenBon on another. Who the hell do these people think they are? 
God? Trevor reBred

2022-01-05 
17:05:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hulle kan loop naai Reall

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:04:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Mariki reBred

2022-01-05 
16:58:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Stop trying to take away peoples freedom to choose. This is  outrageous and unlawful and eventually the 
consequences for these abusive acts will come to a head. People have the god given right to choose. And 
please go and reaearch hoq serious the adverse effects are. Talula reBred

2022-01-05 
16:57:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Everyone should have their choice,and not forced. No need for a forced vaccine..even if there were a 
virus,Everyone should sBll have a choice Naomi

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:57:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Every one can deside what they put in there body, Ansie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:54:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice At the rate you are going we will only need a thirty persent to move on ...have you also been bought ?

Roland 
Alfred reBred

2022-01-05 
16:53:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice is what its about. Debbie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:52:19

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ente ena hase yona feela eka phekolang covid. mekhwa emeng e teng ho lwantsha lefu lena. Ente ena eya 
kodisa hape esthware batho hantle. ke tokelo ya motho ho ikhethela ka mmele wa hae hore ho etsahale eng. Lerato

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:51:15 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

God has given us all a free will let people decide for themselves.  Nobody has the right to control and make 
choices for you. Sheila reBred

2022-01-05 
16:49:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice My body my choice, freedom of choice, body autonomy 

Shardè 
panacèa

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:47:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our consBtuBon was put in place to give every person equal rights. How can we have equal rights if the 
country is divided between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals? And if the vaccine is made mandatory 
what hapoens to our freedom of choice and freedom of speech? Are we just animals sent to the slaughter? 
We most certainly are not! I will not bow before any man that takes my freedom nor will i listen to any 
mandatory installments that goes against my consBtuBonal and human rights Ruan

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:43:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Denying people the right to educaBon because they refuse to take a vaccine for a virus that  most have already 
had is probably the most idioBc thing I've ever heard of.   The vaccines don't work.  Period.  Those who have 
natural immunity are far safer.  Now you want them to be forced to put chemicals inside their body for no 
reason than YOU think they should?  Stop it!  They have the right to freedom of choice when it comes to their 
own bodies.  And yes, I AM vaccinated... BY CHOICE! Gillian reBred

2022-01-05 
16:42:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The  injecBon preparaBon is sBll in its trial phase.  It is therefore crucial and legal (Nuremberg code) that 
people's right to choose is respected. Elmarie

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
16:40:26 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice The genocide needs to end Olga 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:30:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

ConsBtuBon of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 - Chapter 2: Bill of Rights 

12. Freedom and security of the person 

2. Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the right 

c. not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent. Didier
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:28:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Wat het gebeur met vryheid van keuse? Jou liggaam jou keuse.  Mulder

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:26:00 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice reBred

2022-01-05 
16:22:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ghean

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:21:03 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rob

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:18:53

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is completely wrong, against our human rights, against our consBtuBonal rights. This is not a vaccine. This 
is a clinical trial being experimented on people most of whom are unaware. Should this be enforced then I 
would hope that all parBes involved in forcing this evil upon poeple will be dealt with in the same way as this 
Nazis who abused the human rights of the those in world war II. There is a reason the Nuremberg Code was 
wrinen. As God's people we should be protecBng each other Jan

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
16:07:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice We must exercise our Freedom of choice. Leandra student

2022-01-05 
16:06:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Daniela

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
16:04:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Christel

2022-01-05 
16:04:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines are shown to not be offering the protecBon against transmission nor severity. Stop acBng like big 
brother and let people decide for themselves. Do away wi DaRren reBred

2022-01-05 
15:59:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Zanele 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:53:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rachel

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:50:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My daughter has a religious  right not to be vaccinated. Her choice of freedom cannot be forcefully be taken 
away. She has the right to choose and will bear the consequences thereof. Who is more infected now? The 
people who are vacanated! This virus is not so lethal now and is busy dying. Why sBll make the jab 
compulsory. Jacques

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:39:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Dit is onregverdig om ALMAL te forseer om die  vaksiene te neem.  Lang termyn newe effekte van R MNA 
spike protein is onbekend. Nou word my kind wat by UWC studeer ontneem  van sy konsBtusionele reg omdat  
almal saam in die vuur spring mbt vaccines. Vaksiene neem af met  tyd,. Jy kan dit nogsteeds versrpei, jy kan 
ook nogsteeds siek word van dit . Covid muteer homself om al hoe swakker te word. Ons sien dit met die 
Omnicron mutasie.  Min hospitalisasies, min Mense op venBlators  indien  daar wel is met Omnicron.  Ek sal 
dit baklei tot in die hof. Ek sal nie dat my kind teen sy wil die gemors kry nie. Dan moet hulle maar met online 
klasse aangaan soos in 2021.  Pres Ramaphosa het in sy toespraak gesê : NOBODY WILL BE FORCED TO TAKE 
THE  VACCINE.. En nou besluit maatskappye, Universiteite te hel met dit.. Ons maak sommer  ons eie reëls. 
Not fair. Vicki

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:33:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice René

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:31:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine should not be mandatory! We are free to choose! It's out bodies we have the right to chose, and 
not fall under the propaganda of the goverments. Marno

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:24:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Nobody should be forced to take any medical procedure against their will. The whole noBon of mandatory 
vaccines is against all medical ethics and is not allowed by the Nuremberg code. Also the vaccine does not 
prevent transmission of the virus, but only supposedly prevents severe illness, however only for a certain 
Bme, how can something that doesn't stop the spread and has a limited effecBveness be mandatory. Bren

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:19:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice We will never comply with this. Bunch of poliBcians sold out to NWO and WHO juan

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:11:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This fake pandemic needs to stop. There is not scienBfic evidence for covid19. The agenda behind all this 
corrupBon is agenda 2030, total control of all humans. Surely there must be some commonsense and 
intelligence present at something like a terBary instatuBon. We are protected under Law  and human rights 
against bodily harm against this narraBve that are driven. What about the Nuremberg Code! This bullying is 
unacceptable and cannit be tollerated by these agendas. JB

2022-01-05 
15:09:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Shannon 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:08:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Timothy

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:06:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

„There is no greater tyranny than that which is perpetuated under the shield of law and in the name of jusBce.
“ - Baron de Montesquieu Brigine

business 
owner
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2022-01-05 
15:04:44

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It's completely unconsBtuBonal!!! Elizabeth 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
15:04:32

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Fundamental right for free choice in a democracy violated. Harald reBred

2022-01-05 
15:01:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I think it makes no sense at this point, when covid has changed into a much less dangerous variant, for young 
people who are hardly at risk anyway,  to have to vaccinate . We have seen that vaccinaBons do not stop the 
spread . Countries with highest cases like UK USA etc  are heavily vaccinated so it clearly has not stopped  the 
spread . Therefore,  at this point,  it should be personal choice to do with own health fears and concerns , and 
not be done “for the community” as has been the moBvaBon. Helen 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:00:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccine is being made compulsory, that is unconsBtuBonal in SA - you can take it if you want and are not 
forced to take this specifically vaccine

Charmain
e

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:56:58

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The so called 'vaccines' .Let's use the correct word for this. It's a 'bioweapon' that is used by big pharma, the 
Gates FoundaBon, Fauci, WHO & CDC amongst many others to eliminate & maime (injure) as many people as 
possible.  There are different toxins in each brand or batch. Check out on DuckDuckgo (not Google) as they are 
biased, Dr Renier Fuelmich who has so much  evidence of this evil medical pracBce. NEVER will I allow anyone 
to put poison into my body. Coral reBred

2022-01-05 
14:56:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Garth

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:51:07 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe this is against our consBtuBon.  Nit only for freedom. Of choice but movement, educaBon .  This is 
making this country a place where there is no democracy and totally against it Candice

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:50:45

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The COVID pandemic has been fanned by mulBnaBonal pharmaceuBcal companies who are making obscene 
profits out of an experimental vaccine ! 
There is no end to the variaBons and therefore no end to booster jabs. 
No effort has been made to commence clinical trials of ivermecBn or any less invasive medicaBons  
Acceptance of current vaccines should be voluntary ! John reBred

2022-01-05 
14:46:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Hendrik

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:44:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The choice to vax should be personal  and never used  to devide, label or take away rights from any person. 
The daily and hourly propaganda to promote the vax should also stop! Marlene reBred

2022-01-05 
14:41:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Nobody should force  

medicines on us that we dont want Pam reBred
2022-01-05 
14:38:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jenine 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:30:28

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Leon

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:22:10 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Liep

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:14:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Fanie reBred

2022-01-05 
14:13:09

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Waroor elke persoon het sy eie reg op sy eie lewe wat hy daarmee wil  maak is mos sy eie keuse. So word jy 
nou gedwing dat ons almal een beroep moet beoeffen of mag ons nog self besluit wat ons wil word? Ag nee 
as een ou in die vuur spring nou moet ons hom/ haar blindelings wolg? Waar is jou eie besluit dan? Zoon reBred

2022-01-05 
14:07:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Some students might have severe food alergies. It has been found such people might have similar reacBons 
with the Covid vaccine. Unfair to expect such a student to take the risk. Johan

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:07:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice SBll pread the virus and get ill and can die! Concerned also had cancer, sBll in remission for 8 years. Cecilia 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:05:38 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Marie reBred

2022-01-05 
14:04:22 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not agree with this vaccine mandate at all!!! Whether it be in universiBes or schools or shops or any 
workplace... I do NOT agree with it or support it in any way! 

Each and every South African deserves the right to choose whether they want this vaccine or not!!! 

It is a trial product and we, South Africans are not anyone's test subjects. 

STOP THIS, JUST STOP!!! Jennifer
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:02:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one can force us as parents to inject our daughter with a vaccine that is a medical trial.  It is unlawfull. 
Covid is not a pandemic if you look at the recovery rates. Tania

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:01:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

ScienBsts know that a ViRuS become less harmful as it mutates even if it become more contagious. So this 
whole thing will blow over soon. 
A person cannot unvaccinate, there is not even a real word for undoing the jab as it is not possible. 
Yet the possible long term side effects may sBll prevent them selves over Bme. 

Added is that places that require mandatory vax policies will lose the services of many service providers, some 
Bmes those service providers are the only ones in the country or product specific. 
This becomes a serious health and safety issue as who is going to maintain things on their sites when 
contractors are blocked from performing their vital services. 
Many of these large insBtutes are also blocked from using many service providers because of BEE affirmaBve 
acBon crap. 
I know for a fact that many faciliBes are going to suffer without my services as there is so much that only I can 
do, I have traveled as far as Kenya to perform my duBes so you can imagine that there is no one else to help 
those clients because they have blocked me. My 25 years experience in a specialized industry gone because of 
their failure to respect my rights. Anthony

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
14:00:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People should have the freedom to choose if they want to be part of a medical trial or not. We not sure what 
the outcomes are going to be of this trial 5 to 10 years down the line but ppl are now forced to take it to keep 
their jobs or  to further educaBon etc. Chantel

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:56:32

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our human right's charter makes very definite allowances iro freedom of choice especially where our own 
person is concerned. These vaccines are sBll in an experimental phase and should under no circumstances be 
forced upon any individual . That is very definitely infringing on our human rights . Leonora reBred

2022-01-05 
13:51:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice NO NO NO NO NO TO MANDATES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Juanita

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:30:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

With respect 
You have no right to invade bodily autonomy 
And freedom of choice is our consBtuBonal right 
And the Nuremberg code specifically prohibits such forced acBons and mandates 

Coming from a university you should know bener that to contravene people’s rights Gregory
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:27:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice The pandemic is over in south Africa. The vaccine is no longer required. Rob

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:27:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

What happened to our human basic rights  ?!  Our future generaBons will suffer if this mandates conBnue! 
I'm. Appalled at the current situaBon in our country Naeema reBred

2022-01-05 
13:26:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

“I am exercising my Non-Derogable Right in terms of Chapter 2 of The ConsBtuBon of the Republic of   
South Africa, Act 108 of 1996, as Amended. I choose not to receive a Covid19 Vaccine.  Karin

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:24:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why force people to take a jab that does not stop the spreading of the disease??  It should be each person's 
own choice to take the vaccine or not. Trying to force students that want to further their educaBon to take this 
jab is just shameful!!! Marlize

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:19:21

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:17:19

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I am very concerned about a policy that essenBally forces students to take a medical treatment against their 
will. As a medical doctor, who studied at UCT, it is a real shocker. What happened to individual rights? I work in 
primary health care and have seen young people get side effects, ooen very serious and long-term from the 
COVID-19 jabs. Robinson

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:13:40

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
13:12:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The so called “vaccine” does not protect anyone from anracBng and geqng criBcally ill with Covid. We have 2 
close friends right now very ill with Covid in spite of being fully vaccinated!!! We also have 4 other friends that 
got very ill  shortly aoer being  vaccinated in June 2021,  of which one have passed away 26 days later from 
covid!! 
My Wife and me got infected with covid  in June 2021, from this one friend that had been vaccinated 5 days 
before!! We had it very mild and was cured aoer 12 days, we are not vaccinated!!!  She was very ill for more 
than 4 weeks and her taste and smell is sBll not fully restored up to today!!! Hans reBred

2022-01-05 
13:08:17

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice isabella student

2022-01-05 
13:08:12

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lilia student

2022-01-05 
13:07:56

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Monique

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:59:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Rose

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:51:03

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Almal het die reg op keuses en vryheid Trudie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:50:10 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lyn
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2022-01-05 
12:43:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Teresa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:42:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vaccine mandate policies is going to  take away our human rights Edwaldo

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:36:07

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This injecBon is not full proof or safe. 
People have been dying from the injecBon...but its all covered up and not reported...big quesBon..why are 
they hiding the truth....its all evil... 
No-one has the right to force this. 
it is illegal...and unconsBtuBonal. 
Plse do research and see what is really going on....before its too late

Vermeule
n

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:35:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccinaBon doesn't provide 100% protecBon against contracBng the virus. I believe everyone should be 
enBtled to choose what suits their personal health needs. Liesje

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:30:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The right to educaBon is in the bill of rights. 
There isn't an asterisk next to it where you need to jabbed against and alleged plague whose alleged death toll 
is quesBonable. 

If they say wearing a mask and saniBzing your hands works, let's keep doing that and move on. Michael
employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:26:31 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sian

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:25:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Gilda

2022-01-05 
12:20:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sonja

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:16:31 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice You Crazy Eduard

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:04:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support any mandatory government policy when it comes to health and body choices. Especially 
when proven that the vaccine does not curb the spread or infecBon of the virus. People should be allowed the 
choice whether to be vaccinated or not. Robert

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:02:50

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My body, my choice. Bodily integrity is enchrined in our consBtuBon and cannot be overridden by any one 
person or insBtuBon. Cobus

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:01:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People must exercise their right of choice especially pertaining to their bodies Sandisile 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:57:59

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I feel that the students must have the freedom of choice in being exposed to a drug that is very much sBll in 
its experimental stage and that is doing much harm than good to prevent covid 19. To make this drug and 
vaccinaBon mandatory is against our consBtuBon and is exposing young developing and growing people to the 
worst danger ever!!!! Annarie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:54:44

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Candace student

2022-01-05 
11:47:45

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Your undemocraBc policy of trying to force the jab onto students, against a flu that has a 99% recovery rate 
means you are unable to break free from your mind controlled hypnosis - your hypnoBst being big pharma, 
mad scienBsts, certain world bodies and mass media. So while you run around trying to mandate for science 
as per your hypnoBsts orders, know that there are some who never got hypnoBzed and can see what you are 
doing, running around on a stage with your pants on fire. Damn funny when you are not under hypnosis. 
Damn scary when we see you truly believe your pants (world) are on fire. C'mon, snap out of it!! Wide awake 
now.  Angela reBred

2022-01-05 
11:42:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

2022-01-05 
11:38:48 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jc

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:38:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Arnold

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:38:26

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Allow the students to choose whether they want this or not, what would happen if 10yrs to come something 
comes up that was not anBcipated, who would be to blame? Bongiwe student

2022-01-05 
11:17:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I do not support anything mandatory with regards to bodily integrity and it means it is forced and people have 
no choice.  This will lead to unfair discriminaBon and other kids won't freely access educaBon which is a right 
they deserve. Stop playing God, He too never usurped humans' power of choice! Onah

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:15:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

All have a right to decide for themselves what enters their bodies therefore vaccine must be done on a 
voluntary basis. Lulamile 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:08:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Ek aanvaar gladnie dat mense van hul mense regte ontneem word deur gedwing te word vir die inenBng nie. 
My ligaam  en my besluit. 
Dit is onaanvaarbaar dat daar weer n elktriseteit verhoging moet wees. Mense kry swaar genoeg met die 
huidige  tariewe Helen reBred

2022-01-05 
11:02:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Allow people to choose what and how to treat any ailments in their bodies. It is everyone's consBtuBonal right 
and that must not be taken lightly and away from people! Just like all medicines the vaccine affects people 
differently and so the treatment and prevenBon of Covid-19 shouldn't be umbrellad on one soluBon that is 
also not a soluBon for everyone! Anyone who wants to vaccinate let them and anyone else who doesn't 
mustn't be forced. In any case all vaccinated and unvaccinated people stand the same chance when it comes 
to infecBons, why then mandate it! 

Ntombika
yise 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:58:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vaccine injuries every one should have the right to make there own decisions. Steel reBred

2022-01-05 
10:57:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice It is everybody's  human right to make his own choices concerning the taking of any kind of drug(medicine) Markus

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:57:27

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine mandates violates our natural rights to bodily integrity, no insBtuBon has the right to take that away. 
We need alternaBve universiBes that treat people with respect. Shame on you UCT.  Lente

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:55:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jeanne 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:53:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice People have right of choice. This is a country where freedom must be pracBced. Refilwe

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:48:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sonnica

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:46:37 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Riene

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:45:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice ChrisBna

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:37:56

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is obvious (as proved by Omicron) that vaccines DOES NOT prevent the contracBng of the virus, geqng sick 
from it or transmiqng it to others. Therefore, what is the use of enforcing an ineffecBve vaccine? Esta

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:37:30 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Nomsa

2022-01-05 
10:31:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandate doesn't mean its wrinen in law. With over two million, only recorded and not real figure, of adverse 
effects; it should be a personal choice. These vaccines are sBll in their trial period and as such not all adverse 
effects are yet known. Precedent of cases from the US and other cases won; suggest that no mamdate 
overthrow a person's consBtuBonal right of medical freedom of choice. 

Further studies should apply and as a university who furthers our young in their thrive to success and 
excellence; especially where science is being applied it should be of utmost importance to ensure that our 
young and our future is protected. The vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus and neither does it 
protect a person from infecBon and as such cannot be mandated. 

Michell 
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:28:21 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Michael reBred

2022-01-05 
10:24:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No forced vaccines on ANY ONE. MY BODY. MY CHOICE. 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE!!! NO ONE SHOULD BE FORCED TO TAKE ANY MEDICATIONS OR IN THIS CASE. 
BE A LAP RAT FOR THIS POISON. THIS COVID POISON IS NOT A VACCINE. Lizene

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:23:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is not a pandemic and there are treatments for covid  
Nobody’s can be forced to put substances into their bodies if they don't feel safe to do so. Celeste

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:21:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is infringing on an individuals’ freedom of choice on their body. It did not pass in the US, a first world 
country. In addiBon, it infringes on the right to get educaBon. This cannot be allowed. Ayanda 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:18:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Considering that this thing a) does not reduce 'transmission', b) is driven by unreliable pcr tesBng, c) removes 
people's right to choose (are we not a democracy now?), d) ignores VAERS data, e) has no efficacy studies, it is 
nothing short of unconsBtuBonal and unethical S

2022-01-05 
10:17:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Covid-19 Vaccines have not been proven to be safe and efficient. Geqng the injecBon does not stop infecBon 
and transmission Herman 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:16:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Has anyone EVER asked if a student or staff member of an university was vacinated as a child?! Do you ask if 
that person at the university campus has HIV, AIDS, TB? Does the university even care if a student goes to class 
with flu? Covid-19 and the vaccines are being pushed for other reasons and I don't think our educaBons 
system should suffer because of that. In a country with a mayor "brain drain" we should not scare our 
students away from any educaBonal system. Lara

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:12:41

Outside 
SA

No I do 
not Freedom of choice In democracies, freedom of choice should prevail Marion reBred

2022-01-05 
10:12:13

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

People must be able to choose a way to keep healthy.  Eg: good nutriBon, excercise and sun. The vaccines do 
not stop the transmission of the virus and there are are possible risks. Eg: MyocardiBs Nicola Non-profit
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2022-01-05 
10:05:54

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The Nuremberg Code, DeclaraBon of Human Rights, the South African ConsBtuBon et Al, prohibits the 
mandaBng of these vaccines. SBck to the consBtuBon to uphold out Human Rights and our God-given liberty 
of freedom of choice. Darren

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:01:11 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You are starBng medical apartheid by not allowing people to make a choice with what they want to do with 
their bodies. Ashleigh 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:58:38

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

These vaccines do not stop transmission or infecBon so why mandate, it should be each person's individual 
choice based on their personal risks. Charlone

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:58:37

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tilanie 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:58:13

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice To force anyone to have a vaccine is criminal. They have and must always have the right of choice Peter reBred

2022-01-05 
09:56:17 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Zelda

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:32:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every student should have freedom of choice. To choose whether they want to be vaccinated or not. Natural 
immunity is by far bener than the vaccine. Also if you choose this because of your religion or medical reasons 
or even just because you don’t want to put a non tested vaccine in your body, you should be able to choose. It 
is our human right to do so. And also it is against our human rights to be kept from studying if we don’t take 
the vaccines! Yolanda 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:26:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

There is no need for a vaccine for a virus (which apparently has sBll not been isolated) in the first place, 
because of the less than 1% risk of fataliBes. Secondly, these are not vaccines but gene altering therapy that 
seems to have far more risk and side effects than the so called Corona virus. Overseas doctors and virologists 
have found many dangerous toxic materials in the toxic jabs and it is obviously an anempt to reduce ferBlity 
and populaBon numbers. 
To mandate this rediculous jab is in total violaBon of the South African ConsBtuBon, as well as all secBons of 
the Nuremberg Codes. 
What happened to freedom of choice! Allan

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:19:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Please stop this satanic measures contoling the human  naBon Beryl reBred

2022-01-05 
09:17:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is my body.I have the right to decline /accept what i put in it .No one has the right to take that from me , 
and infect my body with something that they do not know enough about DEBBIE

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:16:07

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The Corona virus remains a deadly disease to Bny fracBon of the people that have been infected ,both my 
daughters & I are included  in those figures. The internaBonal figures prove this statement. Two years later the 
total global deaths from this “pandemic” are less than 1% of the  populaBon. The young & healthy (students) 
are even less  suscepBble. To make a law like this is the beginning of the end of our freedom. It is outrageous 
& unacceptable! Stuart

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:13:45 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice. ConsBtuBonal right and protecBon. Tanya

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
09:03:02 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

A person is sBll contagious, even when vaccinated. So being vaccinated does not protect others. 

When you have a hammer, everything looks like a nail. People treat this vaccine as the hammer, because they 
are scared and they feel like they have to do something. But the vaccine is not fully tested and it is ineffecBve 
at prevenBng the spread of the virus, it does aid in reducing the severity of the disease, but that should be 
everyone's choice whether they want to take the risk of covid or the risk of taking the vaccine. Forcing people 
to get it is tyrannical, unconsBtuBonal, unprecedented, against the Nuremberg code and just plain inhumane. 

I am determined to be a law-abiding ciBzen, as long as there are ciBzen abiding laws. Mark
business 
owner

2022-01-05 
09:00:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jenny 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:59:45

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

It is common knowledge that the vaccine comes with risks. Many have died or have been injured by the jab. 
No person should be forced to take part in a medical experiment, especially where the side effects are not 
fully known. Chanelle

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:48:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My liggaan my keuse geen persoon of organisasie mag 'n ander forseer om hul beginsels prys te gee nie. Dit is 
my keuse om my natuurlike immuniteit te gebruik om die virus te beveg. Daar is nie genoegsame deursigBge 
navorsing gedoen met die inenBng, of dit nou die Pfizer of Johnson of waner maak ookal nie. Nizza

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:35:09

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I am so Bred of this narraBve of mandaBng anything... It's against our human rights to force a vaccine that has 
absolutely no proof for 100% efficacy... You sBll can get the virus, there has been reported cases of negaBve 
effects... Yet they are sBll pushing it, refusing to tell us what's really in it... #STOPBULLYING Tracy 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:20:17

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Too many adverse effects from the vaccine .We have no idea what the long term effects may be.Omicron can 
be treated as a flu. Michele

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:18:03

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

As a person suffering from Asthma and various alleregies, I feel it should be a personal choice of which 
vaccine, if any, is taken. At this stage I personally am unvaccinated, but my enBre family and work colleagues 
are all vaccinated. This is purely because of the uncertainty of the effect the vaccine will have on my allergies/
asthma. I am not pro or anB vaccinaBon, but feel it is a personal choice. Anita

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
08:03:35

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This injecBon does not prevent transmission or infecBon.  
Human rights must be honoured.  
Natural immunity is sBll best. 
Protect children,  not expose to possible adverse reacBons and injuries.  
Who will take responsibility,  financially,  physically and mentally for vaccine injuries? Suyenne reBred

2022-01-05 
07:57:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Kelly

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
07:48:09

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Vaccine passbooks and the jab against your will is apartheid and controlling freedom of choice which goes 
against Gods will. Jeremy 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:47:34

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No chance my kids will go to any university that requires covid vaccinaBon. Nor will they ever go to uct in the 
forceable future just because they are thinking of mandaBng Covid vaccinaBon. Shaun

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
07:16:24 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The vaccines has been presented as the only way to get immunity,  however with Bme it has shown to be 
dangerous and minimal to zero protecBon Craig 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
07:13:42

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory use of these pharmaceuBcal products is unethical as they are experimental  and may be 
potenBally dangerous. Manuela

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
06:05:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Why use a so called "vaccine" which is sBll on trial and where the effects are showing disastrious side effects?  Bennie

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:45:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Informed consent is not possible, adverse affects are not disclosed. 
The contracts with the producing companies also a mystery. 
To many secrets. 
Their is no accountability. Arina

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:35:12

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Madelein 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:28:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The shot does more harm than good. It’s an experiment. How do you make an informed decision when we 
don’t have access to all the data. I don’t understand how something that is an experiment can be forced on 
people it’s a gross contravenBon of so many rights and does not conform to our consBtuBon, the bill of rights, 
the Nuremberg code and numerous others. Deeply saddened that people think these crimes against humanity 
are ok. JusBne 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
05:08:36

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice NO VACCINE NO JAB Rosena

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
04:56:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Jan

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
04:28:29 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

This is an infringement on the basic human rights of students as enshrined in our construcBon. No one should 
be forced to take an experimental drug into their bodies. Let them show us the virus first. Brian

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
04:28:18 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice The freedom to choose natural medicine. Anna

2022-01-05 
03:09:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Freedom of choice:  
1. give a pinky  now  and then slowly, with 'salami tacBcs' i.e. bit by bit all our freedoms to choose what we eat 
and drink, where we travel to, how we live, will be removed completely.  
2. Also, we will be devided into 2 groups, the vaxined and the unvaxinated, and more and more there will be 
discriminated against the unvaxinated. 
3. According to everything I read Omicron is mild (although highly invecBous). The virus is becoming like the 
flu now. Stop with all the vaxinaBons and boosters and handle it now similar to seasonal flu. Erika

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
02:28:49

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Geqng a trial jab should be by choice not mandatory as it does not prevent the vaccinated from geqng the 
virus so what's the use of it then? Thobeka

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
02:07:21

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
02:03:07

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Marion reBred

2022-01-05 
01:00:14

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Chrissie

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
00:24:10

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

My freedom is guaranteed by consBtuBon not by subscripBon to Phitzer. There is no difference if one is 
vaccinated or not both get the virus. So what is the point. I have been looking aoer myself and excercising. 
Had COVID it was like mild flu. I do not need vaccine. Those who need can take it. Rafal

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
00:14:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Marcell 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:32:38

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Abre reBred

2022-01-04 
22:35:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

If 'vaccine mandates' do not recognize natural immunity, do not recognize anBbody tesBng, do not offer test-
outs, and do not acknowledge that vaccines *do not* stop the spread, then it is absolutely clear they have 
*nothing* to do with health or science. Tessa 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
22:29:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice  I support freedom of choice Danielle

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:19:26 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice You can’t force students to vaccinate 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:15:35 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

An experimental injecBon can not be forced by mandate on anybody without informed consent. Informed 
consent is not available at the moment as the injecBon is sBll in a trial period and long term effects are not 
known. There are many adverse effects from the injecBon already recorded and not invesBgated properly by 
the manufacturer.  Connie

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:07:21 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Absolute genocide! No need to kill the young people Olga 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:05:48

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

You cannot force people to take part in medical trials, especially when the risks are very low if the “treatment” 
is not taken. George

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:03:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

What does freedom means if we r forced to allow government to gamble with our only lives? Every human 
being should have a choice to do what they believe is safe for them Xolisto

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:02:11

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice A

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:51:20 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I understand that you are considering mandaBng your staff and students to be vaccinated against COVID-19 in 
order to retain righno access of your facility. I understand further that some members of staff and students 
feel threatened by the SARS-CoV2 (the “Virus”). Certainly older people and those with comorbidiBes are at 
risk. I also understand that the vaccines have been sold to us as the keys to the shackles that have been placed 
on our lives and that many just want to get out of the nightmare that our lives have become. 
There are, however, reasons not to be fearful. All viruses anenuate over Bme and science dictates that 
COVID-19 will become less virulent over Bme. Although COVID-19 is a serious disease, the reality is that more 
than 99% of people who are infected survive. COVID-19 is a disease that disproporBonately affects older 
people in our society making it easier to focus protecBon on those most at risk. The World Health 
OrganisaBon (“WHO“) puts the average infecBon fatality rate at 0.15%, but for people under 40, the risks are 
even lower. Whilst the vaccines are less efficacious than iniBally hoped, they nevertheless seem to offer good 
protecBon to the vulnerable from death and hospitalisaBon. We also have vastly improved treatments for 
COVID-19 that are contribuBng to increasing survival rates. 
Vaccines are also not a panacea. We will never be able to rid the virus from our world. We know that the virus 
circulates amongst animals and it is probable that it came to humans via animal transmission. Even if it were 
possible to vaccinate every person on the planet, we cannot vaccinate every suscepBble animal. Moreover, 
vaccinated people can become infected and can pass on the virus to others such that the virus can conBnue to 
circulate amongst the vaccinated. 
The vaccines are not approved drugs in South Africa. Only the Pfizer vaccine has received approval from the 
FDA and that in controversial circumstances. In South Africa, the authorisaBon is for 6 months only and any 
employee vaccinaBon plan would need to be withdrawn if the state of disaster ends. 
The iniBal trials that have been completed suggested that there were a number of serious short-term side 
effects. The list of short-term side effects is constantly being expanded as we learn more about the vaccines. 
There have been a number of worrying developments. More adverse events have been reported into 
government-run adverse events systems the world over from the COVID-19 vaccines than all other vaccines 
combined over the last 30 years. Whereas the spike proteins produced as a reacBon to the mRNA vaccines 
were supposed to remain in the deltoid muscle, leakage to other parts of the body has now been shown. 
Notably, the producBon of spike proteins in receptors in the ovaries and testes (which was not contemplated 
by the manufacturers) could have an impact on ferBlity especially with regular doses of vaccine. This needs to 
be invesBgated. Incidents of heart inflammaBon in the young have exceeded expectaBons. The long-term 
impacts of the vaccines have not been measured. The manufacturers of the vaccines are indemnified against 
all liability for the vaccines, meaning that those who mandate them carry a higher burden of liability if there is 
a problem. 
We acknowledge the arguments that vaccines have been around for many years and that some vaccines are 
mandated for travel. We note however that the mRNA vaccines that are in use in South Africa are a novel 
technology that cannot be compared with prior vaccines (some of which have been shown in the past to be 
unsafe). We also note that these are “leaky vaccines” being distributed during a pandemic unlike other 
vaccines currently in use. 
In countries with high vaccinaBon rates, there have been mixed results from the vaccines. The US CDC recently 
acknowledged waning immunity in the vaccinated and will soon require a third shot for people who were 
vaccinated more than 8 months previously. Most countries have not removed the restricBons imposed on 
daily life despite high vaccinaBon rates. Even with 100% of the populaBon vaccinated, outbreaks have 
occurred on ships and the main presumed funcBon of the vaccines currently is to protect against severe 
disease. 
Vaccines have never been mandated as a prerequisite for employment in South Africa. Our ConsBtuBon 
(including SecBons 9 and 12 of the ConsBtuBon) protects against discriminaBon and guarantees the right to 
bodily integrity. On the other hand, the courts have affirmed that employers do not have the right to enquire 
as to employees’ or prospecBve employees’ status when it comes to the HI virus. HIV/AIDS is a far more 
devastaBng illness than COVID-19, as set out above, accordingly the protecBons afforded to HIV/AIDS paBents 
can readily be inferred to apply to those persons who are not vaccinated against SARS-COV-2.  Government 
has given reassurances that vaccines will never be mandated by law. Accordingly, the UCT would be exposing 
itself to significant liability were it to elect to do something never before done in South Africa. 
We do not believe that it is consistent with the democraBc ideals enshrined in the South African ConsBtuBon 
to compel employees or students to give up sovereignty over their own bodies in order to retain their right to 
access. The right to make our own decisions about our health and bodies are basic human rights entrenched 
in internaBonal law and our ConsBtuBon. We believe that a decision to mandate vaccines will create a divisive 
corporate culture and that it will act as a barrier to retaining and anracBng talent. 
The vaccines appear to protect those who have taken them. Vaccinated staff and students are, therefore, 
protected. Even if it were true that the unvaccinated have a moral obligaBon to protect the rest of society, 
there is no scienBfic basis for compulsory vaccinaBon given that the vaccines do not prevent transmission and 
that we cannot eliminate COVID-19. It is not the role of the UCT to impose morals on the staff and students 
through coercion. 
I see this as unacceptable in a democracy that has a history of controlling access to educaBon through 
discriminaBon and cannot tolerate such a culture spreading in our country. We call on you, therefore, to reject 
mandatory vaccine systems and to create an inclusive culture at the UCT. 

Jan reBred
2022-01-04 
21:50:10

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Tanya

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:42:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice UniversiBes should be teaching human rights, not violaBng them. Marshana 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:42:00

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Forcing teens to take a drug out of fear of losing their right to educaBon isn't fair. Kyle 

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:34:55

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Julius

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:34:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Vida

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:30:25

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Our consBtuBon protects our right to freely choose what to put in our bodies. Our students should not be 
forced to be guinea pigs in an experiment with a sinister agenda. Laura reBred

2022-01-04 
21:27:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Romy

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:19:16

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

These ‘vaccines’ as they have been recently adapted to fit the descripBon in Webster dicBonary, are sBll in a 
trial phase.  How is it plausible to enforce mandatory use of them? Ingrid

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:13:39

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Manuel

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:13:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Taking a vaccine must be a choice, not a force. Tsakane 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:12:07

North 
West

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Riene Non-profit

2022-01-04 
21:10:53

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice, no one is forced to vaccinate Lily 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:08:19 Limpopo

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Sanna

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:07:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Forcing medical treatments on children? Do I need to say more? Human rigts violaBon and ignoring consent. 
How long Bll rape and pedophilia is okay? Since we are ignoring consent now... SebasBen

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
21:06:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heinrich student

2022-01-04 
21:05:09 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Heather reBred

2022-01-04 
20:58:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

With so much research coming out proving the ineffecBveness of these injecBons it is mind boggling that 
anyone is sBll considering taking them, let alone mandaBng them. Richard 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:54:05 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Michelle Non-profit

2022-01-04 
20:52:42

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice  Charl student

2022-01-04 
20:50:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Given that evidence of the isolated, purified and sequenced SARS-COV-2 virus is yet to be shown to the world, 
the quesBon arises of what purpose the 'vaccine' serves if there's no 'virus' to start with. Estelle 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
20:48:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

CiBzens should start informing themselves & break away from the main stream media, who does not disclose 
the hundreds of thousands of people who already died from the vaccine. Look at Australia, it has become a 
fascist state, with mandatory vaccinaBon policies. 
In simple language, this poisonous and deadly injecBon of syntheBc foreign material into the bodies of those 
accepBng this shot, will cause extreme inflammatory and auto-immune diseases, and with nanoparBcle 
technology injected as well, these pathogens will be able to invade every cell in the body as well as in the 
brain. This creates deadly consequences, and can cause any number of horrible diseases, adverse reacBons, 
and death. Wearing masks that steal valuable oxygen, isolaBon, and any other draconian measures that cause 
extreme stress to the body will only enhance the dangerous effects possible. The same is true of most all 
those that have received vaccines or flu shots in the past, and due to the nature of this toxic brew, the 
possibility of having your body anack itself in what is called a cytokine storm, is much more likely to occur 
aoer taking this injecBon. The uninformed public is targeted first and foremost, simply believing the 
government would never lie to them. The government is more than lying and these health professionals go on 
the record to document the government and media lies. As the vaccine is set to kill and cripple the seniors 
and the uninformed in the first wave of genocide, their vaccine induced deaths and disease states will be used 
as the excuse to force the vaccine on everyone else, as the evil media and corrupt government will simply re-
label the medical genocide as COVID-19 or something more deadly than COVID. This has been the plan the 
enBre Bme. It’s all a depopulaBon weapon to achieve the mass exterminaBon of the human race The spike 
protein is a depopulaBon weapon. The “vaccine” is a Soylent Green-style exterminaBon / suicide shot that has 
been repackaged as “medicine.” The “pandemic” was media hysteria whipped up to create panic and 
widespread demand for the vaccine so that people wouldn’t resist the exterminaBon shots. I believe these 
vaccines will change the DNA of a person and will be mandated soon as a false cure and may include an RFID 
microchip and or trackable nanobots. Also, I suppose the vaccine pill could also alter our DNA and include 
nanobots and Luciferase enzymes. In addiBon, the quantum dot tanoo may also be used and have similar 
funcBons as the other ones. I say stay away from it all and count it all as damnable and all potenBally the Mark 
of the Beast! If you accept the mRNA vaccine it will most likely change your DNA and cause you to be a hybrid 
Nephilim which is no longer a creaBon of God and therefore I believe irredeemable. In addiBon, the other 
false soluBons are equally as damning in my opinion and we should resist all COVID-19 soluBons from the 
government and put our trust in Jesus Christ alone! 

John 
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:48:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Most people that are not vaccinated at all do not contract any covid viruses anymore. Human body has 
adapted. Ben

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:48:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Wendy reBred

2022-01-04 
20:46:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe that it is inhumane and equal to slavery to force students to take the vaccinaBon against their will. It 
is also a very bad move for South African universiBes because internaBonal universiBes are offering online 
degrees and these students, who do not want to take the vaccine, will all opt for the very popular online 
educaBon trend. This could be a very poor decision if the government allows UCT or any other educaBonal 
insBtuBons to mandate vaccinaBons. It would harm the world ranking of our universiBes, perhaps making 
them obsolete in the long run. Sean

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:43:32

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandatory vaccinaBons are against the Nuremberg code and the consBtuBon of South Africa.   Vaccinated 
people can spread the virus, just as unvaccinated people.  

Charmain
e

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:42:24

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I say no to vaccine mandates ....many people died because of vaccinaBon and those cases were not reported 
by the media and government. Nkosikho

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:41:59 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No one should be forced to vaccinate. The right to freedom of choice should be exercised. The right to medical 
sovereignty Carol student

2022-01-04 
20:41:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Lucy

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:41:40 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Every South African must have a right to choose. And besides this vaccines do not offer eny benefit 
whatsoever. Why are the universiBes forcing students and employees to take them. This is human right 
violaBon of the highest order. Makgotla

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:40:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Ursula

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:30:18

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Freedom of choice This is unconsBtuBonal Leon

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:23:55

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Kenny

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:22:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

UnscienBfic nonsense that goes in the face of human rights and right to bodily autonomy for a virus that has 
almost no chance of harming anyone that goes to university and the "vaccine" has no long term safety studies, 
known serious side effects and does not stop or slow the spread based on science and studies, not the 
poliBcal BS from government Vincent

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:20:55

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Valerie

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:18:52 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I don't feel save taking the vaccine. I do believe that it can have a negaBve reacBon to any ones body. And I 
don't want to take that chance. That is my God giving right to have a choice. Annelize

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:17:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Women have the right to aborBon, but we manipulate in a evil way to put something in my body, what 
happened to my body my choice. Stefanus 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:15:49

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Mandated "vaccinaBon" is illegal and ConsBtuBonally impossible in South Africa which is very easy to prove. 

Every single one of the jabs on offer are classified experimental to which all the manufacturers agree. The 
earliest possible experiment compleBon date is 2023, and that may now be impossible given that the 
experiments have been unblined. 

That the jabs have been "approved" under Emergency Use AuthorisaBon (EUA) does NOT MEAN THAT THE 
EXPERIMENTS are terminated and they must sBll legally be completed. 

So to be clear, all the jabs are experimental which President Ramaphosa very recently confirmed publicly 
thanking all the people who have parBcipated in this medical experiment, expressly using the the word 
experiment. 

South Africans can be grateful for paragraph 12 (2) (c) of the ConsBtuBon which reads: 

12 (2) Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the 
right— 
(c) not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent. 

Further more 12 (2) (c) is defined a non-derogable right which means a permanent right that cannot be 
changed. Ever, like the right to life. 

This means that NO one can be mandated or forced to parBcipate in ANY medical experiment without their 
freely given INFORMED consent. Remember ALL the jabs on offer are medical experiments, at least unBl 2023. 

And aoer 2023 paragraph 12 (2) (b) kicks in (well it's already in force) provided it has not been changed which 
is theoreBcally possible but unlikely. 

12 (2) Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity, which includes the 
right— 
(b) to security in and control over their body.  

Conclusion: Given that ALL the jabs are experimental, even though the may have been "approved" for wide 
spread experimental use but only under emergency use authorisaBon, and then ONLY if INFORMED consent is 
given WHICH IS REQUIRED, each and every South African has the non-derogable right to decline the jab and 
not to be discriminated against from doing so. 

A valid quesBon that has been asked is; "Well if mandated jabs are impossible, then won't the ANC then just 
make laws and / or regulaBons making the lives of the  "unvaccinated" impossible?  

This is impossible under SecBon 9, Equality, of the ConsBtuBon, which is someBmes referred to as the anB-
Apartheid clause. 

Equality 
9. (1) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protecBon and benefit of the law. 
(2) Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms....... etc.... 

EffecBvely we are all subject to the same laws, which was not the case under Apartheid.  

This means that the government CANNOT make one set of laws for the "vaccinated" and another set of laws 
for the "unvaccinated".  

70% of South Africans are "unvaccinated". Zaahir
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:11:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Johnathan

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
20:07:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Anne

employed 
individual
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2022-01-04 
20:07:43

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Your body...your choice Fayruze

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:04:43 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice Lodewikus

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:04:36 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Why do we have a democracy if the people cannot say what they want to say not to menBon that President 
Ramaphosa said he will not force anyone  we will be no bener than Apartheid if we get rid of freedom of 
choice JC

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:03:59

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Reilando

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:02:22

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

I believe everyone has a right to choose what happens in and with their bodies, if a person is informed and 
chooses not to vaccinate, it is their God given right, none should have power over another as to tell them 
what to do with/in their bodies, not even the government or employer. Just inform people, why mandate 
something that doesn't protect against infecBon,  with no proven medium/long term safety and efficacy,  a 
vaccine which hasn't even finished a 2 year trial. Secondly,  this is an experimental vaccine, so consBtuBonally 
speaking, the whole mandate is in violaBon of our consBtuBonal rights. Lazola 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:01:57

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

No we cannot be control by people...but by what law say...and vaccinate d people sBll get covid and can 
transmit the virus Evert

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:00:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Talita student

2022-01-04 
19:59:18

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

people's freedoms are removed  over a trial vacine that is ineffecBve to the latest variants ....it's untested with 
no longBme data available ..being forced on young people...they should be able to be free to choose if they 
want this  or not Doulina 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:57:18

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

The decision remain up to the individual. I will never compel anyone to do anything they do not want to. 

Governments and companies do not dictate what people can do with their body. 

The death rate is low for the age group in Univeraity. Nathan 
employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:57:05

Free 
State

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Do not agree Anneke student

2022-01-04 
19:57:05

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Nonjabulo 
R

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:56:22

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Freedom of choice it should be every persons  own choice Elize reBred

2022-01-04 
19:55:16 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice No i will not take any vacines at all what about hour rights. Piet reBred

2022-01-04 
19:52:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice Freedom of choice Pieter

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:51:44 Gauteng

No I do 
not Freedom of choice

Jonathan 
Drummon
d

employed 
individual

Other 27

2022-01-30 
22:31:00 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

Vaccine Mandate 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on UCT’s proposed vaccine mandate policy. As a South African 
ciBzen whose child is at university, I strongly oppose mandatory vaccines. 
  
Introducing a vaccine mandate policy would result in unfair discriminaBon. The South African consBtuBon in 
the Bill of Rights affords us all the rights to “freedom of choice”, right to bodily and psychological integrity and 
the right “not to be subjected to medical or scienBfic experiments without their informed consent.” Informed 
consent is a principle in medical ethics and medical law that a paBent should have sufficient informaBon 
before making their own decisions about their medical care. It should be noted that the commission for 
gender equality warns against imposing mandatory vaccines for employees and students and measures should 
not trample the basic human rights that are enshrined in the consBtuBon. 
  
ScienBfic studies now show that the vaccines do not stop or reduce Covid-19 transmission, and do not reduce 
the outcomes associated with Covid-19. Peak viral loads did not differ by vaccinaBon status or variant type. 
“The US Centres for Disease Control and PrevenBon (CDC) idenBfies four of the top five countries with the 
highest vaccinaBon populaBon as “high transmission” countries. Many decision makers assume that the 
vaccinated can be excluded as a source of transmission. It appears to be grossly negligent to ignore the 
vaccinated populaBon as a possible and relevant source of transmission when deciding about public health 
control measures.” 
hnps://doi.org/10.1016/j.lanepe.2021.100272 
  
Adverse effects reported include thrombosis, stroke, myocardiBs and Guillian Barre syndrome to name a few. 
These may be life-threatening adverse events and mandaBng a vaccine that could result in the death of an 
individual, I regard as irresponsible. A new study published on January 25, 2022, on JAMA Network, has shown 
that the risk of myocardiBs following mRNA COVID VaccinaBon is around 133 Bmes greater than the 
background risk in the populaBon. The 18 to 24 male age group saw significantly higher risk of myocardiBs for 
both Pfizer’s and Moderna’s products. Given the plethora of studies confirming the link between vaccinaBon 
and myocardiBs, the CDC has commenced acBve surveillance of adolescents and young adults to monitor their 
progress following heart-related incidents. Long-term outcome data, however, are not yet available. Given this 
risk and that university students are young individuals falling into the high-risk age group for myocardiBs, 
informed consent must include giving them this recent evidence and fully knowing that their parBcipaBon in 
vaccine rollouts would be used for the long-term data that we are sBll awaiBng. 
  
It is important to note that the proporBon of people with immunity to Covid-19 (from infecBon and/or 
vaccinaBon) has risen substanBally, exceeding 60-80% in several serosurveys in South Africa. Recent evidence 
from the CDC shows that natural immunity from previous infecBon offers bener protecBon than the current 
vaccines. Important to note that top Israel immunologist, Cyrille Cohen advises that vaccine passports should 
be phased out in the Omicron era as the virus is ‘bener at immunizing than the vaccine’. South Africa has a 
high populaBon of paBents with previous exposure to Covid-19 infecBon. MandaBng a vaccine to this 
populaBon knowing that the adverse effects haven’t been completely studied, I regard as irresponsible and 
negligent. I think it would be important to note that in the US, the supreme court overturned the 
government’s decision on mandatory vaccines for large employers and federal employees, when evidence was 
presented to the courts. 
  
There has been a call to scrap some remaining Covid regulaBons and Professor Madhi says the now reversed 
decision to do away with quaranBne and contact tracing was informed by science and slammed the naBonal 
department of Health’s decision to pause its plan to do so. 
  
The University of Cape Town is regarded as an insBtuBon with access to experts in the departments of both 
law and health, and one would expect that such a world renowned insBtuBon would give criBcal thinking to 
the above menBoned so that the students will be able to make an informed decision when deciding on 
whether to vaccinate or not Thega

business 
owner

2022-01-29 
08:29:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

I got the Phizer vac and now I have high blood pressure, Hart pulsaBons and Bnnitus. It's been about 7 moths 
now and I sBll have all 3. Also had a bad rash for 2 months. Vicky

2022-01-23 
06:19:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

If the vaccine  protects you against Covid, then unvaccinated individuals can only be a threat to like minded  
individuals. It seems that the whole process is warped and is equivalent to not allowing a person in need of a 
liver transplant to have access to a transplant and stand a more than 90% chance to die from liver failure, 
rather than an individual geqng Covid and standing a less than 3% chance of death from Covid. Even people 
with tuberculosis and HIV are afforded more privacy and choice and human rights. Johan

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:20:17

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Other

Feel that mandatory vaccinaBon is equal to rape. Our bodies, it belongs to us and it is our choice what 
happens to it Alida 

employed 
individual
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2022-01-22 
14:59:41

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

All of the following ate my concern: the university vaccine mandate, the loss of access to educaBon, freedom 
of choice, vaccine passports which consBtutes to discriminaBon and division in a country where we sing our 
anthem the loudest when we sing about unity.  

I did research to convince myself to get the vaccine, so I read mostly pro-vax arBcles and statements and 
staBsBcs and reports. What I saw convinced me of the opposite mostly due to the lack of sense in arguments, 
the obvious bias and the death toll of the elderly. I started crying when I saw those numbers in the UK reports. 
How can we be okay with that?  

I understand that many want the vaccine — let them have it if they choose. I don’t understand the reasoning 
behind the desire for separaBon between the vaccinated and unvaccinated. If the vaccine protects, are you 
not protected?  

What I believe is a viable opBon and considerate of both sides is to say, “you have the opBon to study with 
people who are both vaccinated and unvaccinated (ie. People who are like-minded and people who are not), 
you might get sick whether you’re vaccinated or not, if you want to take that risk, you’re welcome. If not, 
these are your opBons: …” 
Possible opBons: 
- online learning 
- small groups of vaccinated students/staff who do not want to mingle with unvaccinated people can study 
together (workshops in specific hands-on learning) 
- small groups of unvaccinated students/staff who do not want to mingle with vaccinated people can study 
together (workshops in specific hands-on learning) 

Etc.  

Can we just make a plan? Not make war? Anais student

2022-01-22 
13:43:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

There is no valid reason to vaccinate. Vaccines do not offer real protecBon against Omicron. The symptoms of 
the laner is mild and similar to normal flu. Longterm effects of the experimental vaccines have not been 
established.  According to CDC stats (see the Defender Jan. 23 2022) more than 22 000 people have died as a 
result of vaccinaBon. Adverse reacBons stand at over 1 million with just under 175 000 that resulted in serious 
injuries to vaccinated people -  from Dec 2020 to Jan 2022. Lucas reBred

2022-01-22 
13:16:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

Daar is soveel mense wat siek word van die inenBng. Ek het ook teveel vrae die goed wat gesê word hoe die 
inenBng geimplimenteer word. Die ding dat vrouens n groot kans kan hê om nie meer kinders te kry nie. Die 
feit dat ons nie kan kies of ons die inenBng vir he of nie. Ek stem teen die inenBng. 

Alena 
Francina 
(Francis) student

2022-01-22 
12:57:54

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

This highly toxic and lethal gene therapy experiment which is causing I'll health and many deaths must STOP 
NOTO MANDATORY VACCINE AT ALL COSTS

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:03:25 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

A university should be an environment that inspires the quest for the expansion of intelligence within a 
mulBtude of frameworks from a context of freedom to quesBon, research and debate ANY  issue, with a view 
to arriving at revised factual and verifiable  soluBons  in service of humanity and its inter-related engagements 
on the planet.  PracBces of one-sided insBtuBonal bullying and culpable homicide (mandatory vaccinaBon) 
based on blind alignment with unproven, non-scienBfic  and grossly illogical big Pharma (profit) narraBves, 
poliBcal totalitarianism and media censorship is a gross violaBon of the trust and essence that any university 
with integrity has a duty to  uphold. ManBs 

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
08:19:04

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

The vaccine causes severe side effects, especially myocardiBs in young adults and various studies have proven 
this. Thousands of youngsters are dying around the word due to this and top virologists and experts are 
against vacinaBon in children an young adults. More research by the university is necessary in this field before 
implemenBng draconian rules affecBng young peoples lives forever. Stephen

business 
owner

2022-01-14 
08:14:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

There is sBll not enough reliable informaBon at our disposal to be able to make an informed decision. Also, at 
which booster do we decide one is vaccinated? Will those with prior infecBon be forced to get a not enBrely 
safe vaccine? So many reasons really. John

business 
owner

2022-01-13 
13:23:43

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

The vaccine has undergone tesBng but not the rigorous standards and confirmaBon that the spike protein 
does not circulate throughout the body... It has also not undergone the test of Bme from 10-15years trial 
studies. Since this is a newly introduced Mrna technology how can the government say they are being 
reasonable by forcing the populaBon to take it? David

employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
18:49:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

The vaccines do not do what they were originally supposed to do, ie. prevent transmission and infecBon 
(there are countless examples of senior poliBcians and medical experts who told us for months that we would 
not get infected or transmit covid post-injecBon. I am happy to share evidence of their saying this – plus my 
memory is long enough to remember).  They are now saying boosters every 3 months, even though covid has 
become less severe and the vaccinated are more affected by Omicron (again, I can supply evidence) because 
efficacy wanes aoer a couple of months (as stated by Albert Bourla, CEO of Pfizer this week) . Every 3 months 
Bll when? Forever? The rest of our lives?  Having to show proof of (useless) vaccinaBon everywhere we go, 
forever? They tried the "papers please" thing in Nazi Germany and under apartheid and it didn't go too well 
for millions of people. You say you are anB-Apartheid and pro-liberty? Then act like it and stand against this 
insanity, Julia

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
13:25:37 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other Johan

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
20:32:12 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

These are trials, results overseas already showing deaths and injuries in kids too. They have almost 0 chance 
of dying from covid. End this non-sence now! Gail

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
10:04:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other This is a experiment , they are mad Randall

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:30:55 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

I do not serve or belueve in any other god than God the Father, Jesus His Son and the Holy Spirit. The 
vaccinaBon is seen by the world as a god Antonene

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:56:28

Mpumal
anga

No I do 
not Other

Experimental jab with a short term vision and not thinking of the longterm effects is not acceptable. Students 
have their lives ahead, do not kill or cripple them Corné

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
15:59:55

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Other

I feel it's unfair to force me to get a vaccine that I don't want. It is totally against my religious beliefs! I do not 
support any Mandatory Policy of any kind! Gerrie 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
12:50:57 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

They're not guinea pigs. Isn't a vac. Is experimental ? Don't even know what to call it. 
Natural low-we are free to decide Boyka reBred

2022-01-05 
11:15:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

Vaccines are not working. StaBsBcs show it clearly. More vaccines more infected. And they are not safe inaf.  
Never been tested for inaf long period for side effects.  This period is 5+ 10 years.  And this disease is not even 
mild dangerous.  3.5% infected, and 0.06% death for the holl planet. The vaccines and measures  are killing 
more people than disease. Stanislav

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
10:03:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

A vaccine mandate only works if the vaccine is actually effecBve and produces results that inoculate the 
vaccinated against the disease and/or prevents transmission amongst the vaccinated. Without these 2/3 
condiBons, a vaccinaBon mandate is simply an arm-penetraBng (rubber-stamping) exercise, that serves no 
other funcBon than to provide a false sense of security to the vaccinated. Frederic

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
08:15:49

Free 
State

No I do 
not Other Freedom of choice, mandatory vaccinaBons, access to educaBon, passports and rights of choice. Lebo

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:10:12

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

All of the above opBons really!  Freedom of Choice (without discriminaBon) being the top choice.   It is a 
pointless mandate.  If you want this mandate then you need to Mandate proof of no Flu, proof of no TB, proof 
of no AIDS etc etc.  Covid is NOT dangerous and the VACCINES have PROVEN to be ineffecBve and dangerous, 
killing thousands and harming millions.  Vaccine mandates are nonsensical and mandaBng them as a UNI is a 
serious blotch on your credibility as a UNI. Elsa

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
22:00:58 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other

It is imperaBve that each individual's physical condiBon is taken into account before the decision to vaccinate 
because there are now scienBfic evidence that side effects relaBng to the heart  is also geneBcally based and 
should determine whether vaccinaBon is recomended for the person or not.  Vaccines are  not suitable for 
everyone  Coba reBred

2022-01-04 
21:15:14 Gauteng

No I do 
not Other Louis

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
20:04:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Other

Freedom! Come on guys these students have an immune system to fight this virus off. Children survive 
meningiBs for goodness sake!!! Catch a wake up!!!

employed 
individual

Access to educa=on 31

2022-01-30 
11:42:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

As a young student in the faculty of Health Sciences, who has no comorbidiBes, I do not see why UCT is 
coercing (bullying) me, and thousands of other students like me,  into taking a vaccine of which not much is 
known, and, should we not take it, be disallowed our right to an educaBon (for which we are already paying a 
heoy amount). Three simple quesBons, I - and all peoples - ought to ask: 1) Does the vaccine prevent 
transmission of the virus? 2) Does it prevent acquisiBon of Covid-19? 3) If "symptoms are reduced" by taking 
the vaccine (to what extent?), however, one can sBll experience side-effects (known & unknown), surely it 
should be the choice of the person to take the vaccine or not? Or, is UCT, the insBtuBon, willing to take 
responsibility for any and all adverse effects? Oneendlebe uvile. Tim student

2022-01-29 
09:00:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

There currently exist no scienBfic evidence that covid 19 vaccine prevents covid infecBon, covid transmission, 
hospitalizaBon and death. Vaccinated individuals may suffer adverse events and also contract covid. Covid 
vaccine mandate is a discriminatory policy against those who wish to preserve body intergrity as enshrined by 
our consBtuBon. MandaBng a vaccine that is authorised for emergency use only is an over reach by policy 
makers. 

Malose student

2022-01-29 
09:00:47 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

There currently exist no scienBfic evidence that covid 19 vaccine prevents covid infecBon, covid transmission, 
hospitalizaBon and death. Vaccinated individuals may suffer adverse events and also contract covid. Covid 
vaccine mandate is a discriminatory policy against those who wish to preserve body intergrity as enshrined by 
our consBtuBon. MandaBng a vaccine that is authorised for emergency use only is an over reach by policy 
makers. 

Malose student
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2022-01-28 
17:09:20

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

My daughter has been trying to get a bursary by nasfas for 3 years now.  She also applied at city of cape town 
forbursary and Bll this day she heard nothing.  I think there should be more opportuniBes for our children to 
further their studies. Juliet

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
12:54:03

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

I do not approve of being forced to be vaccinated at all. It is my right to decide for myself, it is not acceptable 
that outoppies and academics decide on my behalf. I have enough brain cells to make my own choices. CM student

2022-01-23 
12:54:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

I do not approve of being forced to be vaccinated at all. It is my right to decide for myself, it is not acceptable 
that outoppies and academics decide on my behalf. I have enough brain cells to make my own choices. CM student

2022-01-23 
04:46:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

As a country that depends itself on inclusion and respect, I feel that it is the universiBes primary mandate to 
uphold this. My belief system is against this vaccinaBon unBl such Bme as it proves effecBve and not harmful 
to health and quality of life. I ask that the university be respec�ul of all beliefs, including the less popular 
ones.  

Wendy 
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-23 
04:46:00

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

As a country that depends itself on inclusion and respect, I feel that it is the universiBes primary mandate to 
uphold this. My belief system is against this vaccinaBon unBl such Bme as it proves effecBve and not harmful 
to health and quality of life. I ask that the university be respec�ul of all beliefs, including the less popular 
ones.  

Wendy 
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-22 
14:07:14

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

As a seat of educaBon, I am dismayed that this has even been suggested. The ‘pandemic’ is rapidly becoming 
‘endemic’ and it makes 
no sense to mandate an experimental gene 
therapy ‘vaccine’ for students for whom the risk of such far outweighs the risk of the virus itself. The vaccine 
has been proven in numerous peer reviewed papers and internaBonal studies to have dwindling to zero 
efficacy against subsequent variants of the 
virus. An esteemed university such as UCT should be standing against oppression and this mandate would be 
an oppression of individual freedoms which will lead to a far greater erosion of freedoms in Bme - something 
the educated leaders of UCT would be well aware of. It is folly to pander to the propaganda-created, fear-
driven vote of the populace over scienBfic evidence that has been presented which is resulBng in countries 
worldwide revoking such overreaching mandates.  

Should UCT mandate vaccines it would show just how far behind in  the research they are - not ideal for 
garnering respect as a flagship university.   

MandaBng vaccines is discriminatory and will deny access to educaBon to those in the populaBon who prefer 
not to parBcipate in a medical trial. Louide

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:49:36

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon Hanelise

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
13:14:31

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon TriBa 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:27:08

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon Keith

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:26:19 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

CreaBng vaccine passports for entry into an educaBonal insBtuBon and prevenBng access to educaBon based 
on vaccinaBon status is against human rights. It mirrors acBons conducted in apartheid which is atrocious and 
we should parBcularly protect the rights of those who suffered through apartheid. May crimes against human 
rights and dignity never occur again. Caitlin

business 
owner

2022-01-21 
09:07:41

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Access to educaBon Cindy

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
06:03:02

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

Students shouldn’t have to get an experimental vaccine in order to study at a university.  It is medical 
discriminaBon. The covid vaccine doesn’t stop infecBon, nor transmission so how is a mandate even jusBfied.  
There are definitely risks to taking the vaccine and there are no long term studies showing how it will affect 
young people’s health and ferBlity.  Nicky reBred

2022-01-12 
12:25:52

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

In a country where access to educaBon is not equal and the hurdles that needs to be overcome to be able to 
anend a higher educaBon insBtuBon is enormous, another hurdle would set back our current progress greatly. 
A university educaBon should not be dependant on a vaccinaBon status in a country where access to basic 
healthcare is not freely available to all, where the livelihood of people are dependant on such an educaBon. Lodewicus

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
22:07:19

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Access to educaBon isabella

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-11 
19:43:23

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

I am by no means anB vax however I believe  NOBODY should be denied access to an educaBon according to 
their own personal beliefs or health status. Manya student

2022-01-10 
13:05:01

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

The Covid 19 vaccine does not stop infecBon, so mandaBng it is illogical and unscienBfic. No one should be 
denied access to educaBon, based on such false scienBfic thinking and one should always have a choice what 
we put in our bodies.  
Get the real facts, read the scienBfic literature. You can sBll get Covid and pass it on aoer vaccinaBon! 
If this is mandatory, what will student be forced to take next?   I will not send my child to UCT for future 
studies if vaccines like these gets mandated. FULL STOP. johanna

business 
owner

2022-01-10 
08:41:02 Limpopo

No I do 
not Access to educaBon James

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
11:36:29

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

The mandatory vaccine doesn't only take away the students freedom to make their own decision, but as a 
requirement to get into university it also infringes their right to access educaBon.  
It has been proven that vaccines do not stop the spread of the virus, and if so why make it mandatory if the 
students are sBll required to follow necessary COVID restricBons? I do not believe that it is fair to force 
students to take the vaccine, as these are young adults our future who we expect to be able to make their 
own decisions. If we take that freedom away how do we expect them to be bener humans that are able to 
make decisions and take accountability for them. Nangamso

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
15:57:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

If they deny one access to educaBon due to one being unvaccinated against COVID-19 then one is forced to 
choose between physiological autonomy/bodily integrity and terBary educaBon. If one cannot anain a 
university qualificaBon, one cannot qualify for work either. If one cannot work, one will not survive. As a 
result, the GDP of the country will suffer too. Not a very wise decision. Could they not offer accommodaBons, 
such as online educaBon for the unvaccinated? William

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
06:37:30

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

I do not support any vaccine mandates whatsoever. Each individual should have his / her own choise for 
medical intervenBons of any kind. Due to this global fear mongering and absolute believe in science and 
people driving so called expert opinions and scienBfic proof and the incredible amount of money at play, I 
oppose the fact that students already in dire straits for secondary /professional training or educaBon now has 
to put their future on the chopping block for management and insBtuBons trying to comply to global pressure. 
This is nothing else than poliBcs and in SA we cannot afford to have some sort of mandate that prohibits 
someone of an educaBon. It is absolutely ludicrous and don't tell me to follow science, there is no such thing, 
you follow scienBsts and the "pandemic" has been created and is used for alterior moBves,now young people 
who has worked hard and has the ability for Higher educaBon needs to sacrifice their own personal believe 
and who knows maybe their health for others to feel they are doing society a favor by imposing such 
measures as forced vaccinaBons. Andre

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
22:36:49 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

This is unacceptable and mocks our consBtuBon. South Africa is not the USA or Australia. Our ConsBtuBon 
actually maners over here! Phizer scienBsts admined on video that our natural immunity (if previously 
infected) is stronger and lasts longer than the man-made vaccines. Yet you make it your business to decide 
whether a student, who may have a strong natural immunity, should get the vaccine. That boils down to 
medical advice without proper consult, since all of us are different, and it is unethical.  As a University you 
should know bener, at least have the decency to care about facts, since you are supposedly teaching facts to 
young adults. Fact: natural immunity exists according to (unbiased and real) science. Fact: You can just as 
easily spread Covid when you are vaccinated compared to when you are unvaccinated. Fact: There is no proof 
that the vaccine saved anyone's life, since such proof would entail their previous death. Logic! Many have 
survived Covid before the vaccine even existed. Should they thank the coffee they had for saving them? Do 
you have any idea how ridiculous your arguments are? This will be wrinen up in history and people will 
associate insBtuBons with mandatory vaccine policies with radical disasters and minds that naively held views 
that were very far behind in Bme. It can easily be compared to the pass laws. Great essay material in future. 
May the policy makers' first names be well known by then. Not like the names of famous freedom fighters in 
all of history, but rather their infamous opposiBons. You should have no right to request medical informaBon 
from students, and no right to discriminate based on it. It is completely ridiculous, especially in South Africa. 
We may not be a first world country, but our ConsBtuBon is a winner in this world. Not because of anything 
other than freedom! Please Google "democracy" before you refer to it again. And just like Covid, the vaccine 
isn't safe for everyone to get (FACT), so you will and must be held liable for each injury and death you cause if 
this outlandish policy is approved. Even if such accountability will only occur once you are long gone. It won't 
be the first Bme that a new generaBon sees the mistakes of the past one, and marks it with shame by burning 
buildings or cancelling names. The truth will always find a way to survive. You feel well accepted by society 
right now, by having the audacity to even drao such irresponsible policies, but don't get too comfortable. Not 
even the Government made it mandatory. Why do you suppose? Because the moment you do that, there's 
liability! You are trying to limit very important human rights in SA, one being freedom of educaBon, and the 
moment you approve this policy, just like in labour law, when you deprive someone of a basic human right, by 
seqng ulBmatums before allowing them to enjoy such right, it is force.  And since you are forcing people 
whose medical circumstances and backgrounds are unknown to you, to take part in a medical procedure, you 
are being irresponsible and quite frankly, non-South-African. Therin

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
18:12:21

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon Raph

2022-01-05 
15:21:11

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

business 
owner
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2022-01-05 
14:37:51

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

Of the opinion that safety protocols  are diligently followed the issue relaBng to vaccines are irrelevant. There 
is no conclusive proof that vaccinaBon  prevents the spread of the virus.  In the absence of conclusive proof 
that the vaccine prevents the contracBon or spread of the virus the consBtuBonal rights of individuals to 
choose and the right to educaBon cannot jusBfiably be limited or encroached Michelle

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:29:14

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

If you are going to support this, your educaBon system will collapse. You are a university teaching doctors with 
the knowing that there is far more research out there than vaccines being the only soluBon. And if you are 
one sided this will not look good on the university. You are supporBng medical apartheid and going against 
consBtuBonal rights. This too says alot Nirvana 

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
10:19:28

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

There should be no mandatory viccine  . What about  the student  who don't believe in the vaccine. What 
about the student rights and believe s. The student  is our  country future and so many  young people suffer 
just because of n viccine tha dont cued it a test . Sarah 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:11:51 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

It is wrong to force a medical decision onto people. Based on medical decision, UCT is creaBng educaBon 
apartheid and segregaBon. This "vaccine" is sBll " experimental " so no decisions should be based on it.  The 
variant is showing a dramaBc weakness so the university should use criBcal thinking skills ( higher educaBon!)  
and not apply such stringent admission measures... when all "science" indicates the virus is dying out.... 
UniversiBes should be promoBng healthy eaBng... nutriBonal intake into bodies... strengthen your body Tanya

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
23:37:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Access to educaBon

It's only 3 decades SA has been emancipated from unruly irrepresenraBve government and now another form 
of oppression is introduced... another barrier... another control of movement... how much are they 
(universiBes) promised to enforce unlawful vaccinaBons? Why are they subjecBng their healthy students to 
killer vaccines! Vaccines must be a personal choice period! Modintha

employed 
individual

Vaccine passbooks 25

2022-01-26 
21:55:13 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

Vaccines lose their effecBveness with Bme.  Who is going to keep these "passports" updated.  It will be a 
costly exercise and is likely to soon become a logisBcal nightmare.   
It seems very unfair to only speak about vaccines and ignore those who have natural immunity having had 
covid.   
It is esBmated that 70% of South Africans have natural immunity and less than 30% have been fully 
vaccinated, yet the omicron wave in South Africa was no worse than in many countries in Europe with high 
vaccinaBon rates. 
How  does  one define "fully vaccinated "?  Whatever the definiBon it is likely to change with Bme and this is 
likely to cause further problems. 
In view of the foregoing the idea of vaccine passports in South Africa will be a waste  of Bme money and 
resources. Neil reBred

2022-01-24 
21:22:33

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Thea reBred

2022-01-24 
09:06:41

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks I do not support mandatory covid vaccines or pass books.  I should have freedom of choice.  Lynne reBred

2022-01-23 
07:13:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

It's not a vaccine. Vaccines mean you don't get the sickness. Vaxxed people can sBll get COVID. So why make 
only the unvaccinated people take tests weekly?  

Asking unvaxxed people to take a test weekly is essenBally discriminaBon and another way of saying "leave", 
without saying it. It is too costly. Perhaps you should be draoing a policy that mandates COVID tests and 
makes them free/cheap.  

GABRIELA
employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
22:40:06

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Tanya 

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:00:28 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Andrea

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
20:02:43

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

What is proposed by UCT is UNCONSTITUTIONAL!!! FULL STOP!!!  
Stop trying to appease your financial masters!!! Mark reBred

2022-01-22 
16:10:18

KwaZulu-
Natal

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Leanne

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
14:00:48

Free 
State

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Ilse

business 
owner

2022-01-22 
11:31:46

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

No one should be able to dictate what goes into your body. This is absolutely against human rights and and 
should not be tolerated. Lindi

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
10:21:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks It is a crime against humanity. Johan

business 
owner

2022-01-20 
20:24:26

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

VaccinaBng myself or my children should be my choice and my choice alone. I shouldn’t be forced into 
something that isn’t what I want. Natural immunity and good health so I will take my chances. Jamie 

business 
owner

2022-01-20 
14:46:53

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

This is totalitarianism!!!! This is all about control and power. There is no Pandemic!!!! Virus was man made 
(read fauci's emails, you know the guy that  cut out the voice boxes of beagles and allowed sand flies to eat 
their face alive. We should definitely listen to this guy? Seriously lol, get wrecked you monster.) 

The Pfizer CEO says the current vaccines give "limited if any protecBon" against the china virus. 

The Inventor of the vaccine DR. Robert Malone is begging people not to take it. It is a cytotoxin that you are 
injecBng into yourself. Also said alot of children are going to have to die before they wake up.  

Naturally immunity is 27 Bmes more powerful than the jab. Peer reviewed study proofed ivermecBm  works! 
Hydroxycloriquine works. Colloidal silver works. Gerhardus

employed 
individual

2022-01-17 
00:23:20 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Katlego

business 
owner

2022-01-12 
09:26:25

Western 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

There is no way that they should be enforcing mandatory vaccinaBons, anywhere but especially in insBtuBons 
with young learners. Most of the students already have natural immunity and are the least likely to get 
seriously ill if they do catch Covid. UCT, please do bener! You shouldn't be following the rest of the worlds 
policies, especially when we can see that the vaccinaBons are not working well in highly vaccinated countries 
anyway. Cassandra

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
14:24:46

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

The policy requires all parBes to present proof of vaccinaBon. This requirement is specifically excluded in 
terms of the ProtecBon of Personal InformaBon Act. 

Asking anyone their vaccinaBon status is prohibited in terms of the POPI Act. 
For a university to simply ignore this is unacceptable. 

The majority of the student populaBon and other third parBes on and around campus are also not at risk to 
COVID. 

I urge the university to look into the Great Barrington DeclaraBon and avoid at all costs implemenBng a two 
Ber society system. 
Our local universiBes should know bener having seen what the segregaBon laws of the Apartheid era did. Zietze

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
12:10:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Nadia

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
20:52:23

Free 
State

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks MarBe

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
18:09:53 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

I am not against vaccines but I am against discriminaBon and against people in posiBons of power enforcing 
their views on others. Firstly, as someone who had covid and have a natural immunity to the virus I find it 
strange that this is not part of the passport conversaBon. Natural immunity will always trump vaccine 
immunity, yet there is no menBon of adding natural immunity to the vaccine passport or giving people with 
natural immunity the same freedom as is planned for the vaccinated. 

I also don't believe that people should be forced to take a vaccine which they are viewing as a risk to their 
health. As we are seeing in countries with large numbers of vaccinated people, the vaccine is not going to stop 
covid from spreading, whether you've had the vaccine or not you can sBll carry and spread the virus. So if 
someone refuses to take the vaccine it is their choice and does not impact the vaccinated. EBenne

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
03:53:38

Norther
n Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks We need to have a choice. It is important to respect each other and no need to force us in a direcBon Christa

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:00:50 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks Chico

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:34:01 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

Bodily autonomy and personal beliefs of every person are ConsBtuBonally protected rights which are 
sacrosanct. Once these are violated in the name of public health then what follows will be a rule by 
decree(power grab) by those in posiBons of power( so-called ''public servants '') .This cannot be allowed under 
any circumstances. Jackie

business 
owner

2022-01-04 
22:46:23

Eastern 
Cape

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

SegregaBon and discriminaBon of South African people came to an end when Nelson Mandela became 
president. Do not bring back apartheid. 

Josephus 
Johannes

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:30:17

Free 
State

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks

Vaccine pass books in my view are unconsBtuBonal as it limits freedom of movement and impacts on freedom 
of choice which are rights enshrined in the consBtuBon. The consBtuBonality of this enforcement will 
ulBmately end up at the apex court which could decide any way. Mpuoane 

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
19:54:04 Gauteng

No I do 
not Vaccine passbooks It takes away  freedom of choice. They are sBll clinical trials Winnie 

employed 
individual

Not fully 14
top-concern: Count (All):

Freedom of choice 10
2022-01-30 
17:31:59

Western 
Cape Not fully Freedom of choice No educaBon will lead to more uneployment Merle reBred
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2022-01-22 
16:06:33

Western 
Cape Not fully Freedom of choice Garth

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
12:23:45

KwaZulu-
Natal Not fully Freedom of choice

The only real effect of vaccines seems to be to reduce how badly someone gets ill. Many double vaccinated 
people are sBll passing the virus on to other double vaccinated people. Those who are worried about geqng 
ill should get vaccinated while others should be able to choose not to get vaccinated, understanding that they 
run the risk of geqng very sick and perhaps dying. Sheena

employed 
individual

2022-01-13 
09:49:29 Gauteng Not fully Freedom of choice

Online study will be a alternaBve. 
Private universiBes. 
Easy said than done but people can stand together. 
Some vaccine  change DNA  and also interact with 5G. 

( I am not discriminaBng against the free choice to be vaxxed). But just keep up with your shots because your 
body will relay on it . 

The vaccine is not tested for years . like polio vaccine  

Johan
employed 
individual

2022-01-12 
11:35:48

North 
West Not fully Freedom of choice Thomas

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
09:14:23

Western 
Cape Not fully Freedom of choice hnps://www.facebook.com/1216519980/posts/10228497039830462/?app=�l Danie 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
19:41:13 Gauteng Not fully Freedom of choice

I believe that it is a persons choice to accept/decline the vaccine. So far people who are not yet vaccinated 
don't show signs of illness yet the ones who are vaccinated are the ones who are dying. 

Necolene
unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:32:21

Western 
Cape Not fully Freedom of choice Gideon

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:25:58

Western 
Cape Not fully Freedom of choice Somikazi

employed 
individual

2022-01-04 
21:56:04

KwaZulu-
Natal Not fully Freedom of choice

ConsBtuBon of democray  WE HAVE A FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE  
FREEDOM OF CHOICE  
FREDOM O F CHOICE IN SOUTH AFRICA UN LESS YOU ARE NOT A SOUTH AFRICAN LIKE OUR PRESINT 

Zinhle
employed 
individual

Access to educa=on 1
2022-01-24 
12:43:02

Western 
Cape Not fully Access to educaBon Jacqi 

employed 
individual

Other 1

2022-01-14 
12:27:16

Western 
Cape Not fully Other

Then UCT vaccine mandate is complicated. 

My iniBal response was to response "Yes, I support." 

I support the idea that any new student registering at UCT for the first Bme should be vaccinated. I do NOT 
think current students should be unable to return without a vaccinaBon - that feels too much like unfair 
exclusion from academics and would be far too disrupBve to lives. 

I think the vaccine mandate must be scruBnised very carefully to see which people are being the most 
excluded. 

Perhaps a bener soluBon is to start the year and embark on an aggressive educaBon campaign  - put a 
vaccinaBon on campus. Have people constantly engaging with the students to encourage them to get 
vaccinated. 

I think adjusBng the vaccinaBon  mandate to be different depending on your level of study could be a good 
idea as well - if you want to do a honours/masters/PhD and the work is based mainly on campus, enforce a 
vaccine mandate. For undergraduate students it needs to be looked at much more carefully. 

I am in full support of everyone being vaccinated and I am in full support of private sector businesses 
enforcing vaccine mandates. That makes sense. 

Public insBtuBons I think need to be more careful. Amy
business 
owner

Mandatory vaccina=ons in Universi=es 2
2022-01-12 
14:22:03

Western 
Cape Not fully

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes People should be able to choose what they put into their bodies and not be punished for their choice. Marco student

2022-01-10 
09:32:36 Gauteng Not fully

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Freedom of choice and respect for human rights should be taught at these insBtuBons. Bullying tacBcs shows 
a degradaBon of society and should not be taught to our youth. Rather give people a true sense of freedom 
and educate them with the reason why they should get vaccinated. This will challenge the insBtuBon to come 
up with bener means of educaBng our youth, it will give our youth a bener sense of freedom and in turn will 
create a bener society filled with respect and integrity. Wentzel

employed 
individual

Yes I do 43
top-concern: Count (All):

No concern 20
2022-01-28 
09:03:48 Gauteng Yes I do No concern I may not be from Cape Town, but I support vaccinaBon for the good and health of everyone in the country! Charl

employed 
individual

2022-01-23 
17:16:56

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern I fully support the plan to make vaccinaBon compulsory for staff and students on campus. A

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
15:14:43

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern

Absolutely support mandatory vaccinaBons. They are free for all, do no harm, and are something we can all 
contribute towards ending the Covid lockdown Leslie 

employed 
individual

2022-01-19 
21:25:08

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern

the whole vaxx thing has been clouded with confusion. my wife’s a doctor and medical researcher at UCT. the 
vaccine has been proven (by independent cape town scienBsts, not parBsan employees of pfizer or 
government). like seatbelts being mandatory, vaccines will boost immunity in the whole country ... we need to 
put covid to bed, people ! dave

business 
owner

2022-01-11 
08:38:32 Gauteng Yes I do No concern

The only way we can return to some form of normality and prevent further variants is to vaccinate as many 
people as we can. I fully support any vaccine mandate. We've done this with Polio, let's do it with Covid as 
well. Stefan

employed 
individual

2022-01-11 
07:41:10 Gauteng Yes I do No concern Anthony reBred
2022-01-07 
04:03:29

Outside 
SA Yes I do No concern Lambertus

2022-01-06 
20:44:32 Gauteng Yes I do No concern

The common good trumps individual rights in all countries around the world. For instance, travellers to certain 
countries has to be vaccinated against plagues such as yellow fever etc. and nobody complains. 
The anB-Covid-vaccers were all vaccinated against smallpox, measles, etc. and have reaped the benefits all 
their lives. Hopefully they will also have their children vaccinated.  
I support the UCT policy and look forward to seeing more such iniBaBves. Johan reBred

2022-01-06 
08:10:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern Sara

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
00:15:31 Gauteng Yes I do No concern

I have no concerns. I have follow the development and tesBng of the Vaccines in the medical journals and I 
have consulted a few medical doctors and pharmacists on their take regarding vaccince.  Vaccines do have 
some risks for a small number of people, but it is minor in comparison to the risk of COVID-19. While vaccines 
might not stop never variants it does sBll prevent severe illness and therefore takes the pressure of our 
hospitals and allows us to regain some form of normality. All insBtuBons and shops, public spaces etc should 
work towards the implementaBon of mandatory vaccinaBon. Jurgen

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
21:33:29 Gauteng Yes I do No concern Everyone needs to be vaccinated!!! Shahraine reBred
2022-01-05 
18:05:40

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern No concerns! We need this mandate! Nelis

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
18:03:28

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern Leah

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
17:14:20 Gauteng Yes I do No concern ric
2022-01-05 
15:22:26 Gauteng Yes I do No concern Heleen

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
14:48:14

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern Health and Safety supercede all other campus requirements... RICHARD

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
13:54:25

KwaZulu-
Natal Yes I do No concern

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
12:44:59

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do No concern This sets a great example for other universiBes. Good! Sophia student

2022-01-05 
10:35:58

Western 
Cape Yes I do No concern Vanessa 

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
06:51:10

KwaZulu-
Natal Yes I do No concern We need to be vaccinated to move on and get the economy going. Robin

business 
owner
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Vaccine passbooks 5
2022-01-25 
11:58:23

Western 
Cape Yes I do Vaccine passbooks Peter reBred

2022-01-13 
08:40:40 Gauteng Yes I do Vaccine passbooks Sheila

employed 
individual

2022-01-07 
18:47:27 Gauteng Yes I do Vaccine passbooks Sue

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
12:14:11

Western 
Cape Yes I do Vaccine passbooks Abigail 

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:19:23 Gauteng Yes I do Vaccine passbooks Muir

Access to educa=on 3
2022-01-22 
21:05:49

North 
West Yes I do Access to educaBon For anyone safety Marinda

employed 
individual

2022-01-22 
21:05:46

North 
West Yes I do Access to educaBon For anyone safety Marinda

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
14:02:03 Gauteng Yes I do Access to educaBon Francis

business 
owner

The draB policy in its en=rety 3
2022-01-22 
17:47:38

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

unemployed 
individual

2022-01-12 
12:30:27

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

My freedom, maybe even my right to life, is negaBvely affected by those who choose not to vaccinate. 
Having been vaccinated, I now help protect those who choose not to be vaccinated, while they present me 
with the threat of infecBng me. Jean reBred

2022-01-12 
10:35:17

Western 
Cape Yes I do

The drao policy in its 
enBrety

Your policy has been adopted to minimize infecBons however its been proven that the vaccine does not stop 
infecBons and assist vaccinated people from not infecBng their loved ones. If its to minimize the severity of 
symptoms then i would request proof that your current death rate is mostly in favour of the unvaccinated as 
myself and halve of my unvaccinated acquaintances was diagnosed with the new strain and we experienced 
the same mild symptoms as those thats been vaccinated. The current infecBon rate and death rate does not 
jusBfy your radical approach towards covid as the recovery rate is over 97 % a rate you r welcomed to 
contradict.  If u have any sensible reason that can jusBfy your policy then please table it  

Desmond
unemployed 
individual

Mandatory vaccina=ons in Universi=es 9
2022-01-12 
16:48:42

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Albie reBred

2022-01-11 
09:09:47 Gauteng Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

VaccinaBons should have been made mandatory from the start for EVERYONE.  Tired of being at risk because 
of non vaccers and Bred of the covid-19 being allowed to grow because of non-vaccers. Cheryl

employed 
individual

2022-01-10 
09:42:45 Gauteng Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes Andre 

business 
owner

2022-01-08 
08:45:48

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes reBred

2022-01-06 
11:07:19

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes K

employed 
individual

2022-01-06 
10:58:03

Western 
Cape Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes It is vital to keep the universiBes open.Thus mandatory vaccinaBon ( apart from those allergic) is appropriate Peter

business 
owner

2022-01-06 
07:53:28 Gauteng Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

The only way out of this pandemic is by everyone  playing  their part  by vaccinaBng to lesser the chances of 
future outbreaks and chances on other,  more severe mutaBons being formed.  
The vaccine hesitaBon,  being driven by a false narraBve of conspiracy  thinkers, has no place in modern 
society.  People  seem to have forgonen why less babies die these days....because of the vaccinaBon 
programme all babies are enrolled  in at birth, and no-one seems to care about. 

Engelman
n

business 
owner

2022-01-05 
11:22:23

Mpumal
anga Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

I feel that all work places, terBary insBtuBons, and schools should all have mandatory vaccine ruling in place.  
To resist vaccine is absurd in this climate. ScienBfic data shows that the vaccine is the only way to prevent the 
virus from crippling the economy and lives. Carol

employed 
individual

2022-01-05 
11:02:39

Eastern 
Cape Yes I do

Mandatory vaccinaBons 
in UniversiBes

Nkosinam
andla

employed 
individual

Other 3
2022-01-11 
09:53:05 Gauteng Yes I do Other Amanda
2022-01-05 
12:21:22 Gauteng Yes I do Other Daleen Non-profit

2022-01-04 
22:06:24

Western 
Cape Yes I do Other

I do feel that it should be compulsory as the young generaBon can be very foolish and unwise when they have 
big g2g and party as if there is no covid...I myself are in healthcare and definitely don't  ever want to go 
through what had to with covid Rochelle

employed 
individual
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